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PBEFACE.

Two COURSES of lectures, delivered by the Author

while he had the honour of holding the Corpiis

Professorship of Jurisprudence in the IIp.iversity of

Oxford, have been already publislicd with the titles

‘ Village-Communities in the East and West,’ and

^ The Early History of Institutions.’ The substance

of the present volume was originally contained in

lectures which formed part of various other courses

given by him at Oxford
;
but in some cases the

form has been materially altered.

The Author continues in these pages the line of

investigation which he has followed in former works.

He endeavours to connect a portion of existing

institutions with a part of the primitive or very

ancient usages of mankind, and of the ideas asso-

ciated with these usages. In his first four chapters

he attempts, with the help of the invaluable series
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of ‘ Sacred Books of the East,’ translated under the

superintendence of Professor Max Muller, to throw

some light on that close implication of early law

with ancient religion which meets the inquirer on

the threshold of the legal systems of several societies

which have contributed greatly to modem civili-

sation, In the chapters which follow, he treats of

another influence which has acted strongly on early

law, the authority of the King, In the later por-

tions the book he examines certain forms of pro-

perty and tenure, and certain legal conceptions and

legal classifications, which have survived to our day,

but which appear to have had their origin in remote

antujuity. In a few words at the commencement of

liis Seventh Chapter, the writer lias explained liis

reasons for prefixing to his later chapters a discussion

of some ‘ Theories of Primitive Society,’

The substance of Chapters V,, A"I,, IX,, and XI,

has already appeared in the ‘ Fortnightly Beview,’

and the bulk of Chapter A^III. in the ‘ Nineteenth

Century
;

’ and the Author has to express his thanks

to the proprietors of those periodicals for their per-

mission to republish his contributions.
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EARLY LAW AND CUSTOM.

CHAPTl^R I.

THE SACRED LAWS OF TIFE HINDUS.

The study of the sacred languages of India, whic h

has given to the world the modern science of Pliilo-

logy and the modern theory of Race, began virtually

in the study of sacred Indian law. Sir William

Jones, who, though he was not absolutely the earliest

of Anglo-Indian Sanscritists, was the first to teach

the West that there was in the East such a language

as Sanscrit, and a literature preserved in it, does not

appear during his Oriental studies in England to ha^'(*

suspected the existence of the treasure he was destined

to disinter. He seems rather to have sought the key

to Eastern knowledge in two spoken and highly-

cultivated languages—Arabic arfd Persian. But he

accepted a Judgeship in*^a*Court of Justice newly esta-

blished in Bengal, xmder an Act of Parliament which

reserved to native litigants the application of their

own laws and usages in all questions of inheritance

B
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and contract
;
and, from a much earlier period, it had

been the practice of all the Indian Courts to attach

to themselves Moolvies and Pundits—that is, native

professors of Mahommedan and Hindu law—^for the

purj)ose of advising them on the legal rules, of which

these exj)erts represented themselves to be the deposi-

taries. The correspondence of Sir William Jones re-

jieatedly expresses his suspicions (perhaps not always

(juitc just) of the fidelity and honesty of the native

advisers of the tribunals. ‘ I can no longer bear,’ he

write'’ in Se
2
)teml)or 1785, ‘to he at the mercy of our

Pundits, who deal out Hindu law as they ])leasc, and

make it at reasonable rates when they cannot find it

ready-made.’ He therefore formed a determination to

acqxxaint himself ixersonally with the sources of the laxv

from which they pretended to draw their opinions.

With Arabic he was already familiar, jmd he therefore

requircHl no assistiuice in his studies of Mahommedan

law
;
but for the purpose of mastering the virtually

unknown langiuige in which the Hindu law was

contained, he found it necessary to visit during his

vacations several of the decaying and decayed seats

of learning in which knowledge of it was still pro-

fessed, and he organised a staff of Hindu scholars to

aid him in his Sanscrit studies, and to record their

results. The jdan for imin’oving the administration

of Anglo-Indian justice which finally commended

itself to him was one for the preparation of a Digest
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in English of Hindu and Mahommedan law, which

should need no Pandits or Moolvies for its interpreta-

tion. Much to their honour, the Indian Government

of the day, formed of Lord Cornwallis and his Council,

accepted his offer to preside over the undertaking, and

his staff of native experts, considerably increased, was

taken into the Government service. On his monument

by Flaxman, in the chapel of University College at

Oxford, he sits .surrounded by his company of native

literates, amid conventional Indian foliage, bareheaded,

in the open air.

It was in fixct from these native Hindu teachers that

Sir 'William doiics IcariKHl, and the leaiTied and curious

all over the West were gradually informed, that in a

part f)f the Avorld just coming under the British

.-iceptix! there existed an ancient language, the elder

sister of the classi(!al lanijuages sf) honoured in the

West, fi series of poems whicli might not unjustly be

compared to tlie Homeric e])ics and the Attic drama,

and laws twice as old as the legislation of Solon and

the Twelve Tables of Home. It is impossible now

—

now that India has become more commonplace as she

has got nearer
;
now that, here 5>,t all events, she is

associated with frontier wars, budgets, opium, and

grey shirtings—to reproduce the keen throb of intel-

lectual interest which the literary portion of these

discoveries sent through Europe. But Sir William

Jones was even more of a jurist than a scholar, and
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nothing seems to have surprised and interested him

more than the assurance of his teachers that, in the

ancient language he was learning, there survived legal

writings asserted to be of sacred origin, of vast an-

tiquity, and of universal obligation among Hindus.

The oldest of them was said to have been dictated by

Manu, a divine being who bad been mysteriously asso-

ciated with the creation of alV tilings
;
and it w'as de-

scribed as the acknowledged basis of all Hindu law and

Hindu institutions, the fountain of all civil obligation

to iiiOi’c than a hundred millions of men. The book

was actually extant, and the translation of it which he

gave to tlie world, with the title ‘ Institutes of Hindu

Law, or the Ordinances of Menu, according to the

Gloss of Culltica,’ was the first-fruits of his labours on

the Digest which he ha«l planned. He seems, in

fact, to have regarded it as standing to this j^rqjected

Digest much in tite same relation as the Homan

Institutes to the celebrated Digest of the Lmperor

J ustinian.

It docs not seem to me possible to doubt that the

account which Sir William Jones gave of the Book

of Manu in his I’reface to his translation was a

rationalised version of the. siSitements made to him

by his native teachers, who seem all to have belonged

to one particular school of Hindu learning, accus-

tomed to hold Manu in especial honour. Sir William

Jones considered this personage, who, in the treatise
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called after him, sits ‘reclining on his arm, with his

attention fixed on one object, the supreme God,’ as

a real individual human being, and the personal

author of the legislation attributed to him. Sir

William Jones compares him to the Cretim Minos

and the Egyptian Men, partly on account of the con-

sonance of names. As I have just stated, lu; sees an

analogy in this law-book to the Institutes of the

Roman Justinian, but he as^gns to it the prodigious

date of 1,280 years before Christ. In the light ofnewer

knowledge, wliich nevertheless might not have existed

but for Jones, we can see that these statements of his

I’cquire correction, 'fhere is no doubt that, if Manu

is to be compared to a book known to Englishmen,

it should have been to a book a good deal more

familiar to them than the Roman Institutes, the

book of Leviticus. For Manu, though it contains

a good deal of law, is essentially a book of ritual, of

priestly duty and religious observance
;
and to this

combin<ation of law with religion the whole family of

Hindu writings, to which the book of Manu belongs,

owe some remarkable characteristics on which I am

desirous of dwelling. It is not at the same time to

be supposed that the .combination is peculiar to the

Hindus. There is no system of recorded law, literally

from China to Peru, which, when it first emerges into

notice, is not seen to be entangled with religious

ritual and observance. The law of the Romans has
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been thought to be that in which the civil and Pontifi-

cal jurisprudence were earliest and most completely

disentangled. Yet the meagre extant fi’agments of

the Twelve Tables of Rome contain rules which arc

plainly religious or ritualistic :

—

Thou shalt not square a funeral pile with an adze.

Let not women tear their cheeks at a funeral

Thou shnlt not put gold on a corpse.

We are told by Ciceio (‘ De Legilms,’ 2, 2.5, (54)

that several of these rules contained in the Tenth of

the Roman Tables were taken from Greelv originals.

He attributes the Greek rules to Solon, and explains

thjit they limited the costliness of the ancient litual

of funerals.

The opinions of Sir AVilliani Jones i)roduced great

effects both in the East and in the West. One; result

which followed from them 1 must pass by with notice

veiy unequiil to its practical importance. The Anglo-

Indian Courts accepted from the school of Sanscritists

which he founded the assertion of his Rrahmanical

advisers, that the sacred laws beginning in the extant

book of Manu were acknowledgetl by all Hindus to

be binding on them. The impression hi the mhid of

the English judicial officers— impression shared, ]

infer from its language, by the English Parhament

—

manifestly was that the sacerdotal Hindu law con-e-

sponded nearly to the English Common Law, and was

at least the substructure of all the rules of life followed
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by Hindus. It is onlyjust beginning to be perceived

that this opinion had a very slender foundation, for

it is probable that at the end of the last century largo

masses of the Hindu population had not so much as

heard of Manu,^ and knew little or nothing of the

legal rules sxipposed to rest ultimately on his

authority. The original range of oi^eration which it

is possible to allow to,the sacerdotal laws has been

much narrowed by very recdnt investigation. Some

years ago, on my return from India, I stated in a

book on ‘ Village Communities in the East and Wc^st
’

(pp. 52, 53) the opinion which I had formed after

personal inquiry among Indian judicial officers.

‘ The conclusion,’ I said, ‘ arrived at by the persons

who seem to me of highest authority is, first, that

the codified law—Manuand his glossators—embraced

originally a much smaller body of usage than ha<l

been imagined
;
and next, that the customary rules,

reduced to writing, have been very greatly altered by

Brahmanical ex
2
)ositors, constantly in sj)irit, sometimes

in tenor. Indian law may in fact be affirmed to consist

of a veiy great number of local bodies of usage, and

of one set of customs, reduced to writing, jiretending

to a diviner authority*,tl\an the rest, exercising con-

sequently a great influence over them, and tending,

’ A high authority informs me that there are few, if any, re-

ferences to Manu in the Sanscrit literature other than the legal

treatises. These last quote a ‘ Manu,’ but the writings quoted

under that name are not those now extant.
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if not checked, to absorb them.’ Since then, my con-

clusion has been greatly fortified by more systematic

examination of the phenomena. There is in India

a province, the Punjab, the country of the Five

Rivers, which was the earliest seat of the Aryan

Hindus on their descent from their original home

into the Indian plains. The laws and institutions of

this province have quite lately been the subject of an

exhaustive official in^iry (‘ Punjab Customary

Law,’ edited by C. L. Tapper, Calcutta, 1881).

Among several results of greiii interest which seem

to me to have been reached, one is that we have in the

Punjab the Hindu institutions very much in the state

in which they were before the Brahmanical expositors

took them in hand. The traces of the religious ideas

which profoTxndly influenced the development of what

is known as the Hindu law ju’e here extremely slight

;

and fcAV things can be more instructive to the legal

archa>ologi8t than the comparison of the J’unjab

rules with those worked out in Brahmanical schools

far to the south-east. This Punjab Hindu law ex-

hibits in fact some singularly close resemblances to

the most ancient Roman law. There is also evidence

that the stream of Hinduisiu which at some time or

another flowed over the southern peninsula of India

was extremely superficial.^ The southern Hindu has

2 Much attention is deserved by the two works of Mr. J. H.

Nelson, A View of the llhvdu Law as administered by i^ie High
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always been regarded as a lax Hindu
;
but the truth

seems to be, not that he negligently violates the

Hindu sacerdotal law, but that neither he nor his

forefathers ever knew it in anything like its integrity.

Some other views, which are not now accepted

by the most learned Sanscritists, had their origin in

the theories first propounded in Sir William Jones’s

preface. The probable antiquity of Manu’s law-

book was much exaggerattftl. Its true date is un-

knowTi : in Indian literary history there are almost

no trustworthy dates : but it is now believed to be

relatively modem—almost the most modern of a

large family of Sanscrit writings more or less treating

of law. This opinion is the result of a test first

applied by Professor Max Miiller, and now univer-

sally accepted by Sanscritists as conclusive. The

law-book of Manu is in verse, and Verse is one of

the expedients for lessening the burden which the

memory has to bear when writing is unknown or

very little used. But there is another expedient

which serves the same object. This is Aphorism or

Proverb. Even now, in our own country, much of

popular wisdom is preserved either in old rhymes

or in old proverbs
;
^n^ it is well ascertained that

Court of MadrdSy and The Scientific Study of the HinduLaw^
pai*-

ticularly the first. There may be a question whether the practical

evils pointed out in these books are now remediable, or, if they are

remediable, by what methods they should be removed : but of their

existence I do not think there can be any reasonable doubt.
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during the Middle Ages much of law and not a little

of medicine was preserved among professions, not

necessarily clerkly, by these two agencies. A great

deal of old German law compressed into maxims has

been preserved, and it is probable that the Latin legal

maxims well known to English lawyers, and some-

times spoken of as the quintessence of wisdom, were

really aids to recollection. As to Verse, the ordinary

medical practitioner oAce carried his professional

knowledge with him in the versified Latin rules of

the ..chool of Salerno—that curious body of medical

l^recepts which begins with the grim warning, ‘ ron-

tiu vim movtix non cM rnedicainen in horti<<' In Sir

William Jones’s day, an abridgment of Lord Coke’s

‘ Reports ’ in verse was in existence
;
and he gravely

remarks that, if the verse had been smoother and the

law more accurate, every student might have been

advised to use it. Now, the Sanscrit law-books are

sometimes in aphoristic prose, sometimes in verse,

sometimes in a mixture of both
;
and the canon

established by Max Miiller is that, in India at all

events, books of aphorisms are older thtm books of

verse
;
and the clue being once found, many more

proofs disclose themselves that Manu, which is

wholly in verse, is much more recent than the Hindu

law-books (such as Apastamba and Gautama,®

^ Apastamba and Gautama are translated in vol. ii. of Max
Muller’s Severed Books of the East, Yasishtlia in vol. ix., Baud-
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which are wholly in aphoristic prose), and even more

modern than books (like Yishnu and Yasishtha^)

which are partly in prose and partly in verse. ‘ In

the whole of Yedic (that is Hindu scriptvu’al) litera-

ture,’ says Max Muller, ‘ there is no work written,

like Manu, in tlie regular epic sloka, and the con-

tinuous employment of this metre is a characteristic

mark of jjost-Yedic "writings.’ Manu, therefore, in

spite of its great modern reputation, belongs to the

Hindu Apocrypha. Nor is it believed that we have

the book in its original form. Dr. Jolly (preface

to Yishmi) speaks of the ‘ abundant evidence ’ for

its having undergone modifications and entire traiis-

fonnations in successive periods.

The resxilt of all this literary investigation and

discussion is, that no book has had so many dates

attributed to it as the book of Manu. Sir W.

Jones placed its age at 12<S0 n.c., Schlegel at 1000

B.C., Elphinstone at 5)00 b.c., Monier AVilliams at

about the fifth century b.c., Max Muller at not earlier

than 200 b.c. But the high authority of the late Dr.

Burnell is now cited for so late an age of the original

book as 400 a.d., and it has even been attributed in

•

hayana in the same volume’ and his most impoi-tant chapters in

West and Biihler’s Digest of Hindv, Law, This writer is regarded

by learned Hindus as an extremely old authority, but the extant

text is in a very untrustworthy condition, as may be seen from Dr.

Buhler's Introduction. Vishnu is translated by Jolly in vol. v.

of the Sacred Books. ^ Ibid.
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its present form either to the eleventh or the four-

teenth century of our era. (See Nelson, ‘
Scientific

Study of Hindu Law,’ p. 37.) It is as though it

were thought doubtful whether a particular work

were composed at the fabulous date of the Taking

of Troy, or at the historical date of the Battle of

Bannockburn. The hook itself, however, purports

to be coeval with the creation of the world, and I

suppose that a Hindu * holding the opinions now
considered orthodox would be bound to claim for it

an i idefinitely high antiquity. At the same time, its

audacious pretension to be of divine origui is out-

done in some of the writings now shown to be older,

for the so-called Code of Vishnu professes to have

been dictated by one of the Persons of the Hindu

Trinity to the Goddess of the Earth.

When this sacred legal literature of the Hindus is

surveyed in its entirety, it is impossible not to recog-

nise the plausibility of the modern theories of its

origin. No one treatise, and still less the aggregate

of treatises, is the production of an individual man or

of an individual mind. The literature is the gradual

growth of schools of learned Brahmans, which are

still found in India. They are companies or cor-

porations of men devoted to sacred learning. Per-

haps the nearest analogy to their work is to be found

in the labours of the Benedictines. But the com-

parison must not be pushed too far. The conception
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of a celibate order appears to have been unknown to

the early Hindus. Each school was either in its

beginning an actual family, or, if originally it was a

mere collection of voluntary pupils sitting at the feet

of a teacher, it tended to shape itself upon the model

of the family, as the only known form of permanent

association. The distinction between one school and

another probably coi^fiisted in the particular set of

authorities (as it would noyf be, the particular stand-

ard books) which it followed
;
and, as it went on

from generation to generation, it was recruited partly

by voluntary adherence and partly by • hereditary

descent. The double process is clearly reflected in

the text of one of our oldest authorities, Apastamba.

The student desirous of being initiated into sacred

learning is to go to a man ‘in whose family it is

hereditary, who himself possesses it, and who is

devout in following the law’ (Apastamba, i. i. 1.

11). On the other hand, the pupil is directed to

consider the teachers of his teacher as his ancestors

(Apastamba, i. i. 7. 12). This view of the relation

of teacher and pupil has by no means died out in

India. The Hindus still regard ‘ a school consisting

of a succession of teachers and pupils as a spiritual

family’ (Dr. Biihler, he. at.) And according to

the letter of the law recognised by the Indian Courts,

though not perhaps according to the actual practice,

teacher and pupil still inherit from one another, just
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as they did in the remote days of Apastamba, who

lays down that, on failure of the nearer kinsmen,

‘ the spiritual teacher inherits, and in failure of the

spiritual teacher a pupil shall take the deceased’s

wealth, and use it for religious works for the deceased’s

benefit, or he may himself enjoy it ’ (ii. vi. 14. 3).

There are analogies to this sacredness and strict-

ness of literary relations in j^^he literary history of

two societies with little *or no intellectual likeness to

the Hindus. Mr. ftrote’s theory of the Homeric

poeby, taken in a mass (ii. 176-178), is that it was

the aggregate production, not of one man, but of a

or clan of Homeridas, of whom Homer was the

name-giving ancestor, real or supposed, the ‘ divine

or semi-divine cponymus or progenitor, in whose

name and glory the individuality of every member

of the <je)in was merged.’ ‘ Homer is no individual,

but the divine or heroic father of the Homerids, the

ideas of worship and ancestry, cojilescing, as they con-

stantly <lid, in the Grecian mind,’ A still nearer

analogy is one which, like many others, occurs in the

ancient legal literature of the Irish. ‘ Literary foster-

age,’ I wrote in a former work (‘Early History of

Institutions,’ p. 242), ‘ was an institution nearly con-

nected with the existence of the Brehon law schools,

and it consisted of the various relations established

between the Brehon teacher and the pupils he received

into his house for instruction in the Brehon lore.
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However it may surprise us that the connection

between Schoolmaster and Pupil was regarded as

peculiarly sacred by the ancient Irish and as closely

resembling natural fatherhood, the Brehon tracts

leave no room for doubt on the point. It is expressly

laid down ® that it created the same Pntna Potcstux

as actual paternity
;
and the literary foster-father,

though lie teaches gratuitously, has a claim through

life upon portions of the property of the literary foster-

son. Thus the Brehon with his pupils constituted,

not a school in our sense, but a true family. While

the ordinary foster-fiither was bound by the law to

give education of some kind to his foster-children

—

to the sons of Chiefs instruction in riding, shooting

with the bow, SAvimming, and chess-playing, and

instruction to their daughters in sewdng, cutting out,

and embroideiy—the Brehon trained his foster-sons

in learning of the highest dignity, the lore of the

chief literary profession. He took payment, hut it

was the law which settled it for him. It was part of

his status, and not the result of a bargain.’

On the whole, few literary theories of modem

mintage have more to recommend them than that

which Professor Max^iiller firrt gave of the large
• •

* The literary foster-father has the power of pronouncing

judgment and proof and witness upon the foster-pupil, as has the

father upon the son, and the Church upon her tenant of ecclesias-

tical lands {AncipMt Lav^s of Ireland^ ii. 349).
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extant body of Hindu sacerdotal legal writings.

They were gradually evolved by Brahmanic families,

real or artificial. ‘ The great number of these writ-

ings,’ he says in his letter, first printed in Morley’s

Digest,® ‘is to be accounted for by the fact that

there was not one body of Kalpa-Sutras binding on

all Brahmanic families, but that different old fami-

lies had their own Kalpa-Sutras. These works are

still very frequent in Our libraries, yet there is no

doubt that many of them have been lost. Sutras are

quoted which do not exist in Euro])e, and the loss of

some is acknowledged by tbe Brahmans themselves.’

As regards the Manava Dhanna Shastra, the Manu

tnuislated by Sir William Jones and asserted by his

native teachers to be the basis of all sacred Hindu

law, it is a late redaction of the legal doctrine of the

Manavas, a gais or clan called after a Manu fi’e-

quently mentioned in Sanscrit literature, but men-

tioned by the writer of the extant book as somebody

different from himself. If the old Manu ever com-

posed a law-book (which is doubtful), it would

certainly not have been composed in the metre of the

extant code.

The theory upon which^ these schools of learned

men worked, from the ancient, perhaps very ancient.

Apastamba and Gautama to the late Manu and the

^ Now to be read at p. 1 of the Introduction to Apastamba, in

vol. ii. of the Saci^ed Books.
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still later Xarada, is perhaps still held by some per-

sons of earnest religious convictions, hut in time now

buried it affected every walk of thought. The fun-

damental assumption is, that a sacred or inspired

literature being once believed to exist, all knowledge

is contained in it. The Hindu way of putting it was,

and is, not simply that the Scripture is true, but that

everything which is true is contained in the Scripture.

From very early times, the Hindu doctors appear to

have been cons(;ions of difficulties in the interpre-

tation or application of their theory. Sometimes

books of authority contradicted one another. • Some-

times they failed to supply a basis for received

doctrines or for immemorial religious practice. One

of the earliest of expedients was to suppose the loss

of passages in the most ancient portion of the

Scriptures. ‘If you ask,’ says Apastamba, ‘why

the decision of the Aryas presup})oscs the existence

of a Vedic passage, then I answer. All precepts were

originally taught in the JlrJVhmanas, but these texts

have been lost. Their former existence may, however,

lx; inferred from usage. It is not, however, per-

missible to infer the former existence of a Vedic

passage where pleasure ^s .obtained by following the

custom
;
he who follows such usage becomes fit for

Hell ’ (i. iv. 12. 10). With the aid of such expedients,

of which several are still in use among learned Hindus,

the theory has survived
;
and it is to be observed that
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such a theory, firmly held during the infancy of syste-

matic thought, tends to work itself into fact. As

the human mind advances, accumulating observation

and accumulating reflection, nascent philosophy, and

dawning science are read into the sacred literature,

while they are at the same time limited by the ruling

ideas of its priestly authors. But as the mass of this

literature grows through the additions made to it by

successive expositors, it gradually specialises itself,

and subjects, at first mixed together under vague

general conceptions, become separated from one

another and isolated. In the history of Law the

most important early specialisation is that whicli

separates what a man ought to do from what he

ought to know. A great part of the religious litera-

ture, including the Creation of the Universe, the

structure of Heaven, Hell, and the World or Worlds

and the nature of the Gods, falls under the last head,

what a man ought to know. Law-books first

appear as a subdivision of the first branch, what a

man should do. Thus the most ancient books of this

class are short manuals of conduct for an Aryan

Hindu who would lead a perfect life. They contain

much more ritual than law, a great deal more about the

impurity caused by touching impure things than about

crime, a great deal more about penances than about

punishments. They are intended to guide the faithful

Hindu of the three higher castes fi*om birth to death,
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and give him full directions for living jh\^t as a

student of holy books, as a householder (or, as

^ve should say, a citizen), and finally—for that is

assumed to be the proper lot of every man in old age

—

as a religious ascetic or a hermit/

This remarkable distribution of life runs throuirh

the whole series of sacred legal writings, and only

disappears when they bc(!omc lyere law-books. The

Brahman alone teaches, but the entire youth of the

three liigher castes, J>ralnnans, Kshatriyas, and

Vaisyas, come and sit at his feet to be instructed in

sacred learning
;

it is not even certain from som(j

passages whether the lowest and most despised of

castes, the Sudras, arc always excluded. This is the

period of Studentship. When it comes to an end,

the instructed Hindu returns to his family and to

civil affairs. He is then the Householder. But,

when old age is beginning, it is assuriH^d in these

books (whatever may have been the actual practice)

that he withdraws from active life and closes his days

as a Hermit or Ascetic, following a code of self-denial

which is prescribed for him in full detail. It is of

course to the second of these periods* that of life as a

1 1 ouseholder, tliat Ave mu»t Ibok for whatever light the

sacred laws of the Hindus may throw upon the ancient

^ The Student, who had completed his novitiate, might at Jiny

time become an Ascetic, but the regular course of life is that in-

dicated in the text.
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history of law. The first of them, Studentship, is

remarkable, as disclosing the true secret of the hold

rtf the sacred literature on large portions of the Hindu

race, and of the respect paid by it to the teachers of

the race, the Brahmans. For the education of the

young Hindu is not merely an education in the holy

te.xts and doctrines; it is a trainingin reverence, almost

amounting to abject servility, bestowed on the litera-

ture and its professors in about equal proportions and

inculcated by a system of rules adapted with extreme

skill to immature minds. The third period, however,

tliat of Asceticism, is the one which on the whole

seems most unintelligible to the modern reader of

these books, and it merits some special attention before

this chapter is closed. The duty of adopting the

iisceiic life, and the rules for following it, referred

to in all the law tracts, arc discussed at much

length by Maim in the si.xth chapter. ‘ Having thus

remained,’ it is written, ‘ in the order of Householders,

let the twice-born man (“ twice-born,” that is, through

the study of the Vedas), who has before completed

his studentship, dwell in a forest, his faith being firm

and liis organs wholly subdued. When the father of

a family ]ierceivcs his muscles become flaccid and his

hair grey, and sees the child of his child, let him then

take j'efnge in a forest. Abandoning all food eaten

in towns, and all his household utensils, let him repair

to the lonely wood, committing the care of his wife
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to his sons, or accompanied by her, if she choose

to attend him . . . Let him be constantly engaged

in reading the Vedas, patient of all exti'cmities . . .

Let him bear a reproachful spcecli with patience
;

let him not, on account of tliis frail and feverish

body, engage in hostility w'.lli any one living. With

an angry man let him not in liis turn be angry
;

abused, let him speak mildly
;
nor let him utter a

Arord referring to vain illusory tilings . . . Delightisd

with meditating on the Supreme Spirit, sitting fixed

in such meditation, without needing anything earthly,

without any companioji but liis own soul, let liini

live in this world, seeking the bliss of the next . . .

A gourd, a wooden bowl, an earthen dish, or a basket

made of reeds, has Manu, son of the Self-existent,

declared fit vessels to receive the food of men devoted

to God.’

It is still a comparatively common practice in

India for the aged Hindu to retire into ‘ i-eligion,’

and the law, as administered by the British tribunals,

makes provision in many jdaces for the case of a

Hindu who has embraced a religious life, and ceased

to participate in any kind of secular business. There

is nothing by itself sur])rising in th^ custom, considijr-

ing the tremendous series "of experiences wdiich the

devout believer in Hinduism is led to expect as await-

ing him at the moment of his death. Nevertheless,

there is reason for thinking that the withdrawal of the
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aged from activity is more ancient than the Hindu

theological system, and has existed independently of

it, as a secular practice, in many early societies. The

Patria Potestas, which is witnessed to by the ancient

l.aw or custom of so many communities, was founded

on power quite as much as on parentage
;
and when

the power fails, there are many signs that the patri-

archal authority departs.
^
In the Hindu law of

Succession, death is ’not by any means necessarily

the occasion of inheritance
;
the contingency quite as

commonly contemplated is witlulrawal from secular

litc
;
the householder quitting his family and dividing

his substance among his children—nay, being even

liable (though this is a violently disputed point) to

be forced into retirement by his sons. There is

some evidence, moreover, that, when the larger asso-

ciations of Hindu kindred, the Joint Familie.s, were in

a more ancient state than that in -ndiich we see them,

they recognised three classes of persons as entirely

helpless and therefore dependent on the group at

large
;
the children, the unmarried daughters and

Avidows, and the old men. The ‘ seniors ’ not in-

frequently mentioned in the Irish Brehon law, and

stated to be persons for whom the sept must make

provision, are no doubt aged men.

There is reason, in fact, to belicA'e that at some

period of human history a revolution took 2>lace in the

status of aged men, not perhaps unlike that which is
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still proceeding in the case of women. There is

abundant testimony that tribes, long pressed hard by

enemies or generally in straits for subsistence, system-

atically put their members to death when too old for

labour or arms. The place from which a wild Slavonic

race compelled their old men to leap into the sea is

still shown. And the fiercer savage has often in many

parts of the world made food of them. Nevertheless,

the ancient records of many «communities, especially

those of Aryan speech, show us old age invested

with the highest authority and dignity. Jlr. Free-

man (in his ‘Comparative Politics,’ pp. 72, 73) has

given a long list of honorific names belonging to

classes or institutions, which indicate the value once

set by advancing societies on the judgment of the

old. Among them are, Senate, yepovaria (the Spartan

Senate), Sufioyepowcs (its Homeric equivalent), irpcV-

ySeis (Ambassadors), Ealdorman, Elder, Presbyter,

Monseigneur, Seigneur, Sire, Sir, and Sheikh
;
and

Mr. Freeman closes with the Old Man of the Mountain.

So great a number of titles, civil and ecclesiastical,

are evidence of a very strong sentiment, and suggest

that this exaltation of old age was a definite stage in

the ascent to civilisation.

There is a story of a New Zealand chief who,

questioned as to the fortunes of a fellow-tribesman

long ago well known to the enquirer, answered, ‘ He

gave us so much good advice that we put him
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mercifully to death.’ The reply, if it was ever given,

combines the two views which barbarous men appear

to have taken at different times of the aged. At first

they are useless, burdensome, and importunate, and

they fare accordingly. But at a later period a new

sense of the value of wisdom and counsel raises them

to the highest honour. Their long life comes to be

recognised as one way of preserving experience. The

faculty of speech, which separates man from the

brute, and the art of writing, by which the society

capable of civilisation is di.stinguished from the

society condemned to penmment barbarism, are simply

methods by which experience is enlarged, compared,

and transmitted, and by which mimkind is enabled

to have more of it tlian is contained in single

separate lives. Yet the individual life is always the

original source of experience, and at some time or

other it must have been perceived that the more the

individual life Avas prolonged, the larger was its

contribution to the general stock. This seems the

best explanation of the vast axithority which, in the

infancy of civilisation, was assigned to assemblies of

aged men, independently of their physical power or

military prowess.* It probaljly sprang up among

communities which had no writings to learn from,

and who were conscious that the importance of the

arts which were necessary for their very existence

was out of all proportion to the average shortness of
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life. Almost everywhere in the advancing portions

of the ancient world we find that the old, generally

orgcmised in assemblies, had a large share of the

public powers, and there is a survival of the.se ideas

in the minimum limit of age which has been made the

condition of a seat in the artificial Second Chambers

which have been constructed over most of the civil-

ised West as supposed counter[)arts of the English

House of Lords. Hut these iflodern Second ('hambers

reverse to a great extent the functions of the ancient

assemblies, known, from their names iind otherwisif,

to have originally consisted of old men. Ihc Second

Chamber is nowadays assumed to have a veto in the

legislation of the Chamber which has the initiative
;

but the ancient Senates, in tlieir primitive condition

nt all events, decided beforehand Avhat measures

should be submitted to the l\)[)ular Assembly, and

if they legislated themselves, their enactments had

reference to special departments of State, such as

religion and finance. On tlie whole, tliey were rather

administrative than legislative bodies. The nearest

analogy to the very important control over the law-

making power which they once possessed, must be

sought in the Indefinite but most real and effective

autliority which an linglish Cabinet enjoys through

its virtual monopoly of the initiative in legislation.
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CHAPTER IT.

RELIGION AND LAW.
%

The most ancient of the books containing the sacred

laws of the Hindus appear to me to throw little light

on ttie absolute origin of law, Some system of actual

observance, some system of custom or usage, must

lie behind them
;
and it is a very plausible conjecture

that it was not unlike the existing very imperfectly

sacerdotalised customary law of the Hindus in the

Punjab. But what they do show is, if not the

beginning of law, the lieginning of lawyers. They

enable us to see how law was first regarded, as a

definite subject of thought, by a special learned class

;

and this class consisted of laivj'^ers who were first of

all priests. There are signs of the ancient identity of

the two professions in the earliest recorded usages of

several races, Celts* Romans, ivnd Greeks. Nobody,

for example, will understand the ancient Roman

lawyer, with that obstinate adherence of his to texts

which has characterised his profession during so many

centuries, and that method of stating his facts in
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inflexible formulas which has only just died out in

this country, unless it is realised that the jurisconsult

sprang from the pontiff or priest. All through the

Middle Ages the lawyer who was avowedly a priest

held his own against the lawyer who professed to be

a layman
;
and ours is the only country in which,

owmg to the peculiar turn of our legal history, it is

difficult to see that, on the whole, the canonist exer-

cised as much influence on thC course of legal develop-

ment as the legist or civilian. If the Roman Empire

had merely transmitted its administrative system to

Western Europe, and if it had not bequeathed to it a

coherent body of codified secular law making con-

siderable approach to completeness, it is very doubtful

whether the general law of the West would not even

now reflect a particular set of religious ideas as dis-

tinctly as the Hindu law reflects the sacerdotal con-

ceptions of the Brahmans.

It is necessary, first of sill, to observe how the

priestly ch.aracter of the Brahmanical authors of the

law-books affected their view of amtJurt, a word which

must be used at the outset in preference to ‘ law.’

Shortly, this view is intimately affected throughout

Iby their belief as bo the lot which awaits human

S

eings after death. ’This lot will be made up of

arious experiences, some of which correspond to

irect reward or punishment in Heaven or Hell, as

anceived by the Western religions. But the Hindu
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belief concerning the postlmmons state of man, and

the Buddhist belief which has mainly sprung from it,

differ from the most widely diffused Western beliefs

in that the Transmigration of Souls fills as large a

space as direct reward and punishment, and in that

rewards and punishments in all their forms are re-

garded, not as eternal, but as essentially transitory.

It is beside my purpose, I should observe, to consider

what may have been the most ancient faith or faiths

of the Hindus, and still more how far the religious

ideas reflected in the books before us rej)reseiit their

existing religious doctrine. In the works of tvliich

I have been speaking, tlie carl}" manuals of law, belief

^

has reached a definite stage, which may be examined

by itself and which seems to me extremely instructive.

Hindu theology, from very remote times, appears to

have regarded tlie universe as having been destroyed

and again created, and as destined to be destroyed

and again created
;

but during the enormous in-

tervals between these destructions and creations tlie

aggrei^ate of existence is conceived as indestructible

smd as iiicaj)able of increase or diminaition. The sum

of life, in particular, is always constant. This essence,

life or soul, is regarded as run^jing in a continuous

stream through all animate, perhaps we might say

through all organic, nature
;

but it is always re-

turning on itself—never ending, still beginning.

This stream of life is divided into portions or parcels,
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which are temporarily detained in external forms,

but which are constantly passing from one form to

another without losing their identity. Mon, animals,

holy sages, and the gods themselves, are not essentially

dilFerent from one another. The same life or soul

pervades them all, clothing itself in one form after

another. Existence itself does not end, but its

successive stages ane teri^nable and transitory.

When a man still contiiininated by imjiurity dies, his

spirit passes through a series of purgatories
;
from

the last of these it escajios to clothe itself with

one animal shape after anotlicr, and at last it finds

embodiment in a human frame, which at first will

probably lie frail or sickly. Ilut, after a second birth

through the study of the Scripturiis, the virtuous at

death pass straight into Heaven, whei’c their stock of

virtue will kee[) them for long ages
;
but it will

gradually wear out, until some remnant of it carries

them back to earth, to reappear among the prosperous

and the powerful. ‘ Men of all castes, if they fulfil

their assigned duties, enjoy in Heaven the highest

imperishable bliss. Afterwards, when a man who

has fulfilled his duties returns to this world, he ob-

tains by virtue of remainder of merit birth in a

distinguished family, beauty of form, beauty of com-

plexion, strength, aptitude for learning, wisdom,

wealth, and the gift of fulfilling the laws of his caste

or order. Therefore in botli worlds he dwells in
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happinesB, rolling like a wheel from one world to the

other’ (Apastamba, ii. i. 2. 2 and 3). Even the

gods in Heaven, who are looked upon as not much

more than men of extraordinary virtue, will in time

exhaust their store of merit and pass out of blessed-

ness. ‘It is by favour of the Brahmans,’ says

A'^ishnu (xix. 22), ‘ that the gods reside in Heaven.’

The Wheel mentioned in the above passage from

Apastamba is a favourite image with these writers.

They figure existence as a wheel spinning round.

Keligious pictures, representing the circle of life with

its various compartments, with Heaven at the top and

Hell at the bottom, and with human and animal ex-

istence at the sides, are common in the East
;
but

though they are not unknown to Hindus, they ai*e

more frequently found among Buddliists,^ who must

have borrowed the symbol of the AVheel from an

older Hinduism, and who appear to attach to it a

special spiritual significance. In the Buddliistic

Wheel-pictures, Buddha is depicted outside the cir-

cumfei'cnce, in the attitude of benediction. He only

has escaped from the weary cycle of existence, and

stands alone in Nirvana, apart from gods and men.

The assumption of such a possibility would doubtless

be regarded by orthodox Hindus as atheistic. Ex-

alted religious feeling takes with them the form of

meditation on Brahma, the Atman, the Infinite, the

* See Note A at the end of this chapter, ‘ Wheel-pictures.’
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Sdf-Existent, the ‘ immortal and spotless,’ who ‘ lies

enveloped in matter and is the dwelling of all living

creatures,’ who is, ‘ like a city, divided into many

streets.’ Here and there they express themselves on

this topic in language of much sublimity.

1 shall have occasion to explain in the next

chapter that one particular religious system of the

greatest antiquity whifh is slnwlowed forth in these

books stands quite apart from^he beliefs which I have

been examining. It is very probable that these beliefs

were themselves compounded of divers more ancient

parts, and that direct reward or punishment, and in-

direct reward or punishment by transmigration, did

not originally belong to the same body of docti'ine.

Heaven imd Hell and the Transmigration of Souls

are, however, all refen*ed to in the oldest of the law

treatises, though briefly and slightly. In the more

recent writings (some of them, however, not so

modern as Manu) these subjects ocenjiy a great space,

and have been vastly amplified by gloomy and fan-

tastic imagination. Heaven, as is not unusual in

religious systems, is but faintly sketched
;

but the

Hells, or, as they would more properly be called, the

Purgatories (since they are essentially transient), ai’e

described with the utmost minuteness of detail.

They are tw'enty-two in number, each applying a

new variety of jihysical or moral pain. It would be

a mistake, I think, to suppose that they were created
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by a single imaginative effort, like the circles of

Dante’s Inferno, They rather belong to widely

separated grades of the conception of punishment.

Such places of retribution as the twenty-first of these

Purgatories, where souls wander in sword-leaved

forests
;
the nineteenth, where they stray over rough

and uneven roads
;
the fifteenth, where they sink in

stinking clay, are probably inuph older than the first,

or place of darkness
;
the fourth, or place of howling

;

or the places of burning, parching, and jiressing to-

gether, which stand tenth, eleventh, and twelfth.

These last seem to me not older than the infliction of

regular (but originally very cruel) criminal punish-

ments by civil rulers possessing organised authority.

The torture chambers of princes have very strongly

influenced the conception of posthumous punishment,

as may be seen by comparing what remains of some of

them—for example, of that in the free city of Nurem-

berg—with a picture in which some painter of the

fourteenth century gives form to the popular ideas

conceniing Purgatory and Hell.

The sojourn of the sinful soul in each of these jdace

of punishment is, as I have said, always terminable, but

its length is expressed in language suited to astronomi

cal magnitudes. If, for exam])le, a Brahman be slain

as many as are tiie pellets of dust which his blood

makes on the soil—that is to say, on the burnt -up soil

of India—so many are the periods of a thousand years
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the slayer must pass in Hell (Manu, xi. 208). The

duration of punishment is imagined by the Bud-

jdhists with even greater extravagance
;
and indeed on

all these subjects thej’^ seem to have outdone the doc-

trine of the Hindus. The frightful Buddhist pictures

of torments in hell are tolerably well known. They

are mostly of Chinese origin, and probably exagge-

rate (but do not more tjian ex^gerate) the criminal

justice administered from time immemorial in the great

organised Chinese Empire and its dependent kingdoms,

in which the highest importance seems .always to have

been attached to the deterrent etfects of punishment.

The series of Purgatories is, liowever, at Last

worked through, and the soul or portion of life

emerges to begin a course of transmigration which

may bring it again to humanity. I have .already

stated my opinion tliat the purgation of sin or im-

purity by transmigration, and its purgation by

punishment in hell, did not originally belong to the

same system of religious thought. But in these

Hindu law-books they are blended together
;
and

the sinful spirit, released from purgatorial pains, has

still to pass through a succession of animal or vege-

table forms before it is again clothed with a human

body. It is hard not to snide at the grotesque

particularity of detail with which such writers as

Vishnu and Manu depict the transmigration of souls.

‘ Criminals in the highest degree enter the bodies
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of all plants successively. Mortal sinners enter

the bodies of worms or insects. Minor offenders

enter the bodies of birds. Criminals in the fourth

degree enter the bodies of aquatic animals. Those

who had committed a crime affecting loss of caste

enter the bodies of amphibious animals ’ (Vislinu,

XLiv. 2). These general statements are followed

by a prodigious number of ^others, mentioning the

class of creature intowvhich particular sinners enter.

There is j3erhai>s a natural fitness in some of them,

but others look like arbitrary assertions or wild

guesses. One who h.as appropriated a broad passage

becomes a serpent living in holes. One who has

stolen grain becomes a rat. One who has stolen

water becomes a water-fowl. But what is to be said

of the transfonnation of the stealer of silk into a part-

ridge ; of the thief of linen into a frog
;
of the cattle-

stealer into an iguana ? I may venture at the same

time to suggest that what seems to us most difficult

to understand in these beliefs once appeared simple

and natural. It has been observed that savages look

upon the transmutation of one creature into another

as almost an easy, everyday process. Primitive men,

living constantly in the presence of wild animals,

preying on them and preyed upon by them, do not

seem to have been struck by the immense superiority

of the man to the brute. They appear to have

been impressed by the difference between living
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things and everything else, bnt to have considered

the forms of animate being as separated from one

another by a very slight barrier. Some very interest-

ing inferences have recently been drawn from this

savage characteristic
;
and it has been pointed out

how in those survivals of a very juicient world, fairy

tales and m)rth8, one creature is constantly (rhanging

into another, and slippir^ hack into its original shape.

The most popular child’s book of our day is a story

of metamorphosis
;

but that story of Wonderland

owes its po])ularity to its faithfully following the

operations of a dream ;
and one must here, remark

that much of the material of ancient superstition is

literally such stuff as dreams are made of.

But these Hindu law-books have wrought up the

fincient belief into a moi’al and theological philosophy

of the greatest precision and amjditude. Their special

principle is that man’s acts and experiences in one

form of being determine the next. Whether he will

in a future existence become a plant, a reptile, a bird,

a woman, a Brahman, or a semi-divine sage, depends

on himself. He goes out of the world what his own

deeds have made him
;
and the impossibility of dis-

sociating the past fromd;he future is declared by these

writers in language of much solemnity. If a man

departs modified by voluntary sinfulness or involun-

tary impurity, and if he has not expelled the taint

by due penance, he will become one of the lowest
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creatures
;

if lie dies purer than he was bom, he may

reach the highest stage of humanity or become indis-

tinguishable from divinity. The w^hole theory is

saved from contempt by its power of satisfying moral

cravings, and by the apparently complete explanation

which it offers of the uneipial balance of good and

evil in this world. The last King of Kurmah had

been a monk before he aseeijded the throne, and he

remained to his death an eminent Buddhist theologian.

An Englishman was lecturing him on the militar}’’,

scientitic, and commercial superiority of the English

to the Bumiese, not without some intention of hinting

that this ])re-eminence was due to the purer faith of his

countrymen. The king politely assented, but added,

‘ Thei’e is no doubt that you must all have been very

virtuous Buddhists in some former state of existence.’

With these explanations, some features of those

w'ritings which are at first sight ^'ory perjdexing be-

come comparatively intelligible. Thus, they arc chiefly

called law-books because they contain rii/c.s of condtu t

stated with the utmost precision. But what happens

to a man if he disobeys the rule ? This is the principal

question to the modern jurist. What is the punish-

ment, or, as the technical phrase is, the Sanction ?

Understood in the modern sense, it is hardly noticed

in the oldest of these books. It is in fact to be

inflicted in another state of existence, and therefore,

though it may be asserted, no dii-ections can be given
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about it. Thus the place which in a modem law-

book is taken by the Sanction—that is, by the various

penal consequences of refusing to obey a law—is taken

in these writings by Penances. You arc to punish

yourself here, lest a worse thing happen to yon else-

where. These penances arc set forth in the most un-

comjiromising language and in apparent good faith.*

In one place, the penifent is t'.^d to mutilate himself

and to walk on in a paiticular direction till he drops

dead. In another he is to throw himself three times

into the fire, or to go into battle smd expose himself

as a target to the enemy. For one great criine he is

to extend himself on a red-hot iron bed, or to enter a

hollow iron image, and, having lighted a fire on both

sides, to burn himself to death. For the compai*atively

venial offence of drinking forbidden liquor a Brahman

is to have boiling spirit poured down his throat.

Other penances are extraordinary from the length and

intricacy of the self-inflictions which they suppose.

The old books hint a doubt here and there as to the effi-

cacy of penance : what good can it do, they say, since

the evil deed itself remains
;

still, they add, the autho-

ritative opinion is, that the penanee should be per-

formed. ‘ Man in this \wrld,’ writes Gautama (xix. 2 ),

‘ is polluted by a vile action, such as sacrificing for

men unworthy to offer a sacrifice, eating forbidden

* Apastamba, i. i. 16; Gautama, xxn.; Vishnu, xxxiv.

XXXV.
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food, speaking what ought not to be spoken, neglect-

ing what is prescribed, practising what is forbidden.

They {i.c. some Brahman authorities) are in doubt if

he shall perform a ])enauce for such a deed or if he

shall not do it. Some declare that he shall not do'

it, because the deed shtdl not jx risk. (But) the most

excellent opinion is that he shall perform a penance.’

This o[)inion is then tsupported by cojjious cpiotations

from the Hindu scriptures. The remarkalde thing is,

that no one of these writers seems to feel, what would

Ije f ur doubt, whether anybody could be got to per-

form the severer penances.

ITo^v tlien does what w'e shoidd call Law—that is,

law, civil or criminal, enforced by sanctions or penal-

ties to be inflicted in this w'orld—first make its appear-

ance m these books? It appears in connection with

the personage wdiom we call the King. His authority

is more or less assumed to exist in the oldest of these

treatises, but, all taken together, they suggest that

the alliance between the King and the Brahmans was

very gradually formed. The most ancient of the

books give comparatively narrow place to the royal

authority, but the.^ space allotted to the King and his

fmictions is always increasing,‘until in the latest trea-

tises (such as Manu) the whole duty of a King is

one of the subjects treated of at the gi’eatest length

and with the greatest particularity. It may be ob-

served that, with the increased importance attributed
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to the King, there is a change in the sacerdotal view

of his relation to the law. In what apijear to me to

be the most ancient portions of these books, the King

is only represented as the auxiliary of the spiritual

director. He is to complete and enforce penances.

‘If any persons,’ says Apastamba (ii. v. 10. 13),

‘ transgress the order oftheir spiritual director, he shall

take them before the King. The King shall consult

his domestic priest, who should be learned in the law

and in the art of governing. He shall order them to

perform the proper penance, if they are Brahmans,

and reduce them to reason by forcible means, except

corporal punishment and servitude, but men of other

castes, the King, after examining their actions, may

])unish even by death.’ In a later treatise (Vishnu,

III. 2) the duties of a King are summed u[) in two

rules : he is to protect his people
;
he is to keep the

four castes, and the four orders of Student, House-

holder, Hermit, and Ascetic, in the practice of their

several duties
;
or, in other words, he is to enforce the

whole social and religious system as conceived by the

sacerdotal lawyers. The further progress of change

consists in the further exaltation of the personage who

in the passage from Apustamba is* called the King’s

domestic priest. In the end, the law-books come

to contemplate an ideal tribunal composed of the

King, with learned Brahmans as assessors. The later

writings clothe the King with right divine. He is
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formed of eternal particles drawn from the substance

of the gods. ‘ Though even a child, he must not be

treated lightly, from an idea that he is a mere mortal.

No
; he is a powerful divinity who appears in human

shape’ (Manu, vii. iv. 8). But he has lost in

actual personal power. He can only act with the

advice of his Brahman assessors. ‘Just punishment

cannot be inflicted bj^an ignorant and covetous King,

who has no wise and virtuous assistants, whose un-

derstanding has not been improved, and whose heart

is addicted to sensuality. By a King, wholly pure,

faitJiful to his promise, observant of the Scriptures,

with good assistants and sound understanding may

punishment be justly inflicted ’ (Manu, vii. xxx. 31).

From this point the law set forth in these trea-

tises becomes true civil law, enforced by jienalties

imposed in this world by the Court itself. The

Brahmans themselves no tloubt from first to last

claim a considerable benefit of clergy. ‘ Corporal

punishment,’ it is written, ‘ must not be resorted to

in the case of a Brahman
;
he at most can have his

crime proclaimed, or be banishetl, or be branded.’

At the same time the abstract doctrine of pimish-

meuts or penal sanctions found in Manu (vii. 17 ct

»cq.) might satisfy the English jurists who make the

sanction the principal ingi’edient in a law, so uncom-

promisingly is it declared. Jeremy Bentham could

hardly complain of such language as this :
‘ Punish-
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ment governs all mankind
;
punishment alone pre-

seiwes them
;
punishment wakes when their guards

are asleep
;

if the King punish not the guilty, the

stronger would oppress the weaker, like the fish in

the sea. Tlie wliole race of man is kept in order

by punishment
;
gods and demons, singers in heaven

and cruel giants, birds and serj)ents, arc made capable

by just correction of their several enjoyments’

(Manu, he. cit.) The fuU coiisequences of juridical

doctrine like this do not, however, apj^ear in such a

law-book as the extant Manu, which, besides a great

deal of civil law, contains a mass of sacerdotal rules,

mostly, as it seems to me, in a state of dissolution and

decay. A still later treatise, Narada,“ is almost

wholly a simple law-book, and one of a very interest-

ing kind. The ancient Brahmanical system has been

toned down and tempered in all its parts by the good

sense and equity of the school of lawyers from whom

this book jwoceeded. The portions of it which deal

with Evidence appetir to me esj)ecially remarkable, not

only for the legal doctrine, which (though the writer

believes in Ordeals) is on the whole extremely mo-

dem, but for the elevation of moral tone displayed

in its language on th§ subject of *tnie and false wit-

ness, which should be 'set off against the unveracity

attributed to the modern Hindu. ‘ No relatives, no

’ The ‘ Institutes of Narada ’ have been translated into English
by r>r. Julius Jolly. London : Triibner & Co., 1871.
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Mends, no treasures, be they ever so great, are able

to hold him back who is about to dive into the tre-

mendous darkness of Hell. Thy ancestors are in

suspense when thou art come to give evidence, and

ponder in their mind, “Wilt thou deliver us from

Hell or precipitate us into it ? ” Truth is the soul

of man
;
everything depends upon truth. Strive to

acquire a better sel^by speaking the truth. Thy

whole liietime, from the night in which thou wert born

up to the night in which thou wUt die, has been S
2
)ent

in vain if thou givest false evidence. There is no

higher virtue than veracity
;
nor is there a greater

crime than falsehwd. One must speak tlie truth,

therefore, especially when asked to bear testimony

'

(Narada, pj). 42, 43, Jolly). The somewhat analo-

gous passage iu Manu (viii. 112) is defaced by the

often reprobated qualification, ‘ In case of a promise

made for the ]>reservation of a Brahman, it is no deadly

sin to hike a light oath.’

The difficulties under which the student of the so-

called Sacred Laws of the Hindus has so long lalxaired

have been almost entirely caused by the transitional

character of the book which was first introduced to

European scholarship as the original source of Hindu

Law. If the sample of this branch of Hindu litera-

ture first translated into a Western language had been

Isarada, it would have been regarded as a law-book of

a familiar type, and the traces of sacerdotal influence
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which are to be found in it would probably have been

neglected. If, on tlie other hand, the book first made

accessible had been Gautama, or Baudhayana, or

Apastamba, it would probably have been set down at

once as a manual of practical religious conduct, the

Whole Duty of a Hindu
;

the law contained in it

would probably have been considered adventitious

or accidental. But Mwiu, whifili Sir William Jones

made famous in Europe, neither falls wholly under the

one description nor wholly under the other. And si>

long as it stood by itself there was the greatest diffi-

culty in determining its place in the general history

of law. A good many years ago (‘Ancient Law,'

pp. 17, 18, 19), 1 showed the hesitation I felt in

making u.se of it for archieological purposes
;
but

1 can now see that I underrated the sacerdotal ele-

ment in the structure of Manu. The whole of the

literature to which it belongs sprang, it would now

appear, from a double origin
;

in jiart from some

body of usage, not now easy to determine (though

the recent investigation of local bodies of Indian

custom has throivn some light upon it), but chiefly

firom the Hindu scriptural literature. The last exer

cised by far the most important influence. Its crea-

tors, far back in antiquity, did not start with any idea

of making or stating law. Beginning with religious

hynmology, devotional exercises, religious ritual, and

theological speculation, some of their schools were
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brought to Conduct, and to stating in detail what a

devout man should do, what would happen to him if

he did it not, and by what acts, if he lapsed, he could

restore himself to ui)rightness. Gradually there arose

in these schools the conviction that, for the purpose

of regulating Conduct by uniform rules, it was a

.simpler course to act upon the rulers of men than on

men themselves, and. ^thus the King was called in to

help the Brahman and to be consecrated by him.

The beginning of this alliance with tlie King was the

beginning of true civil law.

Nothing which thus happened seems to me to be

very unlike what would have happened in tlie legal

liistory of AV'estern Europe, if the Canonists had

gained a comjdete ascendency over Common Lawyers

and Civilians. The system which they would have

established might be expected to give great import-

ance to the piu'gation of crime by penances. This in

fact occurred
;
the preference of the ecclesiastical sys-

tem with its penances over the secular system with

its cruel punishments, had much to do, as may be

seen from the legendary stories, with the popularity

of St. Thomas (Becket). Then it would be probable

that, in the case of graver sin,‘the ecclesiastical law-

yer would invoke the aid of the secular ruler to secure

the proper expiation
;
and this again occurred in the

form of entrusting the severer punishments to the

secular arm. Finally, if the sole advisers and instru-
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ments of the Europetan King in the administration of

civil and criminal justice had been ecclesiastics, they

would have been driven in tlie long run to construct

a system of civil and criminal law with prosier sanc-

tions enforced by the Courts. But the system would

have been deeply tinged in all its parts with ecclesias-

tical ideas, and though it would possibly have bor-

rowed some or many o^ its rule^ from older usage, it

would have been very hard to detect their sources

and their jirecise original form.

Hei'e we have one of the chief drawbacks on the

historical usefulness of the sacred Hindu laws. In the

course of their growth they have probably absorlied

much customary law from without
; but even in the

earliest of them it probably has been changed in

transmission, while in the latest it may have been

borrowed from several different bodies of usage,

irreconcilable in the principles from which they start.

On the whole, the most valuable portions of the lite-

rature are those which throw light on the derivation

of certain branches of law from a set of entirely reli-

gious beliefs. One example of this derivation will

be discussed in the next chapter.

I said that this ancient literature threw less light

on the beginning of law than on the beginning of

lawyers. But it is of course to be understood that

the men who conceived and framed it were much

more than lawyers. All the world knows that they
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were also in some sense priests
;
but they were much

more than priests. What we have to bring home to

ourselves is the existence in ancient Indian society of

a sole instructed class, of a class which had an abso-

lute monopoly of all learning. It included the only

lawyers, the only priests, the only professors, the sole

authorities on taste, morality, and feeling, the sole

depositaries of whatcv:er stood jn the place of a science.

These books are one long assertion that the Brahmans

hold the keys of Hell and Death, but they also show

that the Brahmans .‘liraed at commanding a great deal

more than the forces of the intellect, and that all their

cflForts came to be directed towards bringing under

their influence the mighty of the earth of another

sort, the conipiering soldier and the hereditary king.

They were to become partners with princes in their

authority, their advisers and assessors. ‘A King and

a Brahman deeply versed in the Vedas, these two

uphold the moral order of the world ’

;
thus it is

written in one of the oldest of the books. Doubtless,

the alliance betAvecn Brahman and King was often

sealed, and produced great effects
;

for, amid the

obscurities of early Indian history, the fact does

seem to emerge that, although •religions doubtless at

first extended themselves by conversion, they were

established over wide areas and again overthrown

much less by propagandism than by the civil power.

On the whole, the impression left on the mind by the
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study of these books is, that a more awful tyranny

never existed than this which proceeded from the

union of physical, intellectual, and spiritual ascend-

ency. At the same time it would be altogether a

mistake to regard the class whose ideas are reflected

in the literature as a self-indulgent ecclesiastical

aristocracy. It is not easy, I must admit, to describe

adequately tlie intensity of th^ professional pride

which shows itself in all parts of their writings.

Everybody is to minister to them
;
everybody is to

give way to them
;
the respectful salutations with

which they are to be addressed are set forth with

the utmost minuteness. They arc to be free of the

criminal law which they themselves prescribe. ‘ A
Braliman,’ writes Gautama, ‘ must not be subjected

to corporal punishment, he must not be imprisoned,

he must not be fined, he must not be exiled, he must

not be reviled or excluded (from society).’ Their

arrogance perhaps reaches the highest point in a

passage of the law-book of Vishnu, where it is written

that ‘ the Gods are invisible deities; the Brahmans are

visible deities. The Brahmans sustain the world. It

is by favour of the Brahmans that the Gods reside

in Heaven.’ Yet the. life which they chalk out for

themselves is certainly not a luxurious and scarcely

a happy life. It is a life passed from first to last

under the shadow of terrible possibilities. The Brah-

man in youth is to beg for his teacher ;
in maturity,
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as a married householder, he is hedged round with

countless duties, of which the involuntary breach may

consign him in another world to millions of years of

degradation or pain
;
in old age, he is to become an

ascetic or a hermit. It is possibly to this combina-

tion of self-assertion with self-denial and self-abase-

ment that the wonderfully stubborn vitality of the

main Brahmanical ideas may be attidbuted. As I

have shown, the sacerdotal lefjal system, as a system,

owes probably much of its jircsent authority to its

adoption by the Anglo-Indian Courts of dustice as

the common law of India
;
but some of the points of

belief which underlie it, as they do the whole Brah-

manical literature, make the most durable part of the

mental stock of every Hindu. Some of these ideas

are not wanting either in religious or in moral eleva-

tion
;
but on the whole the evil has prevailed over

the good. We can find in this most ancient litera-

ture the germs of many superstitions still exercising

liemicious effect—of the caste ])rejudiee which forces

the wounded Sepoy to die of fever rather than take

water from his low-caste fellow-soldier or his Eng-

lish officer
;
of tlyit texTor of pollution which, twenty-

five years since, led to the frightful mutiny of the

mercenary troops
;
of that rejection of meat and drink

which still limits the food supply of an over-populated

country, and contributes to its periodical famines.

But in close contact with this frame of mind there
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is nowadays an ever-growing body of thought

stirring with the leaven of Western knowledge and

Western scientific method
;
and the juxtaposition

of the two makes the government of India by the

English an undertaking without a parallel in its

novelty and difficulty, and in the amount of caution,

insight, and self-command demanded from its admi-

nistrators, • •

B
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NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Note *A.

WHBEL-riCrVRF.S.

BuDPinsT whcel-picturcs are, as I Lave said, com-
moner than those of the Hindus, and have been fre-

(picntly figured. Mr. Grant Duff’s kindness has,
liowever, supplied me from Mjulras with two Hindu
pictures of the class, less perfect in outline than the
Buddhist wheel-pictures, but manifestly following the
same model.

1 am indebted to Professor Cowell for the follow-
ing curious legtiudary account of the origin of the
Buddhist pictures :

—

‘ In the twenty-first story of the Northern Bud-
dhist collection of legends called the “ Divyavadana.”
there is an account how Buddha’s disciple, Maud-
galyayana, used occtisioniilly to visit heaven and hell,

and when he returiuHl to earth he would describe the
dift’erent sights Avhich he had seen.

‘ Buddha said to Ananda, “ Maudgalyayana will
not always be iirestmt, nor oiie like Maudgalyayana

;

therefore a wheel must be made Avith five divisions
and placed in the chamber of the gate.” The mendi-
cants heard that Buddha had given this order, but they
did not know what sort of a wheel was to be made.
Buddha said, “ Five paths are to be made—those in
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the liells, auinials, prctas,^ ^ods and men. Of these

the hells are to be made lowest; then the animals and
]>retas

;
and above, the <![ods and men—i.e. tiie four

continents, viz., Ihirvavideha, Aparaj^odjim'ya, Utta-

ifiknru, and dambndvipa. Jn the centre are to be
made desire, hatred and stupid indifterence desiri-,

in the l<)rm of a dove, hatred in that of a snake,

stupid indifference in that of a hog. And images of

Ihiddha arc to be made pointing out the circle of

Nirvana, lleings ani ^o be reprcsi-nted as being-

born in a sujiernatural way, as by the machinery of

a water-wheel, falling from one state and being pro-

duced in another. All round is to l)e represente*!

the tAVclve-fold cii'clc of causation '* in the regular

and in the reverse order. Everything is to be re-

])resentod as di'voured by Trau.sit()riness, and the two
giithas are to be written theiv,

—

‘ l»egin, come out, lx? zoalous in the doctrine of Biiddlui,

Sliake off the army of death as an elephant a hut of reeds.

He who shall walk unfaltering in the Doetrino and Diseiplinc,^

] weaving behind birth and mundane existence, shall make an auu

of pain.

‘ The mendicants carried out BiuMha’s tvords, and

made the wheel with live divisions. I’he Jirahmao':

and householders came and asked, “ Sir, what is this

engraved here ? ” They reply, “ Sirs, even we do
not know.” Ihiddha said, “ Let a certain mendicant
be appointed to stand in the chamber of the gate, who
shall show it to all the Jirahmans and householders

Avlio come from time to Jime.”
’

* Ghosts or goblins who suffer from perpetnal hunger.
* The well-known three ‘ £inlts ’ of Hindu philosophy.
® Sec Colebrooke’s Essays (ed. 2), vol. i. pp. 453-455.
* Hhama and Vinava.
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CHAPTER iir.

ANflKSTOB-W/insiIIP.

1 HAVE said that the rules of life contained in the

most ancient of the sacred law-books of the Hindus

are s'^rongly affected by two systems of religious be-

lief which were jirobably at one time independent of

one another. Although welded together by the Hindu

sacerdotal lawyers, the purgation of sin by post-

hmnous punishment in a series of hells, and the pur-

gation of sin by transmigration from body to body, are

distinct solutions of the same problem. The breach

of the rules set forth in the law-books afflicts the law-

breaker with a sjiecial taint, which, unless he be

cleansed from it by proper penances in his lifetime,

will cling to his sjiirit after death, and can only then

be purged away by far severer expiations. Two
separate views of the life after death would appear to

have contributed the theory of successive specia:! Pur-

gatories, and the theory of Transmigration, to the

maturer Hindu system which has joined them to-

jrethcr. Hut besides the traces of this two-fold

religious speculation, there is plain evidence of yet a
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third, and perhaps a still older religion, standing

quite by itself, in these treatises. This is the Worship

of Ancestors, which has shaped the entire Hindu hw
of Inheritance, The connection between Ancestor-

Worship and Inheritance is not, hoAvever, peculiar to

the Hindus, The most ancient law of a considerable

number of the communities which have contributed

most to civilisation shows us the <performance of some

part of this worship as a duty incumbent on expectant

heirs and as the condition of their succession. This

rude and primitive belief has thus very strongly

influenced the branch ofjurisprudence which, as link-

ing the generations each to each, i.s of the greatest

importance to all advancing societies.

Ancestor- worshij) is not here to be undenstood in

the sense in Avhich the exj)ressKm has usually been

taken by scholars. It is not the cult of some long-

descended and generally fabulous ancestor, of some

Hero, the name-giving j)rogenitor of a Race, a Na-

tion, a Tribe, a House or a Family
;
an Ion, a Romu-

lus, or an Eumoljuis, Nor, again, can it be visibly

connected with the superstitious reverence of savages

for their Totem, even though it sy^nbolise to tliem

the living creature frcftn which they conceive them-

selves to have sprung. In the case before us the

ancestors sought to be propitiated by sacrifices and

prayers are ancestors actually remembered, or, at

all events, capable of being remembered by the
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worshipper. Proximity in time is essential to the wor-

ship of which I am speaking. There arc signs that,

according to the early ideas of many communities

—

(ioramunities, for example, so far removed from one

another as the Hindus and the Irish—a man living as

a member of a Joint Household or Family could at

most expect to see at sf)me time during life three

generations abov'o him and 'ihrc^c generations below

him. In accordance with this expectation, the ances-

tors wox'sliipped arc three : tlic hither first, then the

grandfatlier, and then the great-grandfather. The

reverence paid to remoter ancestors, not personally

remembered, may be ludieved to b(! a later off-growth

of these ideas. Their original character, and the nature

of the feelings associated with them, may be gathered

fi’ora the account of its own anccstor-worsliip which

Canon Callaway (uyi/e/ Tylor, ‘ i’rimitivc Culture,’

ii. lOG) attributes to a group of South African tribes.

‘Although they worship the many Amatongo (ances-

tral spii’its) of their ti‘il;c, making a great fence

around them for jiroteotion, yet their father is before

all others when they worship the Amatongo. Their

father is a great treasure to them even when he is

dead
;
and those who have “grown up, knew him

thoroughly, his gentleness and his braverj*

Black people do not worship all Amatongo indiffer-

ently—that is, all the dead of their tribe. Speaking

generally, the head of each house is worshipped by
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the children of that house, for they do not know the

ancients who are dead. But their father, whom they

knew, is the head by whom they l)egtn and end in

their prayer, for they knew him best We do

not know, they say, why he should regard others

besides us : he will regard us only.’

‘ Manes-w'orship,’ says Mr. Tylor (‘Primitive

Culture,’ ii. 108), ‘ is one of the great branches of the

religion of mankind. Its principles are not dithcult to

understand, for they plainly keep up the social relations

of the living world. The dcial ancestor, now passed

into a deity, goes on protecting his family and receiving

from them suit and service as of old. The dead chief

still w'atches over his own tribe, still holds his autho-

rity, by helping friends and harming enemies, still

rewards the right and sharply punishes the wrong.’

Ancestor-worship, the worship of father, grand-

father, and great-grandfather, has among the Hindus

a most elaborate liturgy and ritual, of which the out-

lines are given in the law-books, and with special ful-

ness in the Book of Vishnu, In the eye of the ancient

Hindu sacerdotal lawyer, the wdiole law of Inheritance

is dependent on its accurate observance. What is

more I’emarkable is that the same close interdepend-

ence of ritual and inheritance exists in the eye of

the modern Anglo-Indian Judge, who, after long ages,

strives to interpret the old books and to a2)ply their

doctrine to the case before him. There are few more
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curious meetings of the Past and Present than when

an English Judge, in the High Court (let us say) of

Calcutta, carefully weighs the exact amount of

Spiritual Benefit derived by a deceased Hindu from

the sacrifices of a descendant or collateral, and the

exact degree of blessing reflected on the kinsman

who has offered the sacred water and the sacred cake.

All the main juridieal conceptions of the Roman law

of Succession are to be found in the Hindu law, but

the terms expressing them (mus ha;res, agnate, cog-

nate. actio de familid ercismndd, and so forth) mostly

translate into phrases taking their meaning from the

liturgy and sacrificial order of Hindu Ancestor-

worship.

It must be added, for the full understanding of

the subject, that the Hindu worship of ancestors does

not merely affect the Hindu law of Inheritance. It

influences the everyday life of that vast majority of

the people of India who call themselves in some sense

Hindus, and indeed in the eyes of most of them

their household divinities are of more importance than

the whole Hindu pantheon. ‘ It is a common saying

among us,’ says {he author of an instructive treatise

on the ‘ Law of Inheritance^ (Professor Rajkumar

Sarvadhikai'i) ‘ that a man may be pardoned for

neglecting all his social duties, but he is for ever

cursed if he fails to perform the funeral obsequies of

his parents, and to present them with the offerings
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due to them.’ Ancestors, as divine beings to be wor-

shipped, are referred to in the Vedas, and stand

rather obscurely, under the name of Pitris, in tlie

background among the Hindu gods
;
but every day^

in the dwelling of a Hindu the shradda is offered to

father, grandfather, and great-grandfather
;
and the

offering is made with special observances on particu-

lar days and on particular ocesisions. The most

solemn oblation of all is made at a funeral, and the

rules for it are already set forth in minute detail by

the oldest of our authorities (Gautama, xv, i. 30).

The first-fruits of the earth, the first portions at all

meals, all dnapxo-'f' «nd primifkr, are the special share

of these ancestral gods
;
the special blessing which

they confer is length of days and the unbroken con-

tinuity of the family. M. Kustel de Coulanges was

the first modern writer to bring into full light, in his

brilliant book ‘ La Cite Anticpie,’ the hitherto little

observed importance of the private or family worship

of the Gi’eeks and Homans. Almost all attention

had been concentrated on the greater Gods of these

societies. In their honour, temples were raised, oxen

were led to the altar, processions moved along the

streets, religious confraternities were formed. These

were Gods of Nations or Tribes, Gods bom of primi-

tive observation of Nature and primitive reverence

for her, Gods sprung from wide-spreading emotional

• Sarvadhikari, Ilirulu Law of Jnlwritance, pp. 83 et geq.
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movements, like Dionysus and Cybele. But they

lived far away in their own Olympus, and the real

effective worship of the Roman was to the Lares and

Penates. Their clay or metal images stood in the

lararium or penetralia, in the innermost recesses of

the house, and rejjresented forefathers who in the

earliest days had actually been buried in it before

the hearth. At their head was the eldest of them,

the Tiur Familiaris. This private worship, like the

public worsliip of the greater Gods, had its ritual, its

liturgy, and its priesthood within the circle of the

family
;
and the intimacy with which it mixed itself

with all family relations is the staple of the striking

argument which fills ‘ La Cite Antique.'

Ancestor-worship is still the practicid religion of

much the largest part of the human race. We who

belong to Western civilisation are but dimly con-

scious of this, mainly on account of the Hebrew

element m the faith of Western societies. Sacrifice to

anc(!stors was certainly not unknown to the Hebrews

either as a foreign practice or as a prohibited idola-

try. ‘ They joined themselves unto Baal-Peor,’ it is

written in Psalm cvi. 28, ‘ and ate the sacrifices of the

dead.' And again in Deutcron'oiny xxvi. 14 : ‘ Thou

shalt say before the Lord thy God ... I have

brought away the hallowed things out of my house

... I have not transgressed thy commandments,

neither have I forgotten them ... I have not eaten
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thereof in my mourning
;

nor have I taken away

ouglit thereof for any unclean use
;
nor girm ought

thereof to the dead.^ But it has been generally

allowed that the Hebrew Scriptures contain few

allusions to this wide- spread practice and any con-

tact with it which may be found in Christianity or

Maliommedanisiu is due to accidental causes. A
wild Turkoman, though he p^isses as a fanatical

Mabonmiedan, may occasionally w’orship at his an-

cestor’s grave, as did his forefathers in the extreme

East, and here and there a locally reverenced Christian

saint may have succeeded to the snp|)08ed miraculous

jKjwer of a local heathen divinity who, in his .origin,

may have been a deified ancestor. But all sects of

Hindus, and all the multitudes ailected by Hinduism,

worship their ancestors. The ancient religion lately

2 The Fifth Commandment, which i)r()mi8es length of days as

the blessing earned Ijy honouring father and mother during their

lifetime, may lie compared Avith the very ancient Chinese litur-

gical odes in whirl i the long duration of the family is described as

the special reward for honouring dead parents with sacrifice. 8ee

the fine Chinese hymn, taken from the ritual of Ancestor-worship,

and translated by Dr. Leggo (Shih-King, Boohs of the East,

vol. hi. pp. 348, 349). ‘ With happy auspices and purifications

thou bringest the oflTerings and dost pi-esent them, in spring,

summer, autumn, and winter, to the dukes and former kings.

And they say, “ We give totJiee, we give to thee myriads of yeaw,

duration unlimited. The spirits come and confer on thee many
blessings. . . . Like the moon advancing to the full. Like the

sun ascending the heavens. Like the everlasting southern hills.

Never waning, never falling. Like the luxun’ance of the fir and

the cypress. May such be thy succeeding line !

”

'
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revived by State authority in Japan at the expense

of Buddhism, and known as Shintoism, appears to be

a form of ancestor-worship
;
the Chinese universally

worship their ancestors
;
and these, with ancestor-

worshipping savages, make up the majority of the

human race.

The Chinese are the great example of a commu-

nity earnestly devoted to this system of religious

belief and observance. The evidence of its antiquity

and of its prevalence among them is extremely abun-

dant. Let me quote what is ]>robably the oldest and

the newest testimony on the subject. The most

ancient Chinese records are the earlier portions of

those famous collections in prose and verse, the Shii-

King and the Shih-King. A fairly trustworthy chro-

nology carries back the earliest prose documents in

the Shu-King to the twenty-fourth century before

the Christian era, and the oldest liturgical odes of

the Shih-King are thought to be contemporaneous

with the eighteenth century b.c. The second of the

pieces in the Shu-King speaks of Yao retiring from

government ‘ in the temple of his accomplished an-

cestor,’ and the first and most ancient hymn in the

ShUi-King, which celebrates a sacrifice to ancestors,

represents the practice as even then old. ‘ Here are

set our hand-drums and drums. The drums resound

harmonious and loud, to delight our meritorious

ancestor. The descendant of Thang invites him with
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the music that he may soothe us with the realisation

of our thoughts . . . From of old, before our time,

the former men set us the example how to be mild

and reverent from morning to night, and to be

reverent in discharging the service.’

For the most recent evidence I refer to a paper

])tiblished in 1882
,
and manifestly based on mission-

ary information.''* •

‘ Great (in China) are the expenses entailed by the

dead on the living. In no land can the loss of a kins-

man be more severely felt. The body must be dressed

in fine new clothes, and another good suit must be

burnt. A handsome coffin is (issential, and tlie priests

must be largely paid for funeral service's at the house

of the deceased, and again for their services in ascer-

taining the lucky day for burial. . . . From the tenth

to the seventeenth day after death, the priests, wliether

Taoist or Buddhist, hold service in the house to pro-

tect the living from the inroads of hosts of spirits

Avho are sup})osed to crowd in, in the wake of their

new friend. . . . Many families are permanently im-

poverished by the drain to which they are sulyected,

and which is likely to recur again and again. To omit

them would be to incur the anger of the spiteful dead,

who are now in a position to avenge themselves on

the living by inflicting all manner of sickness and

* * Ningpo and the Buddhist Temples/ by Constance Gordon

Gumming {Century

^

September 1882).
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suffering. . . . The jjriests pretend to liave had reve-

lations from the spirit-world, showing the unfortunate

dead to be tortured in Purgatory, and that he can

only be extricated by a fresh course of costly services

in the house. The prio.e to be paid is fixed at the

highest sum they think it possible to extract. It ends

in the family raising every possible coin, and even

selling their jewels, to procuni'the necessary sum.’

Finally, I will repeat Mr. Tylor’s reflections on the

whole of this marvellous system of belief and practice

(‘ Prijnitive Culture,’ ii. 108) : ‘Interesting problems

are opened out to the Western mind by the spectacle

of a great people Avho for thousands of years have

been seeking the living among the dead. Nowhere

is the connection between parental authority and

conservatism more gra})hically shown. The woi’ship

of ancestors, begun during their life, i.s not interrupted

but intensified when death make.s them deities. The

Chinese, prostrate bodily and mentally before the

memorial tablets whit;h contain the soids of his ances-

tors, little thinks that he is all the Avhile proving to

mankind how viist a power unlimited filial obedience,

prohibiting change from ancestral institutions, may
exert in stopping the advance of civilisation. The

thought of the souls of the dead as sharing the gloiy

and happiness of their descendants is one which

widely pervades the world
;

but most such ideas

would seem vague and weak to the Chinese, w’ho wiU
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try hard for honours in his competitive examination

with the special motive ofglorifying his dead ancestors,

and whose titles of rank will raise his deceased fatlua-

and grandfather a grade above him, as though with

us Zachary Macaulay or Copley the painter should

have viscounts’ coronets officially placed on their

tombstones. As so often hapi)ens, wliat is jest to

one pcoidc is sober senge to anotlier. There are 300

millions of Chinese who would hardly see a joke in

Charles Lamb, reviling the .stupid age tliat would not

read him, and declaring that he would write for an-

tiquity.’

I'lic relations of Ancc.stor-worship to other reli-

gions held in honour by those ivho practise it a])pear

to have varied much from community to community,

and from time to time within the same community.

In China it seems to have moi’c than hehl its ground

against the other more famous I'aiths. (,'onfuciaiiism

is deeply implicated with it, and the creeds of Buddha

and of Lao-Tze have assimilated it, and tluh* ju’iests

indifferently perform its ceremonies. Sir Alfred

Lyall has amusingly described the liberties which the

Chinese Government takes with war-gods and river-

gods, promoting and d^osing them*by acts of State

;

but it may be doubted whether it would venture on

any serious interference with the seiwice of the dead.

Among the Hindus, the ancestral deities are but

dimly seen amid the Vedic gods, but the later
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sacerdotal law-writers seem conscious of a rivalry be-

tween them and these greater divinities. The ritual of

ancestor-worship given in the book of Vishnu begins

with sacrifice to the gods (lxxiv. 1), and Manu

expressly says (in. 205), ‘ Let an offering to the

gods be made at the beginning and end of the shrad-

dlia
;

it must not begin and end with an offering to

ancestors, for he who begins and ends it with an

oblation to the Pitris quickly perishes with his pro-

geny.’ Nevertheless, although the gi*eater Hindu gods,

like the greater divinities of the Greeks and Romans,

have vheir temples, rites, and sacrifices, though they

have their special devotees, though they are honoured

by pUgrirnages and festivals, in which multitudes take

part, the worship offered every day by Hindus in

their private dwellings to their immediate ancestors

is perhaps more genuine, and is certainly far more

continuous. I have already quoted the statement of

a learned contemporary native lawyer, that every

other crime may be forgiven to his co-religionists, but

not the neglect of ancestral sacrifices. On the other

hand, tlie comparatively scanty Roman evidence con-

cerning the mem privata would seem to show that

they dwindled In importance and popular respect.

In Cicero’s time the charges for them were still a

heavy burden on Inheritances, but they seem to

have followed a course of change not unusual else-

where, and the payments for them were in the nature
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of fees or dues to the College of Pontiffs. There are

signs, too, that tlie household gods were losing their

divinity. The Lares became hardly distinguishable

from the Larva)—a word of the same origin, which is

said to have at first meant sjurits not laid to rest with

the proper rites ^—and indeed from the Lemurcs, mere

goblins who haunted tombs. The ‘ J^ars and 1 demurs,’

who moaned * with midnight jdaint ’ at the Nativity,

are thus not improperly cou
2
)led together in Milton’s

The ancefitor-worshi]>ping ]>eoj)les appear to have agi-eed in

thinkiii" that the j^i-avest consequences do[)enHed on ]»i*operly dis-

posin" of the bodies of tlie dead. ]3ut thei’e wjis no sucli agree-

ment as to wliat was the proper mode of dis|>osal. There is a

startling contrast hritwecni the last jmayer of Ajax to Zeus that ho

he at least l)uiied, so that dogs and hinis eat not his body, and the

pi’ayer of the devout Zoroastrian tliat he l>e not buried, and that dogs

and birds eat liis remains. Oom])are Sophocles, J/o.r, Hficf/.

with the Zend Av’e«sta, iii. 4, .‘10 {^Sacmf Jioitks of (ho KoM^ vol. iv.) :

* O Maker of the material universe. Thou Holy One, if a man shall

])ury a corpse in the earth and if he shall not disinter it within the

second year, what is the i)enalty for it ? What is the atv)nement

for it ? ” Ahura Mazda ausweif*d, “ For that deed there Ls nothing

can pay, nothing can atone
;
nothing can cleanse from it

; it is a

trespass for which there is no atonement for ever ami ever.”' And
again, at vi. 4, 44 :

‘ “ O Maker of the material world, Thou Holy
One, whithei* shall we bring, where shall we lay, the bodies of the

dead 1
” Ahura Mazda answered, ‘‘On the highest summits, where

they know there are always corpse-eating dogs and corjwe-eating

})ii ds, O holy Zarathriista.” ' ,We can sympatnise with the Greek

feeling, though not in its full strength
;
but it would l>e hardly

ci*edible that a vigorous and comparatively civilised nation once

followed the Zoroastrian u.sage, were it not for the stubborn survival

of it among the Pai-sees, whose ‘ Towei-s of Silence ’ are among the

first objects which strike the eye of the traveller on landing in

Western India.

P
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verse. But though this most ancient religion died, its

effects on civil law remained, and indeed still survive.

One curious relic of it may be found in the Codes of

the Christian Emperors. There is a classification of

‘ Things ’ which divides them into their kinds, and

then subdivides ‘ things which are not the property

of anybody ’ into Res Sacne, Res Sanctte, and Res

Religioste. Res Sacne are tilings consecrated to the

greater gods
;
Res Religiosae are expressly defined as

things dedicated to the spirits of the dead, the Manes
;

and some part of the Roman rules relating to this

last Ciass of things still affects our law of church-

yards. Bat, farther than this, there can be no doubt

that our law of Inheritance is still partially shaped

by the old worship of the Manes, thoagh the exact

degree in which it has been influenced is not now

ascertainable. Almost all the English law on the

subject of the descent of rersonalty, a great deal of

Continental law on the same subject, and some part

of our law of Healty, has for its foundation the 118th

Novel, or Novella Constitutio, of Justinian. This

Novel is the last revision of the older Roman law of

Success’on after death, which was formed by the fusion

of the rules of inheritance coijtaincd in the venerable

Twelve Tables with the Equity of the Traitor’s Edict

;

two streams of law profoundly influenced at their

source, as no reader of M. Fustel de Coulanges can

doubt, by the worship of ancestors.

Modem investigators who have made it their
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special business to search for the earliest forms of

mental conceptions among the present ideas of savages

have based a theory of the origin of ancestor- worsliij)

upon the })]ienomena of sleep and unconsciousness

as they present tliemselves to men not yet escaped,

or barely escai)ed, from savagery. ‘ The idol,’ \vriti‘s

Sir John Lubbock, ‘ usually assumes tlie liuman form,

and idolatry is clos(‘ly connected with that form of

religion which consists in the worsliip of ancestors.

We have already seen how imperfectly civilised man

ri'alises the eonce])tion of death, and we cannot wonder

that death and sleep sliould longliave bec^n conrieeted

together in the human mind. The savag(‘, howevtir,

knows well that in sleep the sjurit livvs, even thougli

the body a])pcar to be dead. Morning aft(‘r morning

lie wakes himself and sees others rise from sleej).

Naturally, tlierefore, he cmleavours to rouse the dead.

Nor can we w^onder at the very general eustom of

providing food and otlier necessaries for the use of

the dead. Among races heading a setth'd and quiet

life this habit 'would tend to continue longer and

longer. lh\‘iyers to the dc^ad would reasonably follow

from such customs, for even Avitliout attributing a

greater power to the (h'.ad than to the living, they

might yet, from their different sphere and nature,

exercise a considerable power, wdiether for good or

evil. But it is impossible to distinguish a request to

an invisible being from prayer, or a powerful spirit
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from a demi-god’ (‘Origin of Civilisation and

Primitive Condition of Man,’ 4tlied. 1882). In har-

mony with this theory, the various societies of man-

kind, in their relation to liclief in a spirit world, have

lieen thus classed hy Mr. Herbert Spencer (‘ Principles

of Sociolog}'^,’ p. 322): ‘ Taking tlie aggregate of the

human peoples, tribes, societies, nations, we find that

nearly all of them have a belief, vague or wavering,

or settled and distinct, in a reviving other-self of the

dead man. Within this class of peoples, almost co-

extensive with the Avhole, we find a class, not quite so

large, by the members of w'hich the other self of the

dead man, definitely believed in, is supjiosed to exist

lor a considerable period after death. Nearly as

numerous is the class of peoples included in this who

show us ghost i)ropitiatiou, not only at the funeral but

for a subsequent interval. 'J'hen eomes the naiTower

class included in the last, the more settled and ad-

vanced peoples who, along with the developed belief in

a ghost that j)enuanently exists, show us a persistent

ancestor-worship. Again, somewhat further restricted,

though by no means small, we have a class of jieoples

wdiose w'orship of distinguished ancestors begins to

subordinate that of undistinguished. And eventually

the subordination, growing decided, becomes most

marked when the ancestors were leaders of con-

quering races.’

The theoiy, fully developed, appears to be that the
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dead are believed by savage men to live the life which

they themselves live in dreams, a life very like that

of their waking hours and yet unlike it. It is thought

that in death, as in the visions of the night, the spirit

meets its everyday companions and kinsmen, but that

it meets, besides, others who have disajipeared from

the living world, and esj)eeially those whom it lovetl,

feared, or hated. They eTit, drink, and S
2
)eak as of old

;

the only difference between their world and that of life

is jierhaps that they melt into other forms with an ease;

and rai)idity which are new, hut which have ceasc-d

to surprise. In this region, the visitant most fre-

quently meets the (hiad whose life had most contact

with his own, and specially the Father armed witli

his Paternal Power. This is the figure which, wluin

sleej) leaves him. he best remembers. In such a

state of belief and feeling, the first impulse of the

kinsmen whose chi<;f is seen to have finally departed

for the spirit-world, is to jirovide him with food and

drink, perhajis with arms, ornaments, and attendants,

for his new home, which is to be so like his old one.

In these imi>ulses the bloody funeral rites, which are

still described in the Homeric pioems, arc supjiosed to

have had their origin,* and another survival is t.lie

sacrifice of the Flindu to his ancestors with the

‘water and the cake.’ I myself certainly think that

the theory has been made to account for more than

it will really explain by some of the eminent writers
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spirit, and suffers both hunger and thirst. Give

rice and ajar with water to the man who has passed

into the abode of disembodied spii’its. . . . Perform

therefore the Shradda always, abandoning bootless

grief’ (Vishnu, xx. 31-36). It is impossible to

state the ancient superstitious belief more nakedly
;

if the ghost be not supplied by his mourning kinsmen

with food be will ‘ walk
;

’ birt the law-writer before

us evidently finds the doctrine unaccountable, and

maintains it because there is authority for it. It is

at tht same time to be observed that the problem is

solved in a different way by the latest Hindu law,

M'hich declares that the effect of sacrificing to a dead

ancestor is to deliver him from one special purgatory,

the ‘ Hell called Put.’ The doctrine of direct post-

humous punishment has to this extent absorbed the

opinion that the perturbed spirit revisits his ancient

haunts.

There is one peculiarity of ancestor-worship

which recent speculations on primitive human insti-

tutions invest with a great deal of interest. The

ancestors worshipped appear to have been at first

always male ancestors. ‘ Although,’ says Sir John

Lubbock, ‘ descent amongst the lowest savages is

traced in the female line, I do not know of any

instance in which female ancestors were worshipped.’

Female ancestors in the direct line are now wor-

shipped by tlie civilised Chinese, but the evidence
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shows that the posthumous honours |)aid to women
are of later origin than the worship of men. In the

oldest of the Chinese sacrificial odes, plausibly dated

at not much less than two thousand years before

Christ, the ‘ accomplished ’ mid ‘ meritorious ’ ances-

tor celebrated is manifestly a man. The worship of

female ancestors does not appear till a much later

division of the hymns.* ‘ We have our high grana-

ries,’ runs the ode called the ^Fang Xien’— ‘ We
have our high granaries, ivith myriads and hun-

dreds of thousands and millions of measures in

them, for spirits and sweet spirits, to present, to our

forefathers, male and female and again, the sacrificcr

in another hymn is made to say, ‘ 0 great and august

father, comfort me, your filial son. . . . i ofler this

sacrifice to my meritorious father, and to my aecom-

])lished mother.’ It is thought that the still existing

practice of placing spirit tablets of ndves along w^ith

those of husbands in their shrines had by this time

begun. So too in the most ancient Hindu law-

books, the funeral oblation is confined to male an-

cestors. At this rite, says Apastamba (ii. vii. 16. 3),

the manes of one’s father, grandfather, and great-

grandfather are the deities to whom the sacrifice

is offered. The rite is to be perfurmed in the latter

half of the month of which the luckiest day is

the fifth. ‘ If he performs it on the fifth day, sons

will be born to him
;
he will have numerous and
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distinguished offspring, and he will not die childless.’

But if he performs it on the first day of the half-

month, the caution i.s given that the issue of the

sacrificer will consist chiefly of daughters. When,

however, we come to writers of a much later era,

like Vishnu, we find a distribution of the sacri-

fices which is very significant. Vishnu gives us a

summary of the whole ritiral of ancestor-worship

as practised at the date of the treatise called by

this name (Vishnu, chap. Ixxiii.) First of all the

sacril cer is to w'orsliip the (gi*cater) Gods. Then

on particular days—the ninth days of the dark halves

of certain months—he is to consecrate an offering

with proper hymns and scriptural texts and present

it to three Brahmans present, who represent his

father, grandfather, and great-grandfather. The

liturgy and ritual which he is to follow are indicated,

head by head, and it is essential for the virtue of the

sacrifice that a company of Brahmans slioidd have

been invited. On certain other sacred days, the

Anvashtakas, he is to sacrifice to his mother, his

paternal grandmother, and his paternal great-grand-

mother
;
and lastly, says the writer, ‘ an intelligent

man ’—an expression which,, as it appears to me, is

always used of a doubtful point— ‘ must offer shraddas

to his maternal grandfather, and to the father and

• srrandfather of him in the same wav.’ The order of

celebration seems to me to follow the historical order,
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and to show that the ancestors first worshipped by

the Hindus were the father, gi*andfather, and great-

grandfather.

It is clear then, T think, that wherever ancestor-

worship arose, Paternity was fully recognised
;
and

as the texts relating to this worship are as old as

any others in the sacerdotal law-books, and indeed

are probably the oldest, I attach small import-

ance to casual expressions found liere and there in

these treatises which have been thought to show

that their writers preserved traditions of the savage

custom of tracing descent throngli fcanales only.

Still, as we cannot doubt the existence and preva-

lence among some ]iart of mankind of this savage

usage, sometimes calli‘d ‘ Mother-law,^ it is im-

possible not to ask oneself the cpicstion, Dul the

worship of the dead liring about the recognition of

paternity, or is ancestor-worship a religious inter-

pretation of, or a religious system founded upon,

an already existing institution ? M. Fustel do Cou-

lanjres, without referring to tlie custom of ‘ Mother-

law,’ certainl}’' seems to me to exjircss himself occa-

sionally as if he thought that all the^ characteristics of

the so-called Patriarclftd Family were created })y tlie

worship of ancestors whicli was ever celebrated in

the recesses of the houseliold
;
and that from tljis

w^orship sprang the Father’s Power as its high-priest,

and also the denial of kinship to persons no longer
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al)le to participate in it, as the married daughter and

the emancipated son. It may well be believed that

ancestor-worship, by consecrating, strengthened all

family relations, but in the present state of these

inquiries the evidence certainly seems to be in favour

of the view that the Father's Power is older than the

practice of worshipping him. Why should the dead

Father be worshipped more tlmn any other member of

the household unless he was the most prominent—it

may be said, the most awful—figure in it during his

life ? It was he, according to tlie tlieory which 1

have described, who would most frequently show

himself, affectionate or menacing, to his sleeping

children. This opinion is fortified by the recent

investigations into the customary law of the Punjab,

the earliest Indian home, I must repeat, of the Aryan

Hindus after their descent from the mountain-land of

their origin. Ancestor-worship does exist among the

Hindus of the Punjab. But it is a comparatively

obscure superstition. It has not received anything

like the elaboration given to it by the priesthood in

tlie provinces to the south-east, many of whose

fundamental doctrines are unknown to the Punjabee

communities of Hindus. Nevertheless, the constitu-

tion ofthe Family is entirely, to use the Eoman phrase,

‘ agnatic kinship is counted through male descents

only. There is a A^ery strong resemblance between

these usages and the most ancient Roman law,

and their differences, Avhere they differ, throAv very
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valuable light on the more famous of the two

systems.

The truth seems to be that, although Ancestor-

worship had at first a tendency to consolidate the

ancient constitution of the Familj", its later tendency

was to dissolve it. Looking at the Hindu system as

a whole, we can sec that, as its historical growth pro-

ceeded, the sacerdotal •lawyers fell under a strong

temptation to multijdy the persons who were ])rivi-

leged to offer the sacrifices, partly in the interest

of the dead ancestor, chiefly in th(' interest of the

living lirahman. In this way, persons excluded from

the ancient family circle, such as the descendants of

female kinsmen, were gradually admitted to par-

tici])ate in the oblations and share in tin* inlieritance.

Some traces of a movement in this directir)n are to be

found throughout the law-lxjoks
;
and a very learned

Indian hnvyer (Mr. fl. I). Mayne, ‘Hindu Law and

Usage/ chap, xvi.) has shown that, wherever in

modern India the doctrine of Spiritual l>(*n(‘fit— tliat

is, of an intimate connection between the religious

blessing and the civil right of succession— is most

strongly held, Avomen and the desceydants of women

are oftenest permitted tt) inherit. It is remarkable that

the Equity of the lioman Pnetor, which was proba)>ly

a religious before it was a philosophical system, liad

])recisely the same effect in breaking uj) the structure

of the ancient Roman family, governed !)y the Father

as its chief.
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CHAPTER IV.

«

ANCESTOR-WORSHIP AND INHERITANCE.

The close connection between succession to property

after death and the perfonnance of some sort of

sacrificial rites in honour of the deceased lias long

been known to students of classical antiquity. A
considerable proportion of the not very plentiful

remains of Greek legal argument to he found in the

Athenian Orators is occupied with questions of in-

heritimce, and the advocate or litigant frequently

speaks of the sacnfices and the succession as in-

separable. ‘ Decide between us,’ he says, ‘ wliich of us

should have the succession and make the sacrifices

at the tomb’ (Isauis, ‘In the goods of Philoctemon,’

Or. vi.) ‘I beseech you by the gods and immortal

spirits not to allow the dead to he outraged by these

men
;
do not suffer his worst* enemies to sacrifice at

his grave’ (Or. ii.). In a fonner work I pointed out

the number, costliness, and importance of these

ceremonies and oblations among the Romans, and I

insisted on their probable significance as the source
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of the peculiar fictions which cluster round early

family law (‘ Ancient Law,’ p. 191). The best ex-

planation, I argued, of the facility Avith which a

stranger can be made a son is that, being admitted

to the religious obsen^ances, he is not distinguishable

from a son under his religious aspect. The later

experience of the world may show us that in the

mere blending of the ideas of inheritance and offering

there is nothing to surprise us. It is natural enough.

Wherever it has been matter of belief that the sur-

viving members of a dead man’s family could do any-

thing to better his lot in the world after death, it

has been thought their duty to do it before they

entered upon his posses.sions. The mediseval Christian

Church held this view of personal or movable j>ro-

perty
;

it was primarily a fund foi* the celebration of

masses to deliver the soul of the owner from pur-

gatory. Upon this doctrine was founded the juris-

diction of our Ecclesiastical Courts, in which all

property of this kind vested in tiic first instance before;

it could be distributed ; and this jurisdiction, coupled

with the necessary powers over Executors in the

case of Wills, and of Admmistrators in the case of

Intestacies, has descended to the modem Court of

Probate. The new light w’hich we owe to the author

of ‘ La Cite Antique ’ is his detemiination of the

nature of the divine beings to whom the oblations,

which exercised so powerful an influence on Athenian
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and Roman heritages, were devoted. They were of

course not offered to any one Supreme God. But

neither were they offered to the greater deities of the

local Pantheon. ‘ Le cnlte des dieux de TOlympe et

celui des Ileros et des Manes n’eurent jamais entre

eiix rien de commun,’ says M. Fustel de Coulanges.

The worship was given to the dead, chiefly to the

remembered dead who liad just passed away into a

life not further removed from their late existence

than a sleep from reality.

I will note in passing tliat the excessive expensive-

ness of the Roman sacra privata, which is the burden

of Cicero’s com])Iaints in liis private letters, seems to

be a feature of still surviving ancestor-worship. The

writer of a paper I have before quoted (‘ Ningpo and

Buddhist Temples ’) gives a curious calculation, upon

what is probably American missionary authoritjq of

the expenses to which the Chinese arc ])ut by

worshipping tlieir forefathers. ‘ One well entitled to

know what he spoke of said that fully thirty millions

of dollars are annually expended in China at the three

great festivals in honour of the dead, and, with the

averjigc expenditure of each family, fully 150 millions

of dollars are spent in quieting the spirits.’ There is

no doubt also that funeral rites and oblations are

extremely expensive in India, and I have heard their

heavy cost seriously urged as a reason against im-

posing a duty on legacies and successions. The ex-
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pensiveness of religious observance among Hindus

arises from the necessity wliich it involves of feasting

lirahmans, sometimes in multitudes, and making them

gifts. The oldest of the laAv-books strongly inculcate

the duty of emjdoying the ministry of llrahmans.

Thr(‘e are especially to be in places of luaioiir at Jill

funeral celebrations, who are to represent the throe

ancestors worshi[)ped—ihe father, grandfathci’, and

great-grandfather. But many more arc to be enter-

tained. M^ure, Avith com])Osed mind, and full of

ardour,’ says Apastamba, ‘he shall feed Brahmans

who know the Vedas.’ ' He shall fi'cd an uiuwen

number of Brahmans, at least nin(‘/ is tlu' laile of

Gautama, ‘ or let him feed as many as he is able to

entertain.’ Some singular but veay intelligible texts

Ibrbid the worshipper to make these sacred feasts a

pretext for entertaining his oAvn relatives. ' The food

eaten at a sacrilice by persons related to the giver

is a gift offered to goblins. It reaches neitlu.T the

Manes nor the Cnxls. Losinjjj its power to i)rf)cafe

heaven, it wanders about in tliis world, as a ciov that

has lost her calf runs into a strange stable ’ (Apas-

tamba, II. vii. 17. S).

We have now to consider some ‘of the ways in

which the law and custom of ancestor-worshipping

societies have been affected by their peculiar faith and

religious practice. The first instance of a tnuis-

formation in law which I will give is one nearly con-

G
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nected with the growing costliness of the ritual. By
this ritusil a religious and intellectual aristocracy lived.

One of the commonest popular errors about the

Brahmans even now current in England is that,

because they are spiritually the highest, they are

therefore the wealthiest and most powerful of the

Hindu castes. They count among them some opulent

and powerful families, and one Boyal house in India

is Brahman, but, on the whole, they are not specially

wealthy. It would be more accurate to desci’ibe

them as a serving and uiinisbu’ing class, their occu-

pations varying from the high administrative duties

wdiich they once monoi)olise(l in the Mahratta States

to such humble functions as those of the cook, whose

service is a luxury, because no impurity can be con-

ti’acted at his hands. The Brahman of the old law*

books is still a priest and spiritual director more

than anything else, though with a visible tendency

to become a lawyer, a judge*, or an administrative

counsellor. He lives, however, by the bounty of

others, by their charitable and pious gifts, more par-

ticularly those given to him on the gi*eat occasions

of sacrifice. It is strongly said by a modem writer

(J. D. Mayne, ‘ Hindu Law and Usage,’ p. 205) that

the imxlcm law, as promulgated by Manu, might be

described as a law of gifts to Brahmans. ‘ Every step

of a man’s life from his buth to liis death required

gifts to Bralimans. Every sin which he committed
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might be expiated by gifts to Brahmans. The huge

endowments for religious purposes wliich are found

in every part of India show that these precepts were

not a dead letter.’ Now one chief impediment to

pious liberality is that system of joint ownership by

groups larger than families which is still common in

India, especially in that earliest home of the Aryan

race, the Punjab. Evfiry man’s rights in such a

gi’oup are more or less limited by the rights of every-

body else
;
and, as a rule, the assent of the entire

group is necessary before any part of its property

can be alienated. Hence the sacerdotal system, of

which the rudiments arc to be seen in the law-books,

is most manifestly adverse to joint forms of jiroperty.

The writers frankly avow their motives Ibr this dis-

like of co-ownership and for their ])artisanshi]) oi‘

partition. ‘ In partition,’ says Gautama, ‘ there is

increase of spiritual merit’ (x. viii. 4). The prin-

ciple is still more plainly put by Mauu (ix. iii.) :

‘ Either let them live together, or, if they desire >

separately to perforin religious rites, let them live

apart
;

since religious duties are multiplied in

separate houses, their separation is ^therefore right

and even laudable.’ The more separate households,

the more occasion for domestic sacrifice, the more

opportunities for pious largesse to the sacred order.

The modem writer I have quoted (J. D. Mayne,

p. 204) cites my own opinion, expressed in a former
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work {‘ Early History of Institutions,’ p. 104) that

the Christian Church, when engaged in proselytism

among barbarous societies, exerted a similarly dis-

solving force upon tribal ownership. The Church

certainly introduced its barbarous converts to the

Testament or Will
;

it strove to strengthen their

reverence for Contracts
;
and the Irish evidence seems

to prove that it hirgely extended Separate, as dis-

tinguished from Tribal, owmership. In reading the

Brehon tracts, you remain in doubt whether the

writci means to lay down that tribal land under cer-

tain circumstances may be )iarted with generally and

in favour of anybody, or whether it is only to be

alienated in favour of the Church. The strong pro-

bability is that he intended to sanction gifts to the

Church primarily
;

ajid that a generally enlarged

power of separate alienation was the consecpiencc of

such rulings. But it has always to be remembered

that there is a radical ditference between the Brahman

encouragement of charitable profusion and the en-

largement of legal facilities for pious endomnent by

the mediaeval Christian Church. Charity with the

Brahman began strictly at home
;
he was wedded to

it, because he lived by it. But the Church, although

it certainly desired to fortify by endowments every

asylum and stronghold which it planted amid bar-

barism, had other classes imder its protection besides

its own servants and clergy. It fed the poor and
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needy at its gates. It was ever careful for tlie orphan

and the widow. But the Brahman law-books, with

much elevation and some tenderness of feelinir, are

constantly oifensive in the contempt, sometimes

amounting to loathing, which they express for all

classes except the sacred caste and other castes

powerful enough to pretend to equality Avitli it, or

proximity to it.^
*

Wo come now to some results of Ancestor-

worship which are of tlie highest interest as throw-

ing light on a number of perjdexing questions whicli

embarrass our first steps in the examination of very

ancient societies. It seems clear that, according to

the most ancient ideas, not only must the ancestor

worshipped be a male ancestor, but the worshipper

must be the male child or other male descendant.

Under the conditions of thought we have been sup-

posing, it will have been seen that the verge of life

and death was very easily overstepped. The dead

man was he who had been the living dreamer, only

that he had now passed permanently into the life of

dreams. It thus seemed projier that the sacrifice

should be offered by a person who one day would

take his place in the ‘chain of deified ancestors, and

this could only be a male descendant. Hence there

arose, among the ancestor-worshipping peoples, a

most intense desire for male offspring and, as a

‘ See Note A to this chapter.
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consequence of this desire, a remarkable set of ideas

about paternity, sonship, and inheritance, which must

have been widely diffused of old among all the more

powerful races of mankind, and specially those of

the Aryan stock. There are manifest traces either of

these ideas, or of the customs with which they were

intermixed, in the legal antiquities of the Athenians

and of thf! Sjiartans, of the' llomsms, of the Celtic

Irish, of the Hebrews, and of the Chinese. As is

natural, from the deeply sacerdotiilised character of

their legal literature, the fullest and most detailed

account of a family system shaped and interpene-

trated by ancestor-worshi]) is to be found in the

ancient I)Ooks of the Hindus. It cannot, of course,

be taken for granted that this system, in its integrity,

once existed everywhere. One feature of it is found

here, another then*. But there does seem to have

been a general likeness between the deductions Avhich

the priests and lawyers of a large number of ancient

soeietii's drew from the principle that sacrifice and

worship were due, under severe supernatural penalties,

fi'om male children to their dead forefathers.

We cannot, as it appears to me, frame in our

minds any reasonable explanation ofAncestor-worship

and its legal consequences, unless we assume that,

when it first arose among men, the Father of each

femily appeared to them in the form in which he

constantly shows himself on the threshold of juris-
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prudence, and which he probably wore® when the

human race began. He is the Pater Familias. The

physical paternity is fully recognised, but it is

blended with protective power. Most of the males

subject to him are really his children, but, even if

they have not sprung from him, they are subject to

him, they form part of his household, they (if a word

coloured by later notions be used) belong to him.

On the other hand, under the religious aspect of these

relations, from tlie point of view of a sacerdotal

lawyer, the son is simply the person who can effica-

ciously offer the sacrifices. Dr. Biihlcr (Preface to

vol. ii. of' Sacred Books of the East,’p. xix.) writes

thus of Baudhayana, whom .Sanscritists, Indian and

European, generally regard as one of the oldest

of the law-writers. ‘ Like many other ancient

teachers, Baudliayana permits childless Aryans to

satisfy their craving for representatives bearing their

name, and to allay their fears of falling after death

into the regions of torment through a failure of the

funeral oblations, by the affiliation of eleven kinds of

substitutes for a legitimate son. Illegitimate sons,

the illegitimate sons of wives, thp legitimate and

illegitimate offspring of daughters, and the children

of relatives and even of strangers, who may be

solemnly adopted or received as members of the

* See Chapter VII. (on ‘ Modem Theories ofPrimitive .Society’)

below.
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family witliout any ceremony, are all allowed to take

the place and the rights of legitimate sons.’ I will

proceed to examine this system of artificial affiliation

at some length, together Avith its bearing on Inheri-

tance in the embryo. Until the ideas upon which

it rests have been carefully sifted, it seems to me

doubtful whether all investigation of the primitive

forms of society is not likely to be imperfect and pre-

mature.

First of all, then, the person who offers the sacri-

fices with the best chance of efficacy in the world

beyond the grave is the legitimate son, the son who

is physically the offspring of his father and who, by

])refcrence, is bom of a marriage blessed by Brah-

mans and contracted under all the conditions which

their sacred law prescribes. And, among all sons,

the eldest son is most likely to confer spiritual benefit

on his father. Hero, hoAvever, we come upon one of

the most remarkable of the extensions which the

sacerdotal lawyei’s give to their iloctrine in order to

prevent its jniscarriage in particular cases. With the

purpose of increasing the chance of there being legiti-

mate sons to present the oblation, some among the

oldest of these Brahmanical tfeachers relax the con-

ditions of marriage, and show leniency to strange

forms of wedlock, so numerous as almost to include

all possible unions of the sexes. Some of these mar-

riages are very strongly condemned by the later
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Hindu law-writers
;

for example, mari’iage with a

purchased bride
;
others, where they occur, are effec-

tuated by violence or by fraud. StUl, it is to be

observed that the children of all these unions would

be physically the children of the husband
;
and the

father and mother, however barbarous their con-

nection, are probably understood to have been un-

married before it.
•

Among all the sons sprung from the father, the

eldest is preferred. The sacerdotal reason assigned

by the Hindu lawyers is that, by his birth, the

religious obligation to have a son who can .continue

the chain which binds together the living and the

(lead has been satisfied. Hut tlu; i)rivi leges of inheri-

tance corresponding to this spiritual primacy are very

variously defined in the law-books, and, even when

they approach somewhat to modern primogeniture,

they arc still very unlike it. Sometimes the eldest

son is spoken of as taking the whole inheritance of

his father and supporting the rest of the family, and

this is very probably the secular custom for which

the priestly lawyers invented a religious reason.

More often, the best portion, or some similar advan-

tage, is assigned to the eldest of the sons, and some-

times alternative modes of providing for him are

stated. Of two ancient authoidties, Gautama defines

his privileges in ambiguous and indeed contradictoiy

language (see chap, xxviii.), while Apastamba, while
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admitting that Primogeniture gives advantages in

<5ertain coimtries, argues strongly for equal division

among all the sons (ii. vi. 14. 14). It seems to me
that, at the epoch of these law-treatises, the ancient

Primogeniture was decaying among the Hindus, as

we know that it decayed in the bai’barous world

generally. Under tlie original usage, the eldest

son may have taken everything and miiintained his

brethren
;
but the Brahmans, as I have explained,

were strong partisans of multiplied households, and

this fi 'cling must have militated powerfully against

the privileges of the eldest. On the whole, the doc-

trine which tends to prevail is that the division

should be equal among sons, with a small advantage

to the eldest as the divider of the inheidtance, which

may have been meant as im inducement to fairness.

Next to the legitimate sons, as proper vehicles

for spiritual blessing, the greater number of the

ancient Hindu law-writers place the son of the wife,

born during her marriage but not necessarily of her

husban<l. At first sight this looks like an application

of the long-descended legal maxim, ^jiafcr cst quern

nupti(V denmistrant^' but Jill tlie ancient texts taken

together suggest* a diffcrent explanation, and I will

consider the ‘ son of the wife ’ again when I come to

the son of the widow.

The person who, on failure of all the inheritors I

have mentioned, can next in order offer the sacrifices
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for the deceased and claim his succession, is the son

of his ‘ appointed ’ daughter. It is an interesting

case for a variety of reasons. The son of a daughter,

regarded by himself, would not satisfy the require-

ments either of a successor or of a worshipper. From

the secular point of view, he is, in Homan phrase,

a ‘ cognate,’ a kinsman through women only, who,

according to the usage prevailing among all the more

powerful races of mankind either from the first or at

a certain stage of their development, cannot continue

the fjunily. The religious theory of ancestor-worship

would not take any notice of him, for the parent to

wliom he would sacrifice would be a woman, and

women could not in the earliest times be objects of

worship, and never at any time by themselves. But

the ancient law allowed the father, who had no pro-

spect of having legitimate sons, to ‘ appoint ’ or nomi-

nate a daughter who should bear a son to himself and

not to her own husband. Apparently this appoint-

ment could be made agiiinst the husband’s will, for

one of our oldest authorities warns the Hindu against

marrying a girl who has no brothers, because her

father may ‘ appoint ’ her, and her husband may have

his own naturally-boiai son converted into the son of

the maternal grandfather. The sacerdotal formula of

appointment is given in Gautama, xxviii. 19. 18 :

‘ A father who has no male offspring may appoint his

daughter to raise up a son for him, presenting burnt
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offerings to Agni and to Pragapati, the lord of crea-

tures, and addressing the bridegroom with these

words, “ For me be thy male offspring.”
’

‘ Some

declare,’ adds the writer, ‘ that a daughter becomes

an appointed daughter solely by the intention of the

father.’

Some customs near akin to the Hindu usage of

‘ appointing ’ a daughter appear to have been verj’^

widely diffused over tlie ancient world, and traces of

them are found far down in history. The daughter

here becomes neither the true sticecssor of her father

nor the priestess of his worship, but a channel

through whicli his blood passes to a male cliild,

capable, according to the oldest notions, of sacrificing

to him
;
and, according to the newer ideas, of taking

his property and preseiwing the continuity of the

household. At first there Avas ahvays. 1 shoxild

imagine, some expression of the father’s will, coupled

with some religious ceremony. Among the Athenians,

when our knowledge of their law begins, the Testa-

ment or Will has aj)pearod, though its operation is

much limited. An Athenian father, fearing sonless-

ness, might have a son raised up to him by a

daughter ;
and tlie commonest mode of effecting this

object was by devising his property—or, to speak

more strictly, the property and the daughter together

—to a person selected by himself on condition of

marrying her. The son bom of the marriage was.
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on coming of age, transferred to the family of his

maternal grandfather—it would seem, with some of

the forms of adoption—and took his name, becoming

at the same time the legal representative (Kuptos) of

his own mother. This is essentially the same method

of obtaining a male child which was anciently in use

with the Hindus. But some such practice must have

been followed, and sodic such ideas must have pre-

vailed among a certain portion of the barbarous

communities which contributed their usages to the

enormous body of rules finally consolidated as the

Feudal Law. According to some systems of medimval

customary law, (laughters succeeded, either in order

of primogeniture or in a group, when sons had failed.

According to others, they were excludcjd altogether.

But between these doctrines there was an intermediate

vieAV, that a daughter, though she could not succeed

herself, could transmit a right of succession to her

male children. Hereafter, I shall have occasion to

point out that this was the rule on which our

Edward III. based his claim to the throne of France

;

he admitted that the French princess, who was his

mother, could not succeed, but he contended that he

himself, as her son,* was entitled to succeed his

maternal grandfather. This argument did not pre-

vail either in the forum of arms or in the opinion of

the feudal lawyers
;
but it seems to be clearly con-

nected with the range of legal notions before us.
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The chief interest of the Hindu ‘ appointment,'

and of the counterparts of it in the law of other races,

lies in their probably marking one of the points at

which the right of women to inherit made its way

into the strict agnatic systems of kinship and succes-

sion which prevailed among the more advanced of

the barbarous societies. The Brahman compiler of

Manu, while speaking of the aj^pointed daughter, uses

language which seems to show the natural growth of

feeling :
‘ The son of a man is even iis himself, and as

the son so is the daughter ( ‘ thus appointed ’ adds

the commentator) : how then, if he have no son, can

any mherit his property but a daughter who is closely

united with his own soul ? ’ As the law developed

itself, the most general result finally attained was

that daughters inherited when sons had failed. But

it was not reached at once. Among the ancient

Hindu writers, Baudh&yana seems to have wholly

denied the right of women to inherit : Apastamba

places the daughter at the very end of the list of

inheritors, but the more modern Yishnu introduces

both mother and daughter immediately after the

sons. In works treating of the Athenian law, it is

usually stated that when thei’e were no sons daughters

succeeded. But this is not an adequate statement

of the rule. The daughter of a man who left property

but no sons, was not in strictness his heiress. She

was, as her Greek name (hrLKXrjpoq) indicates, a
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‘ person who went with the property.’ ® As I have said

above, her father might compel her by testament to

marry the devisee of her share
;
but, if he died intes-

tate, she was subject to another liability—marriage

to his nearest kinsman—which connects itself with

some singular branches of our subject to be dis-

cussed presently. In all these Athenian rules, it

is to be observed that, while the ancestral sacrifices

are constantly mentioned, the object of sjjecial care is

tlic devolution of the estate in the household. The

religious basis tends to droj) away fi*om the law.

Indeed, the wish to prevent daughters from canying

oflf the patrimony of one household to another is not

at all a feature exclusively of sacerdotalised bodies of

usage. The secxilar law of the unsacerdotalised Hindus

of the Punjab applies tlie same principle and exhibits

some instructive variants of the Athenian rules

(‘ Notes on Punjab Customary Law,’ vol. ii. pp. 75,

81, 184, 239). Under some Punjab usages, the

daughter, when there are no sons, inherits a limited

interest in her father’s property
;
but she must resign

it when she marries. It is usual, however, for the

husband of such a daughter to be adopted by his

father-in-law. ,

The legitimate sons, and the son of an ‘ appointed’

daughter, have in their veins the blood of the father

* See Jebb, JUte Orators, ii, 318.
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to whom they sacrifice and succeed. But when there

are no sons, and when there has been no appointment

of a daughter, we are introduced by the law-books to

a number of possible successors whose sonship is

altogether fictitious. I know no part of the ancient

Hindu law more curious than this, or demanding

more im])eratively to be taken into careful account

by all who investigate the beginnings of organised

human society. That ancient fiunily law is entangled

with fictions has long bt'en known.
( See my ‘ Ancient

Law,’ p. 130.) One of them has been so long before

our eyes as to be comparatively familiar to us. This

is Adoption, the engrafting on the family a son from

a strange house. Its importance as a private in-

stitution at Borne and Athens is of course well

known to students
;
and, among the Romans of the

Empire, it became politically important in a high de-

gree as one of the chief expedients for bringing about

the peaceable succession of Prince to Prince. It is

true that to Englishmen, nowadays, it is little more

than a name
;
to adopt a child is to nurture and

educate it, and perhaps to provide for it by Will. But

in the French Civil Code (liv. i. 8 ;
tit. 8, c. 1),

and other Continental Codes founded on the French,

Adoption survives as an institution ; a childless man,

though under somewhat severely restrictive condi-

tions, may take to himself an adoptive child who will

be entitled to succeed to his property. This famili-
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arity with Adoption, during such a length of liistory,

blinds us to the fact that it is one of the most violent

of fictions. The faculty of accepting them, strong as

it is in ancient communities, must have been strained

to the utmost when, for the purj^ose of taking part in

the most solemn of religious ceremonies and earn-

ing a consequent right of inheritance, a strange child

was transferred to the household, or a man alu‘n in

blood was permitted to enter it voluntarily. No
doubt, in the more recent practice of the societies

accustomed to the adoption of children, the violence

of the fiction is somew’hat diminished. Tlie ’t]ieor\’

may be that the child ado])ted is a stranger, at most

of the sjime order or cast(' as the person ado])ting

him, but in India lie is generally a blood-relation of

some kind; and, on looking through a list of known

Roman adoptions, the large majority will be siien to

be instances of the adoption of ‘ cognatic ' kinsmen

—

that is, of relatives through women. But the aneieiU

feeling on the subject may l>e inferred from the place

Avhich simple adoption occupies in the list of expe-

dients for continuing the family of a childless father

as set forth in these early Hindu law-books. ‘ Then^

is a singular disproportion,' says Mr. J. D. Mayne,

‘ between the space necessarily devoted to adoption

in the English works on Hindu law, and that which

it occupies in the early law-books. One might read

through all the texts from the Sutra writers down to

H
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the Daya-Bhaga without discovering that adoption

is a matter of any prominence in the Hindu system
’

(‘ Hindu Law,’ p. 81). The truth is, that by its side

there are a number of fictitious afiiliations which

were of at least equal antiquity with Adoption, and

which, I suspect, served its object even more com-

pletely in very ancient times. They are startling or

revolting to modern sentiment, but they seemed per-

haps simpler .and more natural to ancient thought

than the .ulmission of a mere stranger to tlie family.

Tisese fictitit)u.s sons are ciillcd by Gautoma

(xxviii. .S2) the ‘ son bom secretly,’ the ‘ son of an un-

man’iod d.amscn,’ the ‘ son of a pregnant bride,’ and the

son of a ‘ twice married woman.’ It is sufficient to say

of them that none of them arc necessarily the sons of

the father whom they are permitted to worship after

his death, Avhile. some of them cannot possibly be his

children. They are all, to use modern words, illegi-

timate or adulterine offspring, but then they are all the

offspring of women who are under the shelter of the

household, or who arc brought under it. These w'omen

are under the protection of its head; they belong tohim,

jmd the status of their children is settled by the weU-

known rule which, in Bomati law, would settle the

status of a slave. Here it is that these strange usages

link themselves to familiar phenomena of primitive

societies. Paternal power and protective power are

inextricably blended together ;
even the Slave is in
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some sense a member of the family. We know in

fact tliat at Rome a Slave could j)crform the family

sacrifices on his master’s death
;
and it was a com-

mon contrivance of men who expected to die insolvent

to nominate a slave as the heir in the last resort, in

order that tlie bankruptcy of tlie estate might be

declared in liis name. Thus, on the secular side, these

fictitious sons are ])ermittcd to rank as in some remote'

sense sons, because they are born ofwomen protected

by the head of the household, and because^ they are

themselves protected by him. On the religious side,

they are permitted to ofier th(* ancestral sacrifices as

a desperate expedient for preserving the ancestor

from a total failure of male offspring, and from the

terrible conseipnmces of entering the world of the dead

without the proper oblations an<l rites.

It must be, however, understood that strong

moral repugnance to the fictitious affiliation of these

illegitimate and adulterine children begins to show

itself among the oldest of the Hindu law-writers

whose treatises have survived. A very ancient

authority, Apastamba, gives no list of them, protests

against the principle, and lays dowjQ broadly that

‘ the son belongs to the begetter.’ Even the writers

who mention them vary grcatl)?’ as to their place in

the order of succession, and Manu aims at them the

remark (ix. 161) that ‘such advantage as a man

would gain who sliould attempt to pass deep water in

II 2
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a boat made of woven reeds, that father ol)tains who
passes the gloom of death leaving only contemptible

sons.^ I cannot doubt that the growing popularity

of Adoption, as a method of obtaining a fictitious son,

was due to moral dislike of the other modes of affilia-

tion which was steadily rising among the Brahman

teachers in the law-schools.

Let us now suppose the head of the household to

have (lied without having left a son, Avithout having

{ip])ointed a daughter, without having taken a son in

adopron, Avithout male children bom in the house

who can satisfy the fiction of sonship,—is there any

escape possible from the dreaded conseejuences of

failure in the family succession and the ancestral

sacrifices? In the opinion of some of the Hindti

doctors, these conse(][ueiices might be tiverted by an

institution AAdiich has lately n^ceiA^ed a gn^at deal of

attentmn, knoAAUi commonly as the LcAurate, but called

by the Hindus, in its more general form, the Ni3’^oga.

Under it, a son is born to a childless man of his AAufe

or his widow, not from the husband himself but from

his brother or nearest kinsman. The practice of so ob-

taining a son appears to have extended, with A arious

modifieaticms and Avith or wifhout the religious sanc-

tion, over manjr branches of the human race. We
come u})on faint but still recognisable traces of it in

the law of the Spartans and Athenians, and in one of

its forms it Avas certainlv followed by the Hebrews.
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The Levirate, under which the son is born to the

dead man from his brother, ‘ that his name be not put

out of Israel,’ is best known to Englislimen from the

cjisuistical question of tlie Sadducees in the twenty-

second chapter of St. Matthew (v. 24 et xcg.):

‘ Master, Moses said. If a man die, having no children,

his brother shall marry his wife and raise up seed to

his brother. Now there Avere with us seven breth-

ren
;
and the first, when lie married, deceased and,

having no seed, he left his Avife unto liis brother :

hikeAvise tlie second also, and the third, unto the

seventh. And after them all, the woman died. In

the Resurrection, therefore, Avhose Avife shall she be of

tlie seA’en? for they all had her.’ In the passage here

expressly referred to (Deuteronomy xx\'. fi) the duty

of the husband’s brother is declared to be impera-

tive. ‘ If brethren dAvell together, and one of them

die and have no child, the Avife of the d(;ad shall

not marry without unto a stranger : her husband’s

brother shall go in unto her, and take her to wife,

and perform the duty of a husband’s brother unto her.

And it shall be that the first-born which she beareth

shall succeed in the name of his brother which is

dead, that his name be not put out of Israel.’ The

verses Avhich succeed describe the procedure which is

to be followed when the brother-in-law declines the

obligation
;
and this procedure, consisting chiefly of a

symbolic plucking off of the shoe, reappears inthe Book
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of Ruth, where the idyllic Ijeauty ofthestory sometimes

blinds the reader to the fact it is meant to illustrate,

a legal rule which was important in its beai’ing on a

passage in the genealogical history of the Royal

House of Judah. The most ancient form of the insti-

tiition a])pears, however, to he that which is descril)ed

hy the oldest of the Hindu law-writers. ‘ A woman

whose husband is dead and who desires offsjn’ing niaj'

hear a son to her brother-in-law. Let her obtain the

permission of her (liiriis (that is, her spiritual direc-

tors). On failure of a brother-in-law, she maj'

obtain offspring by cohabiting with a Sapinda, a

Sagotra (a Roman would have said, an ‘ Agnatus’ or

‘ Gentilis ’), a Samanapravara (that is, one of the

same litei’ary or sacerdotal elan as her husband), or

one who belongs to the same caste. Some declare

that she shall cohabit with nobody but a brother-in-

law.’ It is to he remarketl that Gautama does not

apj»ear t<.) contemplate that the widow will Jieeessarily

become the wife of the Levir, and that, as in the Book

of Ruth, the obligation is extended by him to kins-

men remoter than a brother-in-law, though he notices

the o])inion that a brother-in-law alone can raise uj).

seed to his brother (Gautama,.xviii. (5 cf

But the })ractice here and there received an exten-

sion even more I’evolting to modern delicacj' than the

shape which it takes in the Levirate. ‘ The child be-

gotten at a living husband’s request, on his wife,’ says-
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Gautama (xviu. 11), ‘ belongs to the husband.’

There are several instances of such requests referred

to in the Sanscrit literature, but the practic(\ when

defined as an institution by the lawyers, strictly

required that the natural father of the child should

alway^s be a kinsman. Gautama immediately adds to

the passage just quoted, ‘ If the natural father of the

child was a stranger, that is not of kin to the hus-

band, it belongs to the stranger.’ And, again, in his

list of sons, this ancient writer places the ‘ son be-

gotten on tlie wife by" a kinsman.’ It would appear,

as I shall have to point out presently, that Hindu

sacerdotal feeling was divided from the s cry earliest

times on the morality of the Xiyoga
;
but we must

bear in mind that its coarser form was not necessarily

more repugnant to the old tcachei's than the form

which seems to us somewhat less oflensive. Xo

doubt the birth of the son from the svidow does not

revolt so much as his birth from the wife. Jhit theii

the ancient law made little tliffereuce between the

husband’s old age imd his death. It is assmued that

an old man will quit his house and I'amily and with-

draw to spend the residue of his life in asceticism
;

and the fittest moment for retirement is irequently

described as the time at which he becomes incapable

of fatherhood.

There are some vestiges of the class of functions

assigned by the Xiyoga to the nearest kinsman in
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the records of both the great States of Greece. A
well-known story told by Plutarch (‘ Pyrrhus,’ 26)

of the relations between a brilliant Lacedaemonian

officer, Acrotatus, and Chelidonis, the Avife of Cleo-

nymus, and of the way in which the old men of

S]»arta applauded these relations and invoked bless-

ings on the offspring of Chelidonis, does assuredly

suggest that, in that old-fashioned and never very

delicate society, some institution like that of the

iuucient Hindus survived till the third century before

(/hrist. Cleonynius Avas im aged man, and Acrotatus,

his grand-ne])heAv, seems to have been his nearest

male relative in the flower of life. At Athens, the

most nearly corres])on(ling institution differed con-

siderably from the Hindu form. I haA’^e stated that

an Athenian ffither might provide, like an Hindu, for

the continusmee of his fiunily through the son of a

daughter
;

but if, dying sonless and intestate, he

allowed his ju’opcrty to descend to a daughter without

special arrangement, she la'came the Orjdian Heiress

(or iiriKh/jpos), Avho makes a great figure in Attic law.

81 le had no power of choosing a husband for herself,

but it was the right of her nearest kinsman to marry

her and his duty to marry or portion her. The right

st'ems in fact to have been keenly disputed
;
there

was a special proceeding (or BiaSucaa-ia) for deciding

between different claimants, and men often divorced

their wiA'es in order to marry the heiress. The same
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principle was applied to a group of daughters, whom

their various kinsmen in order of proximity had to

marry or provide with a portion. The object, of

course, is to keep the property in the family, and, if

])0ssible, to provide that the daughter’s cliildreii

should derive a stream of its blood from male descents.

An even more remarkable application of the principle

occurred when the children left were a brother and

sister. In such a case the duty of the brother was to

^portion tlie sister, but if she were only a lialf-sister,

the strong Athenian feeling against the marriage of

lu’others and sisters had to give way, and lie might

marry lier imd save the portion to tlui estate. This

power could not, liowever, be exercised, if the sister

were uterine, that is, a child by tJ)e saini^ mother

though not by the same father
;
and this limitation

has been thought a survival of the remote age

at which the Athenians counted kinsliip through

females only. But marriage with an uterine sister

would liave no tendency to promote the object aimed

at. Slie would have no rights over the fiither’s estate,

and marrying her would not help to kecjp it from

diminution and to preserve in its integrity the fund

for the ancestral sacrifices.'* Let me repeat that, in

most of the Athenian rules about the rights and

^ This is the explanation of M. Fustel tie Coulanges (Cite

Antique^ p. 83), which seems to me conclusive. He observes that

an emancipated son did not enjoy the privilege.
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duties of the nearest kinsman, we have illustrations

of the tendency, manifest also in the last chapter of

the Book of Ruth, of ancient contrivances for continu-

ing the family to become mere modes of succession to

property.

A few words will not lie thrown away on the pro-

bable origin and meaning of this group of institutions.

The Levirate, which is a special ease of the Niyoga

and under which one brother raises up seed to

anotlier, lias had a definite place assigned to it by the

late Mr. J. F. McLennan in the evolution of society.

Originally, 1 understand him to lay down, there ivas

promiscuity in the I’clations of the sc.xes. This pro-

miscuity became limited by Polyandry,® one wile

having several husbaud.s. These plural husbands

came in time to be always brothers, and the Levi-

rate is a relic of this Ibrni of Polyandry. It wouhl

not be quite easy to bring all liirnis of the Niyoga

(of which the Levirate is, as 1 have said, only a

special case) under this ingenious theory
;
but 1 will

confine my-self to saying that the explanation is not

the one suggested, to my mind at all events, by the

antiquities of Hindu law. Let us suppose that in a

particular society an intense «lesire has arisen for

male issue, whether through its worship of ancestors

or otherwise. Let us assume that in a particular case

* See Note B, ‘ Polyandry.’
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actual issue of the father’s loins is impossible. There

are no daughters. The accepted fictions, by -which

sons ai-c created for the sacrifice, cannot be made ser-

viceable. What is to be done, that the name of the

aged or dead man be not jiut out on earth nor his

lot placed in jeopardy beyond the grave? Now all

ancient opinion, religious or legal, is strongly influ-

enced by analogies, and the child bom through the

Niyoga is very like a real son. Like a real son, he is

born of the wife or the widow
;
and, though he has

not in him the blood of the husl^and, ho has in hiii'

the blood of the husband’s race. The blood of the

individual cannot be continue<l, but the blood of the

household flows on. It seems to me very natural for

an ancient authority on customary law to hold that

under such circumstances the family was properl)

continued, and for a priest or sacci’dotal lawyer to

su2)pose that the funeral rites would be performed by

the son of the widow or of the wife with a reasonable

prospect of ensuring their object. The very ditfer-

ences of opinion which arose on the subject in the

most ancient Brahmanical law-schools seem to me

exactly those which would be provoked by a plau-

sible and yet non-natyral contrivance. There was a

division of opinion about the Niyoga, especially in its

more offensive shape, fi’om the very first. Apastamba

condemns it in the stronge.st language, while Baud-

Myana and Gautama have nothing to say against it.
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Manu, in a later age, declares it is only fit for cattle

(ix. G.*). G6), but Narada, a still more recent autho-

rity, almost pervaded by the modem spirit, takes it

as a matter of course.

I have stated that, in my opinion, the capacity

which came to be recognis(^d in daughters, to transmit

to a male child the religious quality of sonship to his

maternal grandfather, is connected with the ultimate

admission of femsile descendants to a share in the

inheritance. It seems to me, further, a plausible con-

jecturt*. tliat the capacity of the widow to produce a

son to her deceased husband through the Levirate

has heljied to confer on Iter the life-interest in lier

husband’s property which she enjoys in parts of

ludisi
;
and has also led to the power very generally

vested in her by Hindu law and usage of taking a

s<)n to her deceased husband by simple adoption.

My subject, however, is the dejK'udence of inheritance

<.)n ancestor-worship, and these topics are too far re-

moviid from it to be fitly discussed at javsent. In

any inquiry into the origins of the succession of

<laughters to their father's estate, it would be neces-

sary to examine the practice of giving them portions

on their marriage which prevailed widely in the an-

cient world. The gift to a woman or the provision

for her on her marriage cannot be separated from her

right of succession. Speaking generdly, they are

alternative modes of providing for her
;
and the ex-
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elusion of daughters from inlieritance in ancient sys-

tems of law constantly means that they have a right

to be portioned, as a rule, out of the movable pro-

perty of a family. The ancient Hindu Avriters scai'cel)

mention the daughter’s succes.sion. BaudhCiyana, it

is thought, lield the opinion that no woman could

inherit. Apastamba bi*ing.s in the daughter not

only after the male relatives, but after such remote

successors as the religious teacher and the fellow-

pupil ofthe deceased. But still these Avriters implicitly

recognise some separate pro2)erty in married Avomen

(Gautama, xxviii. 21). In the ancient legal systems

of the Western world there is a visible connection

between inheritance and jjrovision upon marriages

Under Athenian laAv, AA'hen sons haA'c failed and the

father has died intestate, daughters must be either

married to kinsmen, or portioned by them under the

system which I haA’c described. The ancient Homan

law, at the earliest stage at which we knoAv it, is

thought to have allowed some share of their father’s

inheritance to daughters. But the Roman law has

bequeathed to modem jurisprudence the doctrine *’

that, under certain circumstances, a marriage jiortion

is to be deemed an “ adA'ance ’ of a legacy to a

daughter, and, conversely, that a covenant to settle a

portion is ‘ satisfied ’ by a legacy. I have always sus-

pected that this doctrine inverted the principle of the

« See Dig. xxi. 84, 6. Cwl. A-i. 37, 11.
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oldest law
;
and that, anciently, tlie daughter only

succeeded when she had not been portioned. In the

Joint-Families of modem India, and in the Slavonian

House-Communities, though the estate may be re-

garded as belonging to the male members of the

household, the women arc entitled to a j)ortion on

marriage, gencnilly amounting to some definite frac-

tion of the sh.arc whicli tlieir brothers would receive

on a division ; an<l in India, when the property of a

joint-family is distributed, the law saddles the shares

with a liability to * mainfiiin ’ the unmarried women

and widows. Nowhere, so far as I know, are women

left without provision in ancient societies which have

made even a slight degree of advance. The real

prejudice or reluctance is against allowing them to

confer on their husbands, to whom they are generally

married in infancy, any rights over the kind of pro-

perty, such as land, by which the community lives

and holds together. P>ut a provision for them by

means of propei’ty which is actually movable and

transferable is thought not merely just iuad fair, but

so imperatively recpiired that it would be a violation

of decency and a blot on the family honour to omit

or refuse to provide it.
*

We have now come to the point at which, if there

were any close analogy between a modem legal writer

and these ancient expositors of the Bralimanical

sacred law, they would take up for discussion (1) the
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succession of ascendants of the deceased, of his male

paternal ancestors, if any survived him, and (2) the

succession of collaterals—^that is, of the descendants of

his paternal ancestors. The second of these subjects.

Collateral Succession, has attained a vast extent and

complexity in the modern " law of the Hindus
;
and

on the whole its importance has increased rather than

diminished in Western Europe. Englishmen are less

interested in Collateral Succession than other peoples,

jvnd, indeed, it may be said in all succession by law,

through their almost universal habit of detennining

the devolution of tlieir property by marriage-settle-

ments or wills. But on the Continent, princi])ally

through the operation of the French Codi; and of the

Codes modelled on it, the practice of testamentary

disposition is said to be on the decline. TIk^ rights

over the father’s property secured to children arc

indefeasible, and the chief modem object of a Will,

the distribtition of property among children according

to their character and needs, being thus unattainable,

Wills fall into disuse and the law is left to settle the

succession of more distant relatives. It shows the re-

moteness ofthe legal ideas which 1 am examining from

those now prevalent, ihat the ancient lawyers before

^ The existing Hindu law on the subject, with the principles

on which the two rival sets of doctrines depend, is discussed by

Mr. J. D. Mayne in a most instructive chapter (xvi.) of his IliTtdu

Law amd Usage.
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US hardly notice collateral succession. They provide

for the ultimate succession, on failure of nearer claim-

ants, of spiritual kinsmen, the Brahman teacher, and

the fellow-pupil, and for the succession of the King,

but they say hardly anything of Inheritance as now

understood, save in the direct line of descent or

.ascent. Their language on the remoter succession of

blood relations is bric^f and obscure, and they do not

use technical terms in the same sense, or in the sense

of the modem Hindu law.^ They pass ra])idly to the

s])irituid inheritors whom I have named, and to the

King; and one of them adds that rin cases for which

no rule has been given that course must be followed ol*

which at least ten Brahmans, who are well instructed,

skilled in reasoning, and free from covetousness,

approve’ (Gautama, xxvni. 48).

The brevity and obscurity of the early law-teachers

on certain topics have been accounted for by tlu‘

assumed ]>urposc of their treatises, which is to give a

^ The familiar tenus of the mature Hindu law indicating classes

of inheritors (Sapinda, Sagotra, ifec.) occur in these writei-s, but not

apparently in the more modeim sense. A. text attributed to

Baudhayaiia defines * Sapinda *

as ‘ the paternal grandfather,

grandfather, the father, the man himself, his uterine brother by a

woman of equiil caste (that is, the son* of his father by the same
mother as himself, provided she be of equal caste with her husband),

his son, his son’s son, and the son of the grandson.’ But this

cannot be the meaning of Sapinda in Gautama (xiv. 13, and

xviii. 6). Vishnu seems to employ Sapinda and Bandhu as

synonymous (xvii. 10).
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compendious summary of the law in aphoristic lan-

guage. It is to be observed, however, that they are

full and clear enough on all subjects to which they

attach importance. It is, I think, impossible not to

see that, so far as regards collateral succession, they

were little interested in it. The truth seems to me
to be that they trusted, for the proper devolution

of the inheritance, to their viu’ious contrivances for

providing a son when legitimate sons had failed,

to the appointment of a daughter, to their fictions

of sonship, to adoption and to the Niyoga. It is

probable that at first an etficacious sacrifice to

the dead could only be offered by a descend.'int in

the direct line
;
and though some of the artificial

methods of obtaining a worshipjnng representative

were disapproved of, it is very likely that a col-

lateral relative coidd not originally sacrifice at all

with any prospect of conferring or receiving spiritual

benefit. But all the artificial expedients, save one,

for providing sons have long since been exploded in

India. They are not permitted, says the orthodox

Hindu doctor, in the Iron Age in which we now live,

because of the hardness of men’s hearts. As a

matter of fact, a current of feeling adverse to some or

all of them nms through the most ancient of the law-

books, and tliis is the source of the opinion which

has ultimately prevailed. Nowadays, if a man has

no legitimate sons, he has no resource but adoption,

1
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either by himself or his widow, and there are local

disputes whether the widow requires his consent or

directions to be ^ven before he dies, and if she re-

quires it, in what form it should be given. Such a state

of the law adds greatly to the modern importance of

collateral succession, and there arc facts which co-ope-

rate Avith the law. There is marked infertility among

Hindus of high rank, and, though there may be a

theoretical preference for adopting a son rather than

sdlow the succession to go to a collateral, yet (as I

am informed) there is a great deal of the same

superstitious disrelish for effecting an adoption which

is known sometimes to prevent in England the

making of a will.

The original authorities for the very extensive

iDody of modem rules governing the succession of

collateral relatives are far less the juicient law-books

than the so-called mcdheval Digests, dating approxi-

mately from the eleventh to the fourteenth century, of

which the most archaic is the ‘ Mitakshara. ’ The most

general feature of this body of mles is thus described

by Mr, J. D. Mayne (‘ Hindu Law and Usage,’

p. 51): ‘Except in Bengal, agnates, kinsmen con-

nected through male descents*, exclude cognates, kins-

men through females, to the fourteenth degree,’ The

same preference for males is obserA'able in the mles

of succession shown to prevail in the Punjab, where

law and usage are ‘ essentially unsacerdotal, unsacra-
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mental, secular.’ The judicial experience of the Chief

Court of the Punjab here coincides with the conclu-

sions of the official inquirers, and establishes that

‘ kinship is wholly agnatic.’ ® There can be no doubt,

therefore, that agnatic succession among collaterals is

the general principle of Hindu usage. It was the ex-

clusive principle of the Roman law under the Twelve

Tables, and it governed the remoter collateral suc-

cessions under the law of Athens, which
2
>rcscribed

that agnates should always have jwccedence over

cognates (^irpoTifiaa-Oai tov^ diro rmv appivotv raiv dvo

ffrjXeCeov), Indood, if a comparatively recent writer’

may be trusted, agnatic succession, succession through

males exclusively, was, if 1 may so put it, the common

law of Greece.

But one remarkable exception to this general

preference for males in India is specified by Mr.

!Mayne. In the pojralous province of Bengal Proper,

also noticeable for the nearly total disajqiearaiico of

the Village Community, cognates are largely admitted

to succeed, and sometimes in preference to agnates.

‘ Heirs in the female line frequently take before very

near Sapindas in the direct male line ’ (‘ Hindu Law

and Usage,’ p. 428). "Mr. Mayne has very copiously

illustrated this peculiarity of Bengal law, and traced

See Boulnois and Kattigan, on Punjab Lavs, p. 85.

' Diodorus Siculus, xii. 14 (commenting on a probably spurioua

law attributed to Charondas).
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it to its causes, in his sixteenth chapter. The rela-

tively modem authorities followed by the Brahmani-

cal lawyers of that province—the Daya-Bhaga and

Daya-Krama-Sangraha—are charged with sacerdotal

doctrine. They display not only a close connection

between ancestor-worshij) and inheritance, but a com-

plete dependence of the last upon the first. The first

question is. What is the exact amount of spiritual

benefit received by the ancestor from the sacrifices,

and what is the precise amount reflected on the wor-

shi])] >01*?—and this is an accurate measure of the place

of the worshipper in the talile of succession.

The exjfianation seems to me to be that the

original Ancestor-worship transformed itself, and in

the course of change helped to modify the law, but

did not affect all the stream of legal doctrine in the

same degree. Originally, it caimot be doubted, the

ancestor worshipped was a male, and the worship-

per was his direct male descendant through males.

Again, nothing can be stronger than the denials of

the right of any woman to offer a sacrifice which wc

find in the ancient writei’s. ‘ A female shall not

offer any burnt oblation ’ (Apastamba, ii. vi, 15. 18).

But, as I pointed out before, thei*e seems to have

arisen in time a practice of associating the ancestor’s

wife with the ancestor as an object of worship. ‘ A
man must fare by himself in the other world,’ say

the Hindu doctors. ‘ Even were he to die with
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him, a kinsman cannot follow his dead relative.’

‘ All, excepting his irife, are forbidden to follow him

on the path of Yama’—a passage which in later

times became one of the chief anthorities for the

burning of the widow. Thus in early, but still not

in the most ancient, times, men are found worship-

ping their mother as well as their father, and also their

maternal ancestors, though without quite putting them

on the same footing as their ancestors through males.

One great breach was thus made in the ancient sys-

tem. Another transformation of religious ideas, which

did not perhaps extend beyond particular Brahmanical

schools, may be traced in the l)aya-l>haga. The

growing moral dissatisfaction with the artificial modes

of procuring sons must have increased the chance of

childlessness, and therefore, of a failure in the sacri-

fices. Such a prospective result, drawing with it not

only supernatural penalties on the dead, but secular

losses to the Brahmans, would tend to produce or

strengthen the belief that mere collaterals might

efficaciously offer sacrificial honour to the dead, and,

further, would aid in enlarging the view of collateral

relationship as widely as possible. This, in fact, is

the religious system shallowed forth in the treatises

of authority in Bengal. It is a system aimed, among

other things, at bringing as large a number of rela-

tives as possible, including cognates, or kinsfolk

® Vishnu, XX. 39.
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through women, within the circle of more or less

efficacious worshippers. It is moreover a system full of

that minute detail and of those subtle inferences from

supposed principles which are characteristic of a highly

developed religion which has long since departed from

its original simplicity. I must leave the distinctions

between the oblation ofan entire funeral cake, the offer-

ing of the fragments left on the hands and wiped off

them, and the mere libation of water, together with

the corresponding distinctions between the classes of

relatives admitted to the succession, to be studied in

the books (ff professed writers on Hindu law, and

esiiecially in the works of Mr. J. 1). Mayne and of

Professor liajkumar Sarvadhikari.

1 have already stated my belief that at the back

of the imcestor-worsbip practised by Hindus there

lay a system of agnation, or kinship through males

only, such as now survives in the Punjab. I so far

agree with the theory of M. Fustel de Coulanges that

1 believe this system to have been at first greatly

strengthened by ancestor-worship. But it seems to

me plain that ancestor-worship in its later growth,

acted as a weakening and dissolving force upon tlie

ancient kinship and the ancient family. The secular

law followed by Hindus was not,jhow'ever, equally

or universally affected by the religious develop-

ment. The Mitakshara, which is, on the whole,

of more authority in India than the Daya-Bhaga,
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is manifestly based in the main nijon the more

ancient conception of kinship. At the same time I

do not regard the system of the Daya-Bhaga as

simply an after-growth of the system reflected in the

more archaic treatise. It is rather a separate deve-

lopment of the ancient sacerdotal law. The ideas

which led to it are more or less discernible in the

oldest treatises, but they seem to have been carried to

their consequences in some law-schools more rapidly

and completely than others. Nobody will understand

the relatively late collection of rules called after

Manu, who docs not recognise that it has been

materially affected by the religious transformation.

Among the forces which have caused smd directed tlu;

progress ofhuman society, oncofthe most powerful has

been the Edict of tlu; Roman Pnetor, which gradually

brought law into harmony with a set of principles

known under their most general designation as Equity.

It completely transmuted the Roman jurisprudence;

and the system, formed by its infiltration into older

rules, is the fountain of nearly all modern Continen-

tal law, of some part of tlie English law, and of the

greatest part of the existing Law of Nations. These

principles were finally considered by the Roman

lawyers to fit in with a Greek philosophical concep-

tion, the Law of Nature, which was destined to have

a serious influence on human thought down to our

own days. At an earlier stage of legal opinion the
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PriBtor’s Edict was thought to embody the Jus Gen-

tium, a supposed generalisation ofthe usages of a great

part of mankind. But of the most ancient history

of the Roman Equity we cannot be said to know any-

thing. We have evidence, however, that the Edict was

employed in very early times to transform the Roman
law of Inheritance, founding it on a view of kinship

very faintly recognised previously or not at all. Now
I, at all events, cannot read the ancient Hindu law-

tracts and compare them with such treatises as

the Daya-Bhaga and Daya-Krania-Sangraha without

being led to the conclusion that, in the interval be-

tween the two states of the law reflected in the older

and the later books, a change lias taken place among

the Hindus extremely like that which has occurred

among the Romans when the Agnatic Inheritance of

the Twelve Tables had been altered into the Cognatic

Succession of the Edict. But the ancient Roman law

of inheritance was closely implicated with ancestor-

wmrship. This at all events must be taken as placed

beyond doubt by M. Fustel de Coulanges. The

ancient Hindu law had undoubtedly the same basis,

but it underwent in parts of India very much the

same modifications as the Rojnan law, and became

a system of inheritance, allowing kinsmen through

females to inherit as well as kinsmen through males.

The newer Hindu law, however, carries with it the

explanation of its own origin
;
the religious element
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in it has been transmuted, and the law with it. I

suggest, therefore, that the Roman Equity had its

beginning before legal history began, in a modified

ancestor-worship and a change in the religious con-

stitution and religious duties of the family. There

are no ancient philosophies, and perhaps not many

modem philosophies, which may not be suspected of

having their roots in a religion. The Athenian law

corresponds in some of its rules of collateral suc-

cession to the later rather than to the earlier Roman

law, and here, too, I suggest that a change was pro-

duced by an alteration of religious ideas.
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NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Note A.

HINDU PATRIA POTESTAS.

It is ])Ossi1)le that the ancient sacerdotal writers,

besides l)eing led by the dejicndent position of their

order into denyinjr the multiplication of religious

observances through the dissolution of tribal and
joint family groups, were also desirous that the period

at which each household broke up into several families

should not be delayed till the death of its head.

Their expectation is that the faithful Hindu, the man
twice bom through the study of the Scriptures, will

retire in advanced years from active life and become
an iiscetic or a hermit. There are a few texts which
have been thought to imply that the sons of sm aged
father could compel his rc‘,tircmeut. Gautama (xv.

10), while condemning such a practice, jicrhaps ad-

mits its existence. Rut, whatever be the meaning of

these texts, I cannot allow that they lend any counten-

ance to an opinion that sons could compel a partition

of the family property at any time against the will of
their father. I regard them as exclusively applying

to the case of a father who has reached an age at

which it has become a religious duty for him to

abandon secular life. The fulness of the ancient

Hindu Patria Potestas may be safely inferred from
the veneration which even a living father must have
inspired under a system of ancestor-worship. At
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a much, later date the law-book of Maun declares

that ‘ Three persons—a wife, a son, and a slave—are

declared by law to have in general no wedth ex-
clusively their own; the wealth which they may
earn is regularly acquu-ed for the man to whom they
belong ’ (Manu, viii. 41G). A still more recent, but
still ancient, authority—Narada (v. 39)—says that

a son is ‘ of age and independent in case his })arents

be dead
;
during their lifetime he is dependent, even

though he be grown old.’ And nowadays Mr. Nelson,

speaking of the South of India, over which the crust

of sacerdotal Hinduism is thm, descrilies the Patria

Potestas, which he knows by observation, as the one
great standing institution of the Hindu. ‘ It is the

undoubted fact that among the so-called Hindus of

the Madras province the father is looked uprm by all

at the present day as the Kajah or absolute sovereign

of the family that depends upon him. He is entitled

to reverence during life as he is to worship after his

death. His word is law, to be obeyed without (ques-

tion or demur. He is really the ‘ master of the

family,—of his wife, of his sons, of his slaves, and of

his wealth ’ (‘ View of the Hindu Law,’ p. .'iG). And,
at p. 38, ‘ Resistance to the will of the father appears

monstrous.’

Note B.

POLYANDSr.

I siioULT) be sorry to have it supjiosed that I doubt

the existence of Polyandry, and specially in the form

of a plurality of husbands who were brothers, as an

occasional practice of the ancient world. The much-

discussed story, in the Mahabharata, of Draupadi

becoming the wife of the five Pandavi princes luay
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be open to various interpretations (see Mayne’s
‘ Hindu Law and Usage/ p. 52), but there is fairly

good evidence (Polybius, xii. 7, 732, following Timaeus)
that the Spartans practised polyandry. What I doubt
(with Mr. L. H. Morgan) is the importance of the

place assigned by Mr. McLennan to polyandry in the

evolution of society. It serves as a caution against

being too much impressed by the antiquity of the

Indian and Greek examples to be reminded that the

President de Brosses accused the Venetian aristocracy

of practising tlic polyandiy of brothers in the early

part of the eighteenth {."entury (‘ Lettres ficrites

d’ltalie, tom. i. p. 157). The Spartan and Venetian
aristocracies were both noted for their want of deli-

cacy ij sexual relations, and in both cases the cause

of the jiractice seems to have been the levy of public

taxation on separate households which did not come
into existence without separate marriages. The
xisage seems to me one which circumstances over-

powering morality and decency might at any time
call into existence. It is known to have arisen in

the native Indian army.
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CHAPTER V.

JlOYAL SUCCESSION AND THE SALIC LAW.

In the legal history of those Western societies which

have passed through feudalism, Succession to Property

and Succession to Thrones arc intimately connected

together. When Bruce and Baliol, with ten other

competitors, conduct a litigation before Edward I. of

England respecting the right to the Scottish Grown,

the arguments are not distinguishable in princijde from

arguments on the inheritance of an ordinary fief, and in

point of fact this famous dispute did settle some points

in the law of succession to land all over the West.

But the law systems of the East, which contain an

elaborate law of succession to private property, con-

tain little or nothing about succession to thrones.

One reigning Mahommedan house, that of the Otto-

man Sultans, has continued to our day a system of

royal succession of the highest antiquity—that under

which the eldest male relative is preferred in the suc-

cession to the son
;
but there is no clear connection

between this rule and any part of the abundant private
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law of inheritance declared by the Mahommedan doc-

tors. At most we may trace a resemblance in the places

respectively assigned to the son and to the paternal

uncle in the Mahommedan scheme. Indeed, of all

systems of succession to property, the Mahommedan

system is the most difficult to adjust to royal succes-

sions. It is a system of minute fractional division be-

tween a number of relatives whose grouping ^ nobody

seems to me to have as yet successfully explained. I

agree with Sir George Campbell, that it must have

grown up among a race whose property was easily

divided into units, and possibly consisted of flocks and

herds; and, again, I tliink that Mr. Almaric llumsey

(‘Mohammedan Law of Inheritance^) has conclu-

sively shown that its greatest apparent difficulties

arise from the fact that, whatever was the algebraical

knowledge of later Mahommedans, the earliest ex-

positors of this law were ignorant of some simple

principles in the manipulation of fractions. On the

whole, Ave must at present be satisfied Avith the ortho-

dox Mahommedan explanation of the rules, which is,

that they rest upon separate utterances of authorities

supposed to speak with Divine authority—of the Pro-

j)het, his companions, and those who talked with

them
;
and that they are not therefore necessarily

reducible to systematic order.

* The difficulty is caused by tlie composition of the class of

Mahommedan Inheritons known as the ShiU*ers. The two remain-

ing classes seem to exhibit the usual preference of Agnates to

Cognates.
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The Hindu law of succession has more authentic

claims than that of the Mahommedans to a reli^ous

origin. Some of its principles can be applied without

much difficulty to a royal succession
;
but neverthe-

less it is essentially a law of succession to private

property. It is somewhat remarkable that we learn

little from the ancient Hindu lawyers of the rules

under wliich a King should succeed. For when tliey

have once recognised the King as an important

auxiliary of the Brahman, they are not chary of

advice to him or of opinions on his duties. First of

all, he is to execute justice jmd maintain truth. But

much more than this is inculcated on him. Even so

old an authority as Apastamba (ii. x. 25. 1) teUs

him hoAV to build a city and a palace. ‘ The palace

shall stand in the heart of the town. In front of it

there shall be a hiill. That is called the Hall of In-

vitation. At a little distance from the town to the

south he shall cause to be built an assembly house,

with doors on the south and on the north sides, so

that one can see what passes inside and outside. In

all these three places fires shall bum constantly, and

oblations shall be offered in them daily, or at the daily

sacrifice of a householder. In this hall he shall put

up his guests, at least those who are learned in the

Yedas. Rooms, a couch, meat and drink should be

given to them according to their good qualities. But

let not the king live better than his spiritual directors
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or his ministers.’ Elsewhere he is taught how to

amuse himself with dice, ‘in even numbers, made of

vihhitaka wood
;

’ how to appoint administrative

deputies
;
how to reward successfiil generals. Gau-

tama compendiously lays down that the king is

‘ master of all with the exception of Brahmans
;

’ and

in the later treatises, Vishnu and Manu, there are

very long discussions on regal duties, the teacher

even giving an accoimt of the art of strategy and of

the methods of taxation. But there is nothing about

the way in which princes succeed to thrones, unless

a trace of a rule be sought in a direction to a vic-

torious king, ‘ not to extirpate the royal race ’ when

he comiuers a country, but to invest a prince of this

race with the royal dignities. The modem Hindu

applies his religious law to royal succession only by

analogy, and he generally applies the oldest part of

that law. The family customs which have grown up

in Indhin royal houses reflect the ancient rules, barely

mentioned by our oldest authorities, on the subject of

primogeniture and indivisible patrimony, and it is to

be observed that they show a marked preference for

Adoption over Collateral Succession.

The truth is, that for OrieMal systems of succes-

sion to Thrones, we have to go to usages, older per-

haps than the great religious movements which have

swept from time to time over the East, and having,

at all events, a histoiy independent of the institutions
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to which these movements give birth. The real or

pretended doubts, the bitter disputes, and the san-

guinary wars which the application of these customs

occasioned were once among the chief scourges of

mankind in the countries in which they prevailed, but

the area of such troubles has been mucli contracted

by the British Indian Empire. Yet the Empire itself

was only the other day mixed up with one contro-

versy of the kind which might be taken as a typical

example of its class. One can never be very sure how
long any Indian events survive in English memory,

and yet some of us should recollect the perplexity

caused by the names and claims of the various Cliiefs

or Princes who appeared during three or four years in

the newspaper corresjiondence as pretenders to sove-

reign authority in Afghanistan. We heard of the

unhappy Shcre Ali Khan who, after the first British

success, retired from Cabul, his capital, only to die

—

of Yakub Khan, now a State-prisoner in India, who

ruled at Cabul as Shere All’s successor at the time of

Sir Louis Cavagnari’s assassination—of Abdurrhaman

Khan, long an exile in Russia, who now wears the

most distinct badge of modem Afghan sovereignty

by holding the three great cities of Cabul, Candahar,

and Herat—of Ayub Khan, who, after inflicting on

British Indian troops the first defeat in the open field

which they had suffered for seventy-eight years, was

utterly routed by the victorious General Roberts, and

K
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who, after another success against his rival Abdurrha-

man, was finally defeated and compelled to take refuge

in Persia. There were also the obscurer names of

Abdulla Jan, now dead, who was a younger son

of Shere Ali Khan, and who was long accepted

by all except his elder brother as his father’s heir-

apparent, and of Musa Khan, the son of Yakub, Avhom

I have scon spoken of in the newspapers as the only

legitimate claimant to the Afghan throne. All the

princes I have niimed were in some sense jiretenders to

the ti.ronc, and they are all near kinsmen, being all de-

scendants of Dost ]\Ia])omed Khan, against whom the

British fought iu the old Afghan war of forty-four

years since, and in whose room they set up for a

while a client of their own, Shah Suja. How was

it that so many nejir relatives claimed to be the suc-

cessors of the last reigning prince? Hardly one

of them is entitled under the iulcs about succession

to thrones to Avhich we are accustomed. Shere Ali,

after a hard struggle, succeeded his father, Dost

Mahomed, but he was not his father’s eldest son.

Yakub Khan Avas not Shere Ali’s eldest son, and he

was all but supplanted by a much younger brother,

Abdulla dan, and was long Imprisoned for question-

ing his claims. Abdurrhaman Khan, the now reign-

ing Ameer, is not a son of Shere Ali at all, but the

son of his elder brother, and yet not, it is thought, of

his eldest brother. Ajmb Khan, on the other hand, is
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a son of Sliere Ali, but he is younger than his brother

Yakub Khan, who has a son living, the Musa Khan

who, as I said before, has been called the legitimate

heir to the throne. How then come all these princes

to be rivals of one another ? How is it that there is

no rule, as with us, to regulate (as Ave should say)

the descent of the Crown ?

The great diflercnce between the Hast and West

is that the I’ast of the West lives in tlie Present of

the East. AVhat we call barbarism is the infant state

of our own civilisation. The rivalries of thc;se Aftrlian

princes bring ns back to one of tlic oldest causes of

Avar and bloodshed anioiig men, the disputed succes-

>sion to political sovereignty. And the source of these

disputes is to be sought in an ancient fact too often

neglected or forgotten. When jiolitical sovereignty

first shows itself (and the stage of human liistory at

which it shows itself is by no means the earliest

ascertainable), this sovereignty is constantly seen to

reside, not in an individual nor in any definite line of

persons, but in a grouj) of kinsmen, a House or S(ij)t,

or a Clan.

In Greek history, there is a later form of this

sovereignty which has •a name of its own
;

it is

called a hegemony, the political ascendency of some

one city or community over a number of subject

commonwealths. But in more ancient times the

royal or ruling body was more often a group of kins-

K 3
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men, a Clan, or a Sept, called in India a Joint Family.

In the ancient world, this group of royal kinsmen

had often a purely fictitious pedigree, and pretended

to he descended from a god
;
and there is an example

of this claim in our own day, since the Emperor

or Mikado of Japan, wlio has a Minister at the Eng-

lish Court, lays claim to a divine ancestry. Some-

times, however, the reigning House consists of the

descendants of a known historical hero, as was the

case with the most illustrious of all royal families,

the Jewish princes descended from David, the son of

Jesse. And just as among the Hebrews there were two

rival royal clans, the prmces of J udah and tlie princes

of Israel, so also there have been rival clans pretend-

ing to the Afghan throne, and the old Afghan war

was not so much a struggle between Dost Mahomed

and Shall Suja as between the clans to which these

chiefs belonged, the Suddozies and the Barukzies.

Bloody wiu’s have frequently been fought between

tlie partistuis of rival clans and houses, but in some-

what later times civil strife has chiefly raged between

individual pretenders belonging to the same house.

The reason of this is, that there are few things on

which mankind were at first less agreed, few things

on which their usages were less at one, than the rule

which should determine Avhich of the family should

have its headship. We arc so used to some form or

other of Primogeniture as the system which regidates
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the devolution of crowns that we have some difficulty

in understanding the imcient disputes of which I

have spoken. Yet Primogeniture—to which as a

political institution I may observe that the human

race has been deeply indebted—did not at first appear

in anything like the shape in which we are familiar

with it
;
and, even when it approached that shape,

its rules were subject to many uncertainties. On all

sides we find evidence that, in the beginnings of his-

tory, quarrels were rife within reigning families as to

the particular rule or usage which should invest one

of the royal kinsmen with a 2)riniaey over the rest

;

and these quarrels bore fruit in civil wars. The

commonest type of an ancient civil war was one in

which the royal family quarrelled among tlu'mselves

and the nobility or the peojde took sides. The mad-

ness of rivalry took jiossession of the chiefs and the

peojile were smitten.

A very ancient, possibly the most ancient, method

of settling these quarrels was that which has been

called in our day Natural Selection. The comjieting

chiefs fought it out, and the ablest, or the strongest,

or the luckiest, lifted himself into supremacy. Now

and then, one of the kinsmen has had the oi)portunity

of crushing the others by a sudden blow, and this is

the case of those massacres of jirinces which fi’om

time to time ajipear in Oriental history. One of them

is described in that stoiy in the Hebrew Chronicles
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which gives its plot to Racine’s line play of ‘ Athalie.’

Athaliah, the queen-mother in Judah, that ‘ wicked

woman,’ seeing that her son King Ahaziah was dead,

arose and destroyed all the seed royal of the house

of Judah. One child was saved and hidden in the

house of God six years : and Athaliah reigned over

the land (2 Chron. xxii. 10). More revolting, be-

cause more systematic, were the massacres of their

near collateral relatives by the Ottoman Sultans
;
but

the Turk ivho bore no brother near his throne had

his excuse in a peculiar rule of royal succession of

which I will say something presently. The atrocities

of the Seraglio were more than matched only the

other day by those committed in the palace at Manda-

lay by the present King of Burmah, Thebaw. I have

little to say for a personage who in the course of a

single week shed the blood of nearly every relative,

male or female, within his grasp
;
but undoubtedly,

when there is no clear ride of royal succession, the

choice may unhappily lie between one of these mas-

sacres and prolonged and desolating civil w'ar. Fortu-

nately a gi’cat deal of the progressive civilisation of

the humim race has consisted in the discovery of

remedies against violence
;
and the evil of dynastic

contests has been so manifest, and so little tolerable,

that men seem very early to have striven to find

contrivances for preventing them. Such contrivances

were indeed not absolutely new
;
most of them were
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still more ancient tribal or family usages put to a

new use.

One of the most ancient of them is to obtain the

peaceful consent of the community to the succession

of a particular chief cither before the death of the

last reigning sovereign or immediately afterwards.

An elective monarchy, much modified in its later

form, survived till the last century in Poland, and

the most august throne in Europe, that of the Empire,

of the IJoman or German Empire, was till the begin-

ning of tlie present century open in theory, as Mr.

Freeman puts it, to every baptized Christian.- There

are in fact few monarcliics in whose records some

trace of an original popular election or confirmation

cannot be found, and there is even a survival of it in

the ceremonies of an English Coronation. A conve-

nient modification of the system, Avhich removes a

dangerous interval between prince and prince, is to

have the election durmg the lifetime of the reigning

chief or king
;
and thus, in Germany, a King of the

Romans was generally chosen who was to become

Emperor on the Emperor’s death. A precaution of

the same class, particularly where there is a numerous

progeny of princes produced by polygamy, lies in the

appointment of his successor by the reigning chief

during his lifetime. This on the whole seems to be

the system of succession prevailing in Afghanistan.

Shere Ali owed his throne to it and so would Shere
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Ali’s heir-apparent, Abdulla Jan, if he had lived.

But that it has to compete with other ideas about

succession is plain from the bloody civil war which

followed Shere Ali’s accession and from the later

quarrel on this very point between Yakub lOian and

his father. The present Ameer, Abdurrhaman Khan,

owes nothing to it. The weakness of the system lies

in its tendency to produce the nomination of the child

of some favourite Avife, and thus to lead to endless

palace-mtrigues Avhich sometimes bear fruit in civil

war. Yet another contrivance, probably much older

and in itself extremely rational, was once very Avidely

diffused over the Avorld, but has now only one field

of operation among the Kuropean dynasties. This is

the descent of the sovereignty to the oldest living

male of the family. It still survives among the

Turks. The present Sultan succeeded his brother,

who had children
;
and Sultan Munid, Avho reigned

for a few months, succeeded his uncle, though his

uncle, Abdul Aziz, left male children. Where the

system may be observed in its more barbarous form,

we find it generally combined Avith that which I

mentioned first, popular or tribal election. The Irish

tribesmen and even the clansmen of the Scottish

Highlands once elected their chiefs, but the former

always chose the brother of the last chief, if of mature

years, and the latter seem in A’^ery ancient times to

have made similar elections. In warlike and per-
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petually disturbed societies there could be hardly a

better principle to follow, for it has the great advan-

tage of providing that the new chieftain shall be a

grown and experienced man
;
and barbarism cannot

afford to face the dangers of royal minorities. Its

disadvantages do not begin till princes have begun

to live in palaces amid luxury and ease. The heir-

apparent then receives a training which more than

compensates for his maturity of years. The seclusion

in which he is kept, the jealousy with which all his

energies are repressed by the reigning monarch, and

his long familiarity with the harem, make it too pro-

bable that he will prove sui incapable ruler if he is

allowed to succeed. But the interests of the existing

Chief, and still more of his children, are aguuist the

heir-apparent continuing to live. It is only in quite

recent times that the next eldest male relative of a

Turkish Sultan could be reasonably sure of the suc-

cession. The declaration that fratricide is a rule of

the Ottoman State is attributed to Mahoramed II.,

but the great example of the practice was set by

Mahommed III., who massacred nineteen of his

brothers and caused to be drowned twelve of his

father’s wives who weae supposed to be pregnant.

The system which I have described, that under

which not the eldest son but the eldest male kinsman

succeeds, now bears very generally the name of

Tanistiy, firom the Celtic word which points to its
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practice in ancient Ireland. Tanistry seems to be

the undoubted parent of Primogeniture as we know

it. But this later system of succession to thrones,

though in some respects a great advance on Tanistry,

was not at all free from dangerous uncertainties when

it was first followed, and indeed some of these imcer-

tainties linger about it still. It was through one of

such uncertainties that the fortunes of this coimtry

came to be mixed up with a disputed succession, and

that our ancestors were engaged in a foreign war

whicli lasted a hundred years and which entailed a

bloody civil war as its consequence. The Royal

House or Sqit, whoso disputed headship involved

England in these calamities, was that of the Capetiiins,

of the collective body of the descendants of Hugh

Capet, who in 987 got himself elected King of tlie

Franks, or French, and founded the feudal monarchy

of the country which, by successive additions, has

since become so famous under the name of France.

The progeny of Hugh Capet, continued exclusively

through males, is not extinct at the present moment,

after nine centuries
;
but his male descendants, in the

direct line of descent, came to an end in 1328.

Philip the Fam, the man of strongest character in the

whole line of French kings, with the possible excep-

tion of Henry IV. of France and Kavarre, had died

in 1314, leaving three sons who successively ascended

the French throne under the names of Louis X.,
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Philip V., and Charles IV. No one of these three

kings left sons, but two of them left each a daughter,

and one left three. Now Edward III. of England,

who held the English Crown by an independent

title, was a Capetian through his mother, Isabel, tbc

‘ she-Avolf of France ’ of Gray’s well-known Ode.

Isabel was a daughter of Philip the Fair. On the

death of Chai’les IV. of France, tbc youngest of the

three royal brothers who died without male issue,

our Edward III. put in a claim to the French

Crown. It is usual both Avith French and with

English historians to describe this claim as wholly

untenable, but, though I Avill not here discuss Avhat

is really a point of technical laAV, I Avill j)ause to say

that this vieAV of the utter baselessness of Edward’s

title seems to me to be based partly on ignorance of

certain peculiarities in ancient systems of law and

partly on the assumption that certain legal rules,

Avhich were then unsettled, Avere as clearly recognised

as they noAV are. There are some verj’ ancient bodies

of law which, though .showing a decided preference

for male inheritsmee, nevertheless permit the family

to be continued through a daughter when the sons

have failed. The ancient Hindu law rcquire<l that in

such a case the daughter should be* apimnled, as the

Sanscrit word is translated, to bear a son to her

father. It is remarkable that this was the exact

* See above, Chapter IV.
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position of Edward III, He disclaimed the idea that

France could be ruled by a woman, but he contended

that, her brothers having died, she could transmit

her father’s right to her own male child. There are

other apparent objections to Edward III.’s claim,

arising from the fact that all the sons of Philip the

Fair had left daughters, but it may be shown from

the law-books of the time that, even in the inheritance

of private property, the rules of succession which

were to prevail under such circumstances were stiU

uncertiiin.

It IS probable, then, that the argument of

Edward III. was not considered in his day to be as

untenable as all French and some English writers

have represented it, but that it answered to some

ideas about royal and other successions which were

more or less current. But the point was no doubt

regarded always as a doubtful one ;
and in fact in

1316, on the death of the eldest son of Philip the

Fair, I^ouis X., who left a daughter, an Assembly of

Notables, which is sometimes described as the States-

Gcneral of France, had resolved that the French

Crown descended exclusively to males and through

males. Thus the question of law was fully and fairly

raised
;
and it promptly fell under the only juris-

diction by which it could possibly be decided. It

was put to the arbitrament of the sword. From the

commencement of active hostilities by Edward III.
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to tlie close of the English invasion of France under-

taken by Henry V., the years of war between the

English and French were as nearly as possible a

hundred and twenty, interrupted only once by a

regular peace, and always on the question of royal

succession
;
and this hundred years’ war, as historians

now call it, left undoubtedly as a legacy, as the result

of the fierce military habits which it produced, the

bloody struggle known as the Wars of the Roses, in

which, to say the truth, the symbols of the two con-

tending royal houses, the White Rose and the Red,

were no more to the turbulent and warlike English

nobility than the blue and green colours of the race-

course Avhich once divided the populace of Constan-

tinople, the New Rome, into fierce and seditious

factions. The English kings bore the title of King

of France, and carried the French lilies on their

arms, down to the beginning of the present centuiy.

In the repeated negotiations between the British

Government and the first French Republic, which at

last bore finiit in the hollow and transient Peace

of Amiens, the question of giving up this title

and annorial bearings played a considerable part,

as may be seen from the Papers of Lord Malmes-

bury.

With this famous dispute between the English

and French kings—a dispute in which the English

people from the first heartily took i^art, and in which
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the French people first imbibed the national spirit

which has ever since characterised them—Avith this

dispute there are considerations connected which

seem to me sufficiently interesting to deserve to

occupy the rest of this paper. Some of this interest

is literary
;
some is archmological

;
but some is prac-

tical. We Englishmen are satisfied to rest the title

of our lloyal House on tlie Act of .Settlement, which

limits the right of succession to the descendants of

the Elect rc!ss Sophia of Hanover. But in other

countri 's the ohl doubts Avliich caused the war of a

hundred years have stUl vitality enough to affect

])raetical politics. As I before stated, the Capetian

Sept or House, composed on the principle laid down

by the States-General of 131G, of males who spring

from inale.s, still continues. It embraces the elder

branch of French Bourbons, represented by the

Count de Chambord, the younger briuich consisting

of the Princes of Orleans, the Spanish Bourbons, and

the Italian Bourbons si)rung from tlieni. King

Alfonso of Spain is the son of a Bourbon fiither and

a Boiu’bon mother, but he is a king in right of his

mother, and he Avas engaged a feAV years since in a

civil Avar Avith his cousin, Don Carlos, Avhose pre-

tensions to the throne are derived exclusively through

mules. The conflict of title between the Count de

Chambord and the Orleans princes is of another kind

and of a more modem type. All of them are full
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Bourbons ;
but iievertlieless the theory of sovereignty

and government called Legitimism, which is stiU a

factor in French and Spanish politics, is ultimately

based on the assumption of a sort of sacred and inde-

feasible law regulating succession to the Crown, and

placing it beyond competition and above popular

sanction. There is no doubt that the belief in the ex-

istence of such a law first showed itselfduring the con-

troversy between Edward III. and Philip of Yalois.

This sacred and indefeasible law bears a familiar

name. As it was at first conceived it was called the

Salic law. It is not quite certain Avhen nicn first

began to suppose that the law thus designated aj)
2
)lied

to royal successions, but clearly this view i>rcvailed

both in England and France soon tiller the kiginning

ofthe hundred years’ war. What were the ideas about

the Salic law which were common in this country

from one hundred to one hundred and fifty years after

the conclusion of this quarrel may be gathered from

Shakesjieare’s ‘ Henry V.,’ act i. scene 2, where the

English argument is jiut into the mouth of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. It amounts to what lawyers call

a plea in confession and avoidance. It admits the

existence of a royal Siilic law, but denies that it ajiplied

to the case of Edward III. and his rival. Now the

Salic law, like the Capetian House, is still in existence,

and Ave can jjut our finger on the very passage which

was supposed to confer on Philip of Valois his title
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to the French throne. But both to the French argu.

ment and to the counter-argument which Shakespeare

borrowed from the English chroniclers there is one

fatal objection. The Salic law does not apply at all

to thrones and to the succession to thrones. It

merely regulates the succession to private property.

When this most indisputable fact was first discovered

in the sixteenth century by the rising learning of

those times, there was a good deal of scandal in

France and some little dismay. Montesquieu in the

eighteenth century popularised the discovery ; and

Voltaire is never tired of jesting at the Salic law,

which he had always supposed, he says, to have been

dictated by an angel to Pharamond, the first Frankish

king, and to have been written with a quill from the

angelic wing. The Salic law might in fact be best

described as a manual of law and legal procedure for

tlic use of the free judges in the oldest and most

nearly universal of the organised Teutonic Courts, the

Court of the Hundred : it only mentions the king in

so far as the king has authority in the Court. It

was once supposed to contain a reference to some

peculiar description of land called Salic land
;
but

the new English edition * clearly shows that the word

‘ Salic ’ is an interpolation, and that nothing is re-

ferred to except the private inheritance of simple land.

It becomes tlierefore a matter of some interest to

^ See below, Cbapter VI. p. 1G9.
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search out the true origin of this celebrated rule

(erroneously supposed to be contained in the Salic

law), which not only excluded females from succession

to thrones, but denied the royal office to the nearest

male kinsman if his connection with the royal house

was through a female. It is lirst to be observed

that, at th(‘ time of which we are speaking, the

middle of the fourteenth century, there were two sys-

tems of royal succession in existences of much greater

antiquit}' than either the Koyal House of England

or the Royal House of FraiuT. One of these was

followed by semi-barbarous tribes at the very ex-

treanity of Eurojie, ]>ut it is of immemorial age, and,

as some think, almost as old as mankind itself. J

have already called it Tanistry, the system under

which the grown men of the tribe elcjct their own

chief, generally choosing a successor l)efore the ruling

chief dies, and almost invariably electing his brother

or nearest maturcj male relative. In the fourteenth

century this system was conlined to the so-called

kings or chiefs of that part of Ireland which lay

beyond the English Pale, but there is a far-off* echo

of the same system in the story which furnislu^d

a plot to the tragedy of ‘ Hamlet,' where the mur-

dered king is succeeded not by his son, but by his

brother, who strengthens his title (according to a

usage also of the highest anti(juity) by marrying

the widow of his predecessor. The very memory of

I,
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Tanistry would probably have died out of Europe if,

a century later, this method of succession had not

become that of a throne once the most exalted in

Europe through the capture of Constantinople by the

Ottoman Turks. The Sultanate in their hands fol-

lowed this rule of descent, brother succeeding brother,

but all trace of election by the people, if it ever

existed, was lost. As followed by the Turks, the

system of course excludes females, but it would pro-

bably have excluded them at all times, as its main

object is to secure a mditaiy leader in the maturity

of life.

The other system of regal succession to which I

referred was that to the throne smd crown of the

Roman Empire, which still theoretically survived in

Germany and Italy. This too was a system of

election, but the right to have a voice in the choice

of the Emperor had gradually become limited to a

certain number of prelates and of princes once great

officers of the Imperial Court, From one of these,

whom we knoiv as the Elector of Hanover, our own

royal family is descended. The parentage of the

elective Roman Empire may be traced to the acclaim

of tlie Roman soldiery saluting a successful general

as ‘ Imperator
;

’ but since the fall of the Roman

Republic, the Imperial dignity had a tendency to

concentrate itself in particular families, a settled

succession being procured by the practice of choosing
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the new Ciesar during the reigning Emperor’s life.

In the more modern or Romano-German Empire, a

successor might be elected, before the death of the

reigning Emperor, under the name of the King of the

Romans
;
and the same result followed in the prac-

tical limitation of the Imperial dignity to particular

families, of whom the House of Austria was the last.

The German Empire, considered as the direct suc-

cessor of the Roman Em])ire, fell in 180G
;
but in our

own day it has been revived Avithout a revival of

election and as a dignity hereditary in the Prussian

Royal Houses

AVhen, then, France and England entered into

thciir bloody Avar of a hundred years, Avhich Avas to

decide the jdace of Avomen in royal successions, th(‘re

AA^ere tAvo systems of succession in Europe A\dneh

AA’^ould have undoubtedly eNclude<l AA^omen from the

throne. One Avould have shut them out from the

most august dignity in the West, because it had beeji

originally mi honour conferred on a triumphant soldier.

The other would have denied to them a petty Irish

chieftainship, because the chief Avas intended to be a

fighting man all his life. But in the monarchies

Avhich lay between these •extremes, monarchies of the

class which we call feudal, there was no settled

rule excluding women, and still less their male chil-

dren. See what had occurred in England as long as

nearly two centuries before Edward III.’s time. The
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country had been desolated by the war between the

Empress Matilda and Stephen of Blois, afterwards

King Stephen of England. But Stephen’s claim to

the throne was derived not from his father, but from

his mother
;
and Matilda, lierself a Avoman, and but

faintly objected to by tin; English barons on that

account, transmitted an un(|uestioned title to her

son Henry IT, How, then, came such a difference

to arise between countri(‘s so alike as France and

England tluiu Avere—betAveen monarchies not then

di' ided Jjy a silA'or streak of sea, since the English

kings had ever since the Con<[uest ruled over more

or l(;ss of France, sometimes OA'cr its most flourish-

ing provinces, as vassals of the French king more

powerful than their suzerain?

1 Avill indicate as brit'fly as 1 can the chief con-

clusions to Avhieli a long, intricate, and difficult in-

quiry Avould lead us. All the Western European

monarcdiies, lying between the Homan Empire and the

tribal chicftain.sbips of the Irisli and of the Scottish

Highlanders, Avere (to use a word which impcrfectl}'^

c.\presses their characteristics) feudal. Now among

the many things which may be said about the system

knoAvn to us as Feudalism, <5ne of the least doubtful

is that it mixed up or confounded property and soA'e-

reignty. Every Lord of the Manor or Seigneur Avas

in some sense a King. EA'ery King was an exalted

Lord of the Manor. This mixture of notions which
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wc DOW separate had been unknown to tlie lioiiians of

the Empire, and had somehow been introduced mto

the Western world by the barbarous coiKpierors of

tlie Roman Imperial territories. If then wc avert

our eyes from the ideas about chiefship and kingship

entertained by barbarous races—ideas generally associ-

ated with some form of the system which I have called

Tanistry—and if we look to their ideas concerning the

inheritance of pro])erty, Ave liiid the same uncertainty

and diilerence of view about tlie right of Avomen to

succeed to it whicli aa^c obserA^e in the feudal mon-

arehies. Here no doiilit wv come upon a set of

})lienoiuena of AAdiieli tlie jirecisc* signifuainee is much

disputed In our day
;
but probably I lien; AA'^ould lie

general agreeiiuiiit in the statement wliich I’olIoAVS.

The greatest races of mankind, Avheii they iirst

appear to us, shoAV themseU'es at or iu‘ar a stage; of

deA^elopment in AA’liich relationship or kinship is

reckoned exclusively through imdes. They are in

this stage
;
or they are tending to reach it

;
or they

are retreating from it. Many of them in certain

contingencies, generally rare or remote, give AA^omen

and the descendants of Avomen a place in succession,

and the question with .modern inquirers is Avhether

the place thus assigned to them is the survival of an

older barbarism, now exemplified in savage races,

Avliich traced kinship exclusively through females, or

AAdiother it results from the dissolution, under various
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influences, of ‘ agnatic ’ relationship, that is, of re-

lationship through males only,* The position of

women in these barbarous systems of inheritance

varies very greatly. Sometimes they inherit, either

as individuals or in classes, only when males of the

same generation have failed. Sometimes they do not

inherit, but transmit a right of inheritance to their

male issue. Sometimes they succeed to one kind of

property, for the most jwirt movable property, which

they jwobably took a great share in producing by

the’r household labour
;
for example, in the real

Salic law (not in the imaginary Code) there is a set

of rules of succession which, in my opinion, clearly

admit women and their descendants to a share in the

inheritance of movabh; property, but confine land

exclusively to males and the descendants of males.

Indeed, it is not to be supposed that under a purc'ly

‘ agnatic ’ system of relationship governing inherit-

ance, women are Avholly unprovided for. The idea is

that the proper mode of providing for a woman is

by giving her a marriage-portion
;
but when she is

once married into a separate community consisting

of sti'angers in blood, neither she nor her children

are deemed to have any further claim on the parent

group.

^ I have enileavoured to shite the alternative theories as I

suppose they would liavc presented themselves to the mind of IMr.

J. F. McLennan, prematiii*ely lost to this bi'anch of inquiry, who
has forced all interested in them to revise or review their opinions.
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There is therefore a strong probability that,

among the miscellaneous mass of barbarians of .\ryan

breed who overran Western and Southern Muropc,

all sorts of ideas prevailed about succession to ])ro-

perty. Some would exclude the descendants of

women altogether. Others would admit them iu

certain contingencies. I regard therefore these dis-

putes about the right of succession to feudid mon-

archies as having their origin in differences of opinion

about the inheritance of property, but as transferred

by the feudal spirit to the d(!sceiit of crowns.''* They

are a late survival of very ancient differeitces of

usage between barbai’ons connn unities, now mixed

together as con(|uerors of the; West. The claim

of Tdward III. to the French throne would have

received favourable consideration as a claim to pro-

perty by those most ancient I’rahman lawyers who

framed the Hindu law-books erroneously called by

Western scholars Codes.

It will therefore be perceived that the question,

as it presents itself to my mind, is not, why did

* The most general feudal rule about succession to fiefs is that

contained in the Customs of Normandy
; but the compiler, as is

usual with such writers, give^ merely feudal reasons for it. Thus,

after stating that the rule forbidding one uterine brother to succeed

to another (cinii a 'parentihus mis non descenilit) is subject to

exception in the case of a fief descending from the mother, he

goes on to say ‘ procreatl autfim ex feminarum lined, vel femince

mccessionem non retinent dum aliquis remanserit de (jenere mascu^

hrum'
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Edward III. of England, the son of a Capetian Prin-

cess, become a pretender to the throne of France on

the death of his three uncles without male issue, but

rather, why were the ruling classes of the provinces

then composing France so obstinately persuaded that

nobody but a man descended through men from the

founder of the Royal House could rightfully reign

over them? I think there is an explanation of this

strong conviction for which the Frencliinen of that

day fought so stoutly. It is this. There are some

peculiarities in the Royal House founded by Hugh

Capet which, if not uni(jue, are of extreme rarity.

The Sept, or, as it is called in India, the Joint-Family,

consisting of the male stock of the founder, of male

descendants tracing their descent entirely through

males, still exists, although not much less than 900

years have elapsed since Hugh Capet died, and more-

over it shows no signs of dying out. Several times

in the course of this long history it has seemed on the

})oint of extinction. Twice has the reigning branch

endcnl in three kings who had no male children.

The tlirect descendants of Hugh Capet ended, as you

liave heard, in 1328. Then the A’alois succeeded,

and they too came to an end in three brothers who

had no legitimate children, male or female, Francis II.,

Charles IX., and Henry III. But the fertility of

some younger branch has jdways remedied the decay

of the elder, and on the death of Henry III., Henry
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of Navarre took his place, just as a Valois had taken

the place of the lineal heir of Hugh Capet. The

same rule of the infecundity of the elder line being

repaired by the fecundity of the younger, seems still

to hold good. Of the Bourbons who are descended

from Henry of Navarre, the branch of Cond4 was

exhausted almost in our own day. The eldest lu’iinch

of the same house seems likely to close with the

childless Pruice known as the Count de Chamhord,

and the elder branch of the Spanish House has oidy

been continued througli women. But the younger

lines of all the Bourbon Houses arc still
'

j>rolific,

represented by the Fnmch Princes of Orleans, by the

Italian Bourbon Princes, and by the Spanish Princes

descended from the first Don Carlos. All these

Princes are the male issue, descended e.xclusively

through males, of Hugh Cajiet, who, as 1 said, died

nearly 900 years ago.

These facts are possibly not unexampled, but they

are very unusual and extremely remarkable. Their

rarity may be concealed from us by our English way

oftalking loosely about families who came in with the

Conqueror, and through our English usage of tracing

descent indiscriminately through males and females.

No doubt there are longer genealogies which are

matter of belief. The most illustrious of all, that of

the House of David, is longer, but then the Kings of

Judah were polygamous, and polygamy, though it
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sometimes produces sterility, occasionally results in

families like that of the Shah of Persia, who not many

years ago left eighty sons. In India there are pedigrees

greatly longer, for there are princes claiming to descend

from the Sun and the Moon. But I need scarcely say

that the earlier names in these genealogical trees are

those of fabulous personages, and indeed under a

system of succession which, like most of the Indian

systems, permits the adoption of children, there can

be but little assurance of the absolute purity of male

descent. It must at the same time be understood

that I am not asserting the impossibility of pedigrees

of this length, but only their rarity. It is said that

genuine pedigrees almost as long may be found among

the English gentry, but anybody can convince himself

that among the English nobility a long continuity of

male descents is very rare, though there are excep-

tions, a notable one being that of the Stanleys.

But, rare and striking as is this peculiarity in the

family history of the Caj»etians, that House presented

in the fourteenth century a phenomenon which is

still rarer and still more impressive. The kings

sprung from Hugh Capet succeeded one another, son

to father or brother to brother, for more than 300

years. Through all this time there was no occasion

to call in a remote collateral, an uncle or great-uncle

or a cousin. How unusual is such a succession we

can conceive ourselves by taking a very simple test.
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Let US take any half-dozen conspicuous men of a

hundred yeai’s since, conspicuous in any way Ave

please, statesmen or writers or simply of noble birth,

and we shall find that their living descendants

through males are few, though their descendants

through Avomen may be numerous. Go two hundred

years back and you will see that the fcAvness of male

descendants through males from men of eminence

much increases, and if you go three, hundi’cd years

back, it becomes ® (‘xtraordinary. The Avholc sub-

ject belongs to a branch of the theory (as it is called)

of Heredity which has not been perfectly investi-

gated as yet, and AA'hich it aa'ouM be out of place to

discuss here. I think, hoAvcver, that it is not too

bold a ])roposition that the grcat(‘r the, eminence of

the foiind(>r of a non-polygamous family, the gn^ater

on the Avhole is the tcaidency of the family to con-

tinue itself (if it contiiiiu! at all) tbrf)ugb Avomcri in

the direct line
;
and that the best securities for a pure

pedigree through males are comparative obscurity

and (I could almost say) comparative poverty, if not

extreme. The rule is of course only approximate,

and the example of the Capetian dynasty sufficiently

•

® The subject, as respects the pedigrees of the nobility, is dis-

cussed by ]Mr. Hayward in a very interesting paper in his Bio-

graphical and Critical Essays^ Third Series, * English, Scotch,

Irish, and Continental Nobility.* See page 2G0. * It is quite

startling on going over the beadroll of English worthies, to find

how few are directly represented in the male line.’
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shows that there are exceptions to it. At the same

time, the position of the early Capetians must not be

judged by the splendour of the late Kings of France.

They were comparatively poor and comparatively

obscure, and for long could hardly make head against

even the humbler of their nominal vassals.

This, then, 1 believe to be the true secret of the

so-called Salic rule of succession. There is nothing,

even now, very unccnnmon in the frame of mind

which lea<]s men to tliiiik tliat everything, of which

they know or niinember notliing to the conti’ary, has

existed from all time and that it ouglit to continue

for ever. But in an age in wliich historical know-

ledge was all but non-existent, and in which the

mass of miuikind lived by ussige, such a habit of

tliought must have been incomparably stronger
;
and

we cannot doubt that men’s minds were ])owerfiilly

affected by this uninterrupted continuation of male

descents in the royal family of France, which even

to us is impressive. Nobody, they would say, has

reigned in I'rance but a King the son of a King.

There had been no occasion to call to the throne

a collateral I’elative, much less a kinsman tlirousfh

women. Amid a general flux gf men’s ideas on the

subject of succession to thrones, the French law

would at idl events have appeared to have solidified.

And, such being the preconceived notions of French-

men, thei’e is no doubt that they were strengthened
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by the provision of the real Salic law, which said

that land—or, as it was once read, Salic land—should

descend exclnsively to males through males. This

legal provision was in fact iiTclcvant to the question,

but it may very easily have been misunderstood
;

and it is a significant circumstance that manuscripts

of the true Salic Code, the Lex Salica of the Ger-

mans, appear to have been found in the 1 loyal Library

at Paris from the time of its first ftmndation.

The supposed Salic rule, excluding women and

their descendants from royal successions, has been

adopted in later days in many countries in which

Avomen Averc at one time j)ermitt(!d to succeed. In

constitutionally goA'crned States, female succ(‘.s8ions

liaA'e alAA'ays beem popular
;
and quite recently, in

Spain and Portugal, the establishment of constitu-

tional government coincided Avith the overthroAV of

the rule Avhich excluded qwicns from the throne.

The Spanish monarchy aams composed of portioiis in

most of which the throne might be filled by a

woman, but when the younger branch of the llour-

bons obtained the CroAvn of Spain, they introduced

the so-called Salic rule. This system of succcs.sion

is manifestly thought to be convenient wherever,

whether there be a Constitution or not, a large Jiiea-

sure of authority resides with the sovereign. Thus

the succession to the German Empire, following that

of the Prussian kingdom, is now Salic
;
and in
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Russia, where an extremely peculiar rule of succes-

sion prevailed, one of the most usual successions

being that of the widow of the late Emperor, the

exclusive devolution of the Crown through males on

males was for the first time introduced by the

Emperor Paul I.

The ex])lanation given by French historians of

the memoi’able rule Avhich first sprang uj) in their

country has nothing to do Avith reasons of conveni-

ence. They say tliat the exclusion of women and

their issue Avas the fruit of the intense national spirit

of Frenchmen. If it had not been for this principle

the King of France might ha\'c l>een an Englishman,

or a German, or a Sj){miard, according to the na-

tionality of his mother’s husband
;
and this Avas con-

trary to the genius of France, AAdiich imperati\'ely

required that the King should be a Frenchman. l>ut

this is the eiTor, not so \cry uncommon in the j>1iilo-

BOphy of history, of taking the ctaisequence for the

cause. It was not the national s})irit of Frenchmen

Avhich created the Salic rule, but the Salic rule had

a great share hi creating the French national spirit.

No country grcAv together originally so much through

chance and good luck as France. Originally con-

fined to a small territory round Paris, proA'ince after

province became incorporated with it through feudal

forfeitures, through royal marriages, or through the

failure of lines of vassals eA’en more powerful than
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the King to whom they owed allegiance. But owing

to the Salic rule, the King always belonged to the

heart and core of the monarchy. The King of Eng-

land who first annexed Ireland was a Frenchman.

The King of England who united Scotland with her

was a Scotchmiui. But the King of France was

from first to last bom and educated a Frenchman

The same vein of character may be seen rumiing

through the whole series of French Kings, broken

only perhaps in the unhappy Prince who closed the

dynasty in the last century. Hence the; whole au-

thority of the French Kings was exerted to bring

each successive acquisition of the Crown into jioliticiil

and social conformity with the original kernel of the

kingdom. And in this way was created thi; h'rench

love of unity, the French taste for centralisation, the

French national spirit. The undoubted power Avhich

France possesses of absorbing into herself and im-

buing with her national character all the populatunis

united with her has been attributed to the French

Revolution
;
in reality it is much older, and may be

traced in great part to the Salic rule of royal suc-

cession.
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CHAPTEll VI.

THE KING, IN HIS HEI.ATION TO EARLY

CIVIL JUSTICE.

Whenever in the records of very iincient societies,

beloiifjririg to races with which we have some affinity,

we come upon a personage resembling him whom we

call the King, he is almost always associated with

the administration of justice. The King is often

much more than a judge. He is all but invariably a

general or militaiy chief. He is constantly a priest

and chief priest. But, whatever else he may be, lie

seldom fails to be a judge, though his relation to

justice may not be exactly that with which we arc

familiar.

The examples of this association which I will

give must be fcAv among many. The monuments of

jurisprudence Avhich lay claim to the highest anti-

quity arc those of the Hindus, •one of which has long

been vaguely known to Europeans under the name

of the Code of Mann. Many similar collections of

ancient Indian legal rules have of late been discovered,

and some have been translated, but it is to be ob-
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served they none of them deserve to be called Codes.

They are in fact books of mixed law and theology,

the manuals in use with the Indian Brahmans in

ancient law-schools, in which their subjects were no

doubt at first taught orally and committed to memory

and were only embodied in writing in comparatively

recent times. They are further, as we have them,

the result of a sort of literarj^ evolution. The origi-

nal treatises, or rather bodies of learning, dealt

with all things divine and human (regarded no

doubt from a purely theological point of view), but

the various portions of this learning became gradually

specialised, till at last treatises dealing with law

mainly, or law entangled with religions ritual, were

finally separated fr<jm the rest. In these* ancient

hiw-books, ill so far as they an*, law-books, the

authority of a King is assumed, lb* sits on the

throne of justice. He has the book of the law before

him. He has learned Brahmans for assessors. Some

part of these ideas, like much else of immemorial

antiquity, survive in India. A gentleman in a high

official position in India lias a native friend who has

devoted liis life to prejiaring a ncAv book of Manu.

He does not, however,*expect or care that it should

l^e put in force by any agency so ignoble as a British

Indian legislature, deriving its powers from an Act

of Parliament not a century old. He waits till there

arises a King in India who will serve God and take

M
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tlie law from the new Manu when he sits in his court

ofjustice.

If we pass from the extreme East to the extreme

West, from the easterly to the westerly wing of the

Indo-European or Aryan race, from India to Irelan<l,

we find this same association. That most interesting

system, the ancwjut Irish law, is known as the

Brchon Law, because it is said to have been declared

by the Hrelions, who are in fact as nearly as possible

the Brahmans of India., with many of their charac-

teristics altered, and indeed their wdiohj sacerdotal

authority abstracted, by the influence of Cliristianity.

Here, too, we find that the great Brehons are Kings

or King’s sons
;
and we come upon the significant

proposition that, though a King is necessarily a

judge, it is lawful for liim to have a professional

lawyer for an assessor. There are many most

striking I’csemblanees, often on the most unexpected

points, lietween ancient Indian and ancient Irish

law
;
and this hint as to the proper constitution of a

Court of Justice is one of them.

The ancient Hindu lawyei’s claimed a descent

firom supernatural personages only second to the

gods. The ancient Irish lawyers pretended that the

first of their order was a pupil of Moses in the Desert.

But, in point of tact, the order of ideas exhibited by

both systems is relatively more modern than that

which we can trace in the poems attributed to Homer.
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Here we can perceive the iinthweloped form of the

Indian and Irish conception of a Court. The I IonuTic

King is chiefly busy with figliting. But he is also a

judge, and it is to be observed that he has no

assessors. His sentences come directly into his mind

by divine dictation from on high. These sentences,

or ^c/xtcTTcs— Avliich is the same word Avith our

Teutonic word ‘dooms’—are <loLibtless drawn from

pre-existing custom or usage, but tlie notion is that

they are conceived liy the King sjxmtaneoiisly or

through divine ])rom])ting. It is jdainly 4 later

develo|)ment of the same, view wlien tlu^ ])rompting

coin(‘sfroin a learned lawyer, or from an authoritative

law-1 )0ok.

1 j)ause on one more instance of tin* association

familiar to all of us. The dudges of the lle])rews

repn.'sent an old form of kingship. The exploit-s told

of them in the Scriptural Book of Judges ]>oint to

them chiefly as heroes raised up at moments of

national disaster
;

but, inde])endcntly of the etyrno-

logy ol* the name by Avhich they are designated, they

were clearly ex])onents of laAV and administrators of

justice. Deborah, the projdietess, aaJio is couiit(;d

among them, judged Fsrael. She dwelt under the

palm-tree of Deborah in Mount Ephraim, and all

Israel came up to her for judgment. Eli, tlie last

but one of the Judges, had judged Israel forty years,

and Samuel the prophet, the last of them, exjiivssly
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claims credit in his old age for the purity of his

judgments. On the other hand, the decline of the

system is shown hy the fact that the sons of Eli are

expressly charged with abuse of authority, and those

of Samuel witli corruption. In the more mature

kingship which presently succeeded, the military

functions of the Kuig are most prominent in Saul

and David, but tlie judicial authority again manifests

itself in Solomon.

There is one jiortion of these ancient ideas about

justi •(; on which it is necessary to dwell for a moment

on account of the great im2)ortance which they prove

to have had for mankind. It would seem that,

in these early times, however much the administra-

!

tion of justice might be organised, even though a

system of law-courts might exist competing with the

King's justice and quite imlepcndent of him, even

though all or some jiart of the law might have been

set forth in waiting, yet there was always suj^posed

to be what may be called a sujqilementary or residu-

ary jurisdiction in the King. The law, however

administered, Avas never believed to be so jierfect but i

that the royal authority was always required to eke <

out and correct it. Just as, according to the most

modern ideas about jurisj)rudence, every body of

law is thought certain to become an instrument of

gross tyranny unless there is somewhere a legislature

to amend it, so even that servility to immemorial i
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liisage which is characteristic of very ancient times

;dicl not exclude the correction of usage by the autho-

jrity of the King. We owe to this belief in a supple-

mentary judicial authority residing in the King some

branches of our own juris])rudcnce which are in

great credit, rjj. the so-called Equity of our Court of

Clianccry
;
and others of much less re])iitc may be

traced to it, such as the old Court of Star Chamber^

which Avas establislied by a belated and therefore un-

popular ex(‘rcise of this sanu* residuary royal ])Ower,

Hut a large })art of mankind is indebted for much

more than this to these ancient notions. JVactically

at this moment two systems of hnv divide between

them the whole civilised world. One is’^the English

law, follow(Ml by nearly all the JCnglisli-speaking

peoples—by ourselvtfs, by all the coloni(‘-s actually

jdanted by Englishmen, by all the Northern and

Central States of the American l-nion, and to a

greater extent every day by th(^ iiiillions of India.

The other is the Koman laAv, Avhether it take the

form, as in Germany, of Avliat Ave call a common

laAv, or whether it appears under a slight disguise

in the French Ci\dl Code, and the numerous codes

descended from it. lint tlje real indigenous law of

ancient Koine deserved no such fortune as this. It

* There is no doubt that the Coui-t of Star Chamber was of

higher antiquity than the statutes r^ulating it, 3 Henry VII. c. 1,

and 21 Henry VIII. c. 20.
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was a stiff system of technical and ceremonious law,

belonging to a common and easily recognisable type.

But it underwent a transformation through this very

residuary or supplementary royal authority of which

I have been speaking. The judicial powers of those

dimly seen and half fabulous ])crsonages, the Kings

of Rome, descended, at the establishment of the

Koman Republic, to the magistrate known as the

Pnetor
;
and the old belief in a divine or semi-divine

inspiration, <lictating judicial ridings to the ancient

King, gradually convei*tcd itself into the assump-

tion, first of a religious and then of a philosophical

theory, guiding the more modeim Prictor. Auguste

Comte might have ajipealed to the change as illus-

trating the transformation of a theological into a

metajdiysical conception. What has descended to so

large a jiarfc of the moilcrn world is not the coarse

Roman law, but the. Roman laAv distilled through tlie

jurisdiction of the Pnetor, and by him gradually bent

into supposeil accordance with the law of Nature. Tlie

origin, therefore, of a body of law, regarded by some

of the most civilised societies of mankind as the per-

fection of reason, and spoken of by continental law-

yers with what Englishmen' at all events regard as

extravagance of jiraise, is to be sought in this most

ancient belief that law, custom, and judicature were

all necessarily and naturally subject to correction by

the supreme authority of the
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I wish, however, to speak less of early Kings

in general than of the early Teutonic or (rennanic

King and of his relation to civil justice. Our

own Queen Victoria has in her veins the blood of

Cerdic of AVessex, the fierce Teutonic chief out of

whose dignity English kingship gi-ew
;
and in one

sense she is the most perfect representative of 'Peu-

tonic royalty, as the English institutions have never

been so much broken as the institutions of other

Germanic societies by the ov(‘rwhelming disturbance

caused el.sewbero by Ikonian law and Roman legal

ideas.

Rut. though tliis is true, fliere is no community

of wliicli the early legal history is more obscure tlian

ours, much as English and G(‘rman learning lias

lately <lone for it. Fortunately, for an account of the

early relations of the Germanic King to justice, we

can turn to a monument of ancient Teutonic, law

con.structed at a time when piratical chiefs from dut-

land and Friesland were beginning to work the over-

throw of the Roman jirovincial administration in our

island. This is the Salic Law, the oldest of the

Teutonic codes, the oldest portrait of Germanic insti-

tutions drawn by a German. Scholars are now

pretty much agreed that it belongs to the fifth

century after Christ, and that its preparation was

prompted by the great codification of Roman law

effected by the Emperor Theodosius II. Xothing is
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more singular than the delusion, so long and so

obstinately entertained in Europe, that the Salic Law
either was a system of rules, or at any rate comprised

a set of rules, regulating the succession to thrones

and crowns. In reality it deals with much humbler

matters. It is concerned with the daily life of the

men who belonged to the confederation of German

tribes called (it is not altogether known why) the

Salian Franks. It deals with thefts and assaults,

with cattle, with swine, smd with bees, and above all

with the solemn smd intricate procedure which every

man must follow who would ])unisli a wrong or

enforce a right. It might be best described as a

manual of law and legal procedure for the use or

guidance of the free judges in that ancient Teutonic

Court, the Court of the Hundred. It is written in

phraseology which ])robably reflects accurately the

way in which the Germans of the flftli centimy spoke

Latin. Somi; of the manuscrijits of it contain inter-

lineations in a very old Teutonic dialect which,

under the name of the Midbc'rg Gloss, still excite the

strongest interest among philologists. AVith Kmgs
it has nothing whatever to do, except so far as the

King is concerned with the administration of justice.

The famous passage wliicli was once thought to justify

bloody European wars, which caused the war of a

hundred years between England and France, and

which is still the basis of the theory of politics called
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Legitimism, merely gives the rule of inheritance to

landed property.^

This Court of tlic Hundred, which administered

the Salic law to the Salian Franks, was the most

ancient of the organised Courts among the Germanic

races. There were probably ‘ natural ’ prehistoric

Courts wliich were older, such as the assemblies (or

moots) of the various village communities, but the

Hundred Court was tlic result of a deliberate attempt

to fumisli an alternative to violence and bloodslied,

and it seems to liave been practically universal among

the Germanic tribes. It has bequeathed to this

countiy a territorial description, the Hundred, or

(as it is call(‘d in the north) the Wapentake
;
and

Mr. Gomme, in his interesting volume on ‘ Primitive

Folk Moots,’ has traced many of the sites at which

its open-air meetings were held. Tluy seem to be

particularly abundant in Norfolk and in the east of

England. The Hundred Court, however, was not an

institution which had great vitality in our country,

since part of its j)owers seems at an early date to

have gone over to the larger judicial body called the

County or Shire Court, w^hile another part went back

•

^ terrd {Salica) iu niuliercin TiuUcb 'portio hoireditcitia

iranait^ <kc. The word ‘ Salica * is certtiinly an intei polation, as

may be seen at a glance fi.’om the tabular comparison of the MS)S.

in the splendid edition of the Lex iSalica by Messrs. Kem and

Hessels. (London ; Murray, 1880), L.S. 379 et aeq.
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again to the village communities under their newer

name of Manors.

As the Hundred Court appears in the Salic Law,

it looks at first sight like an entirely popular tribunal

with which royal authority has nothing to do. The

judges are all the freemen living within the limits of

the Hundred. The President is elective and bears

the name of the Thimgmus or Tliingman. I will say .

no more of its general characteristics than that it is I

inten.sc]y technical, and that it supplies in itself sulfi- ‘

eient })roof that legal teclmicahty is a disease not of

the Old age, but of the infancy of societies. But it

has one remarkable peculiarity, that in a large class

of cases whica come before it, those basal on eontract

or ownership, it does not enforce its own decisions.

It may be suspected that, at a stUl earlier date, this

singular inability to discharge what seems to us the

most distinctive function of a judicial tribunal ex-

tended to all the decrees of the Hundred Court, what-

ever might be their object. The explanation seems

to be that the most ancient Courts deliberately es-

tablished by mankind were intended to be what we

should call Courts of Arbitration. Their great func-

tion was to give hot blood time to cool, to prevent

men firom redressing their own wrongs, and to take

into their own hands and regulate the method of

redress. The earliest penalty for disobedience to the

Court was probably outlawry. The man who would
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not abide by its sentence went f)nt of the law. If lie

were killed, his kinsmen were forbidden, or were

deterred by all the force of primitive opinion, from

taking that vengeance which otherwise would have

been their duty and their right.

But at this very point the Salic haw puts us on

the trace of one of the greatest services Avhich royal

authority has rendered to civil justice. At the first

glance, the King appears to have nothing to do with

the Court of the Hundred. He is merely rc])re-

sented in it by a class of otficers Avbo collc(;t his share

of the fines imjwscd—a very important part of the

royal rcA'cnues. AVc find, however, that if the un-

successful litigant in the Coiii’t had agreed to abide

by the sentence, the Kinj^’s oHicer would eidbnte it

;

and even in the absence of such an aj>Te(iinent, if the

litigant who liad been successful went to the King

in jierson and petitioned him, the King would do him

justice in virtue of his ultimate residuary autliority.

These are the first feeble and uncertain steps of

royal authority towards the asi’indency which in all

Teutonic countries it has gained over the })rimitive

popular justice. It has dwarfed and finally absorbed

this justice, but then*it has conferred on it the faculty

without which ^ye can scarcely conceive it existing.

The King has nerved its arm to strike, and tliere

seems no doubt that the process by wliicli the whole

force of the State is employed to enforce the com-
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mands of the judge is the result of tlie contact, ever

growing in closeness, between the royal authority

and the popular court. We possess in the Capitu-

laries of the Frankish Kings some evidence of the

further course of these relations between the King

and the Court. After a while, the popular president

of the Hundred Court, the Thingman, disappears,

and his place is taken by the Graf or Count, the

deputy of the King. Iloyal authority is therefore

constixntly growing, and, as a consecpience, we find

that the Count will use the King’s power to enforce

all decrees of the tribunjil, without reference to their

nature, without previous agreement, and without

appeal to the King’s supreme equity. The presi-

dency of the royal officer over the Court ivas the

beginning of a separate set of chmiges by which the

character of the old popular justice was profoundly

changed. Everywhere in the Teutonic countries we

find deputies of the King exercismg authority in the

ancient courts, insisting that justice be administered

in the King’s name, and finally administering a

simpler justice of their own amid the ruins of the

ancient judicial structures fallen everywhere into dis-

repute and decay. Such being the well-established

consetiucnces of the contact between the Teutonic

King and the Teutonic Popular Courts, it seems

worth while inquiring what were the weaknesses of

those Courts, what seeds of dissolution they con-
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tained, and what there was in the King, even apart

from this power, which made him their natural suc-

cessor.

Two forms of authority, the King and the Popular

Assembly, are found side by side in a great niuuber of

the societies of mankind when they first show them-

selves on the threshold of civilisation. Tlie Popular

Assembly and the Popular Court of .lustice are in

principle the same institution
;
they arc gatherings

of tlic freemen of the community for different public

purposes. The King as political chief is conti'astcd

with the Popular Assembly
;
as militanj leader lie is

contrasted with the with the general body of

fighting men
;
with the Popular Court of flusticc he

is contrasted as jaihjc, as depositary of the, special

judicial authority Avhich is my subject. I do lujt enter

upon questions, now much disjmted, whether the

King or the Popular Assembly is the older of the

two, or whether they have co-existed from all time,

and I will merely observe that the tendency of recent

research is to assign the higher antiquity to the

assembly of tribesmen. Taking it, however, as a

fact that the two authorities very generally appear

together, we may remark a further law of progress

•which they seem to follow. In such communities as

those of which Athens and Rome are the great

examples—in that walled city which was the cradle

of a large part of motlern ideas—the organs of
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freedom, as we should say, continually increase in

importance. The assemblies monopolise power.

The King either disappears or becomes a mere

shadow. But in communities spread over large

spaces of land, and without walled towns, it is the

King Avho grows, and all popular institutions tend to

fall into decrepitude. Arc there, then, any reasons

for this growth and decay, so far as regards the

particular institutions with which avc are concerned

—ijudicial institutions? One source of weakness

may, 1 think, he traced in the ancient popular insti-

tutions, both judicial and political. This was the

great number of mtai, and the large ])ortion of every

man’s time, Avhich tliey retjuired for their efficient

working. Even in communities confined by the
^

surrounding Avail to moderate dimensions, Ave can

see the difficulty of bringing up the people to the

discharge of tlnnr ])ul)lic duties. Scholars will re-

memljcr the Acrmiliou-stained rope which was :

dragged along the streets of Athens to force the

citizens to the jilace of assembly, and which exposed j

the laggard marked by it to a fine
; and their recol-

lection Avill also dAvell on the famous fee, the three

obols, which w’as paid for attendance there and at the

popular tribunid. Mr. Freeman, sjieaking of the later

revival of Hellenic freedom in the collection of States

united by the Achiean League (‘ History of Federal

Government,’ i. 266), has noticed the effect which
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the burden of attendance on political duties had in

throwing political privilege into a few hands and

thus in converting democracies into aristocracies.

Much of ancient freedom was, in fact, lost through

the vastness of the payment in person which it de-

manded, In communities of the other class, those

spread in villages over a great extent of country, the

burdensomeness of public duties must always have

been considerable, and must have l)e(‘oiiie very great

when their size increased through the al)sor])tion of

many tribes in the same nation. Some evidence of

this may be discerned in the importance which old

Germanic law assigns to tlie or (‘woin, a iv'ord

which onc(! puzzled English Lawyers greatly, but

which is of old German origin, and re.-dly signifies

the ground of legal excuse wdiich a man may make

for failing to <lischarg(! any duty in a ])0])ular

Teutonic tribunal. But the difficulty is easily un-

derstood in another way. Although its pedigree is

much interrupted, our English jury is a survival of

the old popular justice
;
yet nobody even now, I

suppose, receives a summons to attend a jury with

perfect complacency. What, however, must the

necessity for attendance havi; been when the jdace of

meeting was at the other si<le of the hundred, or

perhaps of the county, when there Avere no roads in

England except the Roman roads, when the eastern

counties were little better than a fen, and when the
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Wealden of the south were really forests? Yet there

is some ground for thinking that the burden of

attendance was lighter in England than elsewhere.

On the Continent of Europe, so long as the Hundred

Court had a genuine existence, and up to the time

when it was converted into a limited Committcie of

Experts, we Cimnot trace any relaxation of the

severe rule that every man of full age and free must

be present. But, even in this particular, the begin-

nings of thatrci)rescntativc system which has done so

mucli to contuiuo the English form of Teutonic liberty

in lift* can b(! perceived specially characterising this

country. From very early times the English Hundred

and Shire Courts were attended not by every freeman,

but by the Lords of Manors, and by the Reeve and

four men representing each village orj^arish. Never-

theless thej‘(; cun be little doubt that even in England

the duty of uttendimee was felt to be very burden-

some. In the Confirmation of Magna Charta by

Henry HI. in 12.17, there is a provision that the

t.^ounty Court shall not meet more than once a month;

and j\lr. Stubbs (‘ Const. Hist.’ i. 60")) suggests the

exphuiation that the sheriffs had abused their power of

summoning special meetings of the court and fining

absenteiis. He adds that it was the direct interest of

the sheriffs to multiply the occasions of summons.

This multitudinousness, if I may so describe it, of

all Courts of Justice except those of the King, lasted
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fer down into the feudal jicriod. Feudalism attained

its greatest completeness in France, ami French liis-

torians are astonished at the numbi'r of persons who

were re<iuired for the organisation of a feudal (lourt

of Jxistice. The principle is expressed in a ])hrase

familiar to us, that every man must he tried by his

peers, which originally meant that his judges were

the entire body of jxersons standing in the sann^

degree of relation with himself to some superior

above. If a great vassal of the Crown had to he

tried for treason or felony, all the great vassals of the

h^rench Kings must assemble from all parts- of the

tcTritories of w'hich th<? French King was tin; overlord

;

and it was precisely such a Court Avhich deprived our

King John of the fairest provinces of Francx;. If, on

the other hand, a villein had to h(( tried, his jxhts

were the villeins of the same seigncuric. The inevit-

able result was that tlu; French feudal Courts

dwindled into bodies which confided all active duties

to a small committee of experts, and as these exjxerts

were for the most part devotees of the Roman law,

they exercised memorable influence in diffusing

notions of the absolute yxower of the King, and

specially of his rigjitful authority over justice.

Quod jinncij)}. phicnit, l<yis fmbet rvjorcm—this was

the central principle of the developed Roman juris-

prudence.

It may thus be believed that the ancient Germanic
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Popular Courts, and probably the Popular Courts of

many other societies, fell into disfavour or decay, as

communities of men grew larger by tribal inter-

mixture, through the multitude of judges they in-

cluded, an<l through the great difficulty of discharg-

ing judicial functions. The freeman who ought to

have attended preferred to stay at home, sending his

excuse or cKmin for the neglect, and submitting to a

fine if it were insufficient. I'lie tribunals were thus

ever changing into committees of legal experts, with

a strong bias towards royal authority. Meantime we

know from other evidence that the King and the

King’s justice were ever growing at their expense

;

and we may ask ourselves whether there was any-

thing in the royal office and functions which gave

tlusm an advantage in this competition with the

Popular Local Courts. The story of the struggle is

fiu* too long and intricate to be told here
;
but the

habits of the King gave him one advimtage which

there is some interest in pointing out, all the more

because it is often overlooked. I do not suppose

that, when a litigsmt put lurnself from the first into

the King’s hands, or appealed to the King over the

head of the popular tribunal, he went to some royal

residenec, palace, or castle. This would have been

an aggravation of the difliculties of the popular local

justice. It -was not the litigant who went to the

King
,
but the King Avho came to the litigant. I
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believe upon a good deal of evidence ® that these

ancient kings were itinerant, travelling or ambulator}^

])ersonages. Wlicn they became stationary, they gene-

rally perished. The primitive Kings of communities

confined within walls, like the old Athenian and the

old Ifoman Kings, soon droppc<l out of sight. Per-

haps, as Mr. Grote has suggested, they lived too much

in full view of their subjects for their humble state to

command much r(‘s]>ect when the belief in tlu^ir

sacredness had be(»n lost. Put the more barbarous

King of communities sprcjid over a wide territory Avas

constancy moving about it ; or, if he did not, he too

])erished, as the Kings called th(‘ nils faiimnits of the

Franks. If I w(‘r(* called upon to furnish the oldest

evidence of those* habits of the ancient King, I should

refer to those Irish records of which the value is

only beginning to lx* discerned, for, whatever nuiy be

said by the theorists who explain all national charac-

teristics by something in the race or the blood, the

most ancient Irish laAvs and institutions are nothinir

more than the most ancient Germanic laws and in-

stitutions at an earlier stage of barbarism. Now,

® See Grimm, DeuU<che Jicchtsallerthumer I. 237. ^Erstee

Gi?scliaft cles neuen Konig« war sein Keich zu umreiten.’ . . .

Grimm quotes Gregory of Tours, 4, 14, ‘ Deinde ibat rex per civi-

tates in cii cuitu positaa.’ He i-efers also to similar duties of the

Swedish King, and cites the prayer of the Saxons to Heniy I V^.

:

‘Ut totam in sola Saxonia a^tatem inerti otio deditus non transigat,

sed interdum r^gnum suum circumeat.’

X 2
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when Englishmen like Edmund Spenser first began

to put their observations of Ireland into writing at

the end of the sixteenth century, there was one Irish

practice of which they spoke with the keenest indig-

nation. This was what they called the ‘ cuttings
’

and ‘ cosherings ’ of the Irish cliiefs, that is, tlieir

periodical circuits among their tenantry for the

purpose of feasting with their company at the tenants’

exjK'nsc. it was, in fact, only a late survival of

common incidents in the daily life of the barbarous

Oilier or King, who had no tax-g.atherers to collect liis

dues, but went himself to exact them, living as a

matter of right while lus moved at the cost of his

subjects. The theory of the Irish law was, though

it is imjiossible to say how far it corresponded with

the i'acts, that tlie Chief had earned this right by

stocking the clansman’s land with catth' or shoe]).

We find a highly glorified aceoiiut of the same

practice in ancient roeoi’ds of the life, and stati* of those,

Irish Chiefs who called themselves Kings. ‘The King

of Munster,’ says the ‘ Hook of Kights,’ ‘ attended by

the chief pidnees of his kingdom, began his visits to

the King of Connaught, and presented to him 10()

steeds, 100 suits of military nmiy, 100 swords, and

100 cups
;
in return for which the said King was to

entertain him for two months at his palace at Ana-

chan, and then to escort him to the territories of

Tyrconnell. He presentwl to the King of Tyrconnell
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20 steeds. 20 complete armours, and 20 cloaks, for

'svliich the said Kinu; siij>ported him and the nohilitv of

^riinstcr for one month, and afterwards escorted him

t(^ the prill cijiality of Tyrone.’ The Kinj; of Munster

is then described as proceeding tlirough Tyrone,

Ulster, Meath, Leinster, and Ossory, everywluTc be-

stowing gifts on the rulers, and receiving entertain-

ment ill return. 1 suspect tliat the entcTtainment is

of more liistorical reality than tlie royal gifts. Tlie

])ractic(‘, however, dc'scrilied with tliis splendour by

tlie chronicler or liard, is ])]ainly the same as the

cutting and <*oshering Avliicli Sixaiser aiid oIIkts

denoiinee as one of tlie curses of Irelancl.

1'h(‘re is iHtason to beli(‘ve tlial llic Ihiglisli Kings

ilini‘ra1ed in tlie same way and mainly for the same

pur])ose. Tlie ‘ l^yres’ of the Anglo-Saxon Kings are

d(‘scril)ed by Palgrave in his - Kise of tlu*. Ihiglisli

Commonwealth’ (i. 2S(i). The lawyiT might suspect

tlie continuance of the jiractice from the com])arative

obscurity of some of the places at Avliicli somkj of the

most })ermanently imjiortant of our old statutes were

enacted—Clarendon, Merton, Marlbridge, Acton liur-

nell. Tlie novel -reader comes upon a survival of it in

‘ Kenilworth,’ for the progresses of so late a sovereign

as Elizabeth were certainly descended from the

itinerancy of her jiredeccssors. ]iut there is other

evidence of a rather remarkable kind. Two historical

scholars, Mr. Eyton and the late SirT. Dutfus Hardy,
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have constructed from documentary testimony ac-

counts of the movement from place to place, during a

long space of time, of two of our English Kings, King

Henry II. and King John. Keitlier of them of course

is a very ancient King, and in lioth there may have

been a certain amount of native restlessness, hut their

activity, though it may have been excessive, was

certainly not a new royal habit. I take the move-

ments of King dohn for notici', because his reign

makes an cjxjch not only in English political but

in 1 English Judicial history. Sir Thomas Hardy’s

‘ Itinerary of Iving flohn ’ gives the places at which

that King is found to have stayed during every month

of every year from 1200 to 121(1, the regnant year

then beginning on Ascension Day. I take almost at

a venture May of 1207. On the 1st of May the King

is found at Pontefract, on the .‘Ird at Derby, on the

4th at Ilunstou, on the .ath at Lichfield, on the 8th

at Gloiu-esfi'r, on the 10th at Bristol, on the 13th at

Bath, on the Kith at Marlborough, on the 18th at

Ludgershall, on the 20th at Winchester, on the 22nd

at Southampton, on the 2 Uh at Porchester, on the

27th at Aldingbourn, on the 28th at Arundel, on the

29th at Knep Castle, and on the 31st at Lewes. The

King must of course have made all these journeys on

horseback over a country scarcely pi-ovided with imy

roads except the Roman roads. But, again, I will

tiike June in 1212, when the King goes to a more
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distant and more impracticable tract of country. On
June 4th lie leaves the Tower of London, ami on the

28th is at Durhani, having hecn in the meantime to

Hertford, Doncaster, Richmond in Yorkshire, Bowes,

Appleby, Wigton in CumlxTland, Carlisle and Hex-

ham. AVhat is still more remarkable, he marches at

much the same rate in Ireland, which was then as

little known and as impassabh^ a country as now art^

the wildest jiarts of the Sierra Nevada. He reaches

Waterford with his trooiis from Haverfordwest on

June 2l)th, 1210, and is hack again at the end of

August, having been at every jilace of importance in

the soutli-eastern half of the country. It must he

understood that I am not .sdecting periods in which

the King’s movements were exec^jitional or his activity

greater than usual. This was practically his life

during every month of every yi^ar of his reign. King

John passes for an effeminate sovereign, hut no com-

mercial traveller of our day, emjdoyed by a pushing

house of business, was ever, I believe, so incessantly

in movement, and for so many successive years, with

all the help of railways.

We are able to see how the itinerant King gi’adu-

ally became a monatch of the modem tyjie. The

change may be attributed to the growtli of the system

of misA^ of itinerant deputies of the sovereign, his

servants, as the English phrase was, in tyre. The

first employment of the miiisi was much older than
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tJie reign of King John on the Continent, and con-

siderably older in England. But, as is usual in such

cases, one system did not all at once displace the

other, and Kings, though gradually becoming more

stationary or sedentary, did not sialdenly cease to

move about their dominions Avhen they began to be

represented by itinerant justices or deputies of their

own. The transition, however, Avas hastened in our

OAvn country by the great constitutional change of

whicli 1 Avill .speak presently.

Bi t first of all let us notice hoAV this ambulatory

life of the ancient Teutonic King gave him an advan-

tage, as a great judicial authority, over the ancient

local Popular Courts Avhich had possibly e.xisted from

time immemorial by his side. As I have exjdained,

they contauKid in themselA'cs certain seeds of decay.

Their numerous members had the strongest reasons

for evading or slackly discharging Avhat must haA^e

seemed to them a most rigorous duty. They had to

waste many days and to incur many dangers Avhile

travelling by forest and Jiai to the place of meeting.

They had to ac()uaint them.>iclvos with all the circum-

stances of the cases brought them Avithout any of the

aids of a motlern Court t)f fluslice. They had often

to A'isit the scene of allegal acts of violence. They

had not mertdy, like a uuHlern jury, to decide on

questions of fact
;
they had also to declare the law

or usage and to jjronounce the sentence. And then
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after all this, they might themselves be proceeded

against for a wrongful judgment, and even, according

to the judicial system of some communities, they

might be called upon to defend their sentence in arms.

A capitulary of Charles the Bald bids them go to

Court armed as for war, for they might have to fight

for their jurisdiction
;
and at a later date the oath of

service exacted by the feudal lord constantly bound

the vassal just as closely to service in Court as to

service in arms. The burden on the poor man was

so severe that the Church interfered m his favour, and

a Comicil of the ninth centuiy protested against the

cruelty of forcing the poor to do suit in (!oin‘t.

But while all these causes were w(‘ake,ning and

emptying the Popular Courts, the King Avas con-

stantly perambulating th(‘. country, carrying with liiiii

that royal justice which had never been dissociaUid

from him since his dignity existed.** The
j
ustice Avhieh

* A i»a.ssage in an interesting book, Di’ew's Kiishndr mid

Jummooy curioasly illustiates the character of the ancient royal

jurisdiction, and also one of the motives which produced the

King’s activity in exercising it. Here is an account of what still

goes on in the Curia Regis of the Maharajfxh of Cashmere, himself

a sovereign much more modem than the system he follows. Gholab

Singh, the first of the dynasty which was established by the

English in 1846, was (says Mr. Drew) ‘always accessible, patient

and ready to listen to complaints. He was miicli given to looking

into details, so that the smallest thing might be brought Ijc^fow.* him

and receive his consideration. With the customary offering of a

rupee, any one could get his ear
;
even in a crowd one could catch

his eye by holding up a rupee and calling out “ My Lord the King,
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he dispensed was in the first place complete, since he

nlways by his officers executed his own decrees. It

was also irresistible, since he generally had with him

the flower of the military strength of the country.

It was probably purer than that of the popular

tribunal, which was certainly not inaccessible to cor-

ruption ; and it was more exact, for anything like

precise legal knowledge was very much confined to

the experts who followed the King in his progresses.

Moreover, in those days, whatever answered to what

we now call the spirit of reform was confined to the

King and his advisers
;
he alone introduced compara-

tive gentleness into the law and simplified its pro-

cedure. Thus the royal justice was ever waxing

while the popular justice Avas Avaning
;
and from the

ascendency Avhich the first finally attained are in fact

descended most of the characteristics which we asso-

ciate Avith the law, and which some theorists declare

a petition !
’’ lie would pounce down like a hawk on the money,

and, having appropnaUid it, would patiently heai* out the peti-

tionei*. Once a man after this fashion making his complaint,

when the Maliarajah was taking the rupee, closed bis hand on it

and said, ** No
;

fii*st hear what 1 have got to say.” Even this did

not go beyond Oliolab Singh’s patience ; he waited till the man had

told his tale and opened his hand ; t^hen, taking the money, he

gave orders about the ciise.’ * The civil and criminal cases,’ it is

afterwards stated, ‘ have usually been previously inquired into by

judicial officers in the Courts of First Instance, and perhaps have

been adjudicated upon by the Court of Appeal
; but it is open to

suitors and complainants to try theii* foi*tune with the IVIaharajah

himself.’
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to be inseparable from it—imiforniity, inflexibility,

and irresistibility.

It may almost be laid down that in England

nothing wholly perishes. The itinerant King is still

represented among us by the Judges of Assize on

Circuit
;
the ancient Popular Court survives in the

Jury, though in the last instance the line of descent

is far dimmer and far more bi*oken than in the first.

When John reigned, the delegation of the royal

authority to itineriuit servants of the King for some

purposes had long been known
;
but one branch of

royal jiu'isdiction, that over the Common Phias, or in

other words over the greatest part of tlie more im-

portant civil litigation of tlie nation, was carried

about Avith him by the King in those surprising pro-

gresses of which I have spoken. Hence giaulually

arose a great aliuse. In primitive tinuis, when (jues-

tions were simple, the King as he apj)roached each

local centre in turn had perhaps no diflieulty in de-

ciding every case which came before him before he

went away. But, as a more complex and Avealthier

society arose, there Avas the greatest difficulty in

getting the King, as it was called, to give the suitor

a day. Sir Francis Palgrave has printed in the second

volume of his ‘ Itise of the English Commonwealth ’ a

most curious document, which is the account given by

one Richard de Anesty of the trouble and charges to

which he was put in respect of a mixed civil and
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ecclesiastical case which he had before the Archbishop

of Canterbury and the King. Besides infinite vexa-

tion from the Ecclesiastical Courts, he had to follow

Henry II. across the sea to France and up and down

England before he could get liis day. After reading

this paper, we gain a vivid id(fa f)f the importance, of

the provision in the Great Charter that the ‘ Common
Fleas shall no longer follow the King.’ Tliis is a great

judicial epoch, marking a revolution in judicature
;

and King .John at once proceeded to illustrate the

necessity for it. He sealed Magna Charta at Kunny-

mede on .June 1.5, 121.5, and before July 15 he

bad been over the Avhole of the south of England and

again northwards as far as Oxford. ]\Ieantimc the

judges of the Common Fleas were sitting—as they

did ever since till the Court of Common Fleas was

absorbed the other day in the High Court of .Tustice

—at AVestminster, and at Wc.stnunstcr only.

With the sealing of the Great Charter the early

liistory of the relation of the English King to civil

justice (Himes to a close, and the modem English

judicial system is established. It is distinguished in

some respects from the corresponding systems of the

Euroiwan Continent, though these too were results of

the same general causes. It is the most higlily cen-

tralised system ofjudicial administration in the world,

all the important branches of judicial business being

localised in London, and a portion only dittused
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through the country by Judges in eyre, the old

sent from the side of the King, The only considerable

modification of these piinciples was made when the

modem County Courts were established, courts ex-

tremely unlike the old Shire Courts, 'I'liese last have

left the merest trace behind them, perhaps in some

mound now overgrown with trees which marks their

ancient place of open-air meeting, perha[>s in some

trifling fine imposed on landholders for failing to

attend a non-existent tribunal. Even with the ad-

dition of the newer County Courts, tlu^ English

judicial system has another feature ])eculiarto itself

—

the fewness of the judges cmployinl in administering

justice.

If you look across the channel to France, you

find these characteristics revensed— comparatively

little judicial centralisation, a large number of local

courts, a multitude of judges distributed over the

various tribunals. The French King, like the Eng-

lish King, became the thcorctical fountain of justici;,

but the effect was produced much more by the zeal

Avith Avhioh expert lawyers trained in the Uoman law

preached his authority than by direct supersession of

the local courts by emissaries of his oAvn, On the

other hand, the character of the law itself, hoAvever

administered, was much more changed in France and

on the Continent generally than in England, The

Roman law gained everywhere a considerable, and
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Lcre and there a complete, ascendency over ancient

custom, and the French Civil Code, the outcome of

tlie Revolution, is only a version of Roman juris-

prudence. Rut, though much is obscure in the

beginnings of what we Englishmen call the Common

Law, it was undoubtedly in the main a version of

Germanic usage, generalised by the King’s courts

and justices. Some savour of the ancient opposition

between the popular justice and the royal justice still

clung about it, since^ we know that, theoretically

adtuini tered in the King’s name, it came at a much

later date to be thought the barrier of popular liberty

against assertions of prerogative by Tudor and Stuart.

Meiuitime that residuary authority over law and

justice, which was never in ancient times quite dis-

sociated from the King, survived the maturity of the

common law. From this sjrang the jurisdiction of the

(/OUi*t. of Chancery, which cannot be said to have ever

bi«n exactly po]>ular, but which certainly owed what-

ever un])0])idarity attached to it not to any supposed

inherent badness, but to incidental vices, its dilatori-

ness and its costliness. Rut then fiom this same

rt^siduar}’ anlhorit}' arose tht^ crhnmal jurisdiction of

the Star Chamber, which has become with ordinary

English historians u very pioverb of judicial oj)pres-

sion. The truehistoricjil difference, however, between

the BO-caUed equity of the Court of Chancery, and

the illegalities and unconstltutionalities of the Star
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Chamber, is that one had its origin before the autho-

rity whence it sprang had been seriously questioned,

while the other did not obtain an eflPectual juris-

diction till its time had gone by. The depth of dis-

credit into which Star-Chamber justice fell marks the

decline and fall of the King’s beneficial influence over

law. The royal judicial authority was once the most

valuable and indeed the most indispensable of all

reforming agencies, but at length its course was run,

and in nearly all civilised societies its inheritance

has devolved upon elective legislatures, themselves

everywhere in the western world the children of

the British Parliament.
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CHAPTER VII.

THEORIES OF PRIMITIVE SOCIETY.

Some years ago (in 1861) 1 jiublished a work (on

‘ Anci'-nt Law ’) which 1 described in the preface as

having for its chief object to ‘ indicate some of the

earliest ideas of mankind as they are reflected in

Ancient Law, and to point out the relation of these

ideas to modern thought.’ It was not part of my
object to determine the absolute origin of human

society. I have written very few pages Avhich have

any bearing on the subject, and I must confess a

certain distaste for intjuiries which, when I have

attempted to pusli them far, have alivays landed

me in mudbanks and fog. The undertaking which

1 have followed in the work Just mentioned, and in

others, has been to trace the real, as opposed to

the imaginary, or the arbitrarily assumed, history

of the institutions of civilised men. When I began

it, several years before 1861, the background was

obscured and the route beyond a certain point ob-

structed by a priori theories based on the hypo-
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thesis of a law and state of Xature. In endeavouring

to get past this barrier, I had occasion to point out

the claims of the so-called Patriarchal theory of

society to be considered a real historical theory
;

that is, as a theory giving an account upon rational

evidence of primitive or very ancient social order.

The Patriarchal theory is the theory of the origin

of society in separate families, held together by the

authoidty and protection of the eldest valid male

ascendant ; and, having dwelt on tlie peculiar import-

ance of Roman law in investig.ations such as I was

prosecuting, I insisted in a few pjiges of my book on

the tc-stimony to this theory supplied by the earliest

reconls of Roman jurisprudencx>. We Jiave not indeed

knowledge of any working system of institutions in

which the Family exactly corrcsj)onds to the primi-

tive fsimily assumed by the theory. The Roman

law, as a working system, takes a view of Family

and Kinship not very different from that accepted

in modern societies, but we hap2)cn to have unusual

facilities for ascertaining a very ancient condition of

this law, and it is not possible to doubt that, when
the law was in this state, the Family and the Eon-

ship of which it took cognisance had for their basis

the authority of the eldest male ascendant. Other

bodies of old usage and legal rule, less perfectly

known to us than the Roman from the scantiness or

the inferior quality of their materials, seemed to me
0
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to suggest that a Family organised on the Patriarchal

model had been tlie near or remote antecedent of the

Family which they reflected. The Hindu law ap-

peared to me to sugge.st this very strongly. So did

Slavonian law, as far as it was known. Greek law

seemed to point to the same conclusion, less dis-

tinctly yet not very obscurely
;

and, more doubt-

fully, the ancient law of the Teutonic races. The

evidence appeared to me very much of the same kind

and strength as tliat ivhich convinces the compara-

tive philologist that a number of words in different

Aryan languages had a common ancestral form in a

now unknown ancestral mother tongue
;
but I stated

with some caution the opinion that, at that stage of

the inquiry, ‘ the difficulty was to know where to

stop and to say of what races of mankind it was not

allowable to lay down that the 80ci('ty in which they

were united was originidly organised on the patri-

arcliid model ’ (‘ Ancient Law,’ 123). My book was

published in 1861, and delivered as lectures in the

four or five prevunis years, and it is needless to

say that, since then, all this evidence has been added

to, re-exammed, and placed in new lights. We now
can discern something of the real relation which the

sacerdotal Hindu law bears to the true ancient law

of the race. Slavonian law and usage, chiefly known

in 1861 from the books of Haxthausen, is becoming

a more trustworthy subject of study through the
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labours of Prof. Bogisid. Tlie earliest monuments

of German law have been repeatedly fought over by

earnest controversialists, with no very certain n^sult.

Tlu? Irish Brehon law, once inaceessible, is gradually

becoming known to students of arclucology. Still, if

the inquiry were to be confined to the ancient insti-

tutions of the group of societies which I examined

more than twenty years ago, 1 should maintain the

conclusions which I reached, subject only to some

qualifications which arc suggested in the first four

cha])ters of the present work. But much testimony

of an altogether new kind has Ixnm obtained, since I

wrote, from the i^leas and usages of societies which

live in a condition of barbarism or savagery, and the

two zealous in(|uirers, now lost to us, J. F. McLennan

and 1.. n. ^lorgan, wlio have put this testimony into

order, hav(^ l)een led by it to form opinions on the

primitive or very early comlition of human society

which they themselves at all events consider to be

(juite inconsistent with the Patriarchal theory. lam
desirous of stating in what light I sec these new fiicts

and theories, and of showing at the same time that I

havt‘ not neglected the friendly challenge to examine

them which Mr. J. F. McLennan addressed to me in

the ]>reface to his ‘ Studies in AncieJit History.' I

trust that the general considerations to which I have

been conducted may o])tain some attention from per-

sons more versed than I am in this special line of
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study ;
but I do not print them without some reluc-

tance, since, as will appear from remarks in the

following pages, I am not satisfied that the investi-

gation has advanced far enough to admit of a very

confident opinion.

The Patriarchal theory of society is, as I have

said, the theory of its origin in separate families,

held together by tlie autliority and protection of

tlie eldest valid imde ascendant. It is unnecessary

to add that this theory is ol‘ considerable antiquity.

So fiir as we can judge, it first occurred to the

great Greek observers and philosophical thinkers

of the fourtli century before Christ. Plato (‘ Laws,'

iii. GSO) and Aristotle (‘ Politics,’ i. 2) both enun-

ciate it, the first briefly, the last with so much

detail that little has becm add(“d in more recent

times to his statement of it. It may be proper here

to remark that the theory was not founded by them

on mere conjcetui’c. They both j)rofess to base it on

actual observation. Plato expressly says that forms

of society, answering to the assumed original groups,

survived in his tlay
;

he calls them by the obscure

niitne Swaareiai (‘ chieftainships
;

’ Jowett, ‘ lord-

ships’). Aristotle expressly appeals to the actual

social state of ‘ barbarians.’ It should be noted that

the opportunities of these observers were such us

can never again recur. Living more than 2,000 years
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ago, they Tvere so much nearer the barbarism of the

greater races
;
the societies open to their observation

were not the mere waifs and strays of liumanitv, hut

people of the same ethnical stock with themselves

and ourselves, lagging, however, far behind the Greeks

in civilisation. Aristotle, whom nobody I sujiposc

will deny to have been a good observer, had abundant

material for his conclusions, lie was horn in the

scarcely Hellenic city of Stageira. He jiassed much

of his life at the semi-harharous Court of Pella, wherc

his father was jihysician to the Macedonian King.

And lie left a special treatisi- on ‘ Harharian Customs’

(vojJLifia ^ap^apiKa), now unfortunately lost.

Tlie Patriarchal theory, during the dark ages,

would have shared the fate of much else in Greek

s})ecuhition if it had not been kept alive? by its corre-

spondence with the Scrijitural account of the Hebrew

Patriarchs. But, in the 17th and 18th centuries, its

place was taken by n jn-iori theories of the State of

Kature which long satisfied curiosity as to the original

condition of mankind. Its revival may be said to he

owing to Niebuhr’s discovery of the ‘ Commentaries

of Gains,’ which, though not directly treating of

ancient Roman law, enabled us to divide it into

successive stages or strata, and gave us a singularly

complete view of the earliest among them. I am not

sure, however, that the appeal to Roman law has not

done disservice with some minds to the Patriarchal
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theory. It has encouraged the belief that it referred

to a relatively advanced social order. Now Plato and

Aristotle clearly intended to describe a highly bar-

barous condition of the race. They both illustrate it

by the Homeric stoiy of the ‘ Cyclops,’ ‘ who had

neither assemblies for consultation nor dooms, but

each exercised jurisdiction over (issued dooms to) his

wives and children, and they paid no regard to one

another.’ Put the family groups contemplated by the

theory arc more, than barbarous
;
they are extremely

sa\ age, if the test be apjdied of anjdogy to the life of

animals. The strongest and wisest male rules. He

jealously guards his wifi; or wives. All under his

protection are on an equality. The strange child

who is taken under it, the stranger "who is brought

under it to scrv^e, are not distinguished from the child

bom under the shelter. But when wife, child, or

slave escapes, there is an end to all relations With the

gTOup, and the kinship which means submission to

power or participation in protection is at an end.

This is the family (to boiTow Sir George Cox’s ener-

getic exiu’ession) of the wild beast in his den. But

when these several relations are dt^corated with the

Homan technical names of I’atria Potestas, Manus,

Dominion, Adoption, Divorce, Agnation, Emanci-

pation (which mean 2U’ecisely the same things), an

impression of recency is given which some minds are

clearly unable to shake off.
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The other theory ivhich is now opposed to that

long called Patriarchal is the theory of the origin of

society, not in the Family bnt in the Horde. Aris-

totle and the writers who have followed him suppose

that the larger groups of men discernible in the

twUight of history have somehow grown out of

isolated families like that of the Homeric Cyclops.

As these larger groups first show themselves, it is

impossible to believe that they are coni[)osed through-

out of blood-relations, but the Patriarchal theory

according to recemt inter[>reters assumes that tliere

is a real core of consanguinity in some or most of

them, to which artificial additions hav(‘ beeii made

by a number of fictions of which Adoption is the

tyj*e ; and that others have been created by a pro-

cess, not wholly extinct,' of imitating u dominant

or fashionabh! model. My own conclusion in my
‘ Ancient Luav ’ was thus stated :

‘ The conclusion

which is suggested by the evidence is wt that all

early societies were formed by descent from the same

ancestor, bnt that all of them which had any perma-

nence or solidity either were so descended or assumed

that they were. An indefinite number of causes

may have shattered the primitive groups, but where-

ever their ingredients recombined, it was on the

* See Sir A. Lyall’s paper on the ‘ Formation of Clans and

Castes,’ now forming Chapter IV. of his Asiatic Stttdies

;

and see

Note A, on ‘ The Gens,’ to Chapter VIII. of the present work.
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model or principle of an association of kindred.

Whatever were the fact, all thought, language, and

law adjusted themselves to the assumption.’ The

theory, which deserves to be associated ivitli the

names of McLennan and Morgan, may be said in

some sense to invert this account of the matter. It

derives the smaller from the larger group, not the

larger from the smaller. Founded, as was the

Patriarch.d theory, on observation, but on observation

of the ideas and practices of the now savage races, it

deduces all later social order from the miscellaneous,

unoiganised Horde. I must confess that I do not

find it easy to bring home to myself the nature of

the original groups as conceived cither by McLennan

or by Morgan. But I think I may lay down that

these assemblages are regarded as companies of men

and women, in Avhich the relations of the sexes were

wholly unregidated at first, but passed through

various stages of limitation or restriction until the

Family, Patriarchal or otlier, Avas I’eached. The

modem social order is thus the result of a modified

promiscuity. These tAvo most original inquirers

difier widely in their determination of the stages

through Avhich this course of* dcA^elopment passed.

Totemism (or the origin of the conception of kinship

in the mark placed by savages on their bodies), the

slaughter of female children, woman-stealing, polyan-

dry (or a plurality of recognised husbands), and the
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well-known Levirate, play a great part in the system

of Mr. McLennan, Consanguine Marriage, Punaliian

Marriage (or the intermarriage of brothers as a grou])

with sisters as a gi*onp), and Classificatory Relation-

ship (or the confusion under the same general view

and name of all members of the tribe belonffiiijr to

the same generation) are all-important to Mr.

Morgan’s theory. Rut both agree in considering

human society as beginning in promiscuity, and as

continually modified by its progressive regulation, as

beginning in the Horde and as gradually lifting itself

till the Family was reached. Roth writers seem to

me to hold that human society went cvciywhere

through the same series of changes, and Mr.

McLennan at jmy rate expresses himself as if all

these stages could be clearly discriminated from one

another, and the close of one and the coinmencimcnt

of another announced with the distinctness of the

clock-bell, telling the end of the hour,

Refore I go further, I think it useful to remark

that the point at issue seems to me capable of being

more simply stated tlian it usually is by these writers

and their followers. The chief or the one piece of

evidence obtained from now savage societies, which

points to an ori^nal promiscuity, is their habit of

tracing relationship for some purposes through females

only. When, however, the inference from thi s charae-

teristic is stated to be that ‘ the exogamous totem-
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kin ’ of McLennan, or the group which Morgan by

jui unhappy jHititio principu has called the ‘ gens,’ is

necessarily older than the Family, which in all its

forms assumes some certainty of male parentage,

such language may lead to confusion of thought.

The physiological elements of the Family must al-

ways have been present, and must always have been

the source of the larger groups. A. human being

can no more, physiologically, be the child of two

fathers than of two mothers, and the children of the

same man, no less than of the same woman, must

always have had something in their nature which

distinguish(!d them from cveiy other group of human

beings. Wliat therefore is meant is, that though the

Family must always havm existed, it could not be

recognised throng] i prevalent habits, and through the

consequent tincertainty of })atemity. I think it im-

portiuit to call to notice that the fact alleged is not

a fact of human nature but a fact of human know-

ledge. It is merely intended to be asserted that

circumstances long prevented savage men from

discovering and recognising paternity, which is matter

of infemice, as opposed to maternity, which is matter

of observ’ation. It is certainly remarkable that, as

soon as intelligent curiosity was directed to the

question, it seems to have exaggerated the share of

paternity in parentage. Probably it was so directed

very eai’ly
;
there is a striking remark of M. Fustel
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de Coulanges, that to the ancient societies based on

kinship, the problem of generation was very much
what the problem of creation is to the moderns.

Euripides* distinctly states that in his day the

universal physiological doctrine was that the child

descended exclusively from the male parent, and

Hippocrates (irepl ttuiSiov), in energetically combating

this opinion, and contending that the child descended

from both parents, seems to admit that it was a

prevalent heresy. For the purpose of agreeing with

McLennan and Morgan, we must assume tliat the

not very difficult observation on which the opinion

rested could not he made, so brief and so little ex-

clusive was the union of the sexes.

It appeiurs to me that, while the Patriarchal theory

2 Euripides, Stobancs, 77, p. 455

—

’AW* itrr*, ifjLol fiiv ovroc ovk tVrcii ropof

TO pi/ ov (Tf
j

vfWffijfiXff rtfitir dti,

Kai Tov BiKai'ov, Kai tokuv twi' rrtov

aripyia ci rot' ^vtrarra twf TroiTuir ftp(Wu)v

bpii^w rovro, kui frv fii) r/ifiorti*

Kiivov yap t^tftXafrror, ovo* nv «It' avi'ip

yvratKog avliiaiuv^ ceWa roii varpor.

This passage is pai-allel to a better known passage in the

Eumenides of -<3ischylus, in which Ai)ollo, as advocate for Orestes,

aigues that he was not of kin to his mother, Clytemnostra, whom
he had killed. The argument seems to me wholly physiological,

and not in any way archaeological. Apollo, like an advocate of

the present day with a doubtful case, appeals to the newest

physiology. The * ancient rules* which the EunieMidea on the

other side declare to be trampled under foot, are those of accepted

morality, as may be seen from the first lines of the above fragment.
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and the counter-theory of which I have been speaking

each explain reasonably well a certain number of

ancient social phenomena, both are open to consider-

able objection as universal theories of the genesis of

society. There are unquestionably many assemblages

of savage men so devoid of some of the characteristic

features of Patriarchalism that it seems a gratuitous

hypothesis to assume that they had jiassed through

it. It ouglit further to be admitted that much of the

archieological evidence for the Patriarchal theory is

capable of Ixiing so put as to suggest the conclusion

that tue societies, seen to be almost but not quite in

the condition from which the theory supposes them

to have started, are approaching that condition or

tending towanls it, rather than declining from it as

an older state. But on the other hand, apart from

all disputes as to the value of the evidence in detail,

the newer theory is sxirronndcd by difficulties (piite

as grave or graver. Mr. McLennan compared the

state of relations out of which he conceived human

society to have lifted itself to that exhibited by the

• unfortunate class now found in great Eui'opean cities.

But the comparison suggests the reflection that this

class is almost wholly infertile
;
hud though doubtless

explanations of the phenomenon may be offered, a

good deal of evidence ® (which at the same time I do

* An eminent living physiologist (Dr. Carpenter) who visited

the West Indies before the abolition of slavery, well remembers
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not represent as conclusive) tends to show that bucIi

a state of original promiscviity as that which McJjcnnaii

and Morgan postulate tends nowadays to a patho-

logical condition very unfavourable to fecundity
;

and infecundity, amid perpetually belligerent savages,

implies weakness and ultimate destruction, A far’

gresiter objection is that the theory takers for granted

the abeyance, through long ages, of the mightiest of

all passions, a jiassion which man shares with all the

higher animals, sexxxal jealousy. It is thus strongly

contrasted with the Patriarchal theory, which vir-

tually assumes this jealousy to be the force binding

together and propelling the aneixmt social order. 1

will presently deal Avith this dithcnlty at greater

length.

I have iicv(!r myself imagin(!<l that any amount

of evidence of law or usage, Avritten or obs(!rved,

Avoiild by itself solve the problc-ms Avhich cluster

round the beginnings of human society. ‘ The im-

perfection of the geological record’ is a mere trill

c

the efforts of the Planters to form the negroes into families, fis the

promiscuity into which they were liable to fall pi’oduced infertility,

and fertility had become important to the slavej-owner througb the

prohibition of the slave-trade. It should be added that, inde-

pendently of pathological evils, the same infeenndity would follow

if the promiscuity arose fix)m a consideniblo inferiority in luimljer

of >vomen to men. It is only under very unusual circumstances

that a small number of women would give birth to offspi-ing

equalling numerically the whole parent genemtion. male and

female.
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to the imperfection of the archueological "record.

‘ What were the motives,’ I asked in my ‘ Ancient

Law’ (p. 270), ‘which originally prompted men to

hold together in the family union ?
’

‘ To such a

question,’ I answered, ‘ Jurisprudence unassisted by

other sciences is not competent to give a reply.’

This anticipation of aid to be expected from biologieal

science has been fulfilled, and it is remai’kable that,

while the greatest luminary of ancient science invented

or adopted the Patriarchal theory, the greatest name

in the science of our d.ay is associated with it. Mr.

Darwin ap[)cars to me to have been conducted by his

own observations and studies to a view of the primi-

tive condition of mankind, which cannot be dis-

tinguished from this theory. ‘ We may conclude

(‘ Descent of Man,’ ii. 602) from Avhat we know of

the passions of all male quadrupeds that promiscuous

intercourse in a state of nature is extremely im-

probable. ... If we look far enough back in the

stream of time, it is exceedingly imjirobable that

primeval men and Avomen lived promiscuously to-

gether. Judging from the social habits of man as

he now exists and from most saA'ages being poly-

gamists, the most probi'ible A'icAV'is that primeval men
aboriginally liAmd in small communities, each with

as many wives as he could support or obtain, whom
he would have jealously guartled against all other

men. ... In pi’imeval times men . . . would pro-
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bably have lived as polygamists or temporarily as

monogamists. . . . They would not at that ])eriod

have lost one of the strongest of all instincts, common

to all the lower animals, the love of their 5^oung

offspring ’ (p. 367). With his usual candour Mr.

Darwin admits, though with some hesitation, the

conclusions of writers who have followed a diffenmt

path of inquiry from his, but he thinks that the

licentiousness attributed to savages belonged to a.

‘ later period when man had advanced in his intellec-

tual jmwers but retrograded in hi.s instincts.’

It must be remembi'red that a difference in the

nature of the sexual union, answering to tin* difference

of view separating the Patriarchal theory from its

opposite, runs through the whole animal world
;
and,

under such circumstances, considering the extnwe

scantiness of the arclaeological cvid(!nce, it woidd

seem reasonable to call in the testimony of those who

have made the animal world their study. When
man had most of the animal in him, he; belonged to

the highest animals
;
and this is the consideration

which gives such importance to Mr. Darwin’s opinion.

It would be possible to deny, or to shrink from,

the absolute conclusion reached in the book (the

‘De.scent of Man ’) in which this opinion is stated
;

and yet it would remain a most wondcrf(d magazine

of facts, pointing to the proiligious influence of sexual

jealousy in the animal world, a force increasing in
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intensity as the animal ascends in the scale, and

comjHilling the sexes to associate in groups closely

analogous to those in which Plato and Aristotle

conceived primitive men to be united. The foreign

labourers in the field which McLennan and Moi^an

have occupied with us, have mostly had the advantage

of biological training
;
and they seem all to have

formed the same conclusion as Mr. Darwin. Dr.

Lctourncau, whose very full and very valuable com-

pcndiiuri of the facts of savage life contains a protest

against the modem English theories as premature,*

is (jui e clear as to the nature of the primitive family.

‘ Nos primitifs ancetres errerent alors dans Ics forfits,

par pe.tits groupes, composes clijunin du pere (du inMe

plutut), dc sa ou de ses femmes, des jeunes
;
le tout

formant une association teiuporaire sous I’autorite

paterni'lle ’ (Letourncau, ‘La Sociologie,’ p. 379).

Dr. Le Don (‘ L’lloinme et les Societes,’ ii. 284)

strongly denies that the state of promiscuity could

l.H^ the earliest stati; oi‘ mankind. ‘ Dans les societes

des animaux qui se rapprochent le plus de notre

*
I'jiita et bien d’autres prouvent combieii il est pi’ematur6

aiijourtVlnu de pi'etemlre fonnuler des lois sociologiques, pi-ecLses

et rigoiu-eiisos, comme des lois scientifiqiics. Rassembler des faits,

les gix)iiiKir, et hasiiwler priidemment quelques theories g6ncn-ales,

Bujettes a revision : voihi ii peu pr^s tout ce qiie nous pouvons nous

permetti*o dans nos essais de sociologie (Letoumeau, p. 320). La
prudence du serjHjnt est la vertu qu'il ne taut pas se lasser de re-

oommander aux sociologistes de nos jours (p. 332).
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espi'ce. nous voyons ranimal, inonogame ou poly-

game. toujours jaloux de ses prerogatives sexuclles,

Ics d^fendre avec I’energie pendant le temps plus ou

moins long quo dure son union, c’est-a-diri! au inoins

jiendant la periode neeessairc pour elever ses petits.’

There can he no (|nestion that this is the result

arrived at M’henev(‘r the higher animals are strong

enough to give full rein to sexual jealousy. Ihit'

sexual jealousy. Indulged through Power, might

serve as a detinition of tlu* Patriarchal Family.

If. however, the human race may still be Ixditivcd

to have started with the I’.atriarehal Family, how are

we to explain the many remarkable phenomena of

s.avagery and infant civilisation f<»r the first time

notieeil by ^lebeiinan and .Morgan, an<l woven by

them into rival theories of the original condition of

mankind? The inlerenee that they point to an

absolute promiscuity must be received with the

greatest hesitation, both for Mr. Darwin’s r(^as()ns

and because the evils which such a condition would

draw with it would possibly lead to the extinction

or the ilangerous weakenhig of the societies which

practised it. P>ut it cannot be doubted that tluise

phenomena do suggest* such a relation of the sexes

as may be supposcfi to leave the paternity of chil-

dren in much uncertainty. The explanation appears

to me to lie jiartly in Mr. Darwin’s conjecture that

these phenomena belong t<j a ‘ later period when man
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had advanced in his intellectual power but retro-

graded in his instincts,’ and partly in McLennan’s

hypothesis of a great (and, he appears to think, an uni-

versal) deficiency of women in the primitive groups

of men. It is not hard to see that the cause assigned

by McLennan for the phenomena is a vera cama—it is

capable of producing the effects. We must remember

that the monogamy now practised by the greatest part

of mankind (and even by the so-called polygamous

races) is closely connected with a primary natural

iiiet, the near equality of the two sexes in numbers.

Tfje idle conjectures which were once common as to the

pre})ondcrance of male and female births have been

set aside by observation, which shows that these

births arc as nearly as possible equal in number. At

tlie same time, in settled modern eommunities, the

inimber of grown women is, on the whole, in excess

of the number of grown men, because of the more

ra])id exhaustion of the males through war or dan-

gerous adventui’c. Let us, however, for a moment,

and for the sake of argument, assume that balance

to be veiy seriously disturbed. Let us suppose a

community in which for long periods together there

is a large excess of females oVer males. There is no

question that monogamy might be substantially

maintained in such a community, by the precepts of

some widely diffused religion, or by a morality

derived from stmie former age or from some external
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source
;
but on the whole we should expect tliat

such a community would, in some of its parts, be

polygamous. Again, let us make the counter-hypo-

thesis and suppose a population in which there is

an excess of males over females. Here again the

Family, as we understand it, the Family founded on

monogamy, might be long preserved by the power-

ful sanctions of religion, morality, or law : but

nobody would be surjirised that the practices wit-

nessed to as prevailing among savages, had here

establislied fliemselves now or at some former tinu*,

that morality and law liad adjust(‘d themselves to

social habits, and that explanations of them or

justitications of tbem were even to be fnind in

religion. Institutirnis savouring of sueh a social

condition might still be in existence, though thev

liiul lost all n-ulity, and tlioii<>h llui natural Ijalanci;

of tlif sexes lia<l been restored, since the men! sur-

vival of an institution proves nothing as to the

length of time which may have elapscsl since it was

prodnc(‘d hy eircumstances.

Now that, during a large part of human history,

])ortions of the human race have sutfered from a

disproportion of females* as erunjmred with males, is

in a high degn!e probable. McLennan, as is well

known, explained it hy tl)e virtually tmiversal preva-

lence of infanticide, confined to female children.

This })osition was not accepted by Morgan, and, if
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asserted of the whole human race, has generally been

considered as not credible. Xcvertheles.s it may well

be believed that under unfavourable circumstance.s

savage men have constantly prevented their weaker

offspring from living. But there are many other

causes (.)f the disproportion of the sexes whicli dis-

close themselves in the twilight of history. A great

])ai't of the rac;c, when we first obtain a glimpse of it,

is in a stati! of movement. I’ortions have been torn

away fr<au larger iiggi'egates and arc^ wandering far

ai-d wide, eitlier j)res.-^ed by enemies or searching for

more abundant food. No community, when first

seiai by tlu; historian, can be certainly sai<l to occupy

its original seat. It is in a high degree likely that

tluise wandering bodies included more men than

women. There is evidence that some of the islands

of the I’acific wta*e poj>ulated by boat-loads of imm

ami a f(!W women, and it would be no very A'iolent

eonjeeture that the aborigines of Australia and

Amerii^a originally reached their present homes with

the sexes in this ju'oportion.

It is needless to say what Avould l)e the character

of the mstitutions which would establish themselves

under such circumstances. In fact, it may be said to

have been the usagi's of the .Australians and American

Indians which respecti'ely suggested the theories of

McLemian and Morgan. ..ml it is singular bow often,

wherever a dim glimj' wf similar institutions is
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caiiglit elsewhere, it is amid societies originally settled,

like the Irish, by wanderers over the sea. An even

more active cause of ine(inality between the sexes

must have been war ; and we ma}’^ freely admit the

importance and significance of those practices of

woman-stealing on which Mcl.ennan dwells so

ianphatically, if only we rememlKT that, if some

coiiimnnities lost their women through d(*feat, others

must have gained through victory. I will call

attention to one striking monumcait of tlui scale on

whii*h this loss an<l gain occiirriMl, Avliich has not

lK*en much noticed. It is tin Mgyptitin inscri[)tion,

on the reverse of a st(‘le in th(^ Berlin Museum,

comiu(*nK»r;iting the results oi‘ u conquering (‘xpe-

dition.

Lin(‘ 20. 1 >c‘nt mv bowmen tigjiinst the foi‘s in

the town of M;ikh(‘nunem. Tiny smote it and made

a great slaughter, taking all Unt Avomen prisoners

and all the beasts of burden— ThiIIs, and

AVornen 2,2:5G.

Line 2o. I made a slaugliter among all that

were the chief of tlje Land of Lobardu. All the

gold he liad, Bulls 2(m,U(i, Homed Cattle (503,108.

All the women who were sjjared, the chief gave us.

Line 27. I sent my .soldiers against Arrosa. I

made a great slaughter, taking all the women
prisoners. Bulls 22,110. All the women.
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Line 29. From Makhisherkert, I took all the...

men? AU the women.

Line 32. I made a great slaughter against those

with the chief of Tamakliv. 1 took all their wives,

all their horses. Bulls 35,330.

In all this inscription, which is a long one, there

is only one line which may be tliouglit to speak of

taking the men alive, and there the reading is doubt-

ful. With other records of ancient Avarfare, it leaves

on rny min<l no donl)t that the common rule of tribal

viv tory AA^as to take only the women. The men

escaped or Avere slain
;
but the Avomen and perhaps

the children were spared for servitude, and this seems

to be the point of the well-knoAvn exhortation of

(jiniek generals to Greek soldiers on the eve of battle.

1 think then that it must be alloAved to be more

than j>robablo that, since the appearance of mimkind

on the earth, an indefinite portif)n of the race has

suffered at different times from a serious inferiority

in numbers of Avomon to men. It must further be

acknoAvledgcd that the adA'ance in intelligence of

which Darwin sj)eaks would lead men to establish

institutions in conformity w;th this proportion be-

tween the sexes, if only for the purpose of keeping

within bounds that sexual jealousy which could not

fail under such circumstances to produce, if unre-

strained, a lAerpetuity of violence and bloodshed. It
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must be admitted that the tendency of such institu-

tions would be to arrange men and women in groups

very imlike those in which, according to the biolo-

gists and according to the Patriarchal theory, they

were originally combined. If however it be impossible

to say what portion of the human race has suffered

from this disproportion between the sexes—if wc arc

unable to deny that some fragments of the vtist

aggregates of men speaking languages of the Aryan

and Semitic sti>ck.s may eouceivaldy at some time or

other have had this ex[»eriencc—what use, it may be

asked, is there in insisting on the Patriarchal theory

as e.'cpi’essing the primitive grouping of mankind?

1 answer that there is the greatest use
;
and that,

unless we bring hcjine to ourselves all that is implied

in the Patriarchal tluiory, it is imj)ossible to under-

stand a number of phenomena which McLennan jmd

Morgan leave une.xplained or explain unsatisfactorily.

The Patriarchal theory in the first place fixes on

Power, the Power of the strong man, as the principal

formative cause of the groups within which the

vonc-otiou of kinship first grew up. The counter-

theories assume the abeyance, during long ages, of

Power. On this, liej’ond noting the improbability of

the assumption, I will merely now remark that

the only source known to us of new forms of kinship

is Power. It is a special form of Power, that called by

jurists Sovereignty, which has creatcfl the modem
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Kinship known as Nationality, which enables us to

speak of Englishmen, Frenchmen, Australians, Ame-

ricans. In the next place the Patriarchal theory

supposes that the motive which led to the exertion

of power was sexual jealousy. The counter-theories

assume the abeyance during long ages of sexual

jealousy. Now it is of course possible to believe,

upon sufficient evidence, that the passion which caused

the wrath ol‘ Achilles and the agony of Othello was

unknown to ni<!n originally, or was neutralised by the

countervailing pressure of cii’cumstances
;
but if it be

once, believed that this passion, which is one of the

mightiest of the forces acting on man m the lieight of

his moral strength and the plenitude of his intellec-

tual vigour, was also one ofthe most uncontrollable of

his instincts when he had most of the animal in him,

the whole of the recently observed phenomena appear

to me to show themselves in a light materially differ-

ent from that in which the observers have .seen them.

The student, then, of social archa'ology who is

called upon to believe that the Fainily constituted by

sexual jealousy indulging itself through Power is of

modern origin or of rare occurrence, will be very

rigorous in his scrutiny of the 'evidence presented to

him.® He will be cautious in accepting a statement

about savages, or an interpretation of a ‘ survival ’ in

* See Note A to this Chapter, on the ‘ Andaman Islanders.’
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a system of institutions, which is primd facie at

variance with observed facts of liuman nature.

Admitting it to be probable, as he is bound to do,

that some portions of mankind have at some time

been united in grou])s, which included considerably

fewer women than men, and allowing tliat this

scarcity of women would probably result in such

institutions as the tracing kinship through descent

from females, he will sec reasons for thinking that the

condition out of wliicli these institutions arose could

not, as a g(‘nei'al rule, be more than temporary. A

tribi* in wliicli the women were ibr a very long period

inferior in number to tin* men would be at a great

disadvantage com[)ared with tribes in whicli the sexes

were on a near e(piality. It would be liabl(‘ to infecun-

dity, possildy from diseaM‘, certainly from the relative

fewness of births from a small number of mothers.

Again, he will understand better than the re-

cent jn(piirers liow it was that all tlie societies

which, if I may us(‘ tlie expression, attained to any

degree of respectability, recovered at last what la*

will believe to have lH*eii the original condition of

the Family. Nothing is more unsatisfactory in the

writings of McLennan and Morgan than their ac-

count of the recognition of Paternity. Morgan

seems almost to suppose that it was introduced by

popular vote. McLennan expressly suggests that

it arose from a custom of putative fathers giving
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presents to putative children. But the truth is that a

great natural force mu.st always have acted, and must

be still acting, on these aberrant forms of society,

tending always to make the most powerful portion of

each community arrange itself in groups, which admit

of the recognition of fatherhood, and the indulgence

of the parental instincts. And thus reasons appear

why it is that, when tlic Family does reappear, it

rea]»j)ears not as the modern Family, but as the

Family in which Kinship is blended with Power, and

why it is tliat the Family so often discloses itself as

iU) institution of aristocracies, not of slaves, nor even

of de[)endents.

He too who is alive to the nature of this great

emotional force, ever acting upon the class of societies

of which I have been speaking, will be slow to believe

that they recovered all or much of their original con-

dition by a scries of changes identically the sjime.

He will rather suspect that the stages of recovery

were infinitely various. Thus he wiU be indifferent

to many <»r most of the ]>oints of controversy between

the school of McLennan mid the school of Morgan,

iuid will be inclined to think that there has been

room, not only for two, but ‘for many courses of

modification and development, each proceeding within

its own area. So far as 1 am aware, there is nothing

in the recorded history of society to justify the belief

that, diuing that vast chapter of its growth which is
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wholly unwritten, the same transformations of social

constitution succeeded, one another everywhere, uni-

formly if not simultaneously, A strong force lying

deep in human nature, and never at rest, might no

doubt in the long run produce an uniform result, in

spite of the vast varieties of circumstance accompany-

ing the stem struggle for existence
;
but it is in the

highest degree incredible that the action of this force

would be uniform from beginning to end.

Lastly, if we consider the weight of argument

and evidence to be in favour of the commencement of

human society in Patriarchal (or Cyclopean) families,

we shall think it not only not incredibh? but highly

probable that certain communities which have; sur-

vived to historical times have grown without uiter-

ruption out of their (original condition. ' In most of

the Greek States and in Rome,’ I wrote in ‘ Ancient

Law ’ (p. 128), ‘ there long remained the vestiges of

an ascending series of groups out of which the State

was at first constituted. The Family, House, and

Tribe of the Romans may Ikj taken as the type of

them, and they are so described to us that we can

scarcely help conceiving them as a series of concentric

circles which have*expanded from the same point.

The elementary group is the Family, connected by

common subjection to the highest male ascendant.

The aggr^ation of Families forms the Gens or House.

The aggregation of Houses makes the Tribe. The
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aggregation of Tribes constitutes the Commonwealth.

Are we at liberty to follow these indications and to

lay down that the commonwealth is a collection of

persons united by common descent from the progeni-

tor of an original family ? Of this we may at least

be certain, that all ancient societies regarded them-

selves as having proceeded from one original stock.’

Antecedently, is it necessary to assume that such

soci(!ties passed through a stage of i)romiscuity, more

or less modified ? 'fhat would depend on the cir-

cumstances hi which they were placed. If they

suffered from a scai’city of women, such phenomena

as i)olyandry and a tracing of' kinship through women

would probably sliow themselves, and at any stage of

social growth. Hut some communities of men must

always have been stronger, cleverer, more fortunately

placed than others—must have had fcAver motives

than others for killing their female children, and more

success in carrying away the Avomen of other tribes.

The great reason for antecedently doubting the

alleged evidence of promiscuity in the branches of

the Aryan race is that, as it has been the most suc-

cessful, so it must have Ix'iui one of the strongest

of races. Of course the significance of some pieces

of this evidence cannot fairly be denied, nor can

it be thought very unlikely that some of the ditd-

sions of this race which wandered furthest, or some

of the more savage communities which adopted its
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tongue, fell for a while into a more or less modi-

fied promi.scuity. But the whole question must he

decided by the preponderance one way or the other

of the not very plentiful evidence. Only let it be

clearly understood what the problem is. I have

recently stated it in the following words :
“

‘ The

greatest races of mankind when they first appear to

ns show themselves at or ne.ar a stage of development

in which relationship or kinship is reckoned exclu-

sively through males. They are in this stage
;
or

they are tending to reach it ; or they arc retreating

from it. Many of them, in cc'rtain contingencies,

generally rare or remoh*, give women and tlie d(i-

scendants of women a ]»lace in succession
;
and tin;

(picstion with modern inquirers is whether the place

thus assigned to them is the survival of an ohle.r bar-

barism, now exemjdificd in savage races, which traced

kinship exclusively through females, or whetluT it

results fi’om the dissolution, under various influences,

of “ agnatic ” relationship, that is, of relationship

through males only.’ The ‘influences ’ in ((uestion (I

have elsewhere shown) were in the case of the Roman

law, that of the Praitorian e(juity, and in the case of

the sacerdotal Hindci law, the influence of Religion.

I have yet a few words to say on a topic which

owes the importance and intere.st now commanded

by it almost entirely to the labours of Mr. J. F.

® Vide Chapter V. above, p. 149.
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McLennan. He is the author of the terms ‘ hlxogamy ’

and ‘ Endogamy ’
;
the first signifying the practice of

taking wives exclusively beyond the limits of a par-

ticular tribal circle
;
the last indicating the custom of

marrying within that circle. The fact that certain

ancient races extended their prohibitions of intermar-

riage far beyond the niirrow boundaries of our Table of

Prohibited Degrees—that, theoretically at all events,

they forbade a man’s marrying any woman whose

descent from the same ancestor with himself was

ascert-ainablc—was not unknown to students of Hindu

law
;
but Mr. McLennan was the first to point out

the wide prevalence of these ])rohibitions among bar-

biwous societies and their connection, among savage

r<aces, with the system of rcekoning kinship through

women. The first remark which I have to maki-

on these discovei*ies, which are closely interwoven

with !Mr. McLcnnan’s theory of social advance, is.

that it does not seem to me certain that the terms

‘ exogamy ’ and ‘ endogamy ’ can be directly o])posed

to one another. Is there any society which is not at

the same time ‘ exogamous ’ and ‘ endogamous ’ ?

Let us fix our ideas, as it is always desirable to do.

by looking at the ancient Koman*law. Any marriage

of a Eoman citizen within a circle not widely ditferent

from that traced by our own Table of Prohibited

Degrees was invalid ; and the children of such a

marriage would be illegitimate. But again, any
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marriage of a Roman citizen with a woman who was

not herself a Roman citizen, or who did not belong to

a community having the much-valued and always ex-

pressly conferred privilege of connubhim with Rome,

was also invalid
;
and no legitimate children could

be born of such a marriage. Thus Roman society

was both exogamous and endogamous
;
there was

both an outer and an inner limit. The double rule

is found in the Hindu law. A Hindu may not marry

a woman belonging tf) the same point, all members of

the potni Iwing theoretically supposed to have de-

scended from the same ancestor
;
but then he musi

marry within Iiis own caste. Here again, therefore,

there is the outer and the inner limit. 1 do not pre-

tend that the point is ]»roved by the evidence respect-

ing the great mimlj<*r of savage or barbarous triln^s

whicb have been shown to have .‘in extended ‘ex

ogamy.’ My suggestion in fact is that the outei-

limit within which a man must marry has been

overlooked through the interest excited by the long

unnoticed exogamous prohibition
;
imd I wish to urge

that the subject requires re-investigation. I myself,

though not a jirofessed inquirer in this field, have re-

peatedly found indications of the outer or endogamous

limit. Thus there are in China large bodies of related

clansmen, each generally bearing the same clan-name.

They are ‘ exog.'imous ’
; no man will marry a woman

having the same clan-name with him.self
;
and much
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has been made of this fact. Bnt one of a group of

earnest inquirers, who are investigating Chinese social

phenomena on the spot, Mr. Jamieson, has found

that they are endogamous also. ‘ Externally they

arc endogamous—they refiise marriage with any

surrounding trilnj ; internally they arc cxogamous
;

they refuse marriage with anyone whose surname

shows him to lx; of the same stock ’ (‘Cliina Iteview,’

vol. X. No. 2).

T1 i(;se limits, outer and inner, may still be dis-

cen (m1 in tin* most civili.sed W(fstern societies. On

the. one hand, ‘ exogamy ’ is enforced by law. There

are always some of his near kinM’hom a man may not

marry. The law rests partly on considerations of

])hysiology mid partly on considerations of religion,

religion and physiology not being, however, quite

agreed as to what should he the ])roper Table of Pro-

hibited Degrees. On the other, the outer or cudoga-

mous limit, within which a man or woman must

marry, has been mostly taken under the shelter of

fashion or prejudice. It is but faintly traced in Eng-

Imid, though not wholly obscured. It is (or perhaps

was) rather more distinctly marked in the United

States, through prejudices against the blending of

white and coloured blood. But in Germany certain

hereditary dignities are still forfeited by a marriage

beyond the forbidden limits
; and m France, in spite

of all formal institutions, marriages between a person
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belonging to the noblesse and a person l)elonging to the

bourgeoisie (distinguished roughly from one another

by the particle ^de') are wonderfully rare, though

they are not unknown. The Church, it may be added,

has repeatedly relaxed the ‘ exogamous ’ rule which

forbids the intermarriage of near kin in order to save

a member of a great Continental House from having

to transgress tlie outer limit within which he is bound

to marry.

I hav(‘ a special reason for dwelling on th(» jxiiiit.

Exogamy plays a great part in the system of

McLtmnan, and (though not under the same name)

in till* system of Morgan. Moth hold that a <lefiiiite

stage of liuman development is marked liy theapjiear-

ance of a group which Morgan calls tin * (Jens ' and

McLennan the ‘exogamous ti)tem-kin/ a body of‘

kinsmen and kinswomen never intermarrying and

witnessing to their kinship by a common mark on

their jiersons. In so far as this group lias fallen

under actual observation, in America and Australia,

it i.s more like a »Sex than any other assemblage oi'

human Inangs
;

it cannot reproduce itself unless it

combines with some similar body, for the men cannot

find wives nor the women husbands. Consequeiitl}

it is always nowadays a part of some larger social

aggregate. But, although I may not have clearly

realised ^IcLennan’s conception, 1 understand him to

consider that this group i.s the developed form of the

Q
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independent primitive group, which he believes to

liave been an assemblage of men and much fewer

women, living together in promiscuity, and therefore

very unlike the Patriarchal or Cyclopean family as-

sumed by the older theory. The fewness ofwomen was

produced by infanticide, and li<ad for its consequence

the habit of stealing women from other groups, still

supposed to be witnessed to by the form of capture

widely characterising the marriages of barbarians.

Under tlie influence of this habit the practice of ‘ ex-

ogamy ’ was gradually created. Cn the other hand,

Morgan, though he too lielieves the sexes to have

originally lived together in promiscuity, does not

seem to consider that their numbers Avere very un-

equal. He su])poses that primitive men very early

discovered the evils of close interbreeding, and that

all the early transformations of human society were

the results of a constant struggle to ju’event these

evils. In his view, therefore (as 1 understand it),

the ‘ Gens,’ as he rather unfortunately calls it (the

‘ exogamous totem-kin ’ of McLennim), is not a primi-

tive group, but a mere subdivision of larger tribal

societies originally pronjiscuous, forme<l for the pur-

pose of limiting interbrmling. ’

For reasons which 1 have already given, I have

no wish to take sides with Morgan or with McLennan,

but it does seem to me that, if further inquiry should

disclose the prevalence of an outer ‘ endogamous ’ as
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well as an inner ‘ exogamous ’ circle of c<msanguinity,

it lends some strength to Morgan’s theory of develop-

ment, whicli is cei-tainly easier to understan<i than

McLennan’s. 1 merely accept Morgan’s theory so

far as it is an explanation of tlu‘ original formation

of exogamous groups, and in so far as it considers

them to have been subdivisions of larger communities,

and form(‘d for the pnrpost* of limiting interbreeding.

Tlie ditHculty which seems to be felt by caiKiid o})-

ponents of this hypothesis is that primitivt* 'uen ar(‘

unlikely to havi* made any su(‘h jdiysiologit al dis-

(‘overv. I<* it be trie* that intcrl)re(‘diug is aii (‘vil,

its very triitli. in their view, militah‘s against the

anti(juitv of human knowledge* alxmt it. liniccd it is

not c(‘rtain that it is true. lM]ysiologi>!s arc not

agn‘ed as to Tables of Prohibit(*d l)egr(‘(‘s. S()!iie no

<loubt would consid(a*ably extend tbem, but others

deny that the evil Avhich tiny prevent is of serious

])roportions. I think, however, it is forg(/tt<‘n that the

assei-tion made by Morgan is made of a time when

neither Surgery nor Medicine existefl, of a time before,

that at wliich, according to the fireek tradition, Pro-

metheus discovered the chopped her)>s wliich were to

be tile remedy l*or human ailments. With the vast

resources of modern medicine at hand, th<*. evils of

the intermarriage of near kin may have been reduced

to a minimum or may liave come to l>e doubted. liut

what is invaluable to a .savage is, J take it, what we

Q 2
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should call a good constitution
;

.such a constitution

received at birth as will not easily admit disease, or

will easily overcome it by its own native soundness.

For among such men disease once contracted cannot

be artificially cured. Even therefore if the advantage

given by exogainous marriage to the children be now

a slight one, it might lie beyond price to primitive

manlcind. I cannot see w!iy the men who discovered

the use of fin; and selected the wild forms of certain

animals for donufstication and of vegetables for culti-

vat on should not find out that children of unsound

constitutions \v(ire born of nearly related jiarents.

If such children, left to themselves, arc really weakly,

the. fact would be forciid on notice by the stern pro-

cess <'f natural selection, affi^eting either the individual

or the tribe. It is this j)rocess which has produced

those wonderful contrivanees for the intercrossing of

plants and the generation of a healthii'r vegetable

oftspring which have recently been obsened by men

of science
;

but if thi‘ ju’ocess cA cr acted without

check on mankind I should imagine that their earliest

intelligence would enable them to note its operation.

It should be added that the earliest st'rious attempts

to combat disease aj^pear to have taken the form of

precautions, of training and of the fonnation of habits,

rather than of naiKMlies as now understood.
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NOTES AND IIJ.USTEATIONS.

Note A.

Tin: AyDAMAN isLAyDKJiS.

1 AM iifniid tlijit I iiK*um‘(l scmu* ivproafli by roDuirk-

iii^- ill an t*arlirr Mork (‘ \'illaL;v Oonininnitics in tlio

East and \\\‘st A on tlu‘ nnoonvincin^* cliaractiT of

nnu’li of tlio fvidrncc for sava^v customs to wliich tlic

ntiiio>t >ipiiticancc‘ liad !)cm n attril)iiti‘d, and by sjieak-

ini:' ot* >onu' of it as ‘ tra\cilia's' talcs.’ My olisiTva-

tioijs on this cvidcnc(‘ (which has since tluai con-

siderably iin[)rovcd ) M’crc coupled witli a statement,

tliaf I expected miieh from the critical (‘Xamination

whieli was lieinii’ liiven to savaj»‘e or barbarous usayfc

bv otKc<*rs of tlie Indian Oovernnaait enmm'(‘d in the

administration <»f tlic so-called aboriginal races still

numerous in India. Tin* i*xpcctation has be<-n almn-
dantly fullilled already, and 1 will instance laie st^t of

results.

I supjiosc tliat if tluii’i? was oner community wliich,

looked at from a distance, or at occasional ijitervals,

seemed more than others to constitutci the 'missing
link ‘ between the brute and the man, it was the
[lojmhition of the Andaman Islands. In the Preface

to ' Selections from I{ecor<ls of the GovcTninentof India

(Home Department).’ No. XXV., written before these

islands wen? finally made tint seat of a convict station,

it is said tliat * it is imjiossible to imagine any linman
beings to be lower in tlie scale of civilisation than are

the Andaman savages. The little that is known of
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their manners and customs proves them to be^vithout

religion or government, and that they live in per-

petual dread of the contact of any other race. . . .

The traditions of so absolutely barbarous a race are

not likely to throw any light on their origin.’ The
little evidence that existed seemed full}' to bear out

this unfavourable judgment. The older Oriental

accounts had re])resented the islanders as cannibals

(a charge which now apj)ears to have been without

any foundation), and in the ‘ Asiatic li(‘search(is ’ of

171)/), Ijientenant Colebrooke wrote of them: ‘The
Andaman Islands are inhabited by a race of men the

least civil ist*d perliaps in the world, being nearest a

slate of nature than any j)eo[)le we read of. They
go jiiite miked ; the women wearing at times a kind

of tassel or fringe round the middle, which is in-

tended meridy for ornament, as the}' do not betray

any signs of bashfulness when seen without it. . . .

The men are eunning, crafty, and revengeful.’ ( )ther

authorities to tlu^ same effect are (pioted by Lubbock
(‘ IVehistoric Times,’ Ith ed. p. dol). ‘The Anda-
man Islanders aj)j)ear to be entirely without any sense

of shame, and many of their habits are like those of

b(‘asts. . . . Marriage only lasts lib the child is born

and weaned, when, according to Lieutenant St. dohn,
as quoted by Sir K. Ikdeher, the man and woman
g(‘nerally s('j)arat(*, each seeking a new jiartncr.’

The Andaman Islands are now the principal

convict station of the Government of India, and the
islanders have been brought under British atlminis-

tration. A most interesting account of them, founded
on actual observation, has been published by a liritish

Indian jmblic officer, Mr. K. H. Man (‘ Journal of the

Anthropological Institute,’ XIl. i. (>9, and ii. 13).

One of the points most dwelt on in this account is

the modesty of the women. They will not renew their

leaf aprons even in one another’s presence. Another
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is the married women’s chastity. ‘ In the esteem in

which they (the islanders) hold their virtues (modesty
and morality) they compare tavourahly with that

existing in certain ranks among civilised races.’

Marriage is a well-defined institution. ‘ Marriages

never take jdace till both parties have attained ma-
turity, the bridegroom from eighteen to twenty-two,
the bride from sixteen to twenty.’ IJachelors and
spinsters are placed at the opposite ends of the large

common dwelling-house and the married couj)les in

the middle. Paternity is thoroughly recognised
;
the

father is generally present at the child’s birth. There
is no exam])l(‘ of a cross-breed in the islands.

There is a government by chiefs whose au-

thority is r(‘fiected on their wives. ‘A chiefs

wife enjoys many privileges, especially if she be a

mother, and, in virtue of her husband’s rank, she
rules over all the young unmarrii^d women, and the

married ones not senior to luTsellV ‘ TIktc is much
mutual atfeetion in social relations/ sa^.N Mr. Man.
‘ (.'hildreii ar(‘ taught to be generous and sell-denying.

Tl)e duty of showing resj)ect and hospitality to friends

and visitors is impressed on them irom their earliest

years. Kvery care and consideratioii is paid to all

classes, to the veiy young, the weak, the aged, and
the helples>.'

My impression is that there is m) subject on which
it is harder to obtain trustworthy information than
the relations of the sexes in conimiiiiities very unlike
that to which the impiirer belongs. The state-

ments made to him ;ire apt to be affected b}' two
very powerful feelings—the sense of* shame and tlui

sense ol’ the luclicrous—and he himself nearly always
sees the facts stated in a wrong perspective. Almost
innumerable delusions are current in England as to the
social condition, in regard to this sulyect, of a country
so near to us in situation and civilisation as France.
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CHAPTER VIIL

EAST EUBOPEAN HOUSE COMMUNITIES.

Nothing would be of higher value to scientific archse-

ology than any addition to our opportunities of ob-

serving societies of Aryan race still remaining in a

condition of barbarism. The practices of savage men,

lying altogether beyond the circle of the greater races,

have been carefully observed and compared of late

years, and some generalisations of much ingenuity

and interest have been founded on them
;
but the

relation of these practices to the beginnings of our

own civilisation is far from satisfactorily settled at

present. The early usages of the now civilised

societies can be partially recovered from their records,

their traditions, and above all fi*om their -law
; but it

is just where these sources of evidence can least be

depended upon, where history runs into poetry,

tradition into legend, and definite law into dunly

seen custom, that the connection between barbarous

Aryan usage imd savage non-Aryan practice has to

be established, if it really exists. What we most

require is the actual examiiuition by trained ob-
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servers of some barbarous or semi-barbarous com-

munity, whose Aryan pedigree is reasonably pure.

India has nuide contributions of great importance

to the study of early institutions, and I hope to show,

before the close of this paper, that among the most

important are the most recent. Many portions of

the social and family life of the high-caste Hindu

unquestionably answer to stages of social develop-

ment through which tlie earliest civilised com-

munities of the West may just be seen passing in the

tmlight of their history. But there are some serious

drawbacks on the value of Indian social &cts, and

some considerable limitations of their imj)ressiveness.

A great deal of the very smcient usage discoverable

in India is non-Aryan. There are no doubt abundant

remains of true Aryan barbarism, but it is not always

easy to distinguish this from barbarism which is non-

Aryan, and that which is really Aryan has been

transformed to an unknown extent. A religion

which has lost its affinity for the religions of the

West is constantly penetrating and modifying it, and

the newer influences of the English dominion are

working upon it with ever-increasing eflect. What-

ever, too, be the value of Indian observations, they

do not certainly at present produce the impression

which might be expected on the European historical

scholars who are busy with the rudiments of Western

society. There is an evident distrust of illustrations
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of social growth taken from the usage of a people so

remote as the Hindus, and so long parted from the

sister-communities of the Aryan group.

No field of investigation seems to me to promise

so much to the student of primitive social antiquity

as that opened to us by the obvious thinning of the

superficial crust of Mahommedan institutions spread

over so great a part of the once civilised world. In

all the countries now or lately under Mussulman

dominion, strange and deeply interesting forms of

ancient social organisation from time to time come

into ihe light, like buried cities from volcanic ashes

or lava. This remark must be confined to com-

munities conquered by the Mahommedans and made

tributary to them, but not converted to the Mahom-

medan faith. For the purposes of the scientific

archieologist, a group of men converted to Mahom-

medanism becomes practically worthless, because from

the moment of its conversion it lives under a civil

law which is also a religious law, and which can only

be explained at present as a religious law. The

portions of ancient usage which in the present state of

these inquiries yield most to the student of early in-

stitutions are those which, in modem phraseology, we

should call the law of Inheritance and the law of

Marriage. But a society which has adopted the Ma-

hommedan law ofinheritance has come under a system

of rules of succession which may possibly embody
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some Arabian customs, but which on the whole can

only be accounted for as consisting of strict deduc-

tions firom the letter of texts assumed to be sacred.

This system of iniles arranges the heirs in classes

unlike those known to modified or unmodified Arj^’an

custom, and it is moreover a system of extremely

definite division into fractional shams. On the

other hand, under rudimentary Aryan usage, it is

not the individual, but rather a collective group of

kinsmen, which profits by the death of a relative
;
and

it is exactly because the composition of this gi’oup,

and the mode of devolution within it, probably reflect

some more ancient method of collective enjoyment

during life, tliat rules of intestate succession have

nowadays so profound an interest. Again, the

barbarous Aryan, still following Aryan custom, is

not only generally monogamous, but (to use Mr.

McLennan’s extremely convenient term) exogamous.

He has a most extensive Table of Prohibited

Degrees. The Mussulman, however, is not only

polygamous but endogamous : that is, his law per-

mits comparatively near relatives to intermarry. It

has been noticed by good observers in India, that the

comparative liberty •of intermarriage permitted by

Mahommedanism is part of the secret of its success as

a proselytising religion. It ofiers a bribe to the con-

vert in relieving him from the undoubtedly vexatious

restraints of the Brahmanical law of marriage.
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Blit where communities subject to Mussulman

rule have never been converted to the Mussulman

faith, the effect of the dominant Mahommedanism is

to fix and stereotype their barbarism, where they are

barbarous. A large number of them are socially

organised in groups held together by the reality or

the fiction of common blood
;

they possibly may

never have attained to a higher organisation than this,

or—what is more probable—the Mahommedan con-

quest may have not merely arrested their civilisation,

but may have actually forced some of them to retrace

part of the path by which they had ascended from

a primitive barbarous condition. When, however,

these groups are once organised on the well-known

model of an association of kinsmen or tribesmen, there

is much in Mahommedan government which tends to

tighten the bonds by which they are held together.

The members of Christian societies are most reluct-

ant to enter the Mahommedan Courts, and thus they

are led to value the domestic tribunals, which all

natundly organised brotherhoods include. Again,

community of life based upon consanguinity always

implies common liability to the discharge of legal

demands
;

and thus the fiscal exactions of the

Mussulman ruler give a strong motive to the kins-

folk tb keep the burden of taxation resting on as

many shoulders as possible. The advantage of main-

tainmg the liability of groups rather than the liability
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N
of individuals is also felt by the Mahommedan Go-

vernments themselves, and they are thus led tofevour

the integrity of these natural bodies, just as the

French seigneurs are stated in mediaeval law-books

to have favoured the existence of communities of

villeins living au meme pot. The natural processes

of dissolution to which such groups are subject are

also much retarded by the indirect influence of

Mahommedan power. The chief dissolving forces

acting on primitive communities are war and com-

merce. One tears them to pieces and scatters the

fragments abroad, the other disintegrates them, by

creating inequalities of wealtli
;
and nothing is harder

(as will be seen presently) than for the rich and poor

brethren to dwell together in unity. But a Mahom-

medan Government on the whole keeps the peace, and

both by its acts of commission and l)y its sins of

omission, by its irregular taxation, and by its failure

to provide modes of easy communication and a pure

and regular administration of justice, it retards or

puts a stop to the accumulation of capital.

The closer examination of the Turkish provinces

in Europe which many causes have recently made

practicable has alrejtdy recovered for us a nearly

perfect example of one of the oldest institutions of

the Aryan race—^probably, with the exception of the

Family, the very oldest. The House Community is

not peculiar to the territories and dependencies of the
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Turkish Empire, since it is found among all the

South Slavonian populations, but it occurs in greatest

completeness wherever men of the South Slavonian

stock are now or have been lately under Mussulman

government, or where, like the Montenegrins, they

have had their whole history determined by incessant

struggles with Mussulman power. The importance

of these House Communities is easily understood by

the student of what I may perhaps venture to call

social and political embryology. They are a living

form, very near to xis and constantly brought nearer,

of institutions rather hinted at than revealed in the

most ancient records of a singularly large number of

civilised nations. The Roman law, which supplies

the only sure route by which the mind can travel

back without a check from civilisation to barbarism,

shows us society organised in separate families, each

ruled by the Paterfamilias, its despotic chief. But it

also exhibits vestiges of institutions not wholly for-

gotten, of certain associations of related families

which still had something in common and might

once have had a common life. There are some marks

of these associations on law, and some more on re-

ligion, but practically in Rom^ legal history they

are dead institutions. Next above the Family, there

were vestiges among the Romans of a group which

had no special collective name, the Agnati, or

Agnatic Kindred, the collective body of kinsmen re-
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lated exclusively through male descents, who either

were, or might have been, under the paternal power

of the same ancestor. Again, above the Agnatic

Kindred, there was yet another and a more extensive

group, of which the origin was lost in antiquity, but

which was believed by the Romans themselves to

have been formed as the Agnati were formed—that is,

by descent through males alone from a real common

male ancestor. This was the Gens. Nothing can be

more interesting than to find alive in usage these

groups which, as bodies having a corporate existence,

are dead in Roman law. There can be no reasonable

doubt that the House Community of the South

Slavonians corresponds to one or other of the larger

Roman groups, to the Hellenic yo'os, the ( 'eltic Sept,

the Teutonic Kin. It answers still more closely to the

Joint Family of the Hindus, which is itself a living

though an extremely perishable institution. In what

way it is related to certain associations of savage

families, like it and yet very unlike it, upon which

our attention has been fixed by the deeply interest-

ing researches of Mr. McLennan (in his ‘ Primitive

Marriage ’) and of Mr. Lewis Morgan (in his

‘ Ancient Society ’), is* a point upon which it may

one day be possible to have a clearer opinion when

tbe savage and the Aiyan group have been fully

studied in the life.^

' See Note A to tliis chapter, on ' The Gens.’
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Fifteen or twenty years ago the institutions of

the Slavonians had begun to attract attention, and it

was becoming extremely probable that they would

prove to be the bridge connecting two portions of the

earth and mankind long arbitrarily separated, the

East and the West. The Russian Village Commimi-

ties were seen to be the Indian Village Communities,

if anything in a more archaic condition than the

eastern cultivating group. In the Village Com-

munity, however, the bond of common origin and

kinship, though still recognised in language and to

some extent in feeling, is feeble and indistinct
; the

model has been too often simulated by fictions for

the sense of reality to be very strong. The related

families no longer hold their land as an indistinguish-

able common fimd—they have portioned it out, at

most they redistribute it iieriodicaUy
;

sometimes

even that stage has been passed. They are on the

high road to modem landed proiirietorship. But in

the Joint Family of the Hindus the agnatic group

of the Romans absolutely survives—or rather, but fijr

the English law and English courts, it would sur-

vive. Here there is a real, thoroughly ascertained

common ancestor, a genuine consanguinity, a com-

mon fund of property, a common dwelling. And the

Joint Family of the Hindus, save that it now lasts

for fewer generations, is point for point the House

Community of the South Slavonians. The distri-
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bution of these ancient groups in the countries in

which they are found is well worth remarking. The

North Slavonians or Russians have the Village Com-

munity. The House Community belongs specially

to the South Slavonians, the Croatians, Dalmatians,

Montenegrins, Servians, and the now Slavonised

Bulgarians. On the other hand, in India, the Joint

Family and the Village Community are often found

side by side, sometimes indeed bound together by

complex common relations. Even there, however,

it has l)een observed that, where joint families are

abundant, the village organisation is weak and village

communities are rare
;
and this is notably the case

in Lower Bengal.

The House Community then is an extension of

the Family ; an association of several and even of

many related families, living together substantially in

a common dwelling or group of dwellings, following

a common occupation, and governed by a common

chief. The law or custom which regulates these

institutions has lately been subjected to a close

examination by an eminent man of learning, whose

writings are still obscured by that unfortunate veil

of language which hides Slavonian literature from

this generation of Englishmen. The name of Pro-

fessor Bogidic is connected with several places, with

which, now of all times, we should least expect

to have literary associations. He is a native of

R
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Ragusa
;
his last work is published by the Academy

of Sciences at Agram ; he is a professor in the Uni-

versity of Odessa
;
and he has codified the laws of

Monten^o. The results of his investigations are

only known to me through some Grerman translations

of passages in them, and through a summary of a

portion of them by M. F61or Demelic. Nothing, in

my opinion, can exceed their instructiveness. They

show us the very way in which, amid a primitive

tribal society of Aryan race, the personal relations

and ideas of men become modified when the small

groups of which they form part are absorbed in larger

assemblages, both the large and the small group being

respectively tied together by community of blood.

They thus disclose to us Political Power in the

embryo : the Chief growing out of the head of the

household, the State taking its first beginnings from

the FamDy. They are entitled to take their place by

the side of some recent Indian investigations which

I will describe presently, as new materials of the

highest value for a theory of the condition of the

higher races of men in a state of barbarism.

It would appear that in all the South Slavonian

countries Natural Families, as they are called, are

found intermixed with the House Communities. By
a ‘ natural family ’ is meant a group consisting of the

descendants of an ancestor still alive, while a house

community is (almost invariably) an association of
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&milies all descended from a common ancestor de>

ceased. These natural families have not been as

carefiilly examined as could be wished
;
they liad not

the strangeness of the house communily in the eyes of

the observers, who again show no signs of being

acquainted with the controversy which has arisen on

the point whether the larger or the smaller group is

the more ancient, and better entitled to be considered

the cell out of which human society sprang. I have,

however, no doubt myself, from a variety of indica-

tions, that these families are, ns a rule, despotically

governed by the eldest ascendant. Not only the legal

writers, but all travellers in South Slavonian lands,

have noticed the extraordinary respect of the South

Slavonians for old age. ‘ Without reverence for old

men there is no salvation,’ is a Servian proverb. ‘ A
father,’ says another Slavonian maxim, ‘ is like an

earthly god to his son.’ A less reverent adage runs,

‘ The reason why the devil knows so much is that he

is so extremely old.’ Still more convincing evidence is

furnished by the fact observed by Professor Bogi§i<5,

that the South Slavonians, like the Romans, maintain

a clear distinction between Agnatic and Cognatic rela-

tionship, which they teAn respectively kinship through

the great blood and kinship through the little. Thus

a group of men, connected with a common ancestor

through male descents (natural or adoptive) exclu-

sively, are kinsmen of the great blood; they are
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kinsmen of the little blood when they include also the

descendants of female relatives. Now the recognition

of agnatic relationship is good evidence that patriar-

chal power either exists or has once existed in a

community
;

there may have once been paternal

power where there is no agnation, but where there is

agnation there must almost certainly have been pater-

nal power.* The play, then, of relation between the

Family and the House Community is exactly what

we observe in India between the Family and the

Joint Family. The family, when it does not dissolve

by the swarming off of the children, expands into

the house community
;
the community (though not

so often as in India) breaks up into separate natural

families. The process, for all the evidence before us,

may have gone on from time immemorial.

The House Communities, which are found inter-

mixed with the natural families, and which are con-

stantly springing out of them, are as far as possible

from being patriarchal despotisms
;
and they illus-

* 1 learn from correspondence with Professor BogiSid that the

Power of the Father is stronger among the Riunians'thon among
the South Slavonians, and that among the latter it is stronger

near the coast than it is inland. has heard a young man say

to his father, * We are not here in the coast country, where fothers

are everything and sons nothing.’ In some parts of these

countries sons cease to be subject to the fiither’s power when they

niarty ;
but in this case marriage seems to imply severance from

the paternal domicil, which is piobably the earliest form of the

process which the Romans called Kuiuncipation.
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trate very clearly that diminution of paternal power

which, as I have frequently insisted, shows itself

when families, instead of dissolving at the death of

an ancestor, hold together and take the first steps

towards becoming a nation. The community at

first sight is rather democratically than despotically

governed, and it would in fact depend on the point of

view from which the observer regarded it, whether he

considered its government to be democratic, aristo-

cratic, or monarchical. Every member of the body

has an absolute right to be maintained, housed, and

clothed out of the common fund. Every daughter of

the associated families has a right to a marriage

portion when she marries
;
every son has a right to a

provision for his wife when he introduces her into

the community. Every male of the brotherhood has

a voice in its government. The assembly of kinsmen

(the Skuptchina) meets every day as a rule, generally

in the evening after work is over, under a tree in the

neighbourhood of the common dwelling. All the

affairs of the community are there discussed, and

every man may theoretically mingle in the delibera-

tions. Nevertheless, as a rule, it is the old men who
debate

; the authority which, as I before said, the

South Slavonians assign to old age, makes the opinion

of the old far more weighty than their indivi-

dual voice
;
and in very large conununities it would

seem that it is generally the mature heads of fSunilieB
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who attend the assembly. AU this is exactly in

harmony with what we know of the beginnings or

Aristocracy throughout the Aryan world
;

but it

should always be remembered that if the association

were habitually militant, both the old men and the

youths would probably fall into the background, and

the authority in council would belong to the mature

warrior who is foremost in arms.

Under another aspect, however, the government

of the community is monarchical, and at all times its

most important member is the House-Chief, the Do-

matchin. He alone represents the association in its

dealings with other persons and members. The ad-

ministration of all its affairs is in his hands : he allots

the daily tasks
;
he presides at the common meals

and distributes the food
;
he reprimands for faults or

delinquencies ;
he is invariably addressed in language

of the greatest respect ; all rise on his entrance
;
no

one covers his head or smokes in his presence
; no

amusement or ceremony commences till he appears or

has announced that he will stay away. The council

of the brotherhood does not review his acts, but it is

expected that he will submit important cases to it,

and its jurisdiction is called into exercise when new

principles of administration have to be settled. The

women of the community, it should be stated, are not

directly under his authority
;
there is a house-mother

who appoints tlieir work, but she is, whenever it ia
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possible, the wife of the house-chief, and is always

subordinate to him.

The mode of appointing the House-Chief is in the

highest degree interesting, and throws a strong light

on a number of problems which meet us in the

ancient history of the kingly office. The student of

political embryology is familiar with the seeming

contradictions between the facts just seen in the dim

light which surrounds the beginnings of royal power.

Sometimes the office of the Chief or King seems

wholly elective, and its bestowal entirely determined

by jiersonal fitness
;
sometimes it appears to be here-

ditary, but then it is quite uncertain whether it will

descend to the brother or to the eldest son of the last

sovereign ;
in general the office is confined to men,

yet here and there a woman in certain eventualities

becomes lady or queen. Very ingenious explanations

of these phenomena have lately been suggested. But

the system of choosing the South Slavonian house-

chief, while it exhibits exactly the same apparent

uncertainty, shows at the same time that it arises

from a very natural and intelligible cause—from the

conflict Ijetween a sentiment and a necessity, between

a very powerful feeling of respect for blood and a very

clear sense of the pressure of the facts of life. First,

the chief is elected by the collective brotherhood

;

but the brotherhood rarely, if ever, fails to choose a

member of the family connected with the common
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ancestor through descents of primogeniture. Its in*

clination would be to choose the eldest son of the

last chief, but its veneration for age, and its sense of

the value of experience as a means of success in the

struggle for existence, lead it constantly to elect the

next brother of the last administrator. By its strong

appreciation of the importance of individual capacity

it is led occasionally to put a woman at its head

—

who in this case is quite distinct from the house-

mother, governing the women under the house-chief.

The practice of electing a woman to the chieftainship

appears to be less common than was supposed by

the travellers who first observed the house commu-

nities, and it is not impossible that they failed to

discriminate between the two shapes which the author-

ity of the house-mother takes. But undoubtedly

a woman is occasionally placed not only over the

women, but over the men of the community, and

wherever this occurs it is for reasons of her especifd

fitness to undertake the administration. The leading

case maitioned by my authorities is where a consider-

able part of the revenue of a community was derived

from a boarding-school for girls kept by the ladies

bdonging to it. Of course, nP such reason as this

for choosing a woman to rule could have had effect in

primaeval ages, or even at the dawn of history. The

explanation of the early female successions to sove-

reignties and lordships no doubt is that the drcum-
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stances of the time allowed unchecked play to respect

for the claims of blood
;
the men being exhausted, a

woman was taken rather than a new strain of blood

introduced. Nevertheless, these Slavonian pheno-

mena suggest that, even in the primitive militant

communities, eminent capacity in a woman might

overweigh the disadvantages of sex, and that every

now and then a Deborah or an Artemisia might rule

the tribe as the house-mother rules the house com-

munity. Sometimes, it should be noted, the woman

chosen is the widow of the last chief, who during his

lifetime shared his authority, more particularly over

the females of the household.

It appears to be a general rule of all these house

communities that the capital stock or fund necessary

for carrying on the business of the association is in-

capable of alienation. The nature of thi^lienable

property varies a good deal
;
thus, with a community

of vine-growers, the fermenting vats cannot be parted

with
;
and it is the usage with associations of dis-

tillers to apply the same principle to the apparatus of

distillation. But the great majority of the house

communities are purely agricultural, and it is remark-

able that the property which the custom of these

communities makes inalienable corresponds very

closely to the res mancipi of the older Roman law :

that is to say, it consists of land and plough oxen. It

has often been suggested—by myself among oth^
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—^that the objects placed by the Romans in the high*

est class of property were the commodities of first

importance to an agricultural people
;
and though we

only know the Roman res mkncipi as alienable under

certain circumstances, the very complexity of tbe for-

malities reqxiired for alienation furnishes a hint that

they once constituted the inalienable capital stock of

the ancient Latin cultivating communities. But these

recently observed facts from Eastern Europe suggest

some new ideas, not only concerning the res mandpi

but also and more particularly concerning that other

and technically inferior class of property, the res nec

mandpi, in which the Romans placed all the objects

of enjo^mient not included in the higher division of

things. I myself conjectured, some years ago, that

the articles not enumerated among the favoured

objects seem to have been placed on a lower standing,

‘ because the knowledge of their value was posterior

to the epoch at which the catalogue of superior pro-

perty was settled. They were at first unknown, rare,

limited in their uses, or else regarded as mere appen-

dages to the privileged objects.’ I still think this de-

scription of the res nee mandpi probably true of some

stages of primitive society, aiid if the last words,

‘appendages to the privileged objects,’ be understood

of the products as distinguished fi*om the instruments

of labour, I think they are also true of the social

stage of the ancient world to which the Slavonian
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house communities most neai'ly correspond. It may-

be supposed that the earliest cultivating communities

were barely self-sufficing
;

that they never parted

with their instruments of tillage, and consumed all

the firuits which the earth )rielded to their labour.

But as production became more abundant, as intervals

of peace became less rare, as common markets were

gradually established, economical forces would begin

to operate with greater activity, and the res nec

mancipi would obtain their first step in dignity as

commodities exchangeable at a profit. All the sur-

plus produce of the domain would be res nee mancipi,

and, if not stored, would be bartered or sold. We
can see from the Slavonian examples that some things

included in the higher class might locally and occa-

sionally Ije dealt with as belonging to the lower. The

Roman >v>- manelpi—land, slaves, horses, and oxen

—

would no doubt answer to the commodities which

primitive agriculturists would almost everywhere

regard as properly inalienable, but it is likely that

Roman authority generalised the usage beyond its

primitive area. A community of cattle-breeders

would regard oxen as eminently exchangeable, and

even an agricultural'community may originally have

confined the inalienability to the oxen which served

as beasts of plough.

Peevlium—a few head of oxen kept apart—^was

the name which the Romans gave to the permisMve
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separate property allowed to son or slave. No prin-

ciple was more persistent in Roman law than the sub-

jection of the peculium to the authority of the pater-

familias or the master, should he choose to exercise

it
;
and the independent holding of the peculium, even

by sons, was secured only by very late legislation.

These Slavonian usages and the experience of the

Slavonian communities give us reason to believe that

the separate holding of property by the members of

the brotherhood had a much more important influ-

ence in other societies than it had in one so sternly

tenacious of a central principle as the Roman. The

peculium seems to be always an actively dissolving

force. It had this efiect to some extent with the

Romans, but with the Hindus it is the great cause

of the dissolution of the joint families, and it seems to

be equally destructive in the South Slavonian coun-

tries. When the house community is in its primitive

and natural state, there is no peculium : there is none

in Montenegro
;
the dominant notion there is tliat, as

ji’the community is liable for the delinquencies of its

members, it is entitled to receive all the produce of

their labour
;
and thus the fundamental rule of these

communities, as of the Hindu joint families, is that a

member working or trading at a distance from the seat

ofthe brotherhoodought to account to it for his profits.

But, as in India, all sorts of exceptions to this rule

tend to grow up
;
the most ancient and mostwiddy
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accepted appearing to be, that property acquired by

extremely dangerous adventure belongs independently

to the adventurer. Thus, even in Montenegro, spoil

of war is retained by the taker, and on the Adriatic

coast the profits of distant maritime trade have fixim

time immemorial been reserved to seafaring members

of these brotherhoods. But the reluctance to sur-

render individual gains is a sentiment observed to be

gaining in force everywhere, and, in connection with

some other causes which I will mention afterwards, it

'^universally tends to bring about the dissolution of

the communities. Doubtless it was always, among

the most potent of the influences which began to

transform the old world of consanguinity into the

new world of economical relation.

The situation of women in the primitive groups

of barbarous Aryans, is a topic which calls for much

ampler and more minute discussion than can be given

to it within my present limits. I will, however,

briefly note one or two points among a considerable-

number which deseiwe separate treatment, (a) The

house community of the South Slavonians, like

the joint family of the Hindus, is primarily a com-

munity of males. The daughters are entitled to

be married and portioned at its expense, and steps

are taken to bring about their marriage before

any son is man-ied, but they have no right to any

share of the capital stock on the rare occasions
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on which it is divided. (6) At present a certain

liberty is allowed to them in the choice of a hus-

band, but in the South Slavonian lands, as else-

where, there are many vestiges of infant marriage.

Down to quite recently, a Christian girl in Eastern

Europewasirrevocably betrothed, though not married,

in early childhood, (c) The wives of the confederated

kinsmen brought into the community from outside

have their marriage portion reserved to them as

separate property or peeidmm, and a certain amount

of money or goods (which many customs enable us to

trace to the ancient institution of the ‘ morning gift ’)

is held by them independently, not only of the collec-

tive group, but of thdr husbands. (d) In some ofthe

house communities both this property and the mar-

riage portion, both the paraphcrna and the dos,

descend, like the Hindu Stridhan, by a peculiar line

of succession to female inheritresses.

Like all branches of the Aryan race which remain

in a condition still savouring ofbarbarism, but which

have not adopted Maliommedan institutions, the

South Slavonians bring thdr wives into the groups

in which they are socially organised from a consider-

able distance outside. To this ‘ exogamy,’ in the

primitive militant state, they no doubt oAved hardi-

hood, physical vigour, and relative success in the

struggle for existence ; and at the present moment

the common residence of so many persons of both
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sexes in the same household may be said to be only

possible through their belief that any union of kins*

men and kinswomen woxild be incestuous. The South

Slavonian Table of Prohibited Degrees is extremely

wide. Every marriage which requires an ecclesiasti-

cal dispensation is regarded as disreputable
;
and,

though the rule of ecclesiastical jurisprudence on pro-

hibitions against intermarriage is tolerably followed, it

is rendered excessively stringent by a peculiar method

of counting the degrees. The distaste of the South

Slavonians for suing in the Turkish Courts is largely

caused by these ideas ul)out intermarriage. Mahom-

medanism, as I before stated, is an ‘ endogamous
’

religion
;

it derives from its Semitic origin a rather

limited Table of Proliibited Degrees
;
and thus a

Turkish Court, though not professing to apply the

Mahommedan rules, is constiuitly found admitting

the legitimacy of children bom of a marriage which

the Christian Slavonians consider to be incestuous.

Nobody can wonder at the repugnance of the Slavo-

nians towards entering the Turkish Courts as liti-

gants in cases where their women are concerned
; but

imdoubtedly some of the principles which they accuse

the Turkish judges of applying have more in common

with our ideas than with thdrs. Besides this com-

plaint on the subject of intermarriage and legitimacy,

the Slavonians are said by Professor BogiSid to

resent the application of rules, Mahommedan in
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origin, to the inheritance of property by women.

Under Mahommedan law, wherever sons and daugh-

ters take together, the daughters take half a son’s

share. Now the custom of the house communities

excludes the daughters from any share when the

common fund is divided, either at a death or otherwise.

The deeply rooted and very ancient notion is that an

unmarried daughter is only entitled to maintenance,

and that a married daughter is finally and exclusively

provided for by lier marriage portion.

1 have here noticed the pracSces called by Mr.

McLennan ‘ exogamy ’ and ‘ endogamy ’ chiefly for

the purpose of calling attention to the manifold and

surprising fictions by which an inherited sense of the

advantage of exogamy and of the disadvantage of

close intermarriage is reconciled with the doctrine

of the Eastern Church on the point. It is to be

remarked that every variety of fiction heretofore

observed among ancient societies held together by the

assumption of common descent is found among the

Christian Slavonians of Eastern Europe. Kinship is

in the first place created artificially by Adoption, and

in this case the adopted member of a family or house

community is assimilated to the naturally bom kins-

man for all purposes indiscriminately. Entire sub-

&milies are engrafted on the house communities

;

individuals are taken into the subfamilies
;
and occa-

sionally aged men, strangers in blood to the brother-
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hood, are admitted to a place among the elders of

the joint household from whom labour is no longer

exacted or expected. It seems to be a universal con-

dition of the Slavonian adoption, that the person or

family received into the house community shall be

virtually without natural ties through the death or

emigration of the natural kindred : a precaution

which may remind us of the extreme care bestowed

by the lloiuan College of Pontiffs, that the ceremonial

observances of two families should not be confounded

through a precipitate adoption. But besides the arti-

ficial adoptive relation, which stands for all purposes

on the same level as natural connection of blood, there

are numerous other fictitious relationships which

exist chiefly for the purpose of preventing intermar-

riage. Several of these correspond to the fictitious

ties which are shown by their ancient law to have

been common among the Celtic Irish at the opposite

end of Europe. Thus the relation of foster-parent

to foster-child creates relations between their respec-

tive fiunilies which operate as a bar to intermarriage.

Grossipred, spiritual parentage, the connection between

sponsor and godchild, has the same effects among the

South Slavonians which it once had over the whole

Christian world. But there are in Eastern Europe

forms of fictitious consanguinity hitherto unknown to

the study of ancient institutions. The groomsman

at a wedding comes under a set of rules which restrict

s
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mtenuarriage with the family of the bride to just the

same effect as if he had been naturally the brother of

the brid^oom. Confraternity, fictitious brotherhood

—^which is an artificial creation of fraternity, just as

adoption is an artificial creation of parentage—^retains

probably in these Slavonian lands the shape which it

wore in more westerly countries before it became the

central principle of so many orders of knighthood
;
it

is solemnised with a special ritual of the Slavo-Grreek

Church, and it is the source of a special Table of

Prohibited Degrees. But perhaps the most singular

illustration of the tendency of kinship to extend itself

artificially under the empire of primitive ideas is to

be found in certain Slavonic forms of gossipred or

spiritual relationship. Here we have fiction upon

fiction. The relation of sponsor to godchild imitates

consanguinity
;
the Slavonian gossipred imitates the

ecdesiastical gossipred. A man whose life is endan-

gered by the enmity of another may make him an

offer of what is called gossipred by misfortune. If

the enemy refuses, he may be lawfully killed even by

treachery. If he accepts, he becomes connected with

his former adversary by a kind of spiritual relation-

ship, and is in fact compelled to become sponsor to

his next-bom child. These peculiar artificial relations

in the wilder Slavonian coimtries, and particularly

in Montenegro, are found extremely useful in staimch-

ing blood-feuds. When a momentary reconciliation
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has been effected by friends or neighbours between

Montenegrin Capulets and Montagues, it is common

to give it stability by insisting that the heads of the

contending houses shall become spiritually related to

one another. The expedient is well known os the

gossipred of reconciliation. The truth is that mere

sentiment has not among these people solidity

enough to form a binding tie between man and man.

If it is to bear the ordinary strains of barbarous

life, it must have a core of fictitious consanguinity.

I stated that the House Communities and Natural

Families which make uj) the bulk of South Slavonian

society are constantly running into one another
;
the

community dissolving into a mere collection of frmi-

lies, the family expanding into the community. But

both these groups occasionally dissolve in other ways,

and some instruction may be obtained from observing

the mode of dissolution. When a natural family

breaks up, room is made, I need scarcely say, for the

operation of the body of rules which we call Inheri-

tance
;
and in those portions of the South Slavonian

countries which are under Codes, as, for example,

those which belong to the Austro-Hungarian Mon-
archy, the law settles the distribution of the family

fund, and to some extent the personal relations of the

kinsmen to one another. But where, as in Turkey,

the local usage is left to its unchecked operation, one

of the systems of succession commonly followed has
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a great deal of interest for us. Each son ofthe family,

as he grows up and marries, leaves his father’s house*

hold, taking with him the share of its possessions

which under developed law would have devolved

upon him at his father’s death, and he goes elsewhere,

often into a for country, to seek a new fortune. Per-

haps there are few things which at first sight seem to

have a more distant connection with one another than

the customs of Primogeniture and Borough English

and the Scriptural parable of the Prodigal Son. Yet

precisely the same grouj) of usages lies at the root of

the institution and gives its point to the story. The

division of the family property does not wait for the

fatlier’s death. The son who wishes to leave the

family home takes his share with him, and goes abroad

to add to it or waste it. The son who remains at

home continues under patria potestns, serving his

father and never transgressing his commandments,

but entitled at his death to the entire remnant of his

property. ‘ Son, thou art ever with me, and all that

I have is thine,’ says the father in the parable, and

this is precisely the foundation of the rule of ancient

law. Which indeed shall be the home-staying son is

a point on which there has been much diversity of

usage. In the Scriptural example, it is the eldest

son. Primogeniture, as we know it in our law, had

rather a political than a civil origin, and comes from

the authority of the feudal lord and probably from
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that of the tribal chief
;
but here and there on the

Continent there are traces of it as a civil institution,

and in such cases the succession of the eldest son does

not exclude provision for the yoiuiger sons by what

are called appanages. The evidence of ancient law

and usage would, however, seem to show that it was

usually the youngest son who remained at home with

his father to serve him through life and succeed to

his remaining property at his death
;
and thus the

Slavonian usage accurately reflects the earliest stage

of the English custom of Borough English.®

If we take a survey of the Slavonian usages ns

a whole we shall have little doubt that the natural

development of the House Community would be into

the A’’illage Community. It has almost universally

assumed this form in the Russian territories. The

number of families included in the brotherhood has

now become much larger. Professor BogiSid says

that the house communities rarely include more than

sixty individuals, which is greatly less than the

number of persons making up the community of an

Indian or Russian village. But with the extensions

have come a variety of changes. The land, instead

of being cultivated absolutely in common, is divided

between the component families, the lots shifting

among them periodically, or perhaps vesting in them

* See Elton, Origins of English History, pp. 184 et seq, Mr.
Elton’s work is rich in new information on this subject.
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as their property, subject to a power in the collective

body of villagers to veto its sale. The tie of brother-

hood has also become greatly weakened
;

all sorts of

fictions have enfeebled it, and so many strangers in

blood have been admitted, that the tradition of a

common origin is dim or lost. The common house

of the House Communities tends constantly in the

South Slavonian countries to become a group of

dwellings, but the Village Community is essentially

an assemblage of separate houses, each ruled by

its own chief. The reason why the Southern com-

munities have held compactly together, while the

Northern communities have relaxed and extended

themselves, can in the main only be guessed at
;
but

we can hardly be very wrong in conjecturing that

the nearness or remoteness of Mahommedan power

had a great deal to do with it. This Mahommedan

power is doubtless the secret of the survival of both

forms of the community
; but the South Slavonian

communities, closer to the headquarters of Ottoman

dominion, needed a stronger and more compact orga-

nisation to protect their possessions, institutions, and

fiiith, while the Russian populations were only occa-

sionally and intermittently scourged by the invasions

of their Tartar suzerain. In comparatively recent

times, the house communities have chiefly had to

complain of irregular exactions fix>m their Turkish

masters ; on the whole the Turkish Government has
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encouraged them, just as the French feudal lords

appm to have encouraged the house community

lately discovered in France, on account of their rela-

tive opulence, and on account of the better security

thus afforded for the punctual payment of taxes and

dues.

Assuming that the decay or dissolution of the

House Communities is matter of regret, there is no

doubt as to the quarter in which they find their most

dangerous foes. It is not barbarism which they

have to dread, but civilisation. All the recent ob-

servers of the South Slavonian communities -lament

the infl lienee of modem codes in undermining or

destroying them. The same destructive effects are

attributed to the older Austrian code which is in force

on the Eastern shores of the Adriatic, and to the

newer laws introduced into the Slavonic lands de-

pendent on the Hungarian Crown. I can wdl be-

lieve these statements, as 1 have fi^quently observed

the unintended disintegration of the Indian joint

fiunilies by the less violent operation of Anglo-Indian

law. Legal maxims apparently the most innocent

prove to be firaught with peril. Long since I pointed

out that the widespread principle of modem law,

‘ Nemo in communione potest invitus detineri,'
‘ No

one can be kept in co-ownership against his will,’

was irreconcilable with archaic usage
;
and Professor

Bc^ifiid dwells on the destructiveness of a well-known
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doctrine of the eminent German jurist, Puchta, that,

where a law and an usage are at conflict, the same

rules of interpretation should be applied in harmonis-

ing them which are employed to reconcile two contra-

dictory provisions of law. It is very justly objected

that laws theoretically proceed from the same legis-

lator, who is assumed to have contradicted himself

by accident, whereas law and usage constantly spring

from historically different sources. The tendency of

modem courts administering modem law is in short

to look upon the house communities as bodies of

voluntary partners, and to draw from it the inference

that they may dissolve at the will either of any one

associate or at all events of a majority.

These purely legal causes of dissolution are further

strengthened by economical causes, which now con-

stantly tend, as probably they have always tended, to

sap all associations founded on consanguinity. The

adventurous and energetic member of the brother-

hood is always rebelling against its natural com-

munism. He goes abroad and makes his fortune,

and strenuously resists the demand of his relatives to

bring it into the common account. Or perhaps he

thinks that his share of the common stock would be

more profitably employed by him as capital in a

mercantile venture. In either case he becomes a dis-

satisfied member or a declared enemy of the brother-

hood. And just where this kind of discontent is
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commonest, the facilities for indulging it are greatest.

For the Slavonian countries which have Codes are of

course the best governed Slavonian countries. There

wealth is more easily obtained, and its preservation

is easier; and there also the courts of justice are

open to arguments which, if successful, are fatal to

the cohesion of the house communities, because they

appeal to principles born amid a civilisation to which

the ancient natural associations of mankind were

foreign or unknown. The first French Revolution

has sometimes been charged with having left its chief

mark on law in an excessive preference for pai^tions

and for sharply drawn lines of division between

proprietary rights
;

imd it has been thought to

have thus led by reaction to the modem theories of

Socialism smd Communism. But this preference is

as characteristic of the Roman law as of the French

Code
;
and in fact the Austrian Code, which has

proved so fatal to the house communities, was begun

before the Revolution by the Emperor Joseph II. I

have no doubt that the pecuRarity is less attributable

to the discontents of the eighteenth century than to

its growing wealth, and to the increasing activity of

all economical forces.*

The legal history of the Xorth Slavonians seems

likely to furnish us with a mass of information on

the mode in which feudal lordships and the kinds of

property dependent upon them grew out of the older
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social and proprietary organisations. But the South

Slavonian House Community 1 believe to be older in

order of development than the YOlage Community of

the Russians, and hence it helps little to throw light

on the most difficult of all historico-legal problems,

the rise of feudal ownership. One significant state*

ment is however made, that on the Austrian military

frontier, where house communities were planted on

lands held by a tenure of military service, the au-

thority of the house-chief assumed more and more

of a despotic character, and he could sometimes

be hardly distinguished from a sole owner of the

originally common domain.

These new Slavonian materials for a theory of the

growth of Aryan society, valuable as they are, have

one drawback
;

they are the phenomena of tribal

groups which for a long period of time have not been

fully exposed to the stem process of natural selec-

tion. The Mahommedan governments above them

have on the whole prevented their engaging in war

or brigandage ;
if they have fought, it has generally

been against a common Mussulman foe. Fortunately,

it has just now become possible to place by their side

another set of novel fiu:ts, gleaned by an Indian

observer firom an Aryan society which has hardly

ceased to be violently disturbed. These results, ob-

tained by actual inspection of Rajputana, the home

of the Rajput dans, are in fiu:t related to the results
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of Professor BogiSi<5, as are the phenomena of bar-

barous and militant to the phenomena of barbarous

but peaceful communities. Excellent observers have

never been wanting in the Indian services, but it

is the exceptional distinction of Sir Alfred Lyall,

the gentleman to whom I am referring, that he

understands the nature of the problems suggested

by the most recent arclueological research
;
and thus

his appointment to a Commissionership in the wild

province of Berar in Central India, and to the liigh

office of Agent of the Governor-General in Raj-

putana, may be said to have begun a new epoch in

the investigation of Indian Aryan usage in the stage

most conveniently called barbarous. For what fol-

lows I am indebted to his writings, now collected in

a volume called ‘ Asiatic Studies
;

’ and more parti-

cularly to chapter vii., on the ‘ Formation of Clans

and Castes,’ and chapter viii., on ‘ The Rajput States

of India.’

The social system of Rajputana is pure clanship ;

society is held together entirely by the tie of blood

;

nor is there any serious question that its kernel con-

sists of Aryans, still barbarous, indeed, but of the

purest breed. Though the pretension is resisted by

the Brahmans, the Rajputs claim to represent the

ancient r^al and military caste of the Sanscrit reli-

gious literature, the Echatiyas. The circumstance

that villages of Rajputs, often of a very humble
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station, are occasionally found over most of Northern

Indio, admits of a simple explanation. Originally a

conquering and military race, the Rajputs seem to

have been first weakened by the attacks of indigenous

tribes of humbler origin, and finally overwhelmed by

Mahommedan conquest. Some of them bowed their

necks to the yoke, and remained as peaceful culti-

vators in the plains of India
;
but others migrated

into the great natural fastness now called fi:om them

Rajputana, where they founded societies all of one

type. Tlie valour of the Rajputs and the strength

of their coimtry long preserved them firom being

reduced into mere subjects of the Mogul, but perhaps

their greatest influence has been derived from their

intense pride in blood and birth. No princesses were

so much coveted for wives by the emperors at Agra

and Delhi as the daughters of Oodejqiore and Jey-

pore
;
and alliance with them is still regarded by

Hindus as above all price. The lowest point, how-

ever, which their fortunes reached was just before the

British conquest of Northern India
; no states owe

more to the success of the British arms, and none are

governed by princes more loyal to the British Crown.

These Rajput clans have loilg been recognised os

in the highest degree interesting and worthy of the

most careful observation. As I said before, good

observers of social phenomena have been plentiful in

India, but imfortunately, in the case of Rajputana,
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the interpretation of the phenomena has been much

vitiated by a false historical theory. One of the most

careful, learned, and valuable books ever written

about India is Tod’s ‘ Rajasthan,’ but the author

laboured imder the erroneous impression that the

most ancient type of society is that which we call

feudal. Society in Rajputana or Rajasthan is not,

however, feudal
;

it is prie-feudal or tribal
;
at the

utmost, some of the signs of inchoate feudalism may

be detected in it ;
and thus Colonel Tod’s constant

references to the well-known incidents of feudal tenure

are extremely misleading. Sir Alfred Lyall has now

shown that the true instructiveness of the country

comes from its illustrating, not the mechanism of

feudalism, but the method of tribal formation and

development, the stages by which Aryan consan-

guinity grew to its perfect form.

It results from the inquiries and observations of

Sir Alfred Lyall that in Rajputana, the land of the

clans, and in the wilder Indian countries under Raj-

put clannish influence, two sets of forces or agencies

are constantly at work, disintegrating agencies and

organising agencies, forces of dispersion and forces of

consolidation. All of these have seemingly been in

operation from time immemorial, though some of

them are losing their activity under British super-

vision or administration, and may ultimately die out

altogether.
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The dispersing forces are mainly war, pestilence,

and famine. War, in the countries under British

authority, takes now the form of brigandage, but

pestilence and &mine have at most been brought

imder some degree of control. ‘ It is well known,’

says LyaU, ‘ from history, and on a small scale from

experience of the present day, how famines, wide

desolating invasions, pestilences, and all great social

catastrophes, shatter to pieces the framework of

Oriental societies, and disperse the fragments abroad,

lixe seeds, to take root elsewhere.’ There are clans

apparently of real common descent which are also

local clans, still occupying the seats of which they

first took possession, or to which they emigrated as

a body
;
but many of these circles of kinsmen have

been and still are broken up, and all of them or

portions of them have been driven away to any place

in which they can find refuge or subsistence. The

Fuidhir, or broken man, is as common in Central

India as he was in ancient Ireland. Yet it is not to

be supposed that the original kinship is broken in

idea as it is in fact. Each fugitive or emigrant

rettdns the memory of the stock from which he

sprang, partly from pride of blood, partly because he

carries with him his usages of intermarriage, and

would think it incest to marry a son or daughter

within the prohibited degree. Thus, wherever he

settles, he tends to become a new root for a Rajput
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yivoi, gens, or sept, and the centre of a new circle of

affinity. The effect is to produce a structure of

sodety extremely like tiiatwhich meets us in the b^in-

TiingH of classical history. As will be seen presently,

the fugitive is at once placed under a new order of

relations with tbe neighbouring families in contact

with whom he actually lives, but he is not released

from connection with his natural kith and kin, just

as a Roman or Athenian noble, settled at any point

of the Ager Romanus or the Attic territory, would

still count himself a member of his patrician house or

eupatrid tribe.

It seems to me highly probable that these forces

of dispersion acted on the ancient tribal organisation

of more northerly branches of the Aryan race. But,

if the conjecture may be permitted, I slioidd say that

they operated on a smaller scale. Wars were pro-

bably as bloody and frequent among the forerunners

of the Romans and Athenians as among the Raj-

puts, but pestilence and famine have always been

more destructive in tropical regions. Thus the fugi-

tive was driven to a smaller distance. It is, however,

no more incredible that an Athenian fSunily settled

in a particular locality of A ttica should have been at

some time expelled from its original tribal home,

than that, in later times, a citizen of Athens should

deem himself a hopeless exile at Corinth or Megara.

In order to understand the most ancient condition
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of human society, all distances must be reduced, and

we must look at mankind, so to speak, through the

wrong end of the historical telescope.

It has sttU to be considered how it comes that an

emigrant or higitive Rajput, besides retaming his

connection with his natural tribe of descent, enters

into new relations with the families among whom he

has settled. Here, in order to understand some of

the most interesting of Sir Alfred Lyall’s observa-

tions, we must attend to his distinction between pure

and impure tribes.

A pure tribe is a tribe of descent, living together

generally in the same local seat, and having a real

genealogy. Such tribes are still founded in the same

way in which they have always been founded.

‘ Whereas,’ says Sir Alfred Lyall, ‘ in modern times

great men of action found dynasties or noble families,

which transmit the founder’s name down along the

chaia of direct lineage, so in prehistoric ages men of

the same calibre founded clans or septs, in which not

only the founder’s actual kinsfolk who followed his

fortunes were enrolled, but all who had any share in

his enterprises.’ All such clans in Rajputana claim

to run up to a single ancestor
;
and probably the

pedigree even of those which pretend to the most

prodigious antiquity is to a great extent genuine.

For literatm% in Rajputana still retains that which

we may believe to have been its most ancient form

—
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in the songs of the hereditary bard, celebrating the

exploits, and above all the antiquity, of the &mily of

which he is the honoured retainer. These bardic

genealogies may probably be trusted up to a certain

point
;
but even the least imaginary of them have

been doubtless to some extent affected by fictions.

Not only are the kinsfolk of the epon3nnous heroic

foimder mentioned, but all who followed him in the

original adventure come in time to be reckoned as

kinsmen. The pedigree is lengthened sometimes

through unintentional error, clansmen who lived at

the same time being counted as belonging to succes-

sive generations, and sometimes through deliberate

or poetical exaggeration. The main trunk of the

family tree is carried beyond the true founder, and

finds its root in a god or among the biminaries of

heaven. The proudest princely houses of Rajpu-

tana pretend to a descent from the sun and the moon,

but a real human founder, an adventurous and suc-

cessful warrior, can generally be detected. As Sir

Alfi^ Lyall says, the best type of the founder of a

pure clan is David, the son of Jesse, with his hard-

fighting kinsmen, the sons of Zeruiah.

The most original result of Sir Alfred Lyall’s

investigations is his determination of the manner in

which impure clans are formed. In a work published

some years ago, I said that the conclusion suggested

by the evidence then accessible was, ‘ not that all early

T
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Bodeties were formed by descent from the same an*

cestor, but that all of them which had any permanence

or solidity either were so descended, or assumed that

they were. An indefinite number of causes may have

shattered the primitive groups, but wherever their in-

gredients recombined, it was on the model or principle

of an association of kindred.’ * An impure tribe or

clan is not a body of kinsmen, but] a body formed

on the model or principle of an association of kinsmen.

Sir Alfred Lyall has been fortunate enough to see

these associations in the actual course of formation.

Not only (he says) do robber tribes receive bands of recruits

during periods of confusion, but there goes on a steady enlistment

of individuals or families whom a variety of incidents or offences,

public opinion or private feuds, drives out of the pale of settled

life and beyond their orthodox drcles. Upon this dissolute collec-

tion of masterless men the idea of kinship begins to operate afresh,

and to rearrange them systematically in groups. Each new im-

migrant becomes one of a new tribe, but he adheres nevertheless

so &r to his origin and his custom as to insist on setting up a

separate circle under the name of his lost clan, caste, family, or

lands. Where an Englishman, settling perforce in Botany Bay, or

spontaneously in Western America, kept up familiar local as-

sociations by naming his homestead after the county town in his

old country, a Rajput, driven into the jungles, tries to perpetuate

the more primitive recollection of race.

In this way new clans are constantly forming,

under the presidency or hegemony of some successful

&mily, and always with a mechanism of social

arrangements closely copied from the internal rela-

^ Ancient £aw, p. 31.
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tions of the principal group. The leading family

will often consist of real Rajput emigrants, and in

this case the whole of the new clan will have a faint

sort of claim to be recognised as of Rajput origin,

but the proud Rajputs of the ancient stock will only

allow the pretension after very strict examination of

the emigrant’s pedigree. Sometimes it will happen

that the chief who becomes the kernel of the new

association is a mere captain of robbers, but it is

generally found that in a generation or two his de-

scendants will lay claim on curiously slender grounds

to a Rajput extraction. A great many of the stories

current in India about the loves of gods, and about

princes or princesses stolen in their infancy, have

really been devised to give colour to fictitious pedi-

grees
;
and this is the humble and commonplace be-

ginning of many poptilar talcs for which the Com-

parative Mythologists have claimed a more august

origin. At the same time it is not to be supposed

that all associations of men are successful in consoli-

dating themselves into a clan.

A vast number of rudimentary clans are cut off or diiiqiifl.1ifind
early in their formation by one or other of the innnmnraKlA

calamities which beset primitive mankind, . . . the blood is cor-

rupted, the genealogy is lost, the brethren ate scattered abroad to

new habits of life and unauthorised means of subsistenoe, to strange

gods and maimed rites. But the broken groups re-fbrm again

like a fissiparous species. And as the great majority of these

ondes fade away in outline, or break up again into atoms before

th^ can consolidate, there goes on a constant decomposition and
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reproduedon of groups at various stages, whence we get at the

extraordinary multitude of circles of affinity .... which make
up the miscellany of Indian sodety.

The chief secret of a stage of social evolution

which is now utterly strange to us, is the condition

of mind which I recently dwelt upon in describing

ancient Irish society.* In the mental state which has

survived in Central India, ideas are few, and additions

to them scanty and slow. The problem which must

have obtruded itself on men ever since their existence

became the same thing as thought, the question why

they had relations and sympathies with one another,

is solved by an appeal to kinship. The fundamental

assumption is, that all men not united with you in

blood are your enemies or your slaves. To associate

on terms of equality or friendship with a man who is

not in some sense your brother is an unnatural con-

dition
;

if it be prolonged your neighbour grows into

your brother. The modem reason for holding to-

gether in social union, that you and your neighbours

belong to the same territorial sovereignty, is new and

even monstrous in Rajputana and the countries under

its influence. The British Government of India in-

deed recognises nothing but tenritorial sovereignty as

the principle on which men are grouped together.

The Maharana of Oodeypore, the Maharajahs of Jey-

pore and Jodhpore, are only known to the Calcutta

* Earl!/ History of Institutions, Leotore 8.
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Foreign Office as princes ruling over certain defined

territories
;
but to- aU the native dwellers in Central

India they are the semi-sacred chiefs of clans of the

purest blood, deriving their patriarchal authority firom

heroic or divine forefathers. Sir Alfred Lyoll gives

some striking illustrations of the unpopularity of

territorial sovereignty in Central India. It is con-

doned in the case of the British Government, which

delivered the Bnjjmt clans from oppression, and

probably saved them from extinction
;
but the sub-

ordination of pure Rajputs to low-caste Miffirattas

or Mussulman apostates is roscnted as a crying in-

justice. We have all heard what Camerons and

Macdonalds thought of being required to obey the

Karl of Argyll, not because he was McCallum More,

but because he had obtained a grant of feudal supe-

riority from the Scottish king
;
but the Indian princes

who rule over many Rajputs, Scindiah the Slipper-

bearer and Holkar the Shepherd, are in their eyes less

like chiefs of the CampbeUs than like upstarts sprung

from the enslaved tribes who hewed wood and drew

water for the great clan of the Western Highlands.

Among the more special causes of the process of

tribal aggregation is* the convenience of the arrange-

ment to men who regard a more or less strict ex-

ogamy as sanctified by usage and religion. The pure

Rajput has a prodigious table of prohibited degrees

;

but he is also surrounded by a circle within which
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he must many. He must many within his caste

;

he may not m^ny within his special clan. He has

great difficulty in finding wives for his sons
;
he has

still greater difficulty in finding husbands for his

daughters. These vexatious rules of intermarriage

are extremely mischievous to the pure clans, which

are greatly weakened by the necessity for their obser-

vance, and are even said to be slowly dying out for

lack of reproduction. But to the emigrant Rajput

it is a positive advantage to be grouped in the same

vague and extensive tribal bond with a number of

families or septs whom he has not yet learned to

regard os literally of the same blood with himself.

He must marry, to borrow the Roman expressions,

within his tribe
;
he may not many within his

When the tribal union is just definite enough to serve

as a substitute for caste, and when the various septs

included in it are separate fix)m one another—strung

together, to use Sir Alfred Lyall’s language, like rings

on a curtain rod—^the chances for the fertility of the

dan are at the highest point, and give it a manifest

advantage in the struggle for existence. At the outset,

being perhaps little more than a horde of brigands,

it may suffer from the scarcity bf women within its

cirde ; and at this stage all sorts of fictions are

adopted to bring stolen girls within the tribal outline.

At the other end of its devdopment it will again

suffer, because all the families or septs in the dan
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will now have come to be looked upon as akin to one

another, and debarred firom intermarriage. The in>

termediate stage of which 1 have been speaking is the

most convenient of alL

But the most interesting result of these inquiries

into the origin of impure clans is the determination

of the principal fiction at work in their formation.

It is one which has not by any means died out of the

Western world, into which it was reintroduced by the

revival offeudal and municipal aristocracy. The odour

of vulgarity which it has now contracted m^es it,

perhaps, hard to understand its primitive importance,

since it is neither more nor less than the fiction of a

better family and a longer pcdigi'ce than one is really

entitled to. What was once a force in the West

has now become a foible
;
but in the East, among

societies held together by kinship, it is still a force.

Lyall’s explanation of the problem with which we

started is that, to quote his words, ‘the different

stocks congregate by force of circumstances, and tend

to form a tribe and clans within a tribe, under the

name and within the influence of the most successful

groups.’ The Indian mode of bringing the fiction as

near as possible to fiict is, I should observe, ma-

terially different fix>m any contrivance resorted to in

this port of the world. It by no means consists in

bold assertion, or getting a fidse entry introduced into

a notfiHaire or peerage. In India a man’s rank is
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measured, not by his wealth or power, not even by what

is written about him, but by the number of things he

may or may not do. A fiunily on its promotion prac-

tises the most rigid abstinence from particular kinds

of food and drink, abstains from all sorts of actions,

is scrupulously careful about the marriage of its

daughters, and goes daily through a punctilious cere-

mony of domestic worship. It engages a Brahman

chaplain and a Brahman cook
;
and thus the entire

Brahman priesthood of the country will perhaps be

led to countenance its pretensions to high-caste extrac-

tion. Once taken under the shelter of Brahmanism,

the fiction can hardly be distinguished from a fret.

The effect of these remarkable observations is to

suggest a theory of the origin and growth of society

among the higher races of mankind, which differs in

some material respects from any hitherto propounded,

though it is much more consistent with some of the

current theories than with others. Sir Alfred Lyall

follows Mr. Carlyle in saying that ‘ the perplexed

jungle of primitive society springs from many roots
;

but the Hero is the taproot from which in a great

d^ree all the rest are nourished and grown.’ A
mighty man of valour, with his kinsmen and retainers,

founds a dan. Through the very fact of success,

this clan is saved fi?om the first firom the calamities

which arise firom an tmequal balance of the sexes

—

the real secret, as I believe, of those unhappy usages
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which have been saddled by recent theories upon all

mankind. It becOtnes therefore a pure clan, having

a genuine pedigree, in which certainty of paternal

descent from the famous founder or founders is as>

Burned from the outset. It may also be exogamous,

either through the number of female captives which

always formed part of its spoil, or simply because

the practice of taking its wives from a distance, how*

ever this came about, increased its physical vigour

and caused it to prevail in the struggle for existence.

The formation of such a clan might be a fact by itself,

and, so far as we have gone, it would be a plausible

objection that the wholesale formation of such clans

was highly improbable. But now we see how such a

clan acts on the masses of men around it. It starts a

process of ferment and crystallisation by which all

tribes and assemblages in its neighbourhood or within

its influence group themselves in circles as nearly as

possible adjusted to the heroic model. The original

communities of men may have taken all sorts of

forms : in the present state of these inquiries it is

impossible not to suspect that no statements can be

hazarded on the subject which are at once safe and

very general. But eVidence of many difierent kinds

euggests that this * miscellany ’ of primitive society

was brought into shape by the influence of dominant

types, acting on the frculty of imitation which must

have always belonged to mankind. The communi*
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ties which were destined to civilisation seem to have

experienced an attraction which drew them towards

one exemplar, the pure clan, generally exogamous

among the Aryans, generally endogamous among the

Semites, but always believing in purity of paternal

descent, and always looking back to some god or hero

as the first of the race.
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NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Note A.

THE OENS,

The passage in the text respecting the ancient groups
more or less answering to the still extant House
Community has been somewhat altered since it was
first printed in the ‘ Nineteenth Century.’

It will be seen that, in the present state of these

^
inquiries, I do not accept the account of the origin of

the Gens given either by Mr. McLennan or by Mr.
Morgan as universaUy true. I do not, for example,

venture to dissent from the view which the Romans
themselves took of the history of this peculiar group
as known to themselves. What this view was may
be inferred from a ])assage in Varro (‘ De Lingu&
Latins!,’ viii. 4) which has been often quoted. The
grammarian observes that there is a certain ‘ agnation

’

and ‘ gentility ’ among wortls. All the cases of the
noun ‘ Ai^mihus ’ are descended from the nominative,
just as all the members of the Gens iEmilia, all the

.£milii, are descended from a single original .^milius.

The Romans, therefore, regarded ‘ gentility ’ as a kin-

ship among men not essentially different&om ‘ agna-

tion.’ The ACTati were a group of actual or adoptive

descendants, tl^ugh males, fiT>m a Imown and remem-
bered ancestor ; the Gentiles were a similar group ofde-

so^dants fix>m an ancestor long since forgotten. It is
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true that some learned Romans seem to have perceived

or thought that this Gentile relationship was to some
extent fictitious

;
hut, on the whole, they figured it

to themselves as a form of kinship arising from de-

scent, through males, from a common male ancestor.

For reasons given in Chapter Vll., I think that the

Roman theory of the origin of the Roman Gens was
at least probable. I see no reason to doubt that,

though some of the gentes may have been fictitious,

and others partially fictitious, there was a real core

of agnatic consanguinity in most of them from the

veiy first. The probame character of the fictions

which clustered round this core may be gathered

from the latter iiart of the preceding chapter. As
Sir Alfred Lyall’s description of the mode in wliich

groups simulating true tribal groups are formed is

now printed in his ‘ Asiatic Studies,’ I might have
omittiKi my abridgment of it ; but 1 retain it, be-

cause nothing seems to me to have more affected

primitive society, and yet to have been more neglected

by those who have theorised on it, than the imitative

faulty which man has always possessed and which
Sir Alfred Lyall has witnessed in actual employment
by barbarous men.

On superficial consideration, we are apt to think

that man’s mimetic faculty confines itself to matters

of taste and personal habit. But, in truth, there is

no successful, or conspicuous, or simply fashionable

model which men, in the various stages of their pro-

gress, will not endeavour to imitate. The habit of
political imitation, which has always been strong,

still survives. ‘ Make us a King to judge us, like aU
the nations,' said the Israelites to Samuel (1 Sam.
viii., 5). ‘ Give us a Constitution to regulate our
liberty, like that of one particular nation,’ is the

corresponding modem and Western demand. If any-
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body is inclined to think that the process of copying

models by entire societies is extinct, he should look

at the way in which the British Constitution, which

was once regarded by men more civilised than the

English as an eccentric political oddity, has spread

over nearly all Europe in less than seventy years.

What Sir Alfre<l Lyall has shown from his own
observations is the activity of this process of imita-

tion in barbarous stages of society. Barbarous men
will copy aiw successful or fashionable social type

—

a Tribe, a Sept, a Gens, a Village Community, the

rules of ‘ exogamy ’ or ‘ endogamy,’ the practice of

infanticide or suttee. The agency by which the

imitation is carried out is Fiction, sometimes of the

most audacious kind, and through it an old order is

constantly giving place to a new, and even broken

honles. mere miscellanies of men, are transmuted into

definite social forms, which afterwards might seem as

if they had all sprung together from roots deep in

the Past.

The important lesson is that in sociological in-

vestigation it is never possible to discover more than

the way in which the Type has been formed. If an
institution is once successful, it extends itself through
the imitative faculty, which is stronger in barbarous

than in civilised man. It follows from this that no
universal theory, attempting to account for all social

forms by supposing an evolution from within, can
possibly be true. A person perfectly ignorant of
European history might suppose that the British

Constitution and the Belgian Constitution, which
are extremely like one another, were produced by
analogous courses of development

;
yet the Belgian

Constitution is really the copy of a copy, and the

true growth of constitutionalism can only be traced

in the history of the English Constitution.
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The eminent writers I have named, if I have
rightly understood them, are of opmion that the

Roman Gens and all similar bodies are derived,

without exception, from older groups still to be
observed among savages. Among the so-called abo-

rigines of Australia, ^ong the North and South
American Indians, and elsewhere, but always among
slightly advanced communities, there are found groups
ofmen and women tracing kinship exclusively through

the female parent, and not through the male. Wherever
they have any tradition of human ancestry, they trace

then* parentage, according to Mr. Morgan, to a com-
mon ancestress, and not to an ancestor. Their most
distinct characteristics are that they mark their bodies

with some common mark or ‘totem,’ and that the

members of the same group never intermarry
;
and

thus, as I have said in the text, they resemble a Sex
rather than any other combination of human beings

now familiar to us. On the other hand, among
several barbarous or semi-barbarous communities we
can still observe, and in the ancient history of several

civilised or semi-civilised societies we can still detect,

another class of groups having a close resemblance to

theRoman Gens. They attribute their origin to a single

common male ancestor, and they trace kinship through
the male parent, real or adoptive, alone. The members
of such groups much more frequently intermarry than
do the members ofthe savage group

;
but occasionally

they will not intermarry, at all events as a matter of
theory. Such is the Hindu theory with reference to
kinsmen and kinswomen belonging to the same Gotra,

and there is some faint evidence of a similar feeling

once existing in the Roman Gens. Even among
savages, examples of groups tracing relationship

through males are found intermingled with groups
acknowledging female descents only

;
and Mr. Morgan
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insists that the first groups are merdy the last in a
transmuted shape, -and that the transformation oc-

curred everywhere, in the societies now civilised as

well as in those still savage or barbarous. He several

times thus describes the process :
‘ Descent in the

Gmis was changed firom the female to the male line,'

giving the name Gens indifferently to botli groups.

'V^atever the facts may have been, the language

of Mr. Morgan seems to me to be omn to much
objection. One of these two groups md not really

succeed the other, but the two co-existed from all

time, and were always distinct fi?om one another. We
must be careful, in theorising on these subjects, not to

confound mental operations with substantive realities.

The ‘ Agnatic ’ Gentile groups, consisting of all the

descendants, through males, of a common male an-

cestor, began to exist in every association of men and
women which held together for more than a single

generation. They existed because they existed in

nature. Similarly the group consisting of the de-

scendants, through women, ol a single ancestress still

survives, and its outline may still be marked out, if

it be worth anybody’s while to trace it. What was
new at a certain stage of the history of all or of a
portion of the human race must have occurred, not
in connection with the Gens, but in coimection with
the Family. There was always one male parent of
each child bom. but prevalent habits prevented his

being individualised in the mind. At some point
of time, some change of surrounding facts enabled
paternity, which had.«always existed, to be mentally
contemplated

; and further, as a consequence of its

recognition, enabled the kinship flowing firom com-
mon paternity to be mentally contemplated also. As
to the new &cts which led to tiiis recognition, all

that, in my opinion, can be said of them is that they
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must have been such as again to give free play to an
overmastering emotional force. Believing, as I do,

that when Paternity reappeared, it reappeared in

association with Power and Protection, I require no
explanation of the &ct that the kinship then recog-

nised was kinship through male descents only.

Mr. Morgan^s application of the same name to

the group mentally formed by attending solely to

female descents and to the group constituted by
looking only at male descents, seems to me unfor-

tunate, because it tends to put out of sight the essen-

tial differences between the two. It is hard to see

how the savage group can be self-existing, or indeed

anything but an organisation formatrimonial purposes

spread over a larger tribal community. The men bom
of the women belonging to it are themselves members
of it, but the sons of these men leave it because they

belong to the same group as their mothers. But the

other group, formed by male descents from males,

retains imintei^ptedly the flower of its masculine

strength, and this strength is constantly reproducing
itself. Hence it tends to be a seK-existent militant

body. The famous exploit ofthe Fabian Gens at Rome,
when they collectively attacked Yeii, and were all but

extirpated, is thus in itself perfectly credible. No
doubt it is said that Australian savages will sometimes
travel great distances to join in the quarrels of men
having the same ‘ totem

;
’ but these contests between

people who have hardly any interests in common can
M scarcely more than fection-fights between men
wearing different coloiu^. At the same time, I admit
that further information of the precise way in which
these peculiar organisations affect the practical life of

the communities subject to them is greatly needed ;

and I regret that Mr. Morgan’s death prevented his

communicating to me the result ofsome mvestigations
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on the subject which he had promised to make. As
to the South Slavonian communities, the actual orimn
of many of them has been recorded or is otherwise

known. With the limitations mentioned in the text,

th^ are composed of the descendants, through males,

of a common male ancestor.

I have said above that workers in the new field

of investigation opened by the life and usages of

savage societies seem to me to be under some tempta-

tion to take mental operations for substantive realities.

Mr. Morgan, it is well known, considered that the

savage habit of grouping relatives in large classes,

without reference to degree—ofgrouping, for instance,

a man’s father and his uncles together and calling

them all his fathers, or forming his brothers and
male cousins in one class and calling them all his

brothers—^is a relic of a state of society in which the

relations of the sexes were very unlike those to which
we are accustomed. Earnest, and indeed bitter, con-

troversies have already arisen on this theory of

Classificatory Relationship, and ingenious efforts

are from time to time made to identify and recover

the lost forms of marriage. May 1 suggest that it

is at least worthy of consideration whether all or

part of the explanation may not lie in an ii^erfection

of mental grasp on the part of savages ? The reader

of Dr. Macfarlane’s remarkable ‘Analysis of Relation-

ships of Consanguinity and Affinity’ (‘Journal of

Anthropological Institute,’ xii. 1) will require no
further proof that the comprehension of a large body
ofcomplex relationships demands a prodigious mental

effort, even now reqiuring for its success the aid of a

special notation. Some communities have surmounted

a part of the difficulty by ^ving separate names to

the nearer relationships, which is what Mr. Morgan
calls the Descriptive System

; but is there not ground
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for a suspicion tihat the savi^ classification is after

all nothii^ more than a rude and incomplete attempt

at the mental contemplation of a tolerably numerous
tribal hodj ? Is it more than a conception of com-
ptlex relationship, reached by lookiug omy at genera-

tions and by eliminating the idea of grade or £gree ?

The rough view of a community as consisting of

generations is common enough. It appears alike in

the Hindu sacerdotal distribution of lim into that of

the Student, the Householder, and the Ascetic, and
in the fine Gireek song of the militant Dorians which
makes the men boast that they are warriors, the

children that they will be warriors some day, and the

old men that they were warriors once.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE DECAY OP FEUDAL PROPERTT IN FRANCE

AND ENGLAND.

Considering the immense space which the first French

Revolution filled in the eyes of the generation which

immediately succeeded it, it is surprising at first sight

that the search after authentic materials for an opinion

concerning its causes, course, and character was for

a while but slackly prosecuted. A virtually inex*

hausdble store of such materials existed in the cahiers

—the statements of grievances which, according to

the ancient • practice of the French States-General,

were sent up firom every administrative subdivision

of France to the body which became the first Con-

stituent Assembly. Yet it is only in comparativdy

recent days that this and other similar stores of

historical wealth have been critically examined. The

story runs (I do notJtnow whether it has found its

way into print) that a well-known German historian

once expressed his amazement at having pointed out

to hiu* in Paris some dusty bundles of papers, with

the remark that they had lain undisturbed since
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they were deposited in the Archives on the recon>

struction, after the dose of the Reign of Terror, of

the gloomily famous Committees of Public Salvation

and General Security. ‘But you have classical

histories of the Revolution,’ he said
;

‘ have not these

documents been examined by their writers?
’

‘ No,’

was the reply, ‘that is the dust of 1794.’

There is, however, some account to be given of

this neglect, especially as regards the cahiers. One

cause of it has undoubtedly been that preference for

general explanations of phenomena which has always

been a heavy drawback on French genius
;
and the

general explanations of the first French Revolution

current in France are a multitude. But another, and

probably the most powerfiil, cause is the nearness of

the Revolution itself. De Tocqueville, who first dug

deep into the cahiers, and showed what great results

might be obtained by thoroughly exploring that mine,

has left the striking remark that no foreigner can

properly appreciate the state of sentiment in one

section of French society, where there is scaredy a

single family in which the guillotining of a parent or

a near relative is not a recollection or a fresh tradi-

tion
;
and one of the fruits of •this condition of fed-

ing is a strong reluctance to connect the France of

ihe Revolution with the France of the Monarchy.

Another, and a much larger, portion of the nation

traces its political and social rights to the period
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during wMch all tMs blood was shed
; and hence

arises a manifest disposition to regard the Revolution

as a historical catastrophe, terrible but inevitable, and

to look on the society which succeeded it as no more

closely related to that which preceded it than is the

vegetation which has grown on the sides of Vesuvius

afiter an eruption to the vegetation which the lava

destroyed. Between unwillingness to find the

parentage of the Revolution in the old rigime before

it, and unwillingness to have its crimes placed in full

light, the first condition of scientific history, the

critical examination of its sources was too much and

too long overlooked. But of late, and mainly owing

to the influence of that invaluable work on the rela-

tions between Old and New France, on which De

Tocqueville was still engaged at his death, the busi-

ness of correcting preconceived opinions by the aid

of authentic historical materials has been rapidly

proceeding. Two interesting books, one by M.

Chassin (‘ Le Gt^nie de la Revolution ’), and the other

by M. Doniol (‘ La Revolution Franqaise et la Feo-

dalite’), are among the first-fimits of renewed ex-

amination of the cahiers
;
and in the three volumes

of his ‘Origins of Oontemporary France,’ which

M. Taine has lately published, he has given us in-

etalments of a work which, apart firom its great

literary merits, is not unworthy to be compared

with De Tocqueville’s firagment in the originality and

.
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carefulness of the research of which it gives proof.

M. Doniol states that great quantities of the original

cahiers are to be found in the French Archives
;
but,

though some of them were separately printed in 1789,

1 am not acquainted with any collection of them

fuller than that published, many years ago, by

Prudhomme and Laurent de M4zi6res.

But although the diligent prosecution of these

inquiries is comparatively recent, it has already led

to considerable results. Some new facts have been

discovered, some already known have been brought

into clearer light, and several errors have been de-

tected. Among the passages in the Revolution

hitherto obscure which may now be better under-

stood, one or two deserve especial remark. The

hostility of the cultivating peasantry to the territorial

nobility in all provinces of France except Brittany

and Anjou, has generally been recognised, not merely

as one of the causes of the Revolution, but as the

chief cause of the rapidity with which it gathered

head and of the comparative stability which it mani-

fested. The provincial cities and towns were slowly

drawn into the movement through the. action of

Jacobin clubs, gradually established in them, and

taking their instructions from the central body in

Paris, which no doubt from the first was a furnace

of revolutionary agitation. But the peasantry, always

excepting those of the western provinces, were firom
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the yeiy beginning enthusiasts for the destruction of

the ancient institutions, and so they remained imtil

th^ gained their objects. This universal hatred of

the peasants had for one of its effects a condition of

the country which, no doubt, has often perplexed the

reader of the ordinary histories. After a while France

became hermetically closed, and escape from the

guillotine became almost impossible. Some writers,

in explaining this, have attributed to Robespierre a

special genius for police organisation
;
but the truth

seems to be that the cultivating classes, who at first

witnessed with pleasure the emigration of the nobility,

constituted themselves a voluntary police as soon as

they found that, by detaining the nobles in France,

they would probably send them to the scaffold. This

extremity of detestation is not sufficiently accounted

for by assigning general reasons for it. The com-

plicity of the peasants with the rulers of the Reign

of Terror was undoubtedly connected with a wish to

preserve certain advantages which they had obtained

just at the very period when France became a re-

public
;
and similarly an earlier series of incidents,

which testify to the same unqualified bitterness of

feeling, are now shown to have had a special rather

than a general cause. M. Taine has described in the

subdivision of his work called ‘L’Anarchie Spon-

tan4e’ those terrible outbreaks of violence which

occurred even as early as 1789, and which are
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sometimes designated collectively the ‘buming of

the diftteaux.’ What is now seen clearly, but had

<mly been suspected before, is that the acts of the

incendiaries had a distinct object.^ The object in

setting fire to a ch4teau was to bum the muniment-

room
;
and the object of burning the muniment-room

was to destroy the litres or title-deeds of the seigneur

of the fief—as we should say, of the lord of the

manor. All this woul^ be hardly intelligible but

for a fiict, now established, which possibly requires a

lawyer rather than on historian to appreciate it—the

fact that the French nobility were everywhere en-

gaged in never-ceasing litigation with the peasants.

The majority of the French nobles, it should be

understood, had little or no analogy to what we

imderstand by a landed aristocracy. A certain num-

ber of them, relatively but a few, had great estates
;

but the largest part of them had little or no land let

k/t rent to lessees or tenants-at-will. The multitude

of petty noblemen and gentlemen—classes indistin-

guishable from one another in Old France—^lived

' See Tume, vol. i. of Xa Rivohuion (voL ii of satire

work), pp. 94 «< eeq. It will be obeer^d in how many eases the

•ttaok on the diAtean ends with the bnminfi or pillage of the

mnniments. M. Taine observes that the anarbhy was smte to

ipread. ‘Bemarquea,’ he writes, *qiie les bhartriers et les titres

fiodaoz soot eaoore intoets dans lee trois quarts de France,

qne le psysan a beeoin de lee voir diqnraitre^ et qn’il est toigoars

amd.'
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<m the money produce of the small incidental services

due, as we should say, from owners of land hdd in

copyhold to the lord of the manor. Thus they had

their Jinances, the ‘ fines ’ of our copyhold tenure, the

dues payable to the lord by the peasant proprietor on

death or on the sale of his land. They had also their

monopolies, such as the obligation of the peasant to

send his grain to the lord’s mill for grinding, or his

beast to the lord’s market for sale. And they had

a number of miscellaneous and nondescript sources

of income, such as a sole right to have a dovecote

stocked with pigeons, which fed on the peasants’ coni.

Now on the legal foundations of these privil^es a

strong controversy was proceeding among the French

lawyers during the half-century preceding the Revo-

lution. Some maintained the legal doctrine which

had made great way in France at the period when feu-

dalism was really strong—KuUe terre sans seigneur,

‘ No lord, no land.’ On this principle, the presump-

tion was always in fiivour of the liability to feudal

dues, and the right to them could always be estab-

lished by prescription. But another school, no doubt

unconsciously influenced by the economical doctrines

which had excited such interest among the educated

classes in the latter part of the eighteenth century,

contended that the lord must show his ti^es, and

almost went the length of arguing that no feudal

rights had a legal basis unless documentary evidence
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all events the theory in whidx most lavryers axe edu>

cated, is explicitly set forth in a tract on the ' Use of

the Law,’ commonly printed in collections of the

writings of Lord Bacon (Spedding’s edition, vol. vii.

pp. 481 et seq.) The Conqueror is described as

having * got by conquest all the land of the realm

(except Church lands and the lands of Kent) into his

own hands in demesne, taking from every man all

estate, tenure, property, and liberty of and in the

same.’ He then distributed the soil of England

among his tenants in capite, ‘ reserving some retri-

bution of rents or services or both to him and his

heirs ’
;
and ‘ by example and resemblance of the

king’s policy in these institutions oftenures, the great

men and gentlemen of the realm did the like as near

as they could.’ Each of them, after reserving to him-

sdf the land in the immediate neighbourhood of his

mansion-house, or manor, gave a certain portion of

the ‘ uttermost parts ’ of his estate to some ‘ trusty

servants, to find a horse for war and go with bim

when he went with the king to the wars, . . .

which tenant is called a tenant of knight-service.’

Smaller parcels of land he assigned to socage tenants,

who were to plough part of the domain of the lord

and bring home the harvest ; and the remainder of this

domain, ‘ which he kept to himsirif^’ he cultivated by

his bondmen, and ‘ he appointed them at the courts

of his manor how they should hold it, making an
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entry of it into the roll of his court
;
yet still in the

lord’s power to take it away
;
and therefore they were

called tenants-at-will by copy of court-roll, being in

truth bondmen at the beginning
;
but, having at-

tained freedom of their persons, they are now called

copyholders, are and so privil^ed by the custom that

the lord cannot put them out.’ The writer adds that

* Manors being in this sort at first made, it grew out

of reason that the lord of the manor should hold a

court, which is no more than to assemble his tenants

at times to be by him appointed. . . . This court is

called a Court Baron
;
and herein a man may sue for

any debt or trespass under forty shillings’ value
;
and

the freeholders are to judge of the cause upon the

proofs produced on both sides.’

The tract on the ‘ Use of the Law ’ appears to be

wrongly attributed to Lord Bacon, who has elsewhere

shown that he had much sounder ideas than its writer

of the true history of English institutions. The

account, however, which it gives of the origin of

Manors and of copyhold tenures is the one which, on

the whole, has generally prevailed, and there is un-

doubtedly a good deal in the received authorities on

copyhold to suggestit. Yet it is certainly not true,

and perhaps the least drawback on it is that it is

not true. For, by substituting for the truth a set

of plausible fictions, it gives a wrong point to some

instructive political lessons, and has besides the
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miBcHevouB indirect effect of disguising from us that

institutionB, like forms of organic life, are subject to

the great law of evolution.

The real &cts are being gradually, though but

slowly, established by very recent researches, but, so

far as they can be stated in the space at our com-

mand, they are as follows :

—

WhenWestern Europe has settled down into com-

parative peace after the deadly strife which followed,

first, the irruption of the Germanic races into the

Boman provinces, and next, the disruption of the Car-

lovingian Empire, andwhen the feudal world has at last

been constituted, it wears superficially a variety 'and

irregularity of outline very unlike the apparent uni-

formity of the Roman Empire. But, on close inspec-

tion, aU feudal society is seen to be a reproduction of

a single typical form. This unit consists of a group

of men settled on a definite space of land, and form-

ing what we Englishman call a Manor, and what in

France was called a Fief. The great niisconception

which runs through the account of this group which

I took fii^m the tract passing under Bacon’s name, is

as follows ; the writer regards the Manor entirely as

a mode of property, the manorial organisation' as a

mere proprietary arrangement. But the Manor or

Fief, in its origin, was os much a political as a proprie-

tary body, as nearly akin to a State as to an Estate.

It retained even in its decay some of the characteristic
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and curiously perristeut marks of Aryan political

organisms. The Lord is the /SaaiXevs, the rex, the

king.* The free tenants are the yepovo'ia, the

senate, the council. The villeins are the mass of

the people
;
and below them are the true bondmen,

the slaves, or thralls, or, in later legal language, the

villeins in gross. The Signorial Court, the Court

Baron, is the ancient village assembly, in which the

administration ofjustice has now taken precedence of

other public concerns, but in which those public con-

cerns continue to be discussed, the lord presiding,

the free tenants advising, the villeins attending with-

out definite share or voice in the deliberations, like

the crowd in the Homeric Agora. Those fines, dues,

and monopolies which still annoy the English copy-

holder of our day, which went far to cause the first

* In the series of papers, called ‘ Souvenirs d'Enfance,’ hioh
M. Henan is publishing in the Semte des Deux Mondea, he de-

Bcrihes a class of territorial nobles who were found in Brittany,

just before the Revolution, and who were quite distinct from the

later nolnlity of royal creation. They had fallen into great

poverty, but they received much consideration firom the peasantry,

who regarded them as the lay chiefe of the parishes of which the

curds were the ecclesiastical heads. M. Renan mentions the re-

markable fiict that they touched for the king’s evil. He says of

one of them :
‘ On croyalt que comme chef il dtait ddpositaire de

la force de son sang, qu’il possddait dminemment les dons de sa

race, et qu’il pouvait avec sa salive et ses attoudiements la relever

quand elle dtait affiublie. On dtait persuadd que pour opdrer des

gudrisons de cette sorte il fitilait un nombre toorme de quartiers

de noblesse.’-—'ifeoue dea Deux Mondea, Marsh 15, 1876.
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Fzehch RevolutioD, and which had to be cleared away

by a timely stroke of statesmanship brfore Prussia

could begin a struggle to relieve herself from French

military despotism, were in their origin rather in the

nature of taxes than in the nature of rent. Th^
represent the ancient provision for the service of the

little village commonwealth. Some of them may
have sprung from the oppressions ofthe lord, and some

from agreement with him
;
but the greatest part had

their origin in regulated force, the sovereignty of the

little State.

The Lord, the Seigneur of France, is answerable

for the conduct of the whole manorial group to its

superiors and its neighbours. He is the manager or

governor of the little society, with the advice of his

free tenants. He is arbiter of its affairs in the sig>

norial court. He is not the owner of all the land of

the Manor ;
but he generally owns some of it under

the name of his domain. Much, however, of his

revenues, and here and there the most important part

of them, consists of the various dues payable to him

from all dasses of his tenants. Immediately under

him are his freeholders, who render him military or

other honourable service and do> suit, which involves

giving an opinion on the judicial or other matters

arising in the Court Baron. But the greatest part of

the land included in the Manor or Fief, in some cases

much the largest part of it, is in the hands of the
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Villeiixs. It was inevitable that the position of this

stratum of the manorial conmunity should be much

misunderstood iintil the Comparative Method of In*

quiry let in light upon it through obser\'ation of those

more backward societies which have preserved to our

days the life and social forms of the eleventh and

twelfth centuries. The villeins owe to the lord all

sorts of dues and services, personal labour, among

others, on the lands which form his domain
; they

may not leave the Manor without his permission
;
no

one of them can succeed to the land of another with-

out his assent
;
and the l^al theory even is that the

movable property of the villein belongs to the lord.

Yet it may confidently be laid down that, in the

light of modern research, none of these disadvantages

prove an absolutely servile status, and that all may

be expltuned without reference to it.* Those who

remember that, twenty-five years ago, the Russian

serfs were popularly supposed in England to be as

much slaves os the negroes of a Mississippi plan-

ter, but nevertheless are aware that under the great

* Bracton most clearly explains that in the thirteenth oen-

tmy Yillenage was a tenure and not a personal statos. Either a

freeman or a bondman might hold in villenage, but 'the tene-

ment dianges not the condition of a freeman any more than of a

slave. For a freeman may hold in mere villenage, doing whatever

service thereto belongs, and shall not the lees be free sinoe he does

this in regard of his villenage and not in regard of his person.' I

give tiie whole passage in Note A to this chapter.
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measure of 1861 the serfs, and not the lords, obtained

much the largest part of the land, may be prepared

for the assertion that the villeins of the middle ages

were never in the strict sense of the word slaves,

and never ceased to be in some sense landed pro-

prietors.

To the typical form which I have described.

Kingdoms were adjusted no less than Manors. The

sovereign who became the most powerful in Europe,

the King of France, was the lord of an exalted

Manor. H.'s free tenants were the Dukes of Nor-

mandy and Burgundy, the Counts of Toulouse and

Champagne
;
his domain consisted of Paris and of

the old Duchy of France. These continental insti-

tutions were reproduced in England, but, as has often

been the case, idth a difference. The great power of

the early Anglo-Norman kings came from their

allowing nobody to be absolutely interposed, like a

Duke of Burgundy, between themselves and their

subjects, and from their exacting fealty and therefore

military service from all Englishmen (Freeman, ‘ Nor-

man Conquest,’ iv. 694). We can trace the Manorial

group backwards to an earlier social form, a body of

men democratically or rather aristocratically governed,

in which the free tenants had as yet no lord, the

village community.^ We can also trace its gradual

* Se6 Nots A to this chapter, * Village Oommimities and
Manors.’
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dissolution, until the forms of landed property were

established with which we are all familiar. The

exact point before us is, Why did the Manor in its

decay produce such different results in England and

France? Why did its transformation end in one

country in a revolution which is an epoch of history?

Why, in another, in a somewhat inconvenient form of

landed property?

It is, in the first place, to be observed tliat the

French peasant tenures of 1785) wear, extei'naUi/, the

strongest resemblance to the copyhold tenures which

were found at the same date in England, and which

indeed still survive, though their area is much

limited. From my own researches, I should be

inclined to doubt Avhether there is a single service of

the French peasantry established by authentic evi-

dence of which at least a trace cannot be discovered

among the incidents of English copyholds. Arthur

Young, who travelled just before and just after the

outbreak of the Revolution, singles out certain French

services for their especial grotesqueness, but feudal

obligations nearly answering to several of them are

mentioned by one or other of the witnesses examined

by the Select Committee of the House of Commons

on Copyholds which sat in 1850 and 1851. There

are, no doubt, certain alleged incidents of the French

tenure, implying an extreme degradation of the

tenant, which do not appear to have ever had their
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counteiparts in England, thougli they have been

tiiooght to be discoverable in the half-l^endary

history of Scotland
;
but the evidence of them has of

late been considered to be extremely doubtM, and it

certainly consists in some cases of a misapprehension

of the meaning of old French juridical terms. On the

whole, the correspondence of the French and English

tenures is remarkably close
;
and nothing can exceed

the surprise of M. Doniol—the first of his country-

men, I believe, who has become alive to this corre-

spondence—that grievances which all his authorities

declare to have brought about the great Revolution,

are in England grievances of no political significance

whatever. M. Doniol has imagined the following

ingenious illustration of the disadvantages of the

ftxisting English copyhold tenure. He supposes a

capitalist from the South of England begiiming

negotiations for the purchase of an estate in the

North which has struck his fancy. His solicitor tells

him that Manors abound in the Northern counties,

and that the estate is mostly copyhold. On further

inquiry, he is informed that the land is subject to

arbitrary fines—the finances of old French law—and

that a sum of money is therefore payable to the lord of

the manor every time a copyholder dies or sells his

land ;
and every tune the lord dies, a similar sum

must be paid to his successor. These arhUt'ary fines

were once really arbitrary, but the King’s Court long
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ago declared that (save in some very exceptional

cases) they must be reasonable and must not exceed

two years’ value of the land. The consequence,

however, is, that every time any one in a series of

hereditary copyhold tenants (father, son, or grandson)

dies, and every time a death occurs in a similar series

of lords of the manor, two years’ value of the land

must be paid. Hence, M. Doniol’s would-be pur-

chaser is warned that it never can be worth his while

to make improvements on his property, since they

would only add to the standard of the tine leviable

in these eventualities. He is further warned that,

on his death, the most valuable piece of personal

property he possesses will be liable to be seized by

the lord under the name of a Heriot ;
and it is a fact

that the Pitt Diamond and the famous picture of

Rubens, the ‘ Chapeau de Paille,’ which is the gem

of the Peel Collection in the National Gallery, were

barely saved from seizure as Heriots, and the most

valuable racehorse of its time was actually seized,

their owners happening to have some fragments of

copyhold amid their estates. M. Doniol’s solicitor

tlien goes on to enumerate a number of smaller

inconveniences of the tenure. One of them was in

France one of the chief grievances of the peasantry.

On being properly summoned the copyholder must

supply a man to assist in reaping the lord’s harvest.

In old France, the peasant went himself, but in
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England it merely comes to this, that the copyholder

loses a day’s work of one of his labourers
;
the lord,

however, does not gain it, for the labourer sent to him

does as little work as possible, and by the custom he

is entitled to a dinner, which is worth more than the

value of his labour at its best.

M. Doniol concludes by asking who in his senses

could buy such a property. The incidents of copy-

hold which he specifies have a real existence and

are very fiuailiar to lawyers
;
many others equally

singular in the eyes of a foreigner were described to

the Select Committees of the House of Commons.

Nevertheless, as M. Doniol himself admits, there is

a certain fallacy in his account. For purposes of

illustration, he assumes that all copyhold land is

burdened everywhere with these onerous services.

The truth is tlmt, the picture is made up by uniting

burdens spread over a great number of manors
; and

it.may be asserted generally that in the southern

counties of England manorial liabilities are seldom of

much importance
;
and everywhere they have been

extinguished in great quantities during the last five-

and-twenty years by the proceedings of the Copyhold

Commissioners. '
.

The reasons which may ultimately lead to the

compulsory enfnmchisement on equitable terms of aU

English copyhold land are not at all likely to be the

grievances ofthe copyholder. If he were to urge them.
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the answer openly or tacitly given would be that he

is fortunate to have even on inconvenient kind of

property, and that he is no more entitled to the

public pity than a shareholder in a railway which

pays intermittent dividends or none at all. Very

probably he would be told that, whatever be the

disadvantages of his property, they were doubtless

allowed for in the price which he or his predecessors

paid for it. The grounds on which enfranchisement

will be enforced, if at all, will be, that copyhold

tenure is an obstacle to agricultural improvement, on

which it entails a direct penalty, and that it is a

restraint on the productiveness of the soil. It is to

be remarked, however, that this reasoning, or at least

its cogency, is extremely modern. As recently as

two centuries ago, an observer, not over-sensitive to

other people’s interests, described the grievances of

copyholders in language curiously like that used of

the wrongs of the French peasantry in the caliierfi

sent up to the French States-Greneral. Roger North,

in his delightful book, ‘ The Lives of the Norths,’ tells

us that the Lord Keeper Guilford qualified himself

for practice at the bar by acting as the steward of

various manors, and he quotes a good deal of the

Lord Keeper’s conversation on the subject of manorial

rights. Guilford was in the habit of saying that he

found himself the executioner of the cruelty of the

Lords and Ladies of Manors upon poor men ;
that
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small tenements and pieces of land which had been

men’s inheritances for generations were devoured by

fines
;
that it was wonderful how Parliament, which

took away the royal tenures m capite, had never

relieved the poorest landowners of the nation from

extortion and oppression, and that the tenure ought

to be abolished. Here is the very muttering of the

volcano before the French revolutionary eruption

;

but there is this difference, that the class compassion*

ated by North is a relatively small one as well as a

poor one, for he goes on to observe on the large

number of manors which had become altogether or

partially extinct in England.

Now, if a himdred years ago, a great part of

the class which, as a fact, consisted of agricultural

labourers, and a considerable part of the class which,

as a fitct, consisted of tenant farmers, had been made

up of copyholders standing to the Lord of the Manor

in the relations which North describes, and if, under

the law of the equal division of property these copy-

holders were constantly multiplying their numbers

without severing themselves from the land, there

would have been in this country a state of agrarian

society very nearly resembling that of France. It

must be allowed, I think, that if no similar convulsion

had resulted from it, it would not have been for want

of explosive material. As a matter of &ct, nothing

of the kind occurred, and the very suggestion of an
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English Beyolution caused by the oppression of

copyhold tenants strikes every one as an absurdi^.

How then came the feudal edifice of which the

outline had been extremely similar in England and

France, to break into such different shapes? How
came the same institution to become a grievance of

the first order in one country, at most an incon-

venience in the other? The answer to this question

divides itself into many branches
; some of them 1

could not follow without retracing much of the long

and intricate history of English land-law, and without

using much technical language, but the consideration

of a few may not be out of place here.

One powerful cause of the difference lay in the

strong distinction between the judicial organisation

of France and of England. In both countries, a

considerable part of the popular law, the law which

affected the mass of the people in most of their

concerns, had been once administered by the local

courts, the Manor courts, and signorial courts, pre-

sided over theoretically by the lord, but practically

by an expert deputy, the steward, attorney, or haiUi.

The French signorial court is extinct, and the only

picture which lemainis is - a caricature, in the play of

Beaumarchais called the ‘ Manage de Figaro.’ Yet

even the sketch of Beaumarchais is a sketch of a

tribunal in its way powerful and important, and thus

very unlike those Manor courts which, though still
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summoned in our day for the transaction of business,

betray in every part of their proceeding their extreme

decay. A century since, the English Manor court

was very much what it now is
;
but the signorial

court of France was a comparatively flourishing

institution. The English country gentleman, who

was lord of the manor, was administratively a person

of great authority and influence
;
but his ancient

jurisdiction was in extreme decrepitude, and the only

judicial powe rs which he prized were probably those

which he derived, as a Justice of the Peace, from the

King. The French Seigneur, on the other hand, was

administratively a cipher
;
as ToequeviUe has pointed

out, the agents of the centralised royal authority had

usurped dll serious administrative functions
;

but

then the court of his signory, though it had lost

much, had retained a good deal of its ancient autho-

rity and activity.

The diflerent condition of the local jurisdictions

in the two coimtries was certainly due to the different

action upon them of courts outside and above them.

In England the King’s Courts at Westminster Hall

constantly corrected the jurisdiction of the manorial

courts, limiting the area of land subject to it, confin-

ing it rigorously to specific cases, and strictly pre-

scribing the manner in which it should be exercised.

The heads of the little manorial societies long

struggled against what they deemed to be an usurpa^
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tion. Too few manor rolls have been published
;

but in those which have b^n made accessible you

frequently find the lord and the homage (that is, the

assembly of tenants) making rules against resort

to the King’s Court. Thus, if we turn to page 239 of

Mr. Scrope’s ‘ History of the Manor of Castle Combe,’

we find an entry of a distress made on the goods of a

copyholder for violating the constitutional rule {com-

munh ordinatio) of the Manor, that ‘ no tenant is in

any way or for any reason to implead, or procure the

impleading of any other tenant, in any external

court.’ Not only did the King’s Courts disregard all

such niles, but they established the principle that

the lord might bo made to answer to the King for

any excess of his authority, or of his customary privi-

leges. Some of the best-known principles limiting

manorial rights were settled in this way
;
among

others, the doctrine which in its origin must have

been most beneficial to the copyholder, that all so-

called arbitrary fines must be reasonable, the standard

of reasonableness being taken at two years’ value.

The most destructive influence exercised by the

King’s Courts over the manorial jurisdictions con-

sisted probably in the inclination of the higher

tribunal to narrow the area of land held on tenures

traceable to the ancient villenage. The King’s Court

would bind a lord to prove strictly that a parti-

cular piece of land was copyhold. The firee tenure.
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technically called socage, was thus always extend-

ing at the expense of servile tenures
;
and Roger

North expressly tells us that, at the time of

which he writes—^that is, about the middle of the

seventeenth century—‘ most manors in England

were more than half lost.'

What the Courts at Westminster Hall were to the

English Manor, the French Parliaments were to the

French Fief. They were originally creations of the

King; the pedigree of the Parliament of Paris is as

distinctly traceable as that of the Queen’s Bench to the

ancient Curia Regis
;
and originally the Parliaments

were as untiring as the Courts of the English Kings,

and in the teeth of far fiercer protests fi*om the French

nobility, in extending the authority of royal law at

the cost of local law. Not only did they employ

against the signorial courts the same weapons which

were used by the English judges, but they borrowed

a special instrument of attack firom the Roman law,

by insisting on their right to hear appeals fi'om all

subordinate jurisdictiona. Yet there is no doubt

that this hostility slackened after a while. Although,

as I before said, a special current of decision set in in

the latter half of the eighteenth fcentuiy, yet, on the

whole, the later doctrine of the French Parliaments

was ‘ NuUe terre sana seigneur
;

’ and thus there was

always a presumption against the existence of the

free tenure most nearly corresponding to our socage.
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The Parliament of Paris, just before the Eevolution,

ordered the work of Boncerf,- * On the Inconveniences

of Feudal Rights,’ to be publicly burnt
;
and the

decree no doubt testifies to the opinions most strongly

and permanently held by the majority of the French

judges.

There is a general agreement among historians of

French law that this later tenderness of the French

Parliaments to signorial rights and signorial jurisdic-

tions is attributable to the interest which the French

‘nobility of the gown’ had acquired in signorial

privileges. The change of feeling is connected with

the innovation, generally regarded as disastrous, by

which offices in the great French judicial assemblies

became purchasable and hereditary. Thenceforward,

as M. Fustel de Coulanges has observed, a judge was

almost invariably a man of inherited wealth
;
in the

France of that day, the only investment for wealth

was land or interests in land, and proprietorship was

just as likely to consist in a right to signorial dues

as in ownership of the soil. I am not in a position

to controvert this view
;
yet I may venture to inter-

pose the remark that the student of English history

will perhaps doubt ‘whether in all states of society

the saleableness of judicial office is an unmixed evil.

Our associations with the French Parliaments do

them a certain amount of injustice. They had in

fact inherited, from a time wh^ legislative and
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judicial power were not clearly separated from one

another, a claim to check the legislation of the Kings

of France, by refusing to register their edicts when

they were, as we should say, unconstitutional. Their

not always wise and almost always feeble efforts to

stand in the way of high*handed legislation, are apt

to lead us into contrasting them unfavourably with

that famous body bearing the same name which has

so long made laws for Englishmen. But, as courts

of justice, they were extremely remarkable, more

especially for having much of that independence

which we are used to consider a natural and necessary

characteristic of legislatures. The very defects of their

constitution contributed to this independence. While

the justice administered in the English Courts was

from very early times more emphatically than in any

other European coimtry the King’s Justice—while

each of the four Stuart Kings found no difficulty in

packing the English bench with his creatures—the

seati in a French Parliament were filled by men who

retained a certain measure of independence, exactly

because they hod purchased or inherited their offices.

The Parliaments may be justly taxed with many

ffiults, but they were never servile instruments or

pliant nominees of the King, down to the day when

the States-General, which had not met since 1614,

again assembled in 1789, and ground the King and the

Parliaments and all French institutions to powder.
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There were other causes, besides the tendency of

judicial decision in the King’s Courts, which hdped

to prevent the growth in this country of that spirit

of discontent which exploded among the French

peasantry in 1789 and 1790. I have no doubt that

we must reckon among them that aggregation of

property in large estates which is of old date in this

country, though the pace at which it has proceeded

has greatly increased of late. It may have produced

other evils, but it reduced the particular evil of which

I have been speaking to insignificant proportions. I

could not fully account for this aggregation without

entering upon the technical history of land-law
;
but

one of its economical causes may be noticed here.

The English Lords of Manors—a class which, it must

be borne in mind, includes the forerunners of both

the English nobility and the English gentry—^had

been originally much poorer than the corresponding

order in France. The forerunners of the French

nobility had settled or risen to power in some of the

wealthiest, most popiilous, and most highly cultivated

provinces of the Roman empire
;
and the imposts

which afterwards became their feudal dues gave them

no doubt great relative opulence. But England was a

country of large forests and wastes, as indeed might

be infored fi^m Macaulay’s famous Third Chapter, de-

scribing its condition in comparatively modem times.

Now one of the best ascertained incidents in the
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growth of feudalism is the falling of the waste lands

of the manor into the hands of the lord, and a par-

ticular circumstance gave an especial importance to

this gradually acquired property. England in the

middle ages had a source of national wealth which can

only be compared with our present coal and iron,

with the wines of modem France, or with the gold

of Australia and California. Her soil, her climate,

and doubtless her tenures, were specially fitted for

the production of wool—those ‘ wools of England ’

which the King, in the Roll of the Ordinance of the

Staple, is made to call ‘the sovereign merchandise

and jewel of our realm.’ The English wool supplied

the industrious cities of Flanders with material for

their looms, and was carried to all points of the

Mediterranean seaboard. This it was which turned

a poor nobility into a rich nobility
;
and, when the

Wars of the Roses have closed, a popular movement

which has attracted too little attention and which has

been much misunderstood shows the English lords of

manors rapidly acquiring land, and acquiring it for

purposes of sheep-farming and of agriculture on a

great scale. But the French noblesse seem to have

never been able to buy up tbe holdings of their

former villeins. A certain number of them had the

vast estates described in M. Taine’s recently pub-

lished volumes
;
but, taking France as a whole, and

excluding Ghurdi and Crown lands, the sense of
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property in land was not in the seigneur but in the

peasant. It is one of the most vulgar of errors to

suppose that small properties in France date from the

Revolution ; immediately before it, Arthur Young,

one of the most observant of English travellers, ex-

presses himself as amazed at their multitude. And
this multitude was increasing, since the peasants were

buying up the domains of the richer nobility, ruined

by the court life at Versailles. But all this mass of

petty proprietors was subject to the payment of feudal

dues and to the curtailment of their profits by small

monopolies
;
and we may gain a feeble notion of the

exasperation which the system caused by recalling

the days when the English farmer had to allow the

tithe-owner’s agent to take every tenth sheaf from

his field. But perhaps fiction is even more instruc-

tive on the point than history. Turn to the ‘ Bride

of Lammermoor,’ and gather from it the opinion

which the feudal tenants of the Lord of Ravenswood

had of the raids of Caleb Balderstone on Wolfehope

—extend this to a whole population and understand

that a legion of Caleb Balderstones overran France

—

and one may be able to bring home to oneself the

view which the French peasantry took of the insti-

tutions under which they lived.

If we turn to England, we have reason to think

that, by the end of the last century, the bulk of the

class corresponding to the French peasantry consisted
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dther of agricultural laboura*B or of tenant &rmerB.

DoubtleBB much might be Baid on the exceBBive

multiplication in thiB country, as compared with

others, of the jfirst portion of this class, the agri-

cultural labourers
;
but the tenant farmers, though

not given to hide their grievances, have never been

politically dangerous. It is not indeed to be sup-

posed that the Copyholder, cultivating his own land,

is never found even now
;
probably a part of the

very considerable number of small landowners which

the so-called new Domesday Book shows to be left to

us consists of this class. Several of them were ex-

amined by the Committees of the House of Commons

which inquired into copyhold tenures, and they were

pressed with the question whether they were not at

all events better off than the farmer holding on lease

who paid a rent, not at irregular periods, but re-

gularly every half-year. The true answer is, that a

copyholder is not a hirer but an owner of land, but

the comparison implied in the question is significant.

No doubt the status of the tenant farmer has had

much effect on the feeling of cultivating copyholders.

It has served as a standard with which to compare

their own condition
; and indeed it is a fact now

known to lawyers that copyholders in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries firequently impaired their

legal position by accepting leases of their land fi:om

the lord of the manor. But the French peasant.
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holding by servile tenure, never compared himself

with the farmers of the domain land of the nobles,

who were a very special class, the metayers, not only

hiring their land from the lord, but having it stocked

by him. The peasant compared his lot with that of the

nobles themselves, and bitterly chafed at the contrast.

I have yet to mention one cause which perhaps

more than any other prevented not only manorial

rights but all rights in land from being seen in

Englan<l at the end of the last century in precisely

the same light in which they were viewed in Conti-

nental countries. It is a fact of great political and

juridical interest that from very early times landed

property changed hands by purchase and sale more

frequently in England than elsewhere. The unusual

hyal facilities for this which e.xisted here belong to

that technical history of law from which, as before,

I abstain
;
but it was certainly the early wealth of

the country which led chiefly to these transfers.

Some jurists have laid down, as a general principle,

that every acquisition of property is founded on a

previous contract or agreement. This no doubt is

historically untrue, but the mistake is one which is

closely connected irtth some of the most widely

received ideas of the eighteenth century. The sacred-

ness of contract was one of the fundamental ideas

of the French philosophical creed, and it strongly

influenced the proceedings by which the manorial
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rights of the French nobUily were taken away. In

the end, the nobles received no compensation for the

loss of these rights
;

as the flame of revolution

gathered head, it was as much as they could do if

they saved their lives. But this was not at all

intended by the First or Constituent Assembly. It

abolished without compensation those rights only

which it supposed to have sprung from the ancient

helplessness of the villein ;
but wherever any class of

rights seemed to it to have originated in a contract

between the lord and his vassal, it abolished them

indeed but provided for the lord’s receiving their

money-value. The distinction did some honour to

the spirit of justice prevailing in the First Assembly,

but no doubt it was founded on historical error.

There is no reason for supposing that manorial rights

originated in simple violence, but there is equally

little for supposing that any large number of them

originated in agreement.

What, however, was untrue of France, was true

in a certain sense of England, and is still truer now.

The title of the Lord of the Manor and the title of

the Copyholder were then, as now, far more deeply

rooted in agreement than in any other deeply feu-

dalised country. The lord had often, personally, or

through his predecessors, purchased his rights
;
the

copyholder had constantlv obtained his land subiect
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to manorial rights, by purcha^ from somebody else.

It will be found that English political economy and

English popular notions are very deeply and exten*

sively pervaded by the assumption that all property

has been acquired through an original transaction of

purchase, and that, whatever be the disadvantages of

the form it takes, they were allowed for in the con-

sideration for the original sale. I cannot doubt that

this assumption, to a very great extent a true one, is

a veiy valuable safeguard to property
;
perhaps in

our day not less valuable than the general sense of

its expediency and than that feeling, as old Jis the

oldest rudiments of civilisation, which has translated

itself into the legal rules of prescription and into the

respect of the most permanently powerful section of

every society for its established institutions. If this

be so, the immediate practical lesson is that we owe

our best wishes to those attempts, hitherto not very

successful, which have been made to give an impetus

to the exchangeableness of land. If they ever suc-

ceed, they will facilitate one of the most conservative

and reparative of processes, the purification by con-

tract of the title to property.

I do not wish th be understood that the contrast

between the view of feudal obligations and rights

taken in England and France is wholly to be ex-

plained by the causes which I have analysed in this
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paper. This set of causes appears to me to have been

kept too much in the background, and therefore I

have thought them not undeserving of attention. It

belongs to the civil historian to bring to light others

which are intermingled with the whole structure of

French society. De Tocqueville has strongly sug-

gested, and others after him will probably demon-

strate, that the enormous social i)restige of the French

Court and its constant indulgence of its military

tastes had ai length turned the French territorial

nobility into a caste as distinct from the cultivating

jieasantry as is the Rajput from the Sudra, as dis-

tinct as was the white planter of the Southern States

from the negro who laboured in his cane-fields. The

effect of this deep alienation was completely to alter

the normal or natural character of the social group of

which I have spoken, the Manor or Fief. Left to

itself, it is one of the most conservative of all insti-

tutions. In our own country the Manor is in extreme

decay, and chiefly survives in its ecclesiastical organi-

sation as the Parish. In France a revolution has

passed over the Fief, and it has become a mere

administrative subdivision, the Commune. But, as

we move eastwards through the German and Scla-

vonic countries, this primitive social organism grows

stronger and stronger. It is plainly discernible

under the superficial crust of Mussulman institutions,.
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until in India it emerges in its most ancient form, as

the Village-Community, a brotherhood of self-styled

kinsmen, settled on a space of land. Everywhere,

however, it offers a more or less stubborn resistance

to change
;

whether the instrument of change be

military conquest or the centralising legislation of

well-intentioned rulers, who from tlie nature of the

case can only look on nations as miscellaneous aggre-

gates of individuals, and can at most aim at the

greatest happiness of the greatest number. Nobody

who knows England outside cities and towns will

think that deference to the Squire and the Parson is

a phenomenon only fit to point a sarcasm or a joke.

No Frenchman, except a Parisian, wUl laugh at what

Frenchmen call the patriotism of the Steeple. But

in the latter half of the eighteenth century, the normal

operation of the Fief was reversed in France. Many

causes, and among them that personal friction which

is the despair of all who would make History a

science, had produced among the peasantry such

intensity of hatred to their lord that they were ready

to find allies against him anywhere—before the Revo-

lution, in the despotic King and his usurping agents

—after the Revolution, in the Convention, in the

Jacobin Club, in the Directory, in the First Consul,

who was soon to be the Emperor. And even now

the tradition of the feudal dues and the fear of their
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revival are political mfluences of the first order,

tending to make a great part of the nation ready, or

not reluctant, to throw itself (as a great French

orator said) into the arms of the first lucky corporal

who makes it believe that he can preserve the insti-

tutions created by the Revolution, without bringing

back the Revolution itself.
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NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Note A.

VILLAGE-COMMU2flTlES AND MANORS.

Although no question ha.s been more discussed by
German and Imglish scholars, the exact inode in

which the Manor or Fief arose out of pre-existing

social forms is still a very obscure problem. In a

work published ten years ago (‘ A’Ulage Communities
in the East and West’), I gave an abridged ac-

count of all that was then known or had been con-

jectured on the subject, but additions are being

constantly made to our knowledge—in some small

degree, I hope, owing to the book I have named

—

—and much information may be expected from
Russia, where the growth of lordships and of the chief

incidents of villenage are of relatively recent date, and
where there appears to be materials for an authentic

history of this social transformation. I trust that

Mr. Mackenzie Wallace will not long withhold those

results of special investigation which he promised in

the preface to his work on Russia. On another
aspect of the subject, a forthcoming work of Mr.
Frederick Seebohii^ which I have had the privilege

of seeing, will throw a great deal of light.

This, however, is a walk of investigation in

which the caution given in a Note on ‘ The Gens ’

to Chapter VIII. is especially necessary. We must
make fuU allowance for the imitativeness of man-
kind. A great number of Village-Communities to
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be found in the variouB parts of the world, and a
sreat number of Manors which still exist in Eng-
land in extreme decay, must have been originally

mere reproductions of a model which hod grown
into favour. Much of the waste land of Inma, at

most held previously in vague tribal ownership, was
colonised by groups of men who settled down in

Village-Communities because they knew no other

form of common cultivation, and the waste places

of Europe were extensively brought under tillage by
colonists arranged in manorial groups under religious

bodies or powerful men who had obtained large

grants of land. There are, and have been from time
immemorial, parts of the world in which settlers

would as naturally plant themselves in these groups,

as English or Scottish emigrants in Canada or New
Zealand would now establish themselves on separate

forms to be cultivated by themselves and their chil-

dren, or by hired labour. All, then, that we can
hope to discover is the typical form. Now the typical

Village-Community—a l^y of self-styled kinsmen,
having a government of tiieir own, and engaged
under fix€» rules in common cultivation—^is too
peculiar a group to have arisen by accident, or to

nave had its origin in individual caprice. The
evidence seems conclusive that it first grew up in
remote barbarism, though in barbarism probably not
older than the period at which mankind began to
cultivate cereals, or to combine that cultivation with
the pasturing of flocks and herds. It may give an
idea of the wide diffusion of the*Village-Community
in its more archaic shapes if I mention that it has
been observed not only in the largest part of India,

but in the Fiji Islands (by Sir Arthur Grordon),
and among the Berbers of North Africa (by M.
Ernest Renan), and that what appears to be a
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distinct form of it, followed by the more southerly

tribes of North American Indians, is described by
Mr. Morgan in the fourth volume of the United

States Survey of the Rocky Mountain region, which
appeared last year. Nor is it possible for me to

doubt that the typical Manor arose out of the

Village-Community. Everybody who has made for

himself a clear mental picture oi the last group will

see that it contains everything which is found in the

earliest Manors, with no differences except those

which come from the substitution of individual for

popular authority. Everything which the lord can

do can be done by the council of \Tillage elders, or by
the vUlage-headman, these last, however, being re-

sponsible to the community, while the lord tends

more and more to become a mere owner, just as the

King of France came to be called by the lawyers the

King-Proprietor of all French land. But beyond
this account of the relation between the Types, it

would not 1)6 safe to go. Both the tyi)e of the

Village-Community and the type of the Manor have
been extensively copied,* and here and there in sur-

j)risingly recent times. Their wide extension by
colonisation is, I suppose, the source of a paradoxical

opinion which I have seen, that their most distinctive

peculiarities are altogether modem.
The q^uestion of the origin of Manors or Fiefs

established in Western Europe, and then spread far

and wide by artificial agency, is wrapt in obscurity.

I argued in a former work that everything which con-
tributed to what we call feudalism must ^ve sprung

* The earliest settlers in New England appear to have planted
themselves in townships having a strong resemblance to village-

oommnnities. Manors were found in the Southern settlements.

See John Hopkins University Studies, edited by H. C. Adams.
1882 .
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diher from barbarous custom or from Romau law
(‘Ancient Law,’ pp. 364 et seq.)

;
but from which

source were the germs of manorial authority derived ?

On the one hand, the examination of the Theodosian

Code shows that the great estates of the Roman pro-

prietary—^their tnUoB, cultivated by cobni and slaves

—

contracted a certain resemblance to the Manor, which I

myself am, on the whole, disposed to explain by the

number of cultivators of barbarous origin with which
they were filled. I have always distrusted the implied

assertion of the Roman lawyers that the midtitudinous

Roman slaves had no institutions at all
;
and I ima-

gine that a vast property, crowded with barbarians,

would naturally fall under a system of management
not unlike the mechanism of one of the most wide-

spread of barbarous institutions. It is certainly sig-

nificant that the Germanic draftsmen of Codes and
Charters always used the word ‘ villa ’ for what we
call a village-community. While I certainly cannot

accept the conclusion to which some learned French-
men incline, that the Manors of the continent are in

their origin nothing but Roman v^(e, stUl it seems
only reasonable to suppose that in the fonner Roman
provinces the organisation of the pill(e did assist in

causing the cultivating groups to take the manorial
form rather than that of self-governed village-commu-
nities. It is to be noted at the some time that the
oldest of the barbarous codes, the Lex Salica, knows
nothing in its earlier and genuine portions ofmanorial
authority. The potestas aominica of which it speaks
is ‘ roym ’ power. It knows the viU^e-community
under the name of villa (see the Title 45, ‘ De
Migrantibus ’), and in describing one of its even now
marked characteristics, its rigid exclusiveness, it im-
plies that the community is one of freemen entitled to

sue before the fi%e Court of the Himdred. The
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Manor appears, however, to have been known to the

compilers of the later Leges Barharorum.
The difficulty of attributing the origin of

English Manors to the Roman Villa need hardly be
stated. The particular Teutonic tribes which con-

quered Britain came from homes so northerly that

they can hardly have so much as seen a great Roman
estate, and, even if they had, it is not easy to under-

stand adventurous warriors settling down as serfs or

villeins in their oversea conquests. This subject,

however, is one of those most fully treated in Mr.
Seebohm’s volume.

It may be convenient that I should give in full

the passage from Bracton stating the legal theory of

villenage which prevailed in bis day. ‘ The tenement
changes not the condition of a free man any more
than of a slave. For a free man may hold in mere
villenage, doing whatever service thereto belongs, and
shall not the less be free, since he does this in regard

of the villenage and not in regard of his person. . . .

Mere villenage is a tenure rendering uncertain and un-

limited services, where it cannot be known at eventide

what service hath to be done in the morning—^that is.

where the tenant is bound to do whatever is com-
manded him’ (fo. 26a). Again : ‘Another kind of

tenement is villenage, whereof some is mere and other

privileged. Mere villenage is that which is so held

that the tenant in villenage, whether free or bond, shall

do of villein service whatever is commanded him, and
may not know at nightfall what he must do on the

morrow, and shall ever be held to uncertain dues

;

and he may be taxed at the will of the lord for more
or for less, . . . yet so that if he be a free man he

doth this in the name of villenage and not in the

name of personal service ; . . . but if he be a villein

[by blood] he shall do all these things in regard as
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well of the viUenage as of his person ’ (fo. 208ft).

The only difference in the services was that the mer-

chetum on marrying a daughter, being an incident of

personal servitude (as a fine paid to the lord for

depriving him of a slave), was not demandable fi'om

the fi«e man holding in viUenage’ (F. Pollock,
‘ Notes on Early English Land Law,’ ‘ Law Maga-
zine and Review’ for May 1882). The whole of

Mr. PoUock’s valuable paper deserves consideration.
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CHAPTER X,

CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROPERTY.

All who have any knowledge of Legal History are

aware of certain distinctions which run through all

commodities or through large departments of them,

and which cause the objects of enjoyment ljung on

either side of the line to Ijelong, in the eyes of law-

yers, to widely different provinces of law. (Among

these distinctions, there is that which the ancient

Roman lawyers drew Ijetween Res Mancipi and Res

nec Mancipi—that is, between Things which required

and Things which did not require for their transfer the

conveyance of Mancipation
;
there is the mediaeval

West European distinction between the Allod and the

Feud, between allodial land and feudal land ; there is

the stUl surviving English distinction between Realty

and Personalty, and finally there is the late Roman

and modern European distinction between Res Mo-

biles and Res Immobiles, between movable and im-

movable property.!

We only know the distinction between Movables

and Immovables as relatively modem in the Roman
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State and in Europe. It is the result of an attempt

of the Roman lawyers to abandon the old historical

classifications, and to classify commodities, Property,

the objects of enjoyment, accordiug to their actual

nature. The generalisation has required but little

subsequent correction
;

the difficulties which have

arisen in using it have Ixjen insignificant, and have

occurred only on the very border-line between the

two great classes of Things. In the Middle Ages, the

fact that a tree, '.hough immovable, generally acquires

value through being hewn down and becoming mov-

able, and possibly some local practice of employing

movable wooden frames in the structure of houses,

suggested to the expositors of a few early German

legal systems a definition of movables as everything

which could be destroyed by fire
;

and, in more

recent times, the question of the proper place to be

assigned to a class of things of which modem manu-

iactuidng industry has greatly increased the import-

ance—‘ fixtures,’ as we call them, the ‘ immovables

by destination ’ of French law—has occasioned doubts

and disputes. Still, on the whole, if law had really

been founded on the principles imagined in the last

century to constitute its basis—on those principles of

simplicify or fitness or good sense which are associated

with the words ‘ Nature ’ and ‘ Natural ’—it is pro-

bable that no classification of commodities would

have struck mankind sooner than that which divides
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them into movable and immovable. We know,

nevertheless, that the whole course of Boman legal

modification firom the Twelve Tables to the reforms

of Justinian had to be gone through before this

seemingly obvious distinction formally superseded

the old historical distinction between Res Mancipi

and Bes nec Mancipi, the first including Land,

Slaves, Horses, and Oxen, and the second everything

else
;
and the curious fact remains that the English-

speaking communities—^England, her colonies, and

considerably more than half the States of the American

Union—still reject the improved Boman classification,

and, separating leases of land for years from the bulk

of immovable property, join them to personalty or

movables. Thus stubbornly do the old historical

classifications hold their ground. But still, if we
firmly grasp the truth that these historical classifi-

cations can only mean that the commodities which

they place in the highest class must have been at

some time or other the sole important subjects of

proprietary right, and that the others either did not

exist or were of trifling value, we cannot but see that

there must have been a still earlier time when the

accepted historical classifications were themselves

modem. The most archaic of them, one probably as

old as any conscious attempt to draw this kind of

distinction, is that bequeathed to us the Romans.

Yet land, slaves, horses, and oxen cannot, as subjects
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of individual property, have been of contemporaneous

origin. There must have been a time when a wild

animal tamed, which was a rarity, was of more value

than a hundred acres of land, which was super-

abundant. The domain of a tribe, as soon as the

history of mankind began, may have been jealously

guarded by it as exclusive hunting-ground, as mark-

ing the limits which none but a tribesman could step

within save for bloodshed or plunder, or may have

been reserved by it (in a later stage of society) for

pasture ;
but each man’s share of this domain was of

less value to him individually than a slave, a horse,

an ox, or even than a flint-headed axe or spear. All

this follows from the simplest economical axioms
;

but the vestiges of the older (and yet probably not

the oldest) state of the primitive objects of enjoy-

ment are plainly stamped upon one authentic record

of archaic custom, the ancient Irish law
;
and they

seem to me equally discernible in the ancient Teu-

tonic Code, tlie Lex Siilica, which, whatever else it

is, is pre-eminently a body of rules protecting the

ownership of kine, swine, sheep, goats, horses, and

even bees.

1 pass to a distinction which rose into importance

in an age nearer our own—^the distinction between

the aUod and the feud, between allodial and feudal

land. iThe allod in some form or other is probably

as old as the institution of individual landed property.
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and we may regard it as equivalent to or directly

descended from the share which each man took in

the appropriated portion of the domain of the group

to which he belonged—tribe, joint-family, village

community, or nascent city. But many facts—^facts

which are receiving constant additions—appear to me
to show that this share was not at first a definite

area, but what we should now call a fi’action or

aliquot part of the divisible land. The shares of the

domain which each family or household could claim

shifted among the households under a system of

distribution in turns or by lot, and each share very

slowly became appropriated to particular families.

We only know the society of the Roman Common-
wealth when it had reached this last stage

;
indeed,

tlie hungry struggle for the public domain which

begins authentic Roman history would seem to show

that the system of ‘shifting severalties,’ which had not

quite died out in England fifty years ago, was long

over among the free Roman peasantry^ and the

traces of an older economical condition must be

sought in that copious law of servitudes or easements

into which modern lawyers of all nations have dug as

into an inexhaustible mine, and which seems to show

that the agricultural land of every Roman was really

set'vient, as the technical phrase ran, to his neigh-

bours in respect of rights of way, rights of riding,

driving, and draught, rights of drawing and lending
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water, aod a mass of other rights, far beyond all

modem experience and example. The abundant

Roman servitudes appear to me to point back to the

same modified common enjoyment of land which

characterised other Aryan races
;

but the early

period at which the land of a free Roman peasant

became appropriated to his family in strict severalty

affected the legal and economical history of Roman

society very strongly, and thus becomes a fact of

much importance in the development of the Western

world.

There are indications that at first the possession

of allodial land was everywhere the distinctive privi-

lege of the freeman. Down indeed to the first

French Revolution the exceptional tenure of land

in ‘ franc-alleu,’ which here and there survived amid

the general feudalisation, was held by Frenchmen

in high honour. Nevertheless, the modem history

of allodial land is essentially the history of the hold-

ing of land by servile or by very humble classes.

It bequeathed its great characteristic, its divisibility

at death between all the children or all the sons, to

that lowest stratum of landed right upon which the

feudal stmcture reposed, either because communities

originally fixM3 had sunk on all sides into villenage,

or because the cdlod was the type of aU enjoyment

of land, and was followed in colonies of serfi planted

by a Romtm dominm or Teutonic lord. All peasant
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holdings in France were adjusted to this type till

the Revolution, and so were German peasant estates

down to a considerably later date. We have traces

of its peculiar rules in the Gavelkind of Kent, and

in much copyhold land
; and a comparison of the

treatises of Glanvill and Bracton enables us to fix the

time when the most widely diffused of English tenures

—socage—was just putting off the characteristics

of the aUod, and putting on those of the feud. But

our current Real Property Law is coloured through-

out by the feudal view of land, which is that, when

held in individual enjoyment, it is primarily im-

partible or indivisible. The great system of land-

law, resting on this feudal conception, though occa-<

sionally wrested into departure from it by sovereign

authority, is essentially a system of rules regulating

the tenure of land by noble classes. The allodial

tenure, which is believed to have been originally the

tenure of fireemen, became in the Middle Ages the

tenure of serfs. The feudal tenure, which was cer-

tainly at first the tenure of servants who, but for the

dignity of their master, might have been called slaves,

became in the Middle Ages the tenure of noblemen.

It was by an exception, and a remarkable one, that

in our country the land-law of the nobles became the

land-law of the people.

We know thus much of the b^nnings of that

feudal system, of which the feudal land-law was a
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part, that it had several diverse origins. The land on

the border lines of the Roman Empire was held by

soldier-cultivators on tenure of military service
;
and

this must have had something to do with it. The

Roman law of Patron and Client must have had

something to do with it
;
for it plainly suggested

many customary relations of lord and vassal. We
see much which caimot but have contributed to it

in the primitive or barbarous usages of the Aryan

races ro-introduced into the Roman Empire by the

Germans. Among these, society was distributed into

compact groups of families or clans, the first ad-

ministered by the eldest member subject to a species

of election, the second often, if not always, governed

by some member of a ruling family, selected by the

process which the Irish called Tanistry. And these

Chiefs or Kings were in the habit of buying or

rewarding the services of their immediate retainers

by gifts. Wo can put our finger on a variety of the

ingredients of feudalism spread over a large surface.

Nevertheless, with all our knowledge, there is still

the greatest obscurity on one point. How was the

conception of landed property so completely changed ?

Nothing can be more singularly unlike than the legal

aspect of allodial land, or, as the Romans would have

called it, land held in dominmin, and the legal aspect

of feudal land. In passing from one to the other,

you find yourself among a new order of legal ideas.
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Perhaps it requires a lawyer alive to the signifi-

cance of technicalities, and tolerably acquainted with

the later Homan and earlier feudal law, fully to esti-

mate the thoroughness of the transmutation. An
account of all which it implies would be out of place

here
;

but, to take only one phase of it, no sub-

version of an accepted legal notion can be more

striking than that of the Roman (which is the

developed allodial) view of land as essentially divisible

by the feudal conception of land as essentially im-

partible. The Roman lawyers note, as a fimdamental

difference between immovable and movable pro-

perty, that land is divisible ad infinitum, and may be

always so conceived though actually undivided, while

movables are not properly capable of dmsion. They

could conceive land as held (so to spcfik) under

different legal dispensations, as belonging to one

person in Quiritarian and to another in Bonitarian

ownership, a splitting of ownership which, after

feudalism had fallen into decay, revived in our

country in the distinction between the legal and the

equitable estate. But there is no symptom that a

Roman lawyer could conceive what we call a series

of estates—^that is, ^a niunber of owners entitled to

enjoy the same piece of land in succession, and

capable of being contemplated together. It is a very

remarkable fact that when these great legal thinkers

had to form an idea of an interest in land so familiar
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to US as an estate for life, they had to go for an

analogy to the law of servitudes or easements. A
Roman usufruct of land was in its practical efiFects

very much the same as an English estate for life

;

but the Roman jurists classed it with rights of way

over another man’s field, or a right of drawing water

fi'om another man’s well. The impression 1^ on my
mind by a variety of passages in the Roman l^al

records is that, if a Roman lawyer had been asked to

take into his mental view a number of persons having

rights together over the same property, he would

have contemplated them not as enjoying it in turn,

but as dividing it at once between them. Thus far

was he from conceiving the ownership of the same

area of soil as distributed over tenants for life and

remainder men, tenants in tail male, and tenants in

tail female, doweresses, tenants by the courtesy of

England, and reversioners. This long series of

persons, all having ascertainable rights capable of

co>existing in the same property—^this long succes-

sion of partial ownerships, making up together one

complete ownership, the feodum or fee—could not*

have been dreamed of till a wholly new conception

of landed property had arisen. , When, several cen-

turies after the birth of feudalism, lawyers sought

to employ the Roman law to express the feudal rela-

tions, it had to be violently wrested firom its true

meaning and piurpose
;
as was notably the case with
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the law of Fidei-commissa, or testamentary gifts in

trust.

One particular agency by which this great revo-

lution of legal ideas waS; at least, partially effected,

has been of late the subject of controversy between

some of the most learned men of our day
;
and the

controversy, I am sorry to say, has been marked by

much of the bitterness peculiar to disputes which are

still confined to the learned and have not yet become

popular. The Beneficium, or Benefice, an assignment

of land by a conquering Teutonic king as the reward

or price of military service, is allowed on all sides to

have had much to do with this great change in the

legal point of view. Whether the benefice was always

a gift of public land—as M. Fustel de Coulanges in-

sists that it was—^in the countries which passed under

the sceptre of the House of Clovis, or a gift of con-

fiscated land—as there is reason to think it was, at

all events, in some subjugated provinces of iJie

Roman Empire—^it began a new stage in the history

of land-law. In its earliest form it was unlike the

estates of matured feudalism, since (according to the

better opinion) it was not at first generally hereditary

;

but it was still mare unlike the allodial lot of the

Teutonic freedman and the fundus of the Roman

provincial citizen. One modification of Roman landed

property came near it—^the Emphyteusis ;
and I still

hold to the opinion that we have here one of the
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sources of the new legal conception. But though

this explanation is plausible, as far as it goes, it is

only partial
; and, moreover, the symptoms of a

diange in the legal view of landed property are not

confined to countries which had formed part of the

Boman Empire, but are found in purely Teutonic

lands.

Feodum, the later Teutonised name of the Bene-

ficium, is now allowed to have been derived from the

old Gothic word ‘Jihu,’ or ‘Jiu’—cattle. The term is

supposed to have come to mean ‘ property,’ just as

pecunia, fi«m pecus, contracted this meaning. A few

years ago, after pointing out the great part played by

cattle in converting Irish tribal holdings into some-

thing like feudal tenures, I stated that 1 suspected

‘ feodum ’ to have a closer connection with cattle

than the usual etymology implied. M. de Laveleye,

commenting on this remark, has stated that he has

no doubt of the association
;
and he observes tliat we

thus see the meaning of the original contrast between

allodium and feodum—al-od, the complete property

;

fe-od, the cattle property. Plausible as this is, I*

should have hesitated to build on it as a basis but

for the remarkable results disclosed by the examina-

tion of the Salic Law. It undoubtedly shows that an

ancient Law of Movable Property may deeply affect

a Law of Land. Now, we know that among the

Gfermans observed by Tacitus or his informants the
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chie& were rewarded by King or Commonwealth

widi assignments of cattle and com
;
the companions

of the chief, living in his house, received a horse and

arms as pay. It was exactly the system which pre-

vails at this moment at the Court of a Kaffir chiefbain

in North Africa. Now, let us conceive this system

modified by the growth of population or by conquest,

but otherwise unaltered. In the first case, land in-

creases in value through natural economical causes.

In the second, the Teutonic host become the masters

of lands long since populous and filled with wealth

accumulated during the Pax Romana. If, then, we

assume that, at once in the occupied provinces and

more gradually in Teutonic territory, gifts of land

took the place of gifts of cattle and arms, but that

the old associations with assignments of movables

continued to attach to a Benefice in land, the transfer

of idea—to my mind, at all events—explains better

than anything else the transformation of the legal

aspect of landed property. I can now understand

why the Benefice was not at first hereditary
;
why,

even when it became hereditary, the donor could

select the son who was to inherit
;
why he could

cause it, after the .death of any holder, to remain to

Bomebo(^ else
;

why, like a horse, or a suit of

armour, or a herd of cattle, it could pass through

a successimi of hands and then revert to the giver
;

why it was impartible, the ancient gift of movables
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having to be restored entire either in genere or in

ipede ;
and lastly, to pass to more technical matters,

why such importance was attached the early

feudal law to seism, or actual possession, and why
the gift of a feudal estate implied warranty of the

title to it, which a grant of allodial land never did.

As a matter of fact, we have in the Irish usages

lately brought to our knowledge a system just such

as we might expect if we were permitted a view of

Teutonic customs somewhere between the first and

the fifth century—a feudal system (if we may so call

it) dependent on cattle and kinship instead of land

and tenure. I will not now repeat the account which

I gave on former occasions of the remarkable soci^

mechanism disclosed by the Brehon laws
;
but those

who will examine it carefully will find a number of

special feudal rules much more simply explained by

the relations of Irish chief and Irish clansman than

by any theory founded on the exigencies of military

service or on spontaneous modifications of property

in land.

I must not be understood as affecting to offer a

complete account of the complicated system of rights

and duties, some personal and some proprietary,

which made up what we call feudalism. The mailed

knight of the days of chivalry, who is spoken of in

much of history and historical romance as if he were

a product of one age and one region, may be shown
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to have obtained firom all sorts of quarters the

materials of the ascendency which he long exercised

in Western Europe. His iron armour came firom the

household cavalry of the Eastern Caesar at Byzantium;

the stirrups, without which he could not have worn it

on horseback, were brought, with his horseshoes, by

Tartar riders fi’om the steppes of the furthest Asia.

Just so feudalism, which in the twelfth century looks

to us all of a piece, is undoubtedly the result of many

converging lines of descent. We are now only con-

cerned with the feudal land-law, and to attribute it to

a single origin would be quite inadmissible. We must

give due weight to the influence of purely Romim

ideas ; those connected with the Emphyteutic form

of property, those sprin^ng up among the military

colonies on the German border, and those which had

their origin in the Roman law of Patron and Client.

Competing with these Roman ideas are others even

more potent, of barbarous or primitive origin. I

cannot doubt that, when the Benefice or Feud became

hereditary, the plan of succession was mainly taken

from that which the men of primitive Aryan race had

considered as appropriate to chiefships or sovereignties,

and which in one of its stages the Irish called Tanistry.

As little can 1 doubt that the general tumult of the

Western world, during the dissolution of the Caro-

lingian Empire, contributed to diflEiise succession by

Primogeniture on the one hand, and to produce
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Villmage on the other. The imminent daily danger

caused little societies to cluster round their natural

leader, or some soldier of fortune who had taken his

place
;
the general impoverishment caused men to be

depressed to the condition of beasts of burden. Un-

questionably the squalor and poverty which meet us

on the threshold of the Middle Ages did not charac-

terise the provinces of the Roman Empire, even on

the eve of its fall. There can be no greater delusion

than that the Roman provincials were pauperised by

taxation
;
and M. Fustel de Coulanges seems to me

to have quite proved in his last work that Gaul,

at all events, even when swarming with barbarians,

was still full of wealth and splendour. But no

surer niin can be wrought to the hoarded capital

of centuries than by such an anarchy as prevailed

on the relaxation of the Carolingian power. Lord

Macaulay, in contrasting India as the English found

it with the impressions of it entertained by Euro-

pean adventurers, has said that it is really a very

poor country
;
but it is very difficult to believe this

of so great an area of fertile soil crowded for ages

by an industrious popiilation. The true secret of

the poverty of India, from which she is slowly re-

covering, I take to be the desolation caused by the

wars and brigandage of about 2,000 several chiefs

while the M<^ul dominion was dissolving. I think

that India during the reigns of Akhbar and Jehangir
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was very probably as rich as the Western world

thought it
;

but its careftilly hoarded capital was

destroyed as were the accumulations of the Roman

Empire. There are some very singular analogies

between the dissolution of the Mogul and the disso-

lution of the Carolingian power—^to some extent in

their course, but in a much greater degree in their

social effects. These, however, cannot be conveniently

considered here.

One result of this revolution of legal ideas, which

arose from assimilating immovable property to

movable, was, I need hardly say, greatly to com-

plicate the law of land. The complex land-law.

of the feudal ages was, on the Continent of Europe,

essentially the law of noble classes
;

but in this

country it became the general land-law, as I before

stated, by exception. Among the many proposals

which have been made for reforming it since Bentham

became an authority among us, one frequently put

forward may be described as a proposal to carry to

its farthest consequences the early process of change

in which feudalism begun. The suggestion has often

been made that real property should be closely assimi-

lated to personalty, «aore especially in respect of con-

veyance. There ought to be no more difficulty, it is

said, in transferring a piece of land than in selling a

horse. I believe the analogy to be unsound, and the

route indicated a false one. There is far more promise
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in reversing than in extending the principle, in

treating land as essentially unlike movables, and

in a return to the ancient methods of conveying

allodial land. The subject is, for several reasons,

worthy of our attention.

It is to be recollected, first, that the primitive

conveyances of allodial land were before all things

public. Land bdonged to the tribe, joint-family, or

village-community before it belonged to the individual

household
;
even when it became private property,

the brotherhood retained large rights over it, and

without the consent of the collective brotherhood it

could not be transferred. The public consent of the

village to a sale of land is still required over much of

the Aryan world. Although, as we know the Man-

cipation in Roman legal history, it is a form of

private transfer, it plainly bears the stamp of its

ori^nal publicity. The five witnesses who had to

assist at a Mancipation represent the old consenting

community, according to a principle of representation

by fives widely diffused among primitive races. As

a private conveyance, Mancipation was extremely

clumsy, and 1 have no doubt it was a great advan-

tage to Roman society when this* ancient conveyance

was first subordinated to Tradition, or simple de-

livery, and finally superseded by it. Nevertheless,

the most successful modem experiments have re-

verted in principle to a method of transfer even
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older than Mancipation, and the latest simplifications

of the conveyance of land are a reproduction of the

primitive public transfers in the face of the com-

munity, in a new form appropriate to large and

miscellaneous societies.

In France, and in the territories incorporated

with the Empire of Napoleon I., there has existed,

ever since the establishment or introduction of the

Code called by his name, a system of publicly

registering sales and mortgages of land. In some

of the Germanic countries there was long a disin-

clination to adopt these expedients
;
but they have

now been almost universally copied on the Con-

tinent, and, as sometimes happens, the new system

is most perfect where the delay in accepting it was

longest. The land-registries which have the highest

commendation fi’om juridical writers are those of

certain small Teutonic communities

—

e.g. the state

of Hesse-Darmstadt, and the Swiss canton of Zurich.

I can here give but a brief description of th<‘

mechanism. The land of the community is divided

into a number of circumscriptions of no great area.

For each of these a central office is established, with

a staff of functionaries who are to some extent ex-

perts, and at each office a register is opened in which

separate portions or groups of pages are appropriated

to separate masses of land. There has been some

controversy as to what the area selected for separate

A A
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treatment should be—^whether a space determined by

land-measurement, or, as we should say, an estate, an

aggregate of lands once held as a single property

;

but I bdieve that the historical system, that which

deals with estates rather than with areas settled by

land-smrveyors, has been found practically the most

convenient. When the register has once been

opened, the legal history of every parcel of every

area is thenceforward recorded in it, and every

transfer or mortgage must be registered in it, under

pain of invalidity. Whether a person wishing to sell

or mortj'age has the ri^ght to do so it is the business

of the staff of experts to ascertain. It is absolutdy

essential to the system that the register should be

easily accessible, and the formalities of registration

simple and cheap.

The nearest English analogy to these new foreign

systems is to be sought in the Court Rolls ofManors

;

and it is sometimes asserted by lawyers that the

manifold disadvantages of copyhold property are

compensated by the many conveniences arising from

its registration in these rolls. As to the great mas&

of English freehold property, there is a general ad-

mission among lawyers of the ejcpediency of r^stra-

tion, but vehement dispute as to the best method,

and a certain disposition to look upon the practical

difficulties as insuperable. It is true that these

difficulties are far greater than abroad. Our land
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law is much more complex than the land law of

Continental countries, where it has its counterpart,

if it has any, in the exceptional law applied to the

estates of a limited number of noble families
;
and

English real-property law has been still further com-

plicated by the liberty of transfer and devise which

we have enjoyed from a comparatively early period.

The great difficulty with us lies in the preliminary

process of ascertaining whether a person desirous of

selling or mortgaging has the right to do it
;
but

this is in most Continental countries a comparatively

easy matter, the bulk of the land having been held

until the early part of this century by a tenure of.

strict villenage, or, as we should say, in copyhold.

My immediate object, however, is not to pass an

etilogy on the principle of conveyance by entries on

a register, or to weigh one system of registra-

tion against another. 1 wish rather to point out

some remarkable consecpiences of registration which

ought to have our attention in our special branch of

study. A short time since I stated that the problems

*once solved by the exjjedient of Warranty were com-

mon to all bodies of jurisprudence. What is to be

done in the case of tlie man, who is in fact exercising

all the powers of an owner, but who has no title to

show ? Is he to be at the mercy of anybody who

chooses to injure or disturb him ? The Roman law

answers this question by providing the vast body of
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rules which constitute the chapter on Possession.

What has to be done with the man who has bought,

with the proper formalities, but not from the true

owner—or from the true owner, but not with the

proper formalities ? The answer of the Roman law

consists in the doctrines of bond fide Possession and

of ownership in boms— Bonitarian or Equitable

ownership. Is the Bonitarian owner or the Possessor,

with or without good faith, always to have an im-

perfect title ? The reply is in the great departments

of law concerned with Usucaption and Prescription.

If a man mortgages his property to a number of

creditors, in what order are they to be satisfied ?

The volume of rules by which all systems try to

solve this problem is quite enormous. But it is very

remarkable that where there is a perfect system of

land registry the strong tendency is to revert to the

doctrines of Roman law as it must have been before

Possession, Usucapion, and Bonitarian ownership

grew up. The registry of the sale or mortgage of

land being extrtiiuely easy, expeditious, and cheap,

there is a marked disposition among the authors and

expositors of law to say to the members of the com-

munity, ‘ Either register your transfers or mortgages,

or cause them to be registered, or you shall have no

rights whatever. If you neglect doing that which

it is in your power to do at any moment and at a

trifling cost in time and money, you shall not have
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the benefit of Possession, of Bonitarion ownership, of

Usucapion, or Prescription. At most, there shall be

an Action of Contract to compel the seller of land to

register and the buyer to pay the purchase-money.

As regards mortgages, they shall rank in the order

of priority of registration, and if you delay going

through the proper formalities, or compelling them

to be gone through, you, the mortgagee, will be

postponed to creditors more diligent than yourself,

and you will be satisfied after them.’ I follow

C-erman writers of authority in saying that this is

the condition to which legal doctrine is approximating

in much of Germany, though it is not quite adjusted

to it. The singular result is that some of the most

intricate and difficult chapters of law cease to be of

any, or much, importance. The expedient of public

registration is, it will be seen, purely mechanical. A
contrivance very like it in principle spontaneously

and very early suggested itself to the human race.

Nevertheless, where a public registry of mortgage

and land transfer has been established, some of the

most famous and luxuriant branches of law show a

tendency to dwindle and wither away under its

shadow. Possessioif, Usucapion, Bonitarian owner-

ship, and Hypothek occupy together a prodigious

space in the Roman jurisprudence
;
the bulk of what

corresponds to them in other systems of law is very

great ;
if they are reduced to a flection of their
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present dimensions, the diminution of the aggregate

body of law will be extraordinary and will have

been produced in a most imexpected way.

I have dwelt on these Continental systems of

land registration, and on the effects attributed to

them by German juridical opinion, for two reasons.

In the first place, the fact is certainly curious that

the latest improvements in the mechanism of mort-

gage and land transfer involve a reversion to the

primitive ijublicity of conveyance. The public regis-

ter at sojne accessible spot, in which all transactions

must be registered under penaltj’- of immediately

forfeiting all their benefits, pretty much corresponds

to the primitive assembly of the village before which

all transfers of shares in the domain must be accom-

plished, in order that the brotherhood may consent

to them and supply evidence of them by the general

recollection. It is true that the ancient formalities

had one object which lias nothing to do with the

modem. The primitive publicity of transfer went

with a most rigid exclusiveness, and the public con^

sent which was insisted ujion was employed to refiise

the power of purchase to strangers. The decay of

the ancient public conveyances* was very probably

caused by a change of circumstances which made the

communities either unable or unwilling to maintain

thdr collective control over the land of their domain.

In modem India the growth of wealth has greatly
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stimulated the spirit of individualism
;
buyers and

sellers of land alike become impatient of the necessity

for obtaining the public consent of the villagers to

their bargain
;
the modem Anglo-Indian law is un-

favourable to these archaic restrictions
;
and thus

the primitive public methods of alienation are every-

where giving way to private transfers.* In the his-

torically ancient world, the same results were most

probably produced by conquest and by the absorp-

tion of one or more of the primitive proprietary

groups by others stronger than themselves. In the

Roman State, including a population ever more and

more miscellaneous, we find, at the outset of legal

history, a mere shadow of the old forms of transfer

in the Mancipation
;
and Mancipation, long before

its abolition by Justinum, was subordinated by every

sort of legal contrivance to mere Deliveiy or Tra-

dition. Yet even Tradition, when it became the

sole Roman conveyance, retained some trace of the

institutions out of which it grew. The Roman law

^ever to the last allowed the dominium or right of

property to be passed from one person to another by

a mere contract
;

it was absolutely necessary that the

contract should be 'followed by the delivery’’ of the

Thing which was its subject. This is a peculiarity

' Two Tsloable Acts of the Indiaa Legislature, the Registration

and Transfisr of Property Acts, are mitigating the evils anting

from the privacy and heterogeneous forms of these transfers.
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which has more than once caused perplexity to per-

sons who have consulted the Roman law of Transfer

in ignorance of its being founded on a principle

which the English law and the French Code have

abandoned.

The other fact to which I wish to call attention

is not merely curious, but highly instructive. The

tendency of German juridical opinion, which I have

mentioned, shows that we are in danger of over-

estimating the stability of legal conceptions. Legal

conceptions are indeed extremely stable
;
many of

them have tl’eir roots in the most solid portions of

our nature, and those of them with which we are

most familiar have been for ages under the protection

of irresistible sovereign power. Their great stability

is apt to suggest that they are absolutely permanent

and indestructible
;
and this assumption seems to me

to be sometimes made not only by superficial minds,

but by strong and clear intellects. I am not sure

that even such juridical thinkers as Bentham and

Austin are quite fi^ from it. They sometimes write

as if they thought that, although obscured by Mse
theory, false logic, and false statement, there is

somewhere behind all the delusions which they

expose a framework of permanent legal conceptions

which is discoverable by a trained eye, looking

through a dry light, and to which a rational Code

may always be fitted. What 1 have stated as to llie
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^ects upon law of a mere mechanical improvement

in land registration is a very impressive warning that

this position is certainly doubtful, and possibly not

true. The legal notions which I described as decay-

ing and dwindling have always been regarded as

belonging to what may be called the osseous structure

of jurisprudence
;
the fact that they are nevertheless

perishable suggests very forcibly that even juris-

prudence itself cannot escape from the great law of

Evolution.
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CHAPTER XI.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF LEGAL RULES.

Almost the first thing which is learnt by the student

of Roman law is, that the classical jurists of Rome

divided the whole body of legal rules into the Law of

Persons, the L xw of Things, and the Law of Actions^

Although, however, his studies, as law is now taught

amongst us, may soon introduce him to some vehe-

ment disputes as to the meaning of this classification,

he may be long in becoming alive to the extent and

importance of the literature to which it has given

bii'th. It would seem, in fSoct, that in the seven-

teenth century, which was a great juridical era, theories

of legal classification took very much the place of

those theories of law reform which so occupied the

minds of the last generation of Englishmen. The'

continuous activity of legislatures is an altogeth^

modem phenomenon
;
and, before it began, an intel-

lect of the type of Bentham’s, instead of speculating

on the possibility of transforming the law into con-

formity with the greatest happiness of the greatest

number, or with any other principle, speculated rather
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on the possibility of rearranging it in new and more

philosophical order. The improvement in view was

thus rather a reform of law-books than a reform of

law. The most extreme example of such theories is,

perhaps, to be found in/the attempt of Domat to dis-

tribute all law under its two ‘ great commandments ’

as set forth in the twenty-second chapter of St.

Matthew’s Gospel—^love to God and love to one’s

neighbour. But on the whole the arrangement in

which the compilers ofJustinian’s ‘ Institutes ’ followed

Gains, distributing law in Law of Persons, Law of

Things, and Law of Actions, became the point of

departure for theories of legal classification^ Its his-

tory has been not unlike that of several equally

famous propositions. After long neglect, it came tc>

be regarded as an expression of absolute truth, and

an essential and fundamental distinction was assumed

to exist between the three great departments into

which the Romans divided law. English jurispru-

dence was, no doubt, very little affected by this as-

, sumption, but English lawyers occasionally come

across the inferences from it when they have to deal

with Private International law, or, in other words,

with the conditiorfs upon which one community will

recognise and apply a portion of the jurisprudence of

another. At a later date certain difficulties were ob-

served in the rigorous application of the Roman doc-

trine, and much ingenuity was expended in removing
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them, or explaining them away. Finally, it was

pronounced to be theoretically untenable, and only

deserving of being retained on account of its his-

torical importance. (Recording to the general agree-

ment of modem writers on jurisprudence, the Roman
distribution of law into Law of Persons, Law of

Things, and Law of Actions, must be regarded as

now exploded^

As a perfect classification of legal rules would

distribute them according to their real relations with

one another, and would therefore be founded on a

complete analysis of all the legal conceptions, the

subject has not lost its interest for very powerful

minds in this century. The speculations of Austin

on classification almost fill such writings of his as

remain to us, and a valuable essay of John Stuart

Mill on these speculations may be read in the third

volume of his ‘ Dissertations and Discussions.’ On
the Continent of Europe a more practical interest

has been given to such questions by the gradual

codification of the law of the whole civilised world,

except England and the countries imder the influence

of the English legal system
;
for a Code must be

arranged somehow, and few would deny that the more

philosophical the arrangement the better. But the

great majority of writers on the subject, whatever

their title to be heard, are agreed in depreciating

the Roman classification and all classifications de-
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scended from it, and sometimes their censure is sur-

prisingly strong. This modem fashion of decrying,

and even of reviling, the arrangement of the Roman

Institutes threatens to produce some reaction, and I

see that a manful attempt to rehabilitate it has been

made in America. A book published at Chicago,

and written by a Law Professor of the State Uni-

versity of Iowa, is not likely perhaps to come into the

hands of many English readers, but Mr. Hammond’s

Preface to the American issue of Mr. Sandars’s well-

known edition of the ‘ Institutes of Justinian ’ con-

tains much the best defence I have seen of the

classical distribution of law. ^'My own opinion is

that the now common depreciation of this distribu-

tion is not so much mistaken as misplaced. The

legal classifications proposed by the most modem
thinkers on these subjects are classifications of legal

Rights. Every one of such systems has legal Right

for its centre and pivot. But, singular as the fact

may appear to those unacquainted with it, the Romans

had not attained, or had not fully attained, to the

conception of a legal Right, which seems to us ele-

mentary. According to the general usage of the

Roman lawyers Jqp meant not ‘ a right,’ but ‘ law,’

and usually a particular branch of law. There are,

undoubtedly, certain senses of Jus in which the

meaning of ‘ right ’ is approached, and even closely

approached
;
but, on the whole, the Romans must be
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considered to have constructed their memorable sys-

tem without the hdpof the conception of legal Right.

We have constantly to be on our guard against illu-

sions produced by the undoubted stability of law as

compared with other provinces of thought. Some

modern writers speak of the Romans as if they were

to blame for not having clearly conceived a legal

Right
;

even Mill speaks of their language on the

point as ‘ unhappy ;
’ but the truth is, and it is very

impressive, that the legal idea of a Right was very

slowly evolved. In the minds of the Roman lawyers

it was entangled with other notions, and was there-

fore obscure. In the Middle Ages it became clearer,

doubtless through its examination by the scholastics.

But, unquestionably, a clear and consistent meaning

was, for the first time, ^ven to the expression ‘ a

right’ by the searching analysis of Bentham and

Austin. I object, therefore, to the contemptuous

language sometimes applied to the Roman map of the

provinces of law, as in effect taxing persons who had

not yet attained to the conception of a legal Right,

with not having anticipated methods of classification

of which Rights are the basis. In order to give their

due to the ancient lawyers who fiyst divided law into

Law of Persons, Law of Things, and Law of Actions,

we must try to bring home to ourselves the view of

the field of law which this division superseded
;
and

then we shall see, 1 think, that the new arrangement
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may have been a great feat of abstraction. The object

of this paper will be to show what was the original

Roman notion of the contents of a legal system
;
but

it will derive such interest as it possesses from the

light which the inquiry throws on certain primitive

ideas regarding law and justice which appear to have

been once diffused over a great portion of mankind^

The respect, which once amounted to reverence,

for the classification of law in the Roman Institutes,

though it has had time to culminate and decline, is

relatively modem. There is no reason to suppose

that the Roman lawyers set any extraordinary value

on it. It was confined to their Institutional treatises

or primers of law, the educational manuals placed in

the hands of beginners. The student was soon ad-

vanced to the Praetorian Edict, and the greatest part

of his pupilage was passed in the close examination

of it, and in reeling the numerous commentaries of

which it was the text. ,• But the Edict of the Praetor,

even when consolidated by Julianus, did not divide

law into Law of Persons, Law of Things, and Law of

^Actions. The Twelve Tables, older than the Edict,

have no trace of this classification
;
nor has any later

compendium of Roman law. The Gregorian and

Hermogenian Codes were arranged upon a different

principle
;
so was the Code of Theodosius the Second

;

so, manifestly, are the Code and Digest of Justinian.

When the study of Roman law revived in the Middle
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Ages, it was not the arrangement of the Institutes

which regulated the course of legal study soon fol-

lowed by thousands of students. As may be seen

from Mr. Hammond’s Pre&ce, the mediseval teachers

followed the so-called ‘ legal order,’ that is, the actual

order of legal topics in the text of the book before

the class. The ascendency of the classification of

the Institutes in fact took its rise in dissatisfiu:tion

with this ‘legal order.’ It survived in the law-

schools, says Mr. Hammond, to the end of the

eighteenth centuiy, consequently till after the time

of Blackstone
;

‘ but the increased importance of the

Institutes in the plan of study gradually made their

arrangement to be regarded as the basis of all scien-

tific systems of jurisprudence.’ It has now, how-

ever, become plain, and with regard to matters far

more important than legal classification, that much

which the eighteenth century abandoned in the name

of science and in equally respectable names must be

recovered and re-examined, if the thread of human

thought is ever to be knitted anew. What then was

the ‘ legal order,’ which appears in the Roman Digest

and Code, and which, when those bodies of law were

put together, liad already mamtained its place for

about ten centuries in the legal records of a society

of pre-eminent legal genius? I think that the ques-

tion will be foimd to have more than a merely tech-

nical and more than a merely antiquarian interest.
)
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.4he arrangement of legal topics which can he

shown to have been extraordinarily persistent in the

Roman law is first discovered in the fiagments of

those Twelve Tables which to the last were its theo-

retical basis. The contents of all the Tables except the

Eleventh and Twelfth have been known in a general

way since the time of Gothofred
; but we are now

only under the necessity of attending to the subjects

of the first three, and especially of the First. This

First Table of the primitive Code contained a number

of rules dc in jm vocando, on the first steps in a

judicial proceeding, on summons to the defendant,

and on the excuses, or—to employ the later Teu-

tonic word which found its way into our own early

law—the ‘ essoins,’ which he might mstke for not

attending. The Second Table had to do, first, with

the Procedure to be followed when the case was

actually in Court, and next (so it is commonly be-

lieved) with theft ;
it went at once from legal pro-

cedirre to the fi»udulent subtraction of a movable.

The Third Table contained rules as to Deposits.yWc
ifeed not go ftirther, and 'all which must be recol-

lected is that the earliest Roman Code treated first of

legal procedure, and* then, either at once or shortly

afterwards, dealt with the subjects of Thefts and

Deposit^; all the other heads of law discussed in the

remaining Tables followed the same apparently hap-

hazard arrangement. Let us now turn to the Prse-

B B
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toriau or Perpetual Edict, the of Roman Equity

jurisprudence as opposed to the Roman Common
Law constructed out of the Twelve Tables and out

of the accretion of legal rules which had them for a

nucleus. The Edict had imquestionably an order of

subjects of its own. I will not now discuss the time

at which, or the mode in which, this order first ap-

peared. (|t began with a title manifestly corre-

sponding to the first Decemviral Table, though usually

given in ditferent words, de actione dandA. The

Second Title, like the Second Table, dealt with Pro-

cedure in Court. Deposit was treated of in the Third

Title
;
but Theft, instead of taking the first place

after Procedure, as it is thought to have done in the

primitive Code, occupied the last part of the Fourth

Title, in which it was preceded by Marriage Portions

and Tutelage. There is a general but not exact

correspondence with the Twelve Tables throughout

the remaining Titles, and on the whole the classifica-

tion of the Edict looks like a modernised form of the

ancient order of the Twelve Tables.^ |t is well es-

tablished that the distribution of subjects of the Edic.;

was observed in the great mass of Roman legal litera-

ture, and that it influenced the earlier attempts at

codification, but it was long a matter of dispute

whether it determined the order followed in the Code

and Digest of Justinian. At first 'sight ^ere is no

trace of resemblance or correspondence, but the reason
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is that a great quantity of pre&tory matter introduces

the true classification in both of these fiunous com*

pilations. In the Code the preface is ecclesiastical

;

in the Digest there are first some general propositions

about law, and then an account of various Imperial

officers connected with the administration of the law

or having some sort of jurisdiction. The real body

of the Digest commences at the Fourth Title of the

Second Book, and begins with the very subject of

the First Table of the Decemviral Law, de in jm
vocundo, A close correspondence between these ear-

liest and latest monuments of Roman law may be

discerned running through no less than nineteen

books of the Digest
;
only Theft has dropped into an

obscurity characteristic of modem as distinguished

fi’om ancient law.

From this brief summary of an inquiry which has

occupied the minds of several generations of learned

men, it would appear that the form of the Roman

law throughout the whole course of its history was

strongly influenced by the primitive arrangement of

'subjects in the Twelve Tables. Have we any clue to

the meaning or principle of this ancient legal classi-

fication? At first ^ight it is simply disorderly, even

less capable of being referred to any dominant notion

than the arrangement of our classical English Digest,

Bacon’s ‘ Abridgment,’ which begins with ‘ Plea in

Abatement to the Jurisdiction of a Court,’ and goes
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on to treat of Ambassadors and Attorneys, but wbicb

at all events may lay claim to the convenience of an

alphabetical order. The suspicion, however, that

some light might be thrown on the arrangement of

the Twelve Tables by what has more recently been

called Comparative Jurisprudence is not new. Ever

since the earliest and purest of the Teutonic Codes,

the Frankish ‘ Lex Salica,’ has been examined, it has

been seen that it exhibited some curious general re-

semblances to the course of legal topics followed in

^ the monuments of Roman law except the Institutes.

The first citle is de mwrmire^ on Summons to a Court,

thus exactly answering to the First of the Roman

Tables, and to the First Title of the Edict. The next

seven Titles are concerned with Thefts, just as was

the second part of the Second Roman Table. The

Salic titles on thefts of swine, thefts of kine, thefts of

tame birds, and so forth, succeed one another down

to the ninth Title, where the subject of Trespass is

taken up
;
but the code-maker immedisitely returns

•to Theft, and though he interrujits himself to treat

of Homicide and other serious crimes, he is constantly'

recurring to Theft throughout a great part of the

Code. The title corresponding -most nearly to the

Roman Deposits does not present itself tiU the middle

of the Salic Law is reached : it is numbered ‘ fifty,’

and has the barbarous Latin heading dc Jides facias ;

but it is most elaborately framed, and has furnished
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plentiful food to modem German erudition. The

fimt remuns that the German Salic Law begins, as did

the Roman Twelve Tables, with committing what to

a modem legal eye is the paralogism of placing the

Law of Action in front of the law
;
that, like the

Twelve Tables, it ^ves a very high place to Theft—^in

modem law one of the most insignificant of subjects
;

and that it elaborately discusses contractual obliga-

tions, but that it puts them in no place in the smallest

degree corresponding to that reserved in the Roman
Institutes for the Law of Contract.

(
These resem-

blances, as I stated, attracted notice some time ago
;

but it was matter of dispute whether they proved

anything more than that the Frankish code-maker

had heard something of the Roman ‘legal order.’

On the one side the strong probability might be

urged that the Theodosian Code had something to

do with the Frankish codification
; on the other, it

might be said that the substantive law of the Lex

Salica shows no signs of derivation from the Roman
jurisprudence. It is purely barbarous. Again, the

order of topics in the Lex Salica is not that of the

later Roman law, which the Frank might conceivably

have followed, but fhat of the earliest Roman law, of

which it is almost impossible that he can have known

anything. After Procedure, the Salic Law deals with

Theft. So, according to the better opinion, did the

Twelve Tables ; but in the later Roman law Theft
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had become a criminal offence, and not one of any

importance. The fact is, the prominent place as-

signed to Theft is a distinctive mark of barbarous

law.y It belongs to the period when movables are

of far higher value than immovables, personal pro-

perty than land. No surer inference can be drawn

from the insistence of a lawgiver on Theft than that

the community for which he legislated had more land

than sufficed for cultivation, and that the common

prey of violence or fraud was the movable, the slave,

the domestic animal, or the ornament or utensil which

was the product of workmen making up for unskil-

fulness by laboriousness.

jbhe arguments against the derivation of the Salic

from the Roman arrangement have always seemed to

me to preponderate, independently of new materials

for an opinion. But these new materials place the

matter beyond a doubt. /By itself indeed the lately

revealed Irish law would carry us a very little way.

^Its great peculiarity is the extraordinary prominence

it gives to Procedure. The principal Irish law-book,,

pretending to be a Code and claiming in its preface

to have been frame<l when ‘ Theodosius was monarch

of the world,’ is almost wholly* taken up with the

law of Distress. Undoubtedly we have here the

Celtic counterpart of the First Roman Table, de in

jus vocando. Distraint is the ancient Irish method,

. and probably it was once the Greek, the Roman, the
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German, and the Hindu method, possibly it was the

universal method, of vocatio in jus, of compelling a

person complained against to come into Court and

submit the quarrel to arbitration or adjudication.

The state of things is that of which we have a bare

trace in Roman and Hindu, but traces somewhat

more abundant in Teutonic law
;
you, having re-

ceived an injury, so far availed yourself of the primi-

tive natural remedy of forcible reprisals that you used

it, with the sufferance or under the control of the law,

to compel your adversary to come into Court.) But,

though this amount of correspondence is manifest, no

further I’esemblance to the Roman Twelve Tables

can be discovered amid the singular confusions of

the Irish jurisprudence. The subject discussed in

the great Code, the Senchus Mor, next after Distress

is the law of ‘
Hostage-securities,’ and it may cer-

tainly be asserted that this must have been an im-

portant branch of law amid a community perpetually

belligerent like the ancient Irish. But in fact a gi’eat

.part of law is incidentally discussed in the Senchus

Mor imder the head of Distress, and it must on the

whole be admitted that neither in that nor in any

other Irish law-boOk is there any clear sign of de-

signed classification. All we can say with confi-

dence is—and this is an important proposition—^that

(&e Irish Brehon lawyers regarded the mode of

bringing of a defendant into Coiul; as the l^al topic
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vMcli rightfully and naturally took precedence of all

others.J)

It appears to me that the kev to these mysteries

may be found in those Hindu law-books which have

been more or less known to us under the extremely

inappropriate name of Codes. One of them has been

long accessible to English students through the trans-

lation of Sir William Jones, and this so-called Code

of Menu is believed by orthodox Hindus to be the

very collection of ‘ sacred laws ’ which Manu, ‘ whose

powers were measureless,’ declared to the ‘divine

sages ’ who approached him as he ‘ sat reclined with

his attention fixed on one object.’ But the sacred

laws thus promulgated in no way answer to the

modem conception of a Code. They are contained

in a book wHch, among other things, is a treatise on

the seen and unseen worlds, on the art of govern-

ment, and on the various classes of Hindu society.

Similarly the Christian Brehon laws are found mixed

up with discussions on cosmogony and logic
;
and

the Roman Twelve Tables clearly consisted in some,

parts of ritual. The Code of Manu would in fact by'

itselfsuggest that Law, as a subject of conscious reflec-

tion, is the result of a gradual evblution. It was not

at first dissociated fi?om all sorts of propositions on

matters which affect life in this world or the next.

The Sanscritists of our day, as 1 have explained in the

earlier chapters of this work, are not at all inclined
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to concede to the lat^ Hindu law-books that vast

antiquity which was once claimed for them. Follow-

ing a theory of Professor Max Miiller, they trace the

rhythmical texts of the so-called Codes to collections

of maxims expressed in language so concise as to

fasten themselves on the memory, and finally to their

fountain-head in the oldest literature of the Aryan

race. But the law-books once framed appear to have

undergone a further specialisation. Ritual, of which

there are plain traces in the Roman Twelve Tables,

has a compendium of rules entirely appropriated to

itself in that remarkable record of another Italian

community, the Eugubine Tables, which till the

other day no man could read ;
and in the book of

Narada, now open to the English reader, he will find

a version of the ‘ sacred laws ’ of Manu in which Law

proper has been isolated from other subjects, and is

regarded very much in the same light in which it

would be viewed by the author of a modem Code.

In the mediaeval Digests of Hindu law, which are

the actual sources of the law now administered in

India, Narada is sometimes quoted as of almost equal

authority with Manu. In point of fact, both Manu

and Narada are entirely mythical, and the books

called after their names are nothing more than com-

pendia of the teaching of particular Hindu law-

schools, formed more or less on the model of a gens or

clan. Both these law-books pretend to an origin in
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sacred laws declared by that Manu who took part

in the creation of the world ; but the author of the

extant book, ^hich purports to contain the whole

teaching of Manu, quotes ‘ Manu ’ as a personage dis-

tinct from himself
;
and the preface to the book of

Narada describes at length the process by which a

supposed original Code of Manu was gradually spe-

cialised, until it became at last a treatise on civil law.

Manu, says the writer, composed a work which, among

other things, told of the creation of the world, spoke

of the classification of beings in it, and gave the enu-

meration of the countries assigned to them, and it

contained 100,000 shkas, legal texts or verses. Manu

delivered it to Narada, who made the very reasonable

remark, ‘ This book cannot be easily studied by

human beings on account of its length.’ He accord-

ingly abridged it to 12,000 verses, and his disciple,

Sumati, further abridged it to 4,000. It is only the

gods, says the introduction, who read the original

Code. Men read the second abridgment, since human

capacity has been bi’ought to this through the lessen-,

ing of life.
'

The chief interest of the book of Narada, which

has recently been translated into English by Dr.

Julius JbUy, of Wurzburg, is that its writer is much

more of a pure lawyer than the writer of Manu, and

his work is much more nearly a work on law. Both

them were certainly Brahmans. The writer ofManu
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is int^sely sacerdotal, and like earlier aathorities, still

contemplates the civil and earthly sanction as a sup*

plement and aid to the spintual penalty. On the

other hand, the author of Narada depends almost

wholly on the civil sanction, and his religious cha*

racter shows itself chiefly in earnest and often very

impressive exhortations to observ'ance of the law and

of the moral duties implicated with legal obligatioi^.

For my present purpose, however, I have only tO

point out that these Brahmanical code-makers, differ-

ing sensibly in some respects from one another, and

each probably reflecting the doctrine of some vener-

ated school,
I

agree essentially in their conception of

the order and contents of a Code. The classification

of subjects which they follow may be seen by ex-

amining the eighth chapter of the Code of Manu in

Sir William Jones’s translation, and it is observed

throughout the law-book of Narada. I will describe

it from the last, since it is plainer in the more purely

legal treatise. The following account of it wiU be

found at page 6 of Dr. Jolly’s version in slokaH 16

to 20:—
‘ The eight constituent parts of a legal proceeding

are the King, his* Officer, the Assessors, the Law-

book, the Accountant and Scribe, gold and fire for

Ordeals, and water for refreshment.

‘ Recovery of a Debt, Deposits, Concerns among

Partners, Abstraction of Gift, Breach of promised
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Obedience, Non>payment of Wages, Sale without

Ownership, Non-ddiveiy of a Commodity sold. Re-

scission of Purchase, Breach of Order, Contests about

Boundaries, the Duties of Man and Wife, the Law of

Inheritance, Violence, Abuse and Assault, Gambling,

Miscellaneous Disputes.

‘ These are the Eighteen Heads of Dispute.’

This distribution of subjects is, on the whole,

rigorously observed throughout the treatise, except

apparently in one particular. The mechanism of a

Court of Justice and its procedure are first elaborately

described. The King seats himself on the throne

with the book of the law in his hands
;
but, though

the justice described is throughout royal justice, the

King is significantly directed to follow the opinion

of his Chief Judge or Assessor. After a full account

of judicature, the writer (subject to a remark which

I will make presently) takes up the subject of Evi-

dence, which, in his view, includes Ordeals
;
and

then, having started with a summary of what we who

live in the light of Bentham should call Adjective

,

Law, he proceeds to divide the Substantive Law into

righteen branches, which he calls ‘ heads of dispute.’

The order in which he discusses these is that in which

he placed them in the passage which 1 quoted ; with

this exception, that the first head of dispute. Recovery

of a Debt, is interpolated between Judicatmre and

Evidence. This may be the result of a mere acci-
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dental disarrangement of the oldest compendia of

Hindu law, but it is to be remarked that something

like the same misplacing of ‘ recovery of debts ’ shows

itself in the treatise of Manu, and it is conceivable

that it may have been caused by the inherent diffi-

culty of explaining adjective law without reference to

substantive law, and that one ‘ head of dispute ’ may

have been taken out of its place with the view of fur-

nishing illustrations to the text-writer.

The principle and meaning of this ancient classi-

fication strike me as obvious.^ The compiler of

Narada or his original makes the assum
2
)tiou that

men do quarrel, and he sets forth the mode in which

their quarrels may be adjudicated upon and settled

without bloodshed or violence. /The dominant notion

present to his mind is not a Law, or a Right, or a

Sanction, or the distinction between Positive and

Natural Law, or between Persons and Things, but

a Court of Justice. The great fact is that theiv

now exists an alternative to private reprisals, a mode

of stanching personal or hereditary blood-feuds other

5than slaughter or plunder. Hence in front of every-

thing he places the description of a Court, of its

mechanism, of its procedure, of its tests of alleged

fiu^ts. • Having thus begun with an account ofthe great

institution which settles quarrels, he is led to distri-

bute law according to the subject-matter of quarrels,

according to the relations between human beings
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which do, as a fSKst, give rise to civil disputes. Thus

Debt, Partnerriiip, the Marital Relation, Inheritance,

and Donation are considered as matters about which

men at a certain point of civilisation do, as a fact,

have differences, and the various rights and liabilities

{as we should call them) to which they give rise, are

set forth simply as guides towards determining the

judgment which a Court of Justice should give when

called upon to adjudicate on quarrels^

It appears to me that this explanation covers the

whole of the problem suggested by the classification

of .subjects in the primitive Codes which I cited.

They all seem to begin with Judicature, and to dis-

tribute substantive law into ‘ heads of dispute.’ The

Irish law never, indeed, gets farther than the initial

steps of procedure. All the learning and ingenuity

of the contributing Brehon lawyers are bestowed

on defining the rules by which adversaries may be

brought under the control of the institution, which

the Roman and Hindu Codes assume to have been

long since in existence and long since in active and

regular operation. The testimony, however, to the*

early overshadowing importance of Judicature is all

the more striking. As we hav^ seen, the Roman,

Frankish, and Hindu Codes also divide the subjects

of the quarrels which are the materials for litigation

into several branches
;
and, as to the order in which

these ‘ heads of dispute ’ are taken up, it seems to me
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that it depeoadB on thdr rdalive importance at the

time when that order was fixed. I do not at all

doubt that the arrangement is in a certain degree at

haphazard, but it seems to me that there must have

been a meaning in the prominence given to Deposits

in the Roman and Hindu law, and in the prominence

assigned to Thefts in the law both of the Romans and

of the Salian Franks. At the reasons of the special

importance of Deposits we can only guess, but I have

already stated my opinion that the importance of

Thefts belongs to a particular stage of economical

and social advance. We can see the signs in Roman

law of their dwindling importance, which is exactly

what we should expect from the growth of popula-

tion, fixjm the rising value of land, from the greater

plentifulness of capital, and from the freer multipli-

cation of movable articles of use or luxury, and from

their consequent relative cheapness. It is curious

that, though Theft is not a specific Head of Dispute

in the book of Narada, casual allusions to Thefts

occur during the discussion of Deposits, possibly

•derived from an older state of the law.

Ahe suggestion, then, which I offer is that the

autlrority of the Court of Justice overshadowed all

other ideas and considerations in the minds of these

early code-makers, belonging to societies of the Aryan

race so remote firom one another and so unlike to

one another. The evidence of this position does not
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solely arise from the probabUities or depend on infer-

ence from the construction of the ancient l^al com-

pendia. There is a whole literature, the Icelandic,

which gives the most vivid impression of the power

and majesty of Courts of Justice in an ancient society.

It may almost be said that in the Iceland revealed to

us by the labour and learning of Konrad Maurer

there is no institution worth speaking of except the

Court
;

all society is moulded round it and all ideas

centre in it. It affects all literature, both poetry and

prose. It is manifestly in the most intimate relation

to eveiy passage, incident, affection, and passion of

life. And as the society depicted is in the highest

degree bloody and violent, so long as it follows its

natural bent, it becomes clear that it is not the Court

as we understand it, but the Court standing before

all men’s sight as the alternative to forcible reprisals,

and as the avenger of their victim, which has attained

to this commanding altitude. We need not, more-

over, go to historical lecords for the proof that this

is a natural condition of men’s minds. The pheno-

mena can be reproduced, and are in fact not uncom-
‘

monly reproduced in the country which has only

lately emerged from the anarchy into which it fell

long after the laws of Monu and Narada had ceased

to be administered in it by tribunals which th^r

describe. When a province hitherto specially ill-

govoned is annexed to British India, the first effect
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ordinarily is neither satisfaction nor discontent,

neither the peaceable continuance of old usages nor

the sudden adoption of new, but an extraordinary

influx of litigation into the British Courts, which are

always at once established. The fact occurs too uni>

formly, and at first sight is too inexplicable, not to

have attracted notice, but it has generally been ob-

served upon with regret, and, after a while, when

there has been time to forget the original condition

of the annexed territory, this new litigiousness is

sometimes adduced to show that in exchanging native

for British rule a community does not obtain an un-

mixed blessing. But the proper conclusion to draw-

is that already drawn in this paper, that Courts of

Justice have an immense ascendency over men’s

minds and a singular attraction for their tastes, when

they are first presented as a means of settling disputes

which were either violently adjusted or slumbered

because they could only be settled at prodigious risk.

Another phase in the history of Courts of Justice

is instructively illustrated in the more settled parts

Vif British India. The commands of the British

Indian Government and of the British Indian legis-

lature are far more •implicitly obeyed than the com-

mands of any previously existing authority in India,

&r more implicitly than the orders of the most power-

ful Mogul Emperors. The law is obeyed in India

as uniformly as in England, but then it is much more
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consdously obeyed. At present (and for a long while

to come it will probably be so) the fact of the exist-

ence of Courts of Justice regularly enforcing the law

is constantly before the minds of the natives of India

subject to their jurisdiction to a degree which we in

this country can scarcely conceive. The law and the

Court have an importance which may be measured

by a circumstance related to me on good authority,

that in many parts of India youths learn the texts of

the Penal and Procedure Codes in daily lessons, as

did the young Romans of Cicero’s day the cantilem

of the Twelve Tables. But with us, I need scarcely

say, there is little conscious observance of legal rules.

The law has so formed our habits and ideas that

Courts of Justice are rarely needed to compel obedi-

ence to it, and thus they have apparently fallen into

the background. It is only when the law happens

to be uncertain, or when facts with wliich we are

concerned happen to get unusually entangled, that

most of us, who are not lawyers, ever come into con-

tact with the administration of the law. Xo doubt

the force which arms the law is still there
; but it‘

lies in reserve, in (so to speak) a compact and con-

centrated form, which enables it to keep out of sight.

On the whole the effect of peace and civilisation is

to dimmish the conscious reverence of mankind for

Courts of Justice, and the abiding sense of their

importance.
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We may believe that the impressiveness of the

early Courts of Justice was in part created by what

to a modem eye were their infirmities. It would

seem that by their side the very practices long sur-

vived which it was their object to suppress. The

tenderness of early judicial procedure to immemorial

barbarism is shown by its partial recognition of the

remedy which we call Distraint and the Germans
‘ self-help,’ the remedy of private reprisals on the

property of an adversary ;
and there is much signi-

ficant evidence that the early tribunals had no power

of directly enforcing their own decrees. The man

who disobeyed the order of Court went out of the.

law
;
his kinsmen ceased to be responsible for his

acts, and the kinsmen of those who injured him be-

came also irresponsible
;
and thus he carried his life

in his hand. We cannot then doubt that the vio-

lence and bloodshed which the law licensed under

certain circumstances were generally rife during the

infancy of Courts of Justice, and that their earliest

service to mankind was to furnish an alternative to

feavagery, not to suppress it wholly. Their value

and beneficence were therefore probably all the more

conspicuous while 4s yet their power was imperfect

and their operation irregular. But gradually, as the

sovereign power of the State developed itself, and

was more and more placed at the disposal of the

tribunals, their decrees became inflexibly efiectual.

0 c S
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Obedience to them came to be unhesitating and im-

plidt, and a mass of habits and ideas were formed of

which the centre and pivot is unquestioning observ-

ance of law. This formation of law-abiding habits,

and the consequent banishment of the penal sanctions

of law into the background, are the secret of many

transformations of juridical theory. We have seen

that the ‘ legal order ’ of the Roman Twelve Tables,

testifying to the primitive importance of procedure,

survived long after it had lost its meaning
;
but in

the Roman State, always relatively well ordered and

in the eud the type of order and peace, the force

which is the motive-power of law early retreated into

the distance. The classification of the Roman Insti-

tutes, assigning the Law of Actions not to the first

place but to the third and last, is one testimony to

the formation of a habit of obedience to the law so

confirmed as to be unconscious
;
but another and

more striking piece of evidence is the rise of the con-

ception of the Law of Nature, which is in truth law

divorced from its penal sanctions. The retreat oixt

of sight, if I may so speak, of the force which is th6

motive-power of law, has been even more complete in

the modem than in the Roman world
;
partly because

the decrees of Courts of Justice are everywhere in-

exorable, but also doubtless from the long ascendency

of theories directly or indirectly descended from the

Roman Jus Naturale. The great difficulty of the
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modem Analytical Jurists, Bentham and Austin, has

been to recover from its hiding-place the force which

gives its sanction to law. They had to' show that it

had not disappeared and could not disappear
;
but

that it was only latent because it had been trims-

formed into law-abiding, habit. Even now their as-

sertion, that it is everywhere present where tliere are

Courts of Justice administering law, has to many the

idea of a paradox—which it loses, I think, when

their analysis is aided by history.

The jiiimary distinction between the early and

rude, and the modern and refined, classifications of

legal rules, is that the Rules relating to Actions, to

pleading and procedure, fall into a subordinate ])lace

and become, as Bentham called them. Adjective Law.

So iar as this the Roman Institutional writers had

advanced, since they put the Law of Actions into the

third and last compartment of their system. Nobody

should know better than an Englishman that this is

not an arrangement which easily and spontaneously

. suggests itself to the mind. So great is the ascend-

ency of the Law of Actions in the infancy of Courts

of Justice, that substantive law has at first the look

of being gradually 'secreted in the interstices of pro-

cedure
;
and the early lawyer can only see the law

through the envelope of its technical forms. It would

even seem that civilised societies experience reversions

towards this condition of thought. There are men
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still alive who recollect that the tendency towards

active law-reform which was part of the great move-

ment associated with the Reform Act of 1832, first

showed itself in an ener^tic resuscitation of strict-

ness in pleading, so that for many years the practical

questions at issue were altogether thrown into ob-

scurity by questions of the proper mode of stating

them to the Courts. It was the very state of things

which existed when the ancient Hundred Courts of

the Germans were administering the rude Salic law.

The effects of the ‘ New Rules of Pleading ’ wore

away very slowly, and it was only the other day that

the Judicature Acts, of which the full influence has

not yet been felt, placed the Procedure of Courts of

Justice on the footing which would naturally be

given to it by a society which regards it only as

Adjective Law.

/The most modern classifiers, again, distribute law

not with reference to the distinction between Persons

and Things, but with reference to the differences be-

tween kinds of Rights. / I stated before that the clear ,

conception of a legal right is not ancient, or even

Roman, but that it belongs distinctively to the modem
world. Doubtless, before it can be realised, the sense

of a Court of Justice as ever active, and as dominat-

ing the yhole field of law, must have somewhat

.decayed. ^As regards one great class of Rights, those

arising out of Contract and Delict, the Romans tm-
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questioiiably mixed together the notions of legal

Right and legal Duty. They considered the parties

as bound together by a mnctdum juris, a bond or

chain of law, and ‘ Obligation,’ which is the name for

this chain, signified rights as well as duties
; the

right, for example, to have a debt paid as well as the

duty of paying it. As I have said elsewhere, ‘ the

Romans kept, in fact, the entire picture of the “ legal

chain ” before their eyes, and regarded one end of it

no more and no less than the other.’ But it was the

Court of Justice which had welded this chain, and

the explanation of this and other blended ideas which

we can detect in Roman legal phraseology is, I pre-

sume, that the dominancy of the Court of Justice

over all legal notions still continued to influence the

Roman view of law. Although, however, the authors

of the Roman Institutional manuals did not invent,

and could not have invented, arrangements of law

based on classification of Rights, they did, as we have

seen, attain to the conception of law as something

distinct fiwm Procedure, and they did conceive it as

distributable into the Law of Persons and the Law of

Things. The exact relation of these two departments

to one another has- been keenly disputed by modem

writers, and it cannot be conveniently considered

here
;
but anybody who can bring home to himself

the ancient ideas of law on which I have sought to

throw light may, perhaps, convince himself that the
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conc^tion of a Law of TMngs, at all events, was a

great achievement in mental abstraction
;
and that

it must have been a man of legal genius who first

discerned that Law might be thought of and set forth

apart firom the Courts of Justice which administered

it on the one hand, and apart from the classes of

persons to whom they administered it on the other.
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Actions, law of, place aselgned to

it by Homan Jurists. 388, 389
Adams, H. C., his * Historical Studies

’

referred to, Note A, 330
Adoption, practice and importance of

at Home and Athens, 96, 97 ;
its

survival as an institution on the Con-
tinent, 96

;
practice of among Hin-

dus and in India generally, 97, 164

;

Homan usage of referred to, 198
Aged men among Hindus, withdrawal

of into * religion,* 21, 22; status of,

22 et tea.

Agnatic kindred, 238, 239
Agnation, system of, among Homans

referred to, 198 ; among words re-

tored to. Note A, 283
* Alice in Wonderland * referred to, 36
Allod, the, meaning and description of,

338 et teg.; its difference from the

feud, 341, 342 ; how it passed into

the feud, 343 et teg.

Amatongo, the, worship of referred to,

64
Ancestor-worship, incumbent upon heirs

^in most early communities, 63 ;
theory

aof its origin, 67-70 ; subsequent to

recognition of Paternity, 76, 76 ;
its

tendency to dissolve the femily, 77

;

its connection with Inheritance, 63,

78, 79 ; intense desire ft « male off-

qiring created by, 85; among Chi-

nese, described, 60 ; expense
o^ 61 ; honours not originally paid to

women, 72, 73 ; in re&renee to fa-

neral rite§, 80; intense desire for

male oil^ring created by, 86 ; among
Christians and Mahommedans merely
accidental, 69; its relation to Con-
fucianism and Buddhism, 63, 64

AirCBSTOB

amon^ Ghweks compared with Hindu
worship, 67, 68 ; among Hebrews re-

ferred to, 68 ; among Hindus, sense

in which it is to be re^rded, 63

;

proximity in time essential to, 64;
reverence paid to remote ancestors

later in point of time, 64 ;
its ela-

borate liturgy and ritual, 66 ; law of
Inheritance dependent upon, 66; as.

it affects daily life, 66 ;
distinction

between general and daily worship,

67f 64 ; under name of Pitris referred

to, 57 ; difficulty of reconciliation

between it and Pnigatoiy and Trans-
migmtion, 70, 71, 72; honours not
originally paid to women, 73, 74

;

Vishnu's summary of, 74 ; its exist-

ence in the Puqjab, 76 ;
in reference

to funeral rites, 81 ; its eifect upon
law, 81-83 ;

analogy between such

effect and that created by medifle-

val Church, 84; intense desire for

male offspring, 86; consequence of

that desire, 86; eldest legitimate

son of father if possible to offer

sacrifices, 88, 89 ;
this spiritual

primacy as relating to primogeni-

ture and succession, 89, 90 ; failing

legitimate son of father, eldest son of
wife to sacrifice, 90; failing either,

son of * appointed * daughter to sacri-

fice, 91 ; modifications of. Note A,
122, and changes in, 116, 118; among
Homans, distinction between genenu

ihip, 67, 64 ;
compa^

with Hindu worwip, 67, 68 ; decline

of private celebration of, 64 ; its

effect on Civil law, 66 ;
result of this

effimt upon English and Continental

law of inheritance, 66 ;
in reference
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to ihneral rites, 80; intense desire

for male oaring, 86

Ancient Societies, kings judges in, 160
it uq*

Andaman Islanders, the, account of,

Note A, 229 it sm.

Apastamba, Lav-!&ok of, quoted, 13,

17, 80, 78, 81, 89. 94, 127 ; referred

to, 48, 107, 109, 116
Aphorisms, as determining dates of an-

cient law-books, referrM to, 9, 10
Appointment, explanation of, 91 ; sacer*

dotal formula of, 91 ;
customs akin

to, 92
;
practice of among Athenians,

92; theory of in medisBYal law, 93;

theory upon which Edward III. of

England t>ased his claim to throne of

Fr^ce, 08 ; effect of u^n right of

women to inherit, 94 ; Hindu testi-

mony ns to female right of inheri-

tance, 94
Aristotle, his vi^w and illustration of

Patriarchal theory of Society re-

ferred to, 196, 198 ;
his treatise on

* Barbarian Customs ’ alluded to, 197
Austin, the jurist, his speculations on

legal Classification mentioned, 364,

889
Austrian Code, the, referred to, 265

Bacon, Lord, his ‘Abridgement’
' referred to, 871

Baudh&yana, Law-books of, referred to,

48, 107, 109, 112 M.; his judgment
upon ‘ affiliation * referred to, 87

Beaumarchais, his ' Mariage de Figaro
’

alluded to, 813
Belgian Constitution, the, referred to.

Note A, 286
Benefleium, the, sta^ in the history of

land law marked by, 346 ;
its simi-

larity to the Emphyteusis, 345 ; dis-

pute as to application of, 346 ;
called

uie Feodum, 346

Bentham, the jurist, referred to, 351,

860, 362, 389
BogiSio, Professor, his opinions referred

to, 195, 241, 242, 244 f», 255, 261,

268
Bonitarian Ownership. See Possession,

law of, and 848
Boulnois and Battigan, Messrs., their

* Notes* on Pnigab law refen^ to,

115 a.
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Bracton, his legal treatises referred to,

341 ;
his treatise on Villeinage

qnot^, 805 n. Note A, 333
Brahmanism, lystem of, its superstition,

Titality, and perpetual growth, 48,

49
Brahmans, sacred schools of, alluded to,

12 et seg,; rriations between teachers

and pupils, 18 ; likeness to Ho-
meric clans and Irish Brehon Law
Schools, 14, 15

— the, their absolute ascendency, 46

;

their self-denial, 47 et eeg,

;

support

of, alluded to, 82; compared with
that encouraged by early Christian

Churches, 84, 85
Brahmanical legal authors, priestly

character of, as affecting their books,

27, 28

Brehon Law Schools, the, referred to,

14, 15

Brehon laws, the, alluded to, 84, 348,

375, 376
British Constitution, the, referred to.

Note A, 285
‘ Broken Man,* the. See Fuidhir

Brosses, De, President, his ‘Lettres

Ecrites d’ltalie ’ referred to, Note B,

124
Buddha, Buddhism, 30, 31

Biihler, Dr., his preface in ‘ Sacred

Books of the East ’ quoted, 87
‘Burning of the Ch&teaux,’ meaning
and oljject of, 296 ci eeq.

O
AHIEHS, the, neglect of informa-

tion contained in them, 291 ; rea-

sons for this neglect, 292 it 8€g.\

examination of these reasons by De
Tocqueville, 292 ;

collections of them
published by Prudhomme and Laif-

rent de M4ci4res, 204 ;
statements in

referred to, 311

Callaway, Canon, his observations

quoted, 54
Capetians, the, Boyal House of referred

to, 138, 142, 152, 154, 155
Carolingian power, the dissolution of

noticM, 349 et teg,

;

this dissolution

compart with that of Mogul, 851

Carpenter, Dr., his observations referred

to, 204 n.

Chancery, English Conrt of, referred to,

166 ; its origin mentioned, 190; its
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identity with, and difference from
Court of Star Chamber, 190 •

Chaiain, Mom., his *Le Gh^nie de la

S^Tolution * i^erred to, 298
Chroniclee, 2nd Book of, referred to,

134
Cicero, his * De Legibns ’ quoted, 6

Classidcatory Relationship, theory of,

referred to, 201, Note A, 289
Colebrooke, Lieutenant, his * Asiatic

Researches ’ quoted, Note A, 230
Commentaries A Gaius, discovery of by

Niebuhr, 197
Common Pleas, English Court of, former

relation of the King to, 187
Commune, the, its displacement of the

Fief, 326
Communities, barltarous Aiyan, infor>

mation about most T'aluablo, 233;
difficulty in obtaining such informa-

tion, 233
Comte, Auguste, his philosophy alluded

to, 166
Consanguine marriage, practice of, al-

luded to, 201
Copyhold Commissioners, the, their

work referred to, 310, 322
Copyhold, tenure by, actual origin of,

302 et seq.

Copyholder, the, difference of sbitus be-

tween him and the tenant-farmer, 322
Coulanges, Fustel de, M., his opinions

generally referred to, 66, 7o, 80,

105 n., 118, 120, 203, 317, 350; his
* La Cit4 Antique ’ specially referred

to, 57; his opinion of the &nofieium
alluded to, 345

County Courts in England, system of,

referred to, 189
Court Baron, in England and on the

•Continent, the, its analogy to Homo-
*ric Agora, 303

Court of Justice, the, its paramount
authority in the eyes of early code-

makers, 380, 381, 383; its position

in ancient Iceland described, 384;
its paramount tendencies as illus-

trate by British India, 385 et seq.

;

its early authority enhanced by its

tenderness to barhwsm, 387
Court of the Hundred, the, referred to,

168 et seq.; peculiarity of, 170;
penalty for disobedience to, 170 ;

re-

mtion of the King to, 171; duty of

attendance at, 176

BSOGAMT

Cowell, Professor, quoted, Note A, 50,

51

Cox, Sir George, his opinions referred

to, 198
Gumming, Miss C. G., her * Ningro and

the Buddhist Temples’ quot^, 61;
alluded to, 80

Dante, Infemo of, referred to, 32
Darwin, Mr., his * Descent of

Man ’ quot^, 206 ;
alluded to, 207

Daughters, provision for among Athe-
nians mentioned, 109

Daya-Bhaga, the, refened to, 116-118,

120
Daya-Krama-Sangraha, the, referred to,

116, 120
Deuteronomy, Book of, quoted, 58, 101
* Distribution of Life,’ theory of among
Hindus described, 19 Note A,
290

Divorce among Romans referred to,

198
Domat, his theory of legal Classification

referred to, 363
Domatchin, the, his position in the

House-Community, 246 ;
mode of

appointment of, 247; sometimes a
woman, 248

Dominion, Roman usage of referred to,

198
Doniol, M., liis ‘ La Revolution F«vn-

(^aiso et la FMalit^ ’ referred to, 293,

294 ;
his view of the disadvantage of

English Copyhold referred to, 308
Drew, Mr., his ‘Kashmir and Jum-
moo ’ quoted, 185 a.

Dynastic Contests, contrivances for pre-

venting, 135, 136

Elton, Mr., ins ‘ origins of English

History ’ referred to, 261 n.

Emancipation, among Romans, referred

to, 198
Emphyteusis, the. See Beneflcium

Equity, Roman law of, referred to,

119
Essoin, the. See Bonis; also 360

Euripides, Fragment on male parentage

referred to, 203 ».

Exogamy and Endogamy, meaning o^

222; practice of among Chinese,
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228 et seg. ; Hindus, 228 ; Koinans«

228; pmctice of among Western

nations, 224 et aq.

Exogamy, practice among South Slaro-

nwiB, result of, 264 ; part played by
in theories of Messrs. McLennan and
Morgan, 226 ; difference of view be-

tween tliera, 226; Morgan’s theory

preferable on the whole, 227
E^^n, Mr., his researches referred to,

181, 182

*T7AMILY,' the, developed from the

Jj ' horde,' according to Messrs.

Morgan and McLennan, 200, 201
* Fang-Nien,* Ode quoted, 73

Feodum, the. See * ^neficium,* and fur

its effect upon law of land, 346

Feud, the. Allo^ the

Feudal dues, ah' lition of, in France,

298

Feudal land laws, the, many origins of,

341, 342, 340

Feudal rules among early Irish, obser-

vations upon, 348

Feudalism, oonfhsion between property

and sovereignty created by, 148

Fictitious sons, origin of name, 98

;

status of, 98 ;
repugnance to in Hindu

law, 99

Ildei-coramissa, law of, alluded to, 846

Fief. See Manor
Fifth Oommandment, the, alluded to,

60 «.

* Finances' of old French law, the,

alluded to, 308

Fines, the. See ' Finances
’

Fratricide among Maliommodans al-

luded to, 187

Freeman, Mr. E. Am his ' Comparative

Polities’ referred to, 23; his ‘His-

tory ofFederal Qovemment ’ referred

to, 174 ; his ‘Norman Conquest’ re-

feired to, 806

French Civil Code, the, referred to, 96,

166, 266
French Parliaments, oriffin of, 316

;

their authority over the Fief, 316,

318; reasons fer their later tender-

ness to signorial rights, 317

French Revolution, the first, referred

to, 286, 291 ;
some causes for, 294

Fttidhir, the, described, 270

HIHBU

mUTA3IA, Law-book of, described,

U 10, 16 ;
quoted 81, 88, 89, 91, 98,

102, 103, 112, 128; alluded to, 48,

67, 107, 109, 112 fi„ Note A, 122

‘Oens,* the, aoooimt of, by Messrs.

McLennan and Morgan, referred to.

Note A, 288 ;
among ^mans, 289,

Note A, 283
Gens Fabia, the, referred to. Note A,

288
Germanic king, the, his relation to civil

justice, 167 et eeg,

Germany, Lex Snlica of, referred to,

167 ;
its real origin, 167 ;

its relation

to daily life, 168

Glanvill, his legal treatises referred to,

341
Gomme, Mr., his * Primitive Folk-

Moots ’ alluded to, 169

Gordon, Sir Arthur, his observations in

Fiji alluded to, Note A, 381

Gossipred, practice of, among South

Slavonians, 267, 268

Gotra, the, r^erred to. Note A, 286

Government of India, Records of,

quoted, Note A, 229
Graf, tlie, as deputy of the king, alluded

to, 172

Grimm,hiB‘DeutscheBcchtsalterthumer’

referred to, 179 ».

Grote, Mr., the late, his theory of Ho-
meric poetry referred to, 14; his

* Histoiy of Greece’ referr^ to, 179

‘ TTAMLET,’ piny of, referred to, 146

Jj. Hammond, Mtm his preface to

American edition of Sandars’ ‘In-

stitutes of Justinian’ quotc<l, 368;
and alluded to, 366

Hardy, Sir T. D., the late, his * It inentv

of King John’ alluded to, 181, 182^

Haywi^, Mr. A., his ‘ Biographical and
Critical Essays’ referred to, 166 m.

Hoxthausen, his books upon law and
usage referred to, 194

Hell, torments of, Buddhist pictures of,

33
Heredity, theory of, referred to, 166

Heriot, the, definition of, 309

Heese-Darmetadt, Land registiy of, de«

scription, 363 et eeq*

Hesstds, Mr. See Kem, Mr.
Hindu doctors, legal theory of, stated,

17 ; legal writings, their vast an-
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tiquity discovered by Sir W. Jones,

4 ;
Sacred Lav, gradual growth of,

enlargednpon, 12; Sacredl^v-Books,
why so called, 36; most valuable

portions of, 45 ; drawbacks to, 45

Horde, the theory of, stated, 199, 200

;

opposed to patriarchal theory, 199;
as advanced by McLennan and Mor-
gan, 200, 201 ;

objections to stated,

204, 205, 220
House chief, the. See * Domatchin ’

House Communities and * Natural Fa-
milies/ mutual change into diwcribed,

259
House-Community, the, one of the oldest

institutions of Aryan race, 237 ; its

completeness in South Slavonian pro-

vinces, 238, 241 ; its analogies among
the Homans, 238 et eeq.; its corre-

spondence with the Celtic * sept,* the

HelltMiic ‘ T^Koj,' the Teutonic ‘ kin,*

the Hindu ‘ Joint-Family,’ 239, 240

;

its distinctness from the Village-Com-

munity of Hussia and India, 240 ; an

extension of the * Familv,’ 241 ; its

relationship to the ’ Family * identical

with relationship between * Joint-

Family * and ‘ Family * in India, 244 ;

government l>oth democratic and
monarchical, 245, 246; its rules of

common property corrt«pondijig with

the res mancim and the res ncc ruafi-

cipi of the Homans, 249 ei seq .

;

different development of in Northern

and .Southern Slavonic provinces, 262;
development into a Village-Oommu-
nity in Russo-Slavonic provinces, 261

;

result of this development, 261 et

seq. ; decay of the system, 263 ct seq.

House of Commons, the, its .Select Com-
mittee on Copyholds referred to, 307,

;
310

House of Lords referred to, 25 ;
second

chambers in imitation of, 25

Hypothek, law of, mentioned, 357

FPURE Tribes, fictitious formation

of, 279 et seq, ;
among Rajpoots,

description of, 274 et seq.

Inheritance, law of, as it affected women
among Athenians, 94, 95 ; Athenian

and Hindu-Punjab rules of compared,

95 ; its implication uith ancestor-

worship am<mg Hindus and Romans,

XING

120; as affecting the portion of
daughters among^mans, 109 ; among
Mahommedans, 235; os applied to

iiiouth Slavonian provinces, 259 et

seq.

Ireland, Brehon law of, referred to, 162

;

Brehons of, their similarity to the
Brahmans, 162

Irish Book of Rights, the, quoted, 180
Ismus quoted, 78

J
AMIESON, Mr., his communications

to the ' China Revisw’ quoted, 224
Jebb, Professor, his 'Attic Orations'

quoted, 95 fi.

Joint^Familii«, system of, alluded to,

22; connection with ‘Village-Com-
munities,* 241 ; of India referred to,

120, 152 ; reasons for decay of. 263
Jolly, Dr., his translation of Vishnu

referred to, 11 and n,

Jones, Sir W., his ‘ Oriental Studies

'

referred to, 1-6; his plan for im-
proving the administration of Anglo-
Indian justice. 2, 8 ; his translation

of 'Book of Manu* referred to, 4,

376, 379 ;
result of his conclusions,

6,7
Judges, Book of. referred to, 163
Judicial administration, difirrouce of

in modem England and France re-

ferred to, 189
Jus Gentium referred to, 119; Naturale,

Roman conception of referred to, 388

;

Roman lawyers meaning of stated,

365
Justice, Feudal Court of, in France, re-

ferred to, 177
;

popular Gourta of,

their gradual change into committees
of expeits, 177 et seq . ;

advantage of

justice at Idng's hands over desenbed,
178 et seq., 184 et seq.

Justinian, Code and Digest of^ corre-

spondence of its legal classification

with that of * Twelve Tables,’ 867

;

his 118th 'Novella Oonstitutio ' re-

ferred to, 66

RN and Hessels, Mesers., their

edition of the Lex Salica re-

ferred to, 169 n.

King, the. functions of, 88 et seq.; his

dime right, 39 ; his relation to the
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BnlmiajM, 89 ; his allianea with the

Btahmen the begix^g of civil law,

44 ;
influence of hie cupreme autho-

rity npon law and ueam, 164 $eq.

Eingaoms, the, a^juetea to the same
form ae the Hanore, 8p6

Land law, Boman, the, referred to,

842,843,844

of, en&ged upon, 868, 366^ seq.

;

analogous to Bioman system of ' man-
cipation,* 868

Land, sale of, in India, private transfers

preferred to public, 869

Le^vw, the, meaning of, 66
Law, first appearance of in Brahmini-

cal books, 38; Boman and English

systems as dividing the civilised

world referred to, 166; Gregorian,

Hermogenian Codes, 367; Justinian,

Theodosius 2nd, Codes of, referred to,

367 ;
Boman, its division into law

of persons and law of things, 391 ;

Dig. XXX. 84, 6, and God. vi. 37, 11,

ri^rred to, 109 ». ;
' Twelve Tables

*

of aUuded to, 3, 6, 66, 76, 116, 337,

367, 369, 388 ;
of Nature, Greek

philoBophicfd conception of referred

to, 119
Lawyers, origin of, according to Hindu

Sacred Books, 26 ; ancient, identical

with priests, 26, 27
Lavaleye, M. de, his opinions referred

to. 346
Le Bon, Dr., his *L*Hommo et Ics

Soci4t4s * quoted, 208

Legal conceptions, their instability re-

ferred to, 360

Leipl Buies, classification of, according

to * Institutes' of Justinian and
Gaius enlarged upon, 362 et seq,;

Giis arrangement exploded according

to many modern jurists, 364; this

mstem not regarded as perfect by

feman jurists, 367 ; renewed sup-

port the system has received in

America, 366 ;
difference of arrange-

ment in other Boman Codes, 867

;

aoct^ng to * Twelve Tables,* 369

fi eeq, ;
according to * Edict of the

Pnstor,' 870; according to Lex
Salioa, 872 et eeg,; this arrange-

ment not derived ficom Boman sye-

XALBB

tern, 374; according to early Irish

law, 874 et eeq. ; according to Book
of Manu, 376; according to Book of
Narada, 879 et eeq. ;

principle and
meaning of this system, 881 ; ar-
rangement of primitive codes ex-
plained this system, 382 et eeq,

;

study of m Middle Agee alluded to,

868 ; distinctions between ancient and
modem arrangements, 389 et eeq.

Lwe, Dr., his contributions to ‘ Sacred
B^ks of the East ’ quoted, 59 n.

Letouraeau, Dr., his *Lu Sociologie*

quoted, 208 and n,

Levirate, the, alluded to, 201 ; among
Hindus, 100, 102, 106 ; among Spar-
tans and Athenians, 100, 104, 105

;

among Hebrews, 101
Leviticus, Book of, compared to Book

of Manu, 6
Lex iSalica, the, referred to, Note A,

332, 338, 846, 372, 373
Lubbock, Sir John, his * Origin of

Civilisation* etc. quoted, 67, 68,

72; his * Prehistoric Times* quoted,
Note A, 230

Lyall, Sir A., his * Asiatic Studies*

quoted, 270, 272, 274, 276, 279;
alluded to, 63, 199 n., 267. 277,
Note A, 284, 286

Macaulay, Lord, his* History of
England’ referred to, 319; his

Ktateniont al>out tlie poverty of India
noticed, 360

Macfarlane, Dr., his paper in * Journal
of Anthropological Institute* referred

to, Note A, 289
Magna Charta, effect of sealing of,

stated, 188
Mahommedanism, its effect upon conf^

munitioB subject to Mussulman rule,

but not to that faith, 236
Maine, Sir H., his * Ancient Law*

quoted, 192, 199, 206, 219, 294 ;

referred to, 43, 78, 79, 96, Note A,
331, 332

;
theory of primitive society

in bis * Ancient Law/ 193 et eeq,;

his * Early Hist, of Institutions
’

quoted, 14, 84 ; refeired to, 276

;

his * Village Communities ’ quoted, 7

;

alluded to, Note A, 329
Males, excess of females over referred

to, 210 ;
disproportion of females to
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MALXESBUBT

referred to, 211, 214 ; as borne out

by Inscriptioii in BerlinMiuenm, 213

;

preference for sncoeesion by, in India,

Greece, and Borne, 114, lid ; ex-

ception to this feeling in Bengal

proper, 116
Malmesbiuy, Lord, papers of referred

to, 141

Han, Hr. E. H., his contributions to
* Journal of the Anthropological In-

stitute 'quoted. Note A, 230 et seq,

Hanaras, Clan of, its legal doctrines re-

ferred to, 16

Mancipation, system of, subordinate to

system of ' Ijradition,' 352, 359
;
pub-

lic conveyance by among Bomans,
862

Manor, the, original nature of described

and referred to, 302, 303, Note A,

829 ; differing results from decay of

in France and England, 307, 313,

819 ei seq.y 326 ;
its survival in the

* parish,’ 326 ;
Court of the, difference

uom Signorial Court, and reasons for,

813, 314, 323, et aeq , ;
Lord of the, his

status referred to, 304, 319, 324
Manors, Court Bolls of, iu England

compar^ with Continental Land
Begistries, 354

Manu, Book of, quoted, 33, 40, 41, 64,

70, 83, 94, Note A, 123 ;
referred to,

4, 6, 7, 16, 107, 128, 160, 376-379

;

its double origin, 43 ;
suggested

dates of, 5. 9, 10, 11 ; its combina-

tions of law and ritual, 5

Manus,’ Boman usage of referred to,

198
Marriage, Mahommedan law of re-

ferred to, 235
Matthew, Gospel of, quoted, 101 ;

alluded to, 363
Maurer, Konrad, his Icelandic re-

• searches referred to, 384

Max Muller, Professor, his test for

date of Hindu Books referred to, 9 ;

his theory of Hindu legal writings

quoted, 16, 16; referr^*to, 377 ;

nis contributions to * Sacred Books

of the East* referred to, 10 «.

Mme, Mr, J. D., hie ‘ Hindu Law and

tfsage’ quoted, 114, 116, 117 ; re-

ferred to, 77, 82, 88, 97, HI «•, 124

McLennan, Mr. J. F., the late, his

theories referred to, 106, Note B,

124, 160 208, 209,211, 212, 218,

PAIXRNITY

266 ; his * Studies in Ancient His-
toiy* referred to, 196; his * Primi-
tive Marriage ’ alluded to, 239

Mill, Mr. John Stuart, his speculations

on legal classification mentioned,
364

Missi, qrstem of, explained, 183 ; and
alluded to, 189

Mitakshara, Digest of the, alluded to,

114, 118
Mont^uieu referred to, 144
Moolvics, the, alluded to, 2, 3
Morgan, Mr., his contributions to

‘United States* Survey of Bocky
Mountains ’ referred to. Note A, 331— Mr. L. H., the late, his theories

referred to, 195, 203, 209, 211, 212,
218, Note A, 286, 287, 288, 289;
his ‘ Ancient Society * alluded to, 239

‘ Mother-law,’ usage of, referred to, 75

NABADA. Book of, description of,

377 et aeq. ;
its distinction from

Book of Manu, 379
;
quoted, 41, 42,

Note A, 123, 878, 879; referred to,

17, 41, 107
Natural Family, meaning of, and dis-

tinction from a * House Community,’
242

Nelson, Mr. J. H., his 'View of the
Hindu Law * and ' Scientific Study of
Hindu Law’ referred to, 8 a., 12;
quoted, Note A, 123

New Zealand Chief, story of men
tioned, 23

Niyoga, system of, 100, 106, 107
Normandy, customs of referred to,

151 ft.

North, Roger, his ' Lives of the Norths *

quoted, 316 ;
alluded to, 311 et teq.

O
BLIGATION, Boman legal theory

of referred to, 391
' Orphan Heiress * in Attic law, the,

referred to, 104

pALGBAVE, Sir F., his * Rise of the

X English Commonwealth* referred

to, 181, 187
Paternity, recognition of^ account ot

according to McLennan and Morgan,

217; true account of^ 218
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PATBU

Pfttria Potaitaf, the, referred to, 198

;

fimong Hisdue relnred to, Note A,

122

Betnavcbal theocr, diificnltiei of

stated, 204 ;
derelopment of * Power *

through seznal jeslouqr, 216,

216
Peasantry of Prance, the, their hos-

tility to the nobility prior to the

Berdlntion, 294 et Beq^.

Peenlinm, Bonun law of, practice of

among South Slavonians and Hindus,

262, 268
Penances among Hindus, description

of, 87, 88 ;
exemption from claimed

Brahmans, 40, 47

Plato, his view and illustration of

Patriarchal theory, 166, 108
* Pleading, New rules of,* alluded to,

800
Plutarch, ‘ Lives ’ quoted, 104

Pollock, Mr. F., his ‘Notes on Early

.
English Land aw ' referred to, Note

A. 384
Polyandry, practice of referred to, 106,

Note B, 128, 200

Poinilar Assembly, the, relation of the

ling to, 178 :
Popular Court of Jus-

tice identical with, 173

Popular institutions, source of weak-

ness of stated, 174 et seq,

Poesession, law of among Homans
aUuded to, 366, 367

Prescription, law of. See Usurpation

Primogeniture, system of referred to,

182, 133; dangerous example of,

188 et teq.

Prodigal Son, parable of, illustration

afibrded by, cf primogeniture and
‘ Borough English,* 260

Mhibited degi^, Mahommedaii and

South Slavonian, tables of, 256 ; spe-

cial table of as regards Confraternity

in Slavo-Creek Church, 268

Property, legal Classification of re-

ferred to, 886 et eeq . ;
Registration

of, Act of Indian Legislature referred

to, 869 a. ;
succession to among Ma-

hommedans, 126 ; transfer of in

India, ses Property, Registration of

Beoverbe. See ^horisms
Psalm cvi. quoted, 68

Puehta, the jurist, referred to, 264

Punaluan Marriage aUuded to, 201

Pundits, the, ttiwted to, 2, 8

BUTB
* Punjab, Hindu law of,* referred to»

8,26; ‘ Punjab Customfiiy Law, notes

on* r^erred to, 96

Pure tribes among Rajputs, descrip-

tion of, 272
Purgatories, Hindu, description of, 80

et teq.

Q
UIBITAHIAN ownership, the, al-

luded to, 343

RAJKUMAH SARVADHIEARI,
Professor, his ‘ Hindu Law of In-

heritance * quoted, 66 ; referred to,

67 ».

Rsjput Clans, the, origin and high
birth of, 268 ;

social system a(, 267

;

disintegrating and organising forces

at work among, 269, 277 et eeq .

;

observations of by Sir A. L]^l
referred to, 267, 269

Rajpntana. See ^jput Clans.

Property, Conveyance of, alluded

to, 361

Relationehip, 'agnatic* system of re-

ferred to, 114, 116, 140, 146, 160,

162; 'cognatic* system of referred

to, 97, 114, 139, 145, 147, 161 ;

artificial forms of among South
Slavonians, 266 et eeq.

Relatives, collateral, modem rules for

succession of, 114, 115
Roiian, M., his ‘Souvenirs d’Enfance’

quoted, 303 n. ; his observations

among Berbers of North Africa

allud^ to, Note A, 331

Roman Empire, its system of regal

succession referred to, 146
Roman praetor, edict of, its nature and

effect stated, 119, 120; referred k>,

66, 77, 166, 367

Roses, Wars of, referred to, 141

Royal succession, among Hindus, no
law fur, 126, 127, 128 ; Oriental sys-

tems of, their confusion, 129 eeq.

;

among Hebrews and Oriental nations,

132; conflicts between chiefs and
clans to obtain mentioned and illus-

trated, 131, 132 et

Rumsey, Mr. Almarie, his ‘Mahom-
medan Law of Inheritance ’ referred

to, 126

Ruth, Book of, referred to, 102, 106
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BALtO

S
AUC Law, the, referred to generally,

148, 160, 167 ; description of and
application to private property, 144

;

application of to royal succeesion,

143, 148 et mq,^ 157; as applied to

France, explanation of given by
French historians, 158

Samnd, first Book of, quoted, Note A,
284

Sanction, the. Bee Penances
Sapinda, the. 8eel\2n,
Scott, Sir Walter, his ' Bride of Lam-
mermoor * referred to, 321 ; his
* Kenilworth ' referred to, 181

Scrope, Mr., his * Histoiy of the Manor
of Castle Comlje* quoted, 315

Seigneur, the. Bee Ix)rd of the Manor
Senates, the ancient, referred to, 25
Settlement, Act of. referred to, 142
Shakespeare, his play of * Henry V.*

referi^ to, 143
Shintoism, f^stem of, alluded to, 60
Shire Courts, the, alluded to, 169, 189
Shradda, the, daily offering of, 57
Siculus, Diodorus, referred to, 115 n.

Siguorial Court, the. See Court Biiron

Sister, uterine, marriage system of,

described, 105
Slavonian provinces, rise of feudalism

among, 265, 266
Soc^, tenure by, referred to, 341
Society, Patriarcl^td theory of de-

scribed, 193, 196 et 8eq,\ origin of.

Patriarchal theory to be adopted,

215, 219
Sons, artificial, creation of, absence of

in modem India, 117; consequences
of dissatisfaction with, 117

Sophocles, his *Ajax’ compared with
Zend Avesta, 65 n,

Sonls, transmigration of, referred to,

• 83 et eeq.

I^th Slavonians, their distinction be-

tween agnatic and cognatic relation-

ships, and their respect for old age,

243; position of women among as

to marriage and property, 253 et ieq,

Spencer, Mr. Herl^rt, his * Principles

of Sodology ’ quoted, 68
Spenser, Edmund his observations on

Ireland referred to, 180, 181

Stanley, English House of; referred to,

154
Star-Chamber, Court of, referred to,

165 and*. 190

YILLA

Stubbs, Professor, his ‘Constitutional

HisU^ * referr^ to, 176
Succession, collateral, on the Continent

and among ancient and modem
Hindus, 111, 112, 118; Hindu law

* of referred to, 22
Sunis, the, meaning of, 175 ; referred

to, 178
System Descriptive, the, referred to,

Note A, 290

INh}, M., his *L*Anarchie Spon-
tan^* referred to, 295; his *La

Bivolntion * referred to, 296 m. ; his
* Origins of Contemporary Franco

'

referred to, 293
Tanistry, system of, referred to, 137,

145, 342, 349
Territorial sovereignty, unpopularity of

in Central India, 277
Theft., prominent place assigned to it

in early Homan and fVankish legal

classifications, reasons for, 374
* Thingman,’ the, described, 170
Tiiunginns. See Thingman
Tooqueville, De, his^ observations re-

ferred to, 314; his theory of the
peasant hostility to the French no-
oility referred to. 376

Tod, Colonel, bis * Bajusthan ’ referred

to, 269
Totem, the, Note A, 286
Totomism, practice of referred to, 200
Tuppor, 1^. C. L., his ' Punjab Custo-
mary Law ’ quoted, 8

Tylor, Mr. E. B., his ' Primitive Cul-

ture’ alluded to, 54
;
quoted, 55, 62

TTNIVERSE, Hindu ' conception of

U described, 82 ct eeq.
* Use of the Law,’ t ract upon quoted,

300, 301 ; erroneous account given

in of the origin of Manors and Copy-
hold tenures, 299 et eeq*

Usucaption, law of, referred to, 356

VAKRO, his ‘Do LinguA LatinA’

quot^, Note A, 283
VashUhtha, Book of, referred to, 11

Verse, as determining dates of Ancient

Law Booke, 9, 10
‘ Villa * the, use of the word by G«v-

D P
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HSU
mi^e kgal dxaftimeii, and in Lex
SaUeat Note A, 832

*ViU»/ the, ai nnderetood among
Bomani, Note A, 882

Village Gommnnity, the, ite exiatence

among North Slavoniane, 241 ; re-

ferred to, 327, Note A, 829 et uq,
Villeiiia, the, deicription and etatua of,

806
Viahnu, Book of, alluded to, 11, 64,

112 n., 128; quoted, 80, 33, 34, 47,

71, 72, 74. 94
Voltaire, hie contempt for the Lex

Baltca referred to, 144

SUSEOH

WABBANTY, expedient of, reiS»red
to, 865

Weet and Biihler, Meaara., their *Di-
of Hindu Law * refei^ to, 11 a.

Hindu qrmbol ot, deacriM, 80
Women, prqwty of, according to

Gkmtama, 109 ; proriaion for among
Bomana and in India, 109, 110

Young, ABTHUB, hla obaerrationB

refei^ to, 807, 821

BICH, Land Begistzy of, descrip

tion of, 363 et seq»

Loxnmr, pbixtsd ar
BroTTiswooDS Axo 00^ mcw-nrasn squabs
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the Fine Aria. With Memoir of the Author, and Bcfleetlono from hia
Oorrea|K>ttdenee. By

L

aot EA8rf.AKB. 8 Vole.- 8ro. 84«,

BDWABDS (W. H.). Voyage np the Birer ' Amaaon, inelnding a
VlalttoPaia. PoatBTO. 8«.

ELDON'S (Loan) Pnblie and Prirate Life, with Selaetiona from
hli Diarlea. Ao. By Hobao* Twiaa. Portrait SVela. PoatSTo. Sir.

ELGIN (Lord). Letters and Journals. Edited bjr Tbbodou
Walbobd. With Frefuce by Dean Btanley. 8vo. 14i.

ELLESMERE (Lobi))» Two Sieges of Vienna by the Tnrka.
Tianalated from the flerman. PostSrr. Sa.

ELLIS (W.). Madagascar Rerisited. The Perseoutions and
Heroic Sufrbringa ut the Native ChrlstianB. IlluatrationB. Bvo. 18«.

Memoir. By His Son. With his Character and
Work. ByBsv. Ubhbt Aixox, D.D. Portrait 8to. 10e.6d.

(Robinson) Poems and Fragments of Gatullns. 16mo. Cs.

ELPHINSTONE (Hon. MomrisTUART). History of India—the
Hindoo and Mahomedan Feriodi. Edited by Peofkbsob Cowbll.
Map. Bvo. lAi.

- (H. W.). Patterns for Taming; Comprising
Elliptical and other Figures cut on the Lathe vrithont the use of any
Ornamental Chuck. With 70 lllastmtinns. Small 4to. 16<.

ELTON (CiPT.) and H. B. OOTTERILL. Adventures and
Disooveries Among the Lakes and Moimtains of Eastern and Central
Africa. With Map and lllastraiions. 8vo. 8I1.

ENGLAND. [See Arsbur, Groxbb, Hubb, Markham, Smith,
and Btanbopb.I

ESSAYS ON CATHEDRALS. Edited, with an Introduction.
By Dbax Howbok. 8vo. 12«.

FERGUSSON (Jambs). History of Architecture in all Countries
from the EwUeat Times. With 1,600 Illustrstions. 4 Vola. Medium 8vo.

I. & II. Ancient and Medieeval. 68e.

III. Indian A Eastern. 42si IV. Modem. 81s. 6(f.

' I — - Rude Stone Monuments in all Countries; their
Age and Hiwa. With Sik) Illustratlona. Medium 8vo. 24s.

Holy Sepulchre and the Temple at Jerusalem.
Woodcuts. Bvo. 7s. 6cl.— -Temples of the Jews and other buildings in
the Baram Area at Jerusalem. With Illustrations. 4to. 48s,

' The Parthenon. An Essay on the mode in which
Light wss Introduced into Greek and Roman Temples. 4to. Sis.

FLEMING (Proibssor). Student’s Manuid of Moral Philosophy.
Wifrk Qimtatlona and References. Poatdvo. It.fkU

flower Garden. By Rbv. Thob. Jambs. Fcap. 8vo. Is.

FORB^ <Caps.> British Barma and its People; Native
Manners. Coitoma, and Religion. Crown 8ro. ICs. 6d.

FORD (Riohabb). Gatherings from Spain. PostSvo. 8si6dl

FORS^^ (John). The Early Life of Jonathan Swift. 1687-1711.
With Portrait 8vo. IBs.
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PORBYTH (WiiU4ii). Horteniiui; an Historical Eesay on tbo
Office and Duties of «a AdTOONte. IJIustntloaa. 8ro. 7s. M.

NotoIb and Novelists of the 18^ C^ntnry, in
mnstratlon of the Manners and M orals of the A ge. Poet 8to. 10«. 6d.

FRANCE (Hibcobt or). [See Markham—Shite—STUDEaie’—
TOGQUBriLLR.]

FRENCH IN ALGIERS; The Soldier of the Foreign Legion—
and the Prisoners efAb^'Kadir. Translated by Lady Duit Qobdov.
PostSyo. Ss.

FHERB ( SiB Babiu ). Indian Musions. Small 8to. 2d. 6d.

EaBtem Africa aa a Field for MiBsionary Labonr. With
Hap. Crovn^voi, As.

Bengal Famine. Hov it will be Met and How 'to
Preveut Future Famines in India. With Maps. Crown 8vo. fix.

(Mahy). Old Deccan Days, or Hindoo Fairy Legends
cnrrent in Southern ludts» with Introduction by Sir Babtlb FaxBB.
With fiO Illuatratlone. Post 8to. 7x. 6d.

QALTON (F.). Art of Travel ; or, HinU on the Shlfle and Con-
triTanoesarallable in Wild Countries. Woodcuts. Post 8^0. 7x. 6d.

GEOGRAPHT. [See Bubbobt

—

CaoKsa—Rxohabdsob— Shiih
—Studbnts’.J

GROGRAPHICAli SOCIETY’S JOURNAL. (1846 to 1881.)

—

Supplementary Papers (i), Travels and Ucsearchea in
Western Ctiina. By K. Colbobme Baber. Maps. Koyal 8vo. fix.

GEORGE (Ebnkst). The Mosel ; a Series of Twenty Etdiings, with
Deat^ptive Letterpress. Imperial 4to. 42x.

Loire and South of France; a Series of Twenty
Etcblngs, with Descriptive Text Folio. 42x.

GERMANY (Hibtobt or). [See Markham.]
GIBBON (Edwabd). History of the Decline and Fall of the

Koman Empire. Edited by Milman, Guizot, and Dr. Wm. Bmitb.
Maps. SYols. 8vo. 60x.

The Student’s Edition; an Epitome of the above
work, Incorporating the Researches of Recent Commentators. By Dr.

Wv. SmTH. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7x. 6d.

GIFFABD (Edwabd). Deeds of Naval Daring; or, Anecdotes of

the British Navy. Foap. 8to. 8x. 6d.

GILL (Mbs.). Six Months in Ascension. An Unscientific Ac-
count of a Sclenilfie Expedition. Map. Crown Bvo. 9x.— (Capt. W.). The River of Golden Sand. A Narrative of a
Journey tltrougli China to Burmab. Mew and Popular Edition. lUns-

tratlons. Crowu Svo.

GLADSTONE (W. E.). Rome and the Newest Fashions in

Religion. Three Tracts, fivo. 7x. 6d.

Gleanings of Past Years, 1848-78. 7 vols. Small
8ro. 2x. a/, each. 1. The Throne, the Prince Consort, the Cabinet and
Constitution. II. Personal and Literary. III. HfHtnricsl and Speen-

lative. lY. Foreign. Y. and YI. Ecclesiastical. Yll. Miseellaneons.

GLEIG (G. R). Campaigns of the British Army at Washington
and Mew Orleans. Post Svo. Sx.

Story of the Battle of Waterloo. Post 8vo. 3s. 6tf.

Nairatlve of Sale’s Brigade in Affghanlsten. Post 8vo. 2a,

Life of Lord Clive. Post Svo, 8s. Sd,

: Sir Thomas Mnnro. Post Svo. 8s. 6d,

GLYNNE (SiB Stbphxe &). Notes on the Churches of Kent,
With Preface by W.H. Gladstone, M.P. lllostrations. Svo. 12x.
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OOLDSHITH'S (Gum) Worki. Edited with Notei bj Petxr
CnnmrovAii. VlgnstteA. 4 Volt. 8to. 80*.

GOMH (Sir Wx. H.), Oommander-iii-Chlef in India, Constable
of Iho Tower, ^nd Colonel «f the f’oWetrtain Gnerde. Ble Letter- nod
Journalf. 1799 to 1815. RdiUdbyF.C. CarrGomm. With Tortrait.

8ro. 1S«.

GORDON (Sir Am.). Sketches of German Life, and Scenes
from the War of Liberation. PoetSvo. 8i.6d.

(Lady Dort) Amber-Witch : A Trial for Witch-
eraft. PoatSwo. it,

' French in Algiers. 1. The Soldier of the Foreign
Legion. S. The Primnere or Ahd-el-KiidIr. PoetBro. it.

GRAMMARS. CuRTins; Hall; Hutton; Kino Edward;
Liathki; HasTairxB; MArrniec; Bmith.I

GBBSOS (HibToRT OF). [See Grots—Smith—Studenir’.]

OBOTE*S (Qsoror) WORKS
History of Qrbecb. From the Earliest Times to the clot>e

of the generation contemporary with the Death of Alexander the Great.
Lihrary Edititm. Portrait, Maps, and Plans. 10 Vole. 8ro. 180/.
Cabinet Ediiiion, Portrait and Plans. 12 Vols. PostSvo. 6«. each.

Plato, and other Oompanions of Socrates.. 8 Vols. 8to. 45e.

Aristotli. With additional Essays. 8vo. 18«.

Minor Wonsa Portrait. 8ro. 14d.

Letters on Switzerland in 1847. 6d.

Personal Life. Portrait. 8vo. 12*?.

GROTE (Mas.). A Sketch, By i,ADY Eastlare. Crown 8vc. 6s,

MALL*S fr, D.) School Manual of English Grammar. With
CoploiiH Exercises. 12rao. 8a. 6<I.

Primary English Grammar for Elementary Schoo’s.
With 134 Exercises. Based on the above woik. Idmo. Is.

Mannal of English Composition. With Copious Illustra-
tions and Practical Exercises. 12mo. 8«. ('ll,

— Child's First Latin Book, comprising a full Practice of
Kounp, Pronouns, and Adjectives, with the Acnve Verbs. 16mo. 2a.

HALLAM’S (Henry) WORKS
The Constitutional History op England, Arom the Acces-

sion of Henry the Heveuth to the D<>ath of Georice tho Second, Library
N AiHtioff, 3 Vole. 8vo. 80a. 3 Vols. Post Svo. 12«. AtM-

. dent’s EdUian, Pest 8vo. 7a. 64.

Bistort of Europe durinu the Middle Ages. Lihrary
SditUm. 3 VoU, 8vo. 80a. Caking JSdiivm, 3 Vols, Post 8vo. 12a.
Stwiet<rt Edilion, Post Svo. 7a. 6d,

Litbrart History op Europe during the 16th, 16th, and
I7tr Cxnturixs. rJbrary Edition, 8 Vols. Svo. B6a. Cabinet Edition,
4 Tola. PostSro. ICi.

— (Arthur) Literary Remains; in Terse and Prose.
PortralL Feap.Svo. 8a. tid.

HAMILTON fANDRRw). Blicinsberg ; Memorials of Frederick the
Great and Piinoe Hemy of Prussia. 2 Vols. Groan 8to. 21a.

HART'S ARMY LIST. (jPuhiished Quarterly and Annually,)*

HATCH (W. M.). The Moral Philosophy of Aristotle, con-
sisting of a translation of the Nlchomachean Ethics, and of the ParH<

jp
to^e attrlbii^d to Andionicus, with an lutroduoiory Anslysla of Lmh
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HATHEBLET (Lord). The ConUnaitj of Soriptore, u Declared
hy tbe Testimony of our Lord «nd of the BTungeliete and Apostles.
FostSvo. S«.6d.

HAT (Sir J. H. Droxhohd). Weatem Barbaij, its Wild Tribes
and Savage Animals. Post 8vo. Ill

HAYWABD (A.). Sketohea of Eminent Siateamen and Writers,
Contents; Thiers, Bismarck, Gavonr, Metiernieh, Montalemberr, Mel-
bourne, W’ellesley, Byron and Tennyson, Venice, Rc. Simon, Sovigue,
Du Deffand, Holland House, Strawberry Hill. 2 Vols. 8vo. 285.

HEAD’S (Sir PRiiroifl) WORKS
Thi Rotal EKOinxxR. Illoatraiiona. 8to. 12d.

Lifx 07 Sia JoHx Burootxb. Post 8to. U.

Rapid Jovrkxts aorobs thx Paxpas. Post 8vo. 2j?.

Bvbblxs prox thx Bruxxxn or Nassav. Illustrationa. Poat
8vo. 7s. 6<l.

Stokxrs and Pokxrs ; or, the London and North Western
Railway. Post 8vo.

HEBER'S (Bishop) Journals in India. 2 Yols. Poat 8yo. 7b.

Poetical Works. Portrait. Pcap. 8to. 8b. 6cZ.

Hymns adapted to the Church ^rvice. 16mo. 1b. 6d.

HERODOTUS. A New English Version. Edited, with Notes
and Essays, Hist^ricil, Ethnographleal, and Oengraphlcal, by Oahov
RAWLursoN, SiK 11. Kawlinhok and Bia J. G. Wilkimson. Maps and
‘Wnodeiits. 4 Vols. 8vo. 48«.

HERRIES (Rt. Hon. John). Memoir of his Public Life during
the Reigns of George III, and IV., William IV., and Queen Victoria.

Founded on his Letterl and other Unpublished Documents. By hie
son, Edward Henries, C.B. 2 Vols. 8vo. 24«.

HERSCHEL’S (Carounr) Memoir and Correspondence. By
Mas. John Ubbsghbl. With Portrait. Crovru 8vo. Is ,

FOREIGN HANDBOOKS.
HAlfrD-BOOE—TBAVGL-TALK. SnKliih, French, Oermao, and

Italian. New and Revised Edition. 18mo. Zs, 6d.

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. Map and Plans.

PostSvo. 6s.

NORTH GERMANY and THE RHINE,—
The Black Forest, tbe Harts, Tbilrlngenrald, Saxon Swlteerland,
RUgen, the Giant Mountains, Taunus, Odenwald, Elass, and Loth-
ringen. Map and Plans. Post 8vo. 10s.

SOUTH GERMANY,— Wurtemburg, Bavarii^
Austria, Styrla, Salaburg, the Alps, Tyrol, Hungary, and the Danube,
from Ulm to the Black 8m. Maps and Plans, Poet 8vo. 10s.

PAINTING. German, Flemish, and Dutch Schools.
Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 24s.

LIVES AND WORKS OF EARLY FLEMISH
Painters. lllnetratloDS. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

SWITZERLAND, Alps of Savoy, and PiedmoRt
In Two Parts. Maps and Plans. PostSvo. IQs.

FRANCE, Part I. Nonnandy, Brittany, the French
Alpe, tha Loire, Belne, Oaronoe, and Fyieneei. Map# and Plans.
PostSvo. Ts.6d.
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HAND-BOOK—SOUTH WALES, Monmontb, Llandaff, Merthjr,
Tale of Neath, Pembroke CarmarUien, Teabsr, Siruutta, The Wye, kc.
Map. PosrSvo. 7t.

CATHEDRALS OF BANGOR, ST. ASAPH,
Llandaff, end Bi Devld’e. With lUnetratlon*. Poit Svn. iSi.

—

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AND RUTLAND—
Northampton, Peterborongh, Tovceaier, Daventry, Merket Uar-
borougb, Kettering, Wellingborough, Thrapston, Stamford, Uppiog-
bam, Oakham. Mapa. Poat 8vo. 7«. 6d.

DERBY, NOTTS, LEICESTER, STAFFORD,
•]CatIoek,Bakewen,Chatatrorth,ThePeak, Buxton, Hardwick, DoreDale,
A«hbome,Boiit^well, Manafleld, Retford, Burton, Belvotr, M elton Mow-
bray, Wolverbampton,Llohtteld,Wali)allTamwortli. Map. Poat 8tro. 9a.

SHROFSHIRB abb CHESHIRE, Shrewabury, Lnd-
low, Bridgnorth, Oeweatry, Cheater, Crewe, Alderley, Stockport,

Birkenhead. Maps and Plans. Poet 6to. 6a.

—

LANCASHIRE, Warriogton, Burj, Manchester,
Liverpool, Burnley, Clltheror, B»ltnn, Blackburn, Wigan, Preston,

Rochdale, Leneaaler, Southport, Blaokpool, dec. Mapa and Plana.

Post 8to. 7a. 6d.

YORKSHIRE, Doncaster, Hull, Selby, Beverley,
Soarborough, Whl' ^y, Harrogate, Ripon, Wakefield, Bmdfoid,
Halifax, liuitderafleld, Shefileld. Map and Flans: PostSvo. 12f.

„ CATHEDRALS of York, Ripon, Durham, Carlisle,

Cheatar,and Mamhester. WithfiOIllustiationa. 2 VoK Cr. 8ro. 21a.

DURHAM ABB NORTHUMBERLAND, New-
castle, Darlington, Oateabcad, Biahop Auckland, Stockton, Hartlepool,

Snnderland, Snielda, Berwick-ou-Tweed, Morpeth, Tynemouth, Uuld-
stream, Alnwick. &e. Map. Poat 8vo. 9a.

^ - WESTMORELAND abb CUMBERLAND—Lan-
caater, Furreis Abbey, Ambteaide, Kendal, Vi^indennore, Conlatoii,

K«-8wlr]r, Grasmere, Ulswater, Carlisle, Cockermouih, Penrith, Appleby.
Map. PoatSvo.

MuBRAr’a Map ov trs Laxx Distbict, on canvas. Sa. 6d.

—

SCOTLAND, Edinburgh, Melrose, Kelso, Glasgow,
Bnmftlei, Ayr, Stirling, Arran, The Clyde, Oban, Inverary, Loch
Lomond, Loon Katrine and TrosBachD, Caledonian Canal, Invemesa,
PifTih, Dundee, Aberdeen, Braeniar, Skye, CalibneaB, Robs, Suther-
land, Ac. Mapa and Plana. Poat bvo. 9«.

IRELAND, Dublin, Belfast, tbi Giant’s Cause-
way, Donegal, Galway, Wexford, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, Killar-
ney, Bantry, Qlengarlff, &o. Maps and Plane. PostSvo. lOe.

HAYWARD (A.). The Art of Dining
;

or, Gastronomy and Gas-
tronomera. PoatSvo. 2«.

HOLLWAY (J. 0.). A Month in Norway. Feap. 8to. 2s.

HONEY BEE. By Rby. Tbovas Jambs. Feap. Svo. Is.

HOOK (Dbab). Ohureb Diotionary, Svo. ISa.

— (Thbobobb) Life. By J. G. Looxhabt. Foap. Svo. Is.

HOPE (A. J. Bbrxbiobb). Worship in the Church of England.
Svo. 8a.. nr, Fowlar SrkctioMfivm. Bvo. Sa.fid.

WORSHIP AND ORDER. Svo. 9f.

HURAOB ; a New EdiUon of the Text. Edited by Diab Hilmab.
With too Woodeuta. Cr.>wn8vo. 7a. 6d.

IIOSACK (Johb). The rise and growth of the Law of Nations : u
•atnbllahed by general usage and by treaties, firum tbe earlleat times
to the treaty of Utrecht Svo. 12«.

HOUOHl'ON’S ILoxb) Monograph^ Penonal and SodaL With
Portraits. Crown SvO, 10a. fid.

: :— PoxxiCAb Woxxe. CoUecUd Edition. With Po^
trait. tToIs. Feap. Svo. 1S«.
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HOUSTOUN (Mbs.). Tweaty Years la the Wild West of Ireluid,

or Life in Connenght. Post Sro.

HOME AND COLONIAL LIBRARY. A Series of Works
sdepted Ibr ell oireles end duses of Reeders, heTinc been eeleoted

ibr their eoknovledf^ interest, sad ebilltf of the An^rs. Post Sro.

Published et it, end 8i.6d.e&eh, aid errenged under two dlstinetlTe

heeds ei follows:—

GLASS A.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY.
1. SIEGE OF GIBRALTAR. By

JOHV DeimcwATiB. S«.

i. THE AMBER-WITCH. By
Ladt Donr Goeoox. it,

8,

CROMWELL AND BUMTAN.
By HoseBT Southby. 8«.

A LIFEofSxb FRANCIS DRAKE.
By JoHV Babbow. it,

6.

CAMPAIGNS AT WASHING-
TON. ByRBy.G.R.Gi4iia. Ss.

6. THE FRENCH IN ALGIERS.
By Laot Durr Gobdov. 8«.

7. THE FALL OF THE JESUITS.
it.

8. LIVONIAN TALES, it,

8. LIFE OF CONDR. By Lobd Ma-
HOS. 8«.6d.

10. SALE’S BRIGADE. By Rbt.
Q. R.QLBIO. 2s.

AND HISTORIC TALES.
11. THE SIEGES OF VIENNA.

By Lobd Ellbsiibbb. it,

18. THE WAYSIDE GROSS. By
Catt. Milhav. 8s.

18. SKETCHES orGERMAN LIFE.
By Sib A. Goeoob. 8s. 6d.

14.

THE BATTLE or WATERLOO.
By Rbt. G. R. Giiua. Ss.Sd.

16.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF STEF-
FENS. as.

16. THE BRITISH POETS. By
Teohab Caxpbbll. 8s. 6d.

17. HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By
Lobd Mahob. 8s. 6dL

18. LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. By
Ret. G. R. Glbio. 8s. Oil.

19. NORTH - WESTERN RAIL-
WAY. BySuF.B.HlAD. 8s.

80. LIFE OF MUNRO. By Rbt. G.
R. Glbio. 8s. 6d.

CLASS B.

VOYAGES, TRAVELS, AND ADVENTURES.
1. BIBLE IN SPAIN. By Geobob

Bobbow. 8s. 6d.

8. GYPSIES or SPAIN. By Gbobob
Bobbow. 8s. 6d.

8A 4. JOURNALS IN INDIA. By
Bishop Uebeb. 8 Vola. 7s.

6. TRAVELS in trbHOLY LAND.
By Ibbt end Manoles. 3s.

6. MOROCCO AND THE MOORS.
By J. Dbuhmobd Hat. 8s.

7. LETTERS FROM the BALTIC.
By e Lady.

& NBW SOUTH WALES. By Mbs.
Mbbbdith. 8s.

9. THE WEST INDIES. ByM.G.
Lbwib. 8s.

10. SKETCHES OF PERSIA. By
Sn John Malcolm. 8s. 6d.

11. MEMOIRS OF FATHER RIPA.
8s.

18 A 18. TYPEE AND OMOO. By
Hebmanm Mbltillb. S Vols. 7s.

14. MISSIONARY LIFE IN CAN-
ADA. By Rit. J. AiBori. it.

15. LETTERS FROM MADRAS. By
sLadt. 2s.

16. HIGHLAND SPORTS. By
Chablbb St. Johv. 8s. 6d.

17. PAMPAS JOURNEYS. By SzB
F. B.Hbao. 8s.

18. GATHERINGS FROM SPAIN.
By Riohabd Fobd. 8s. SdL

19. THE RIVER AMAZON. By
W.H. Edwabds. Ss.

80. MANNERS A CUSTOMS OF
INDIA. ByRBT.G.AoLAirD. Ss.

81. ADVENTURES IN MEXICO.
By G. F. Ruxiov. 8s;6d.

88. PORTUGAL AND GALICIA.
By Lobd Cabmabtoh. 8s. 6d.

88. BUSH LIFE IN AUSTRALIA.
By Rbt. H. W. Hayoabth. it,

84. THE LIBYAN DESERT. By
Baylb St. Johv. 8s.

85. SIERRA LEONE. By A Lady.
8s.6((.

V Bech work mey be hsd seperetely.

0



18 LIST OF WORKS

fiOMX (Thd Stndmt’s). A HUIory of Eiiglaiid, from the InTE-
•lon of Jallni Omutr to ibo Barolutloo of 1688. Now- Edition. roTiiedt
eofreetod, and oontlnnod to tho Troatf of Berlin, 1B7S. By J. B.
Bjunrii, M.A. Wttb 7 Colonred Bfape S70 Woodooti. Poet 8to. 7t.6d.

HIJTOHIKSON (Gsh.). Dog Breaking, with and Snds for
fhoie who lore the DogOmd the Oua. With 40 llluitntioni, Orown
8to, 71.64.

%* A Snmmary of the Buies for Ounekeepere. U.

HUTTON (H.IL). PrindpiaGrseca; an Inuodnotion to the Study
of Greek. Oemprehending Onunmer, Oeleetni^ end Bzeroiee-hook,
with VooehoUriee. Siittk mtUitm. Idmo. &0.64.

HUTTON (JTaxb^. James and Philip van Artevelde. Two
remarkable JBpltodeo in the annUi of Flanders : with a desorlptlon of
the etate of Society In Flanders in the 14th Century. Cr. 8to. 10a 6d.

HTMNOLOOT, DionoirABY or. See Jumir.
ICELAND. [See Coles, Duffebie.]

INDIA. nSee Elphikstone, Hand-book, Smith, Temple.]

IKBT AND MANGLES’ Trarels in Egypt, Nubia, by^ and
the Holy Lend. PoBtfiro. S«.

JAMESON (Mas.). Lives of the Early Italian Painters--
and the Progresi of Painting in Italy—Cimabne to Baaeano. With
60 FOrtralta. P'Wt 8vo. ISi.

JAPAN. [See Bxbl, Mossmin, Mounbbt, Bred.]

JENNINGS (Louis J.).^ Field Paths and Green Lanes in Surrey
andSaasez. lllustrationa. Crown Bvo. 10i.64.

Bamblee among the Hills in the Peak of Derbyshire
and on the South Downa. With Rketohea of people by the way. With
as Illuatrationa. Crown 8ro. 12«.

JSBYI8 (Bar. W. H.). The Gallican Church, from the Con-
cordat of Bologna, 1616, to the Revolution. With an Introduction,

Pertralta. SVols. 8vo. S8a.

JESSE (SnwABD). Gleanings in Natural Histoxj. Fcp.Svo. 8s. 6(f.

JSX-BLAKE (l^y. T. W.). Life in Faith : Sermons Preached
at Cheltenham end Rugbv. Fcap. 8vo. 8i. 64.

JOHNSON’S (Db. Samuil) Life. By James Boswell. Including the
Tour to fho Hebrldea. Edited by Mb. Cbokbb. 1 Vol. Boyal Bvo. 12a.

JULIAN (Rbv. John J.). A Dictionary of Hymnology. A
‘ Comptnlon to Existing Hymn Books. Setting forth the Origin and

History of the Hymns oontalned in the Principal Hymnals used by the

Churches of England, BeoUiind, and Ireland, and various DlBsenting

Bodies, with Notices of their Authors. Post 8vo. [Tn the Pms,
JUNIUS’ HANDWBiTxia Professionally investigated. By Mr. Chabot,

Expert With Prefiioe and Collateral Evidenee, by the Hon. Edwabb
TwiaLSTOM. With FaeBlmtles, Woodcuts, Ac. 4to. £8 8s.

KERR (R. Maloolm). Student’s Blackstone. A Systematic
Abridgment of the entire Gommenteries, adapted to the present state

ofthiiaw. Peet8vo. 7s. 64.

KING.EDWARD YIth’s Latin Grammar. 12mo. 8s. 6d.
! Pirst Latin Book. 12mo. 2t. 6d,

KING (R» J.). ArehiBology,Travel and Art
;
being Sketches and

gtndiea, Historical and Descriptive. 8vo. 18s.

KIRK (J. Fobtib). History of Charles the Bold, Duke of Bnr-
gmidy. Portrait. 8 Vole. 8to. 45s.

XIRKS8* Handbook of Physiology, Edited by W. Mobbant
Baxbb, FA.C.8. With 400 Illustrations. Post 8vo. 14s.

KUGLER*8 Handbook of Painting.—The Italian Schools. Re-
vised and Bemodelled from the most recent Keaearehea By Laot
Eastlakb. With 140 Hluetrationa SVola. Crown 8vo. SOi.
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KUGLER 3 Handbook of Painting.—The German, Ylemiih, and
Dutch Schools. Beytaod and in part i«>writto&. ^ J. A. Ciowi.
WltheO niustratioas. SVols. Grown Svo. 24s.

LAHE (E. W.). Account of the Manners and Costoms of Modem
Egyptians. With Illastratlons. S^ols. PostSro. Its.

LAYAED (A. H.). NineToh and its^mains; a Popular Acoonnt
of Beaeawhes and Disoovcrios amidst the Enins of Assyria. With
lllnstrations. PostSfO. 7s. 6d.

Nineveh and Babylon ; A Popular Account of Dis-
ooToiias in the RnlnSf with Travels In Armenia, KurdisUn and ths

Desert, during a Second Expedition to Assyria.' With Illustrations

PoetSro. 7s. M.
LEATHES (Staulit). Practicid Hebrew Grammar. With the

Hebrew Text of Genesis i.—TiH and Psalms i.—vi. Grammatical
Analysis and Yoeabulary. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

LENNEP (Biv. H. J. Yah). Missionary Travels in Asia Minor.
With niustratlons of Biblical History and Ardimology. Map and
Woodeats. SVols. Post Svo. S4s.

Modem Customs and Manners of Bible Lands in

lUnstration of Scripture. Maps and Illustrations, t Vols. Svo. Sis*

LESLIE (C. B.). Handbook for Young Painters. lllnstrations.

PostSvo. 7s. 6d.

Life and Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds. Portraits.

2 Vols. 8vo. 42s.

LETO (PoHFOino). Eight Months at Rome during the Yatlean
Council. Svo. 12s.

LETTERS Faon ihi Baltic. By a Ladv. Post Svo. 2a
. .

^

Madras. By a Ladt. Post Svo. 2«.

Surra Lioiri. By a Ladt. Post Svo. 8d. td,

LEYI (Lioira). History of British Commerce; and Economic
Progress of the Nation, from 1763 to 1878. Svo. 18s.

LEX SALICA; the Ten Texts with the Glosses and the Lex
Emendata. Synnptieally edited by J. H. Hksbelb. With Notes on
the Frankish Words in the Lex Salica by H. Kkbk, of Leyden. 4to. 4Ss.

LIDDELL (Drar). Student’s History of Rome, from the earliest

Times to the establishment of the Empire. Woodonts. PostSvo. 7s. 6A
LISPINGS from LOW LATITUDES; or, the Journal of the Hon.

ImpnlstaGushlngton. Edited byLoan Duvrsaur. Wlth24Plates.4to.21s.

LIYINGSTONE (Dr). First Expedition to Africa, 1840-56.

lllnstrations. Post Svo. 7a 6cI.— Second Expedition to A&ica, 1858-64. Illustra-

tions. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Last Journals in Central Africa, from 1865 to

bis Death. Continued by a Narrative of his lastmoments and snflisriogs.

ByBev.HoBAonWAij.n. Maps and Illustrations. SVols. 8vo. 16s.

Personal Life. From his unpublished Journals
and Correspondence. By Wm. G. Blaikie, D.D. Popular Edition.

With Map and Portrait. Svo. 6s.

LIYINGSTONIA. Journal of Adventures in Exploring Lake
Nyassa, and Establishing a Missionary Settlement there. By E. D»
Yoniio,£.N. Maps. Poet Svo. 7&.ed.

UYONIAN TALES. B, the Anther of - Letteif from the
Baltle.” PostSvo. Ss.

LOCKHART (J. G.). Ancient Bpanisli Ballads. Historical and
Bomantie. Translated, with Motes. lllnstrations. Crown Svo. 6f.— Life of Theodore Hook. Fcap. Svo. If.

LOUDON (Mbs.). Gardening for liadiei. With DirootionB and
Calendar of Operations for Every Month. Woodeats. Feiv. Svo. 8i. 6(L

o9
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LUTHER. Three Vtimvry Works of the Refonner. Christisa
Llbertf—Tbo BahylMiiMi GApfciTUy ofthe Ghnroh—And the AddroMto
the RoUlltj of the German «e4oiL Translated by G. A. BncKHBiif.
Edited, wffn lntrodnoti«>n«, by HuntT Wsos, D.D. Crown 8to.

IjTALL (Sib AirBie 0.), K O.B. Aeiatio Studies ; Religious sad
goeial. 8m. 12*.

LTELIj (Bib Obablbs). Student’s Elements of Geology. With
Table of BiitUh Fossils and 600 Illustrations. Third Edition, Berlaed.
FostBro. As.

Life, Letters, and Journals. Edited by his sister^imlair,

Mbs. Ltill. With Portraits. 2 Vols. 8vo. 80ii.— (K.M.I. Geographical Handbook of Ferns. With Tables-
to NhAw their Distribution. Post 8vd. 7«. dd.

LYKDHUBST (Loan). [See Marlin.]

LTTTOK (Lobd). A Memoir of Julian Fane, With Portrait. Post
Sto. 6m,

MoCLlNTOCk ( Sib L.). NarratlTO of the Blseoye^ .of the
Fete of Sir John Franklin and his Companions in the Aretfe Bees.
With lUostrations. Post 8m. 7e. ed.

IfAODOUGALL (Col.). Modem Warfare aa Influeneed by Modem
Artillery. With Pleas. PostSwo. 12i.

MACGREGOR (J.). Bob Roy on the Jordan, Nile, Red Sea» Gen-
nesareth, A Janoe (Jrulse in Palestine end Egypt and the Waters
of Damsaoua. With 70 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7«. 6d.

MAETZNER’S Erolish Gbakmab. A Methodical, AnaljtieiJ,
and llistoriesl Treatise on the Orthography, Prosody, Infleetio^ sad
Syntax. By Glaib J. Gbxob, LL.D. 8 Vols. 8vo. 86«.

MAHON (Loin), see Stabbopb.

MAINE (Sib H. Sukrbb). Ancient Law : its Conneetion with the
Early History of Society, and its Kelatton to Modem Ideas. 8m. Its.— Village Communities in the East and Weak 8?o. 12d.

Early Histoiy of Institutions. 8vo. 12a.

DUsertationB on Early Law and Custom. Being
.Beleotloiis from l^ectures delimred at Oxford. 8vo. 12s.

MALCOLM (Sib Jobs). Sketches of Persia. Post 8tow 8a. fUL

MANSEL (Dbar). Letters, Lectures, and ReviewB. 8yo. 12a.

MANUAL OF SCIENTIFIC ENQUIRY. For the Use of
Tramllen. Edttsd by Bnv. R. Maut. Post 8m. 8s. 6d. (AtUEsAeddy
crdsr efths Lot^m Gs admiralty.)

MARCO POLO. The Book of Ser Maroo Polo, the Venetian.
Conesralng the Kingdoms and Marrels of the EasL A new English
Version. Illustrated by tlie light of Oriental Writers and Modem
TntTels. By Cou Hnsar Tulb, Maps and lUustratfons. S Vols.
Medium 8m. 68s.

MARKHAM (Mas.). History of England. From the First InTi-
•ion by the Romens, continued down to 1880. Woodeuts. Itao. 8s. (kf.

History of France. From the Conqueat of Gaul by
jQliaeCcsar,eontinaed down to 1878. Woodenta. ISmo. 8s. 64.

Hiatoiy of Qennany. From its InTislon by Marina,
continued down to the completion of Colcgue Cathedral. Woodenta.
ISmo. 8s. 64.

(Clbxbrts R.). a Popular Account of Pemyian Bark
and Its introdootlon into British India. With Maps. Post8m. 14c.

MARRYAT (Josbph). Histoiy of Modem and Medimral Pottery
Poredsin. With a Dsaerlption of tbs ManufiMtors. Platea and

Woodenta. 8m. 4St.

MARSH (G. P.). Student's Manual of the Engltsh Langnige.
Edited with Additions By Dn. Wk. Bbxtb. Poet 8m. 7c. 64.
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MARTIN (Sir Tbropobb). Memoir of the Life of Lord L]rnd-

hunt, three times Lort Cbaaoellor of England. From Letten and
Papen in poaseasion of bia family. With Portrait firo.

MASTEI^ in English Theology. .Lectures deliyeted at King’s
College, London, in 1877, by Eminent Diyines. With Introduction by
Canon mrry. Post 8vo. 7«. 6d. ^

MATTHliB’S Gbeik Qr4xmar. Abridged by BiovriaiD,
.BaviMd by E. 8. Cbooxb. 12mo. 4«.

MAUBEL’S Character, Actions, and Writings of Wellington.

Feap.8vo. l«.6d.

MAYO (Lord). Sport in Abyssinia; or, the Mareb and Taek-
auee. With Illustrations. Crown 8to. 18s.

MELTILLE (Hirmakk). Marquesas and South Sea Islanda.

f Vcds. Post 8vo. 7t.

MEREDITH (Mbs. Charlbs). Notes snd Sketches of New South

Wales. PostBro. 8«.

MEXICO. [See Brocklehurst.]

MICHAEL ANGELO, Sculptor, Fainter, and Architect. His liife

and Works. By C. Hiath Wilsoh. Wlih Portrait, Illnatrations and

Index. 8vo. 16<.

MIDDLETON (Chas. H.) A Descriptive Catalogue of the

Etched Work of Rembrandt, with Life and Introduotiona. With
Explanatory Cuts. Medium 8vo. 81a. Sd.

MILLINGTON (Rev. T. S.). Signs and Wonders in the Land of

Ham, or the Ten Plagnee of Egypt, with Ancient and Modern Illustra-

tiune. Woodcuts. Post 8ro. 7s, 6d.

MILMAN’S (Pmax) WORKS:—
History of the Jews, from the earliest Period down to Modem

Times. 8 Vols. Post 8to. 18#.
- ^ . v «

Early Christiarity, from the Birth of (Christ to the Aboli-

tion of Paganism in the Roman Empire. 8 Vole. Poet Bvo. 18#.

Latin Christianity, including that of the Popes to the

PonUfleate of EicholNs V. 9 Vols. PostSro. M#.

Handbook to St. Paul’s Cathedral, Woodcuts. Crown

5VO. XUI. oa. a #r aJ
Quinti Horatii Flacoi Opera. Woodcuts. Sm. ovo. 78. orf.

Fall of Jerusalem. Fcap. 8vo. Is.

MILMAN’S (Capt. E. A.) Wayside Crosa. Post 8vo. 2s.

(Bishop, D.D.,) Life. With a Selection from his

Gorrespoodenoe and Journals. By bis Bister. Map. Bvo. 12#.

MIYAKT (S*. Gborgb). Lessons from Nature; as manifested in

Mind and Matter. 8vo. 15». . « j
The Cat. An Introduction to the Study of Backboned

Animals, especlillyMaroraalH. With200Illnstratlone. Medium8to.80«.

MOGGIUDGE (M, W.). Method in Almsgiving. A Handbook

for Helpers. Post 8vo. 3#. ed.

MOORE (Thomas). Life and Letters of Lord Byron. Cabinet

Mitm, Wiih Plates. 6 Vols. Fesp. Bvo. IS#.; Edition,

with Portrelts. Royal 8to, 7#.W.

MORESBY (Capt.), R.N. Discoveries in New Guinea, Polyneri^

Torres Straits, Ac., during the cruise of H.M.S. Basilisk. Map and

Hlnetratio&s. 8vo. 1B».
i o -

MOSSMAN (Samuel). New Japan ; the Land of the Rising Bun ;

Its Annals during the paet Twenty Ymw,
Piogreee of the Japanese in Weetein Civilisation. With Map. 8vo. 16#.

I
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ICOTLBT (7. L.)« Hittoiy of the United Ketkerlondi : from the
DMtthofWUlUm Um flilMittotheTirtlveYeani^TniM, 1600. Portnito,
4Tota. Poftevo. 6«.eMh.

" — Life and Death of John of Barndreld,
AOvoeati of Hellond. With a Yletr of the Primaij CaiiflM and
Movonente of jkho Thirty Youi* War. llluatrationa. e Yola.
Pool 8ro« ISc. §

KOZLST (Ourov). Treatise on the Angnstinian doctrine of
ProdMtlnatton, with an Analyata of the Contents. Crown Boo. 9s.

HUIBHBAD <Jas.). The Vanx-de-Yire of Maistre Jean Le Honz,
AdTOcateof Ylre. Translated and Edited. With Portreit and llluit-

tratlens. 8to. 91s.

HUNBO'S (GmaAL) life and Letters. By Bit. O. B. Glixo.
PostSTO. 8s. eA

XUB0H18OK (Bib Bodiriob). Silnria ; or, a History of the
Oldest Rooks oontatnlng Ori^io Remains. Map and Plates. 8vo. IBs.

' Hemoirs. With. Notices of his Contemporaries,
and Rise and Progress of Psleoaoie Geology. By Abouibald Ouub.
Portraits. 9 Yds. 8to. 80s.

HUBBAT (A. B.). A History of Greek Senlpinre. With Illos-

tratlons. 9 Yols. Royal 8ta. 21s. each.

Yol. I.->Ttom the Earliest Time<i down to the Age of Phidias.
Yol. IL-- Phidias and his Socoessors.

liUSTDBS* (Oapt.) Pat;^oniaus; a Year’s Wanderings over
Untrodden Ground fivm the Stnits of Msgellan to tbo Rio Negro,
lilnstratlons. Post 8vo. 7s. 6(2.

NAPIBB (B» Wx.)« English Battles and Sieges of the Peninsular
War. Portrait PostSt’O. 9t.

NAPOLEON AT FoiTAiHiBx.XAir aid Elba. Journal of
Oeearrenoss and Notes of Conversatioos. By 8ib Nbil CAJiPBau.
Portrait 6wo. 16s.

NABES/Sn Gioioi), B.N. OflScial Beport to the Admiralty of

the reesiit Arotlo Expedition. Map. 8to. 9s. Sd.

NASMYTH (Jakes). An Autobiography. Edited by Samuel
Bxnlles, LL.U., with Portrait and 70 Illustrations. Grown 8vo. 16«.

KAUTIOAL ALMAKAO (Tbi). {By AuOumiy.) ii«. id.

NAYT LIST. (Monthly and Quarterly.) Post 8to.

NSW TESTAMENT. With Short Explanatory Commentary.
By Abohdbaoow Cnuwroir, M.A., and the Bishop op Bt. David’s.
with. 110 authentlo Yiews, dre. 9 Yols. Crown 8vo. 21s.6oipkL

NSWTH (Sakuil). First Book of Natural Philosophy ; an Intro-
doom to the Study of Statics. Dyiiaroioe, Hydrontam, Lights llest,

and Boond, with numerous Examples. Small Svo. 8a. 6tf.
I

! ' Elements of Mechanics, including Hydrostatics,
witli nnmeroos Examples. Small 8vo. 8s. 6(2.

' Mathematioal Eiamples, A Graduated Series
of Etomontary Examples in Arithmetic, Algebra, Logarithms, Trigo-
noBBOtry, and Meohaoies. Small 6vo. 8s. 64.

NICOLAS (Sir Harris). Historic Feenigo of England. Exhi-
biting the Origin, Descent, and Present State of eveiy Titlo of Peer*
sn which has existed In this Country slnee the Conquest. By
WZLUAM CouaTHCM. 8vo. 80t.

NILE GLEANINGS. Sec Stuart.

NIHBOD/ Or the Ohaoe—Tnrf—and Boad. With Portndt and
Platis. Crown 8to. 6s. Or with Coloured Plates, 7s. 64.

NOBDHOFF (Char). Communistic Societies of the United

,
Btates; Including Detailed Accounts of the Shakers, the Amana,
Oneida, Bothell, Aurora, Icarian and other existing Stones. With
40 Ilittstrations. 8vo. ISt.
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KOBTHCOTE’S (Sib Jobb) Notebook in the Long Ptrliament.
ConUining ProoMdlnga daring its First Seuioo, 1640. Edited, with
a Memoir, by A. U. A. Hamilton. Cmwn 8to. Os.

OTTER (B. H.). Winters Abroad : Some Information respectinic
pWes visited by the Anthor nn aeenunt of his Heslth. Inteadt^d for

tbs Use and Guidsnoe of InTslids. 7t. 6d.
COMTRNTS.

Australia :--Melbourne, TasmaniatiSydney. Quoemland, The Biveiina,
Alxiors, Egypt, Cape of Good Hope, Davo-s.

OWEN ( Lieut.-Ool.). Principles and Practice of Modem Artillery,
including Artillery Material, Gunnery, and Organisation and Use uf
Artillery in Warfare. With Illustrations. 8vo. 16<.

OZENHAM (Rbt. W.). English Notes for Latin Elegiacs ; designed
for early Proficients In the Art of Latin Versilieation, with Prefistory
Rules of Composition in Elegiac Metre. 12mo. Sh. ad.

PAQET (Lobd Qeorgb). The Light Cavalry Brigade in the
Crimea. Coutainlng Extracts from Juurnul and Correspondence. Map.
Grown 8vo. 10s. 6(2.

PALGKAYE (R. H. L). Local Taxation of Great Britain and
Ireland. 8ro. bt.

PALLISEB (Mrs.). Mottoes for Monnments, or Epitaphs selected

for General Use and Study. With llliistralions. Crown Svo. 7«. Od.

PALMER (PaofessobE. H.). His Life and Achievements, from
h<B Birth to his Murder by the Arabs of the Desert, 18812. By Walter
Bksamt, M.A. With Portrait. Crown 8ro. l?s.

PARIS (Db.) Philosophy in Sport made Science in Earnest

;

or, the First Principles of Natural Philosophy Inoulcated by aid of the
Toys and Sports of Youth. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. Ts.tUL

PARKYN3* (Mansfield) Three Years’ Residence in Abyssinia:
with Travels In that Country. With IlIustrstloDS. Post Bvo. 7s. 6fL

PEEL’S (Sib Robert) Memoirs. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 15d.

PENN (Riohabd). Maxims and Hints for an Angler and Chess*
player. Woodcuts. Fcap.8vo. If.

PERCY (John, M.D.). Mktalldrot. Fuel, Wood, Peat, Coal|
Charcoal, Coke. Fire-Clays. Illustrations. 8vo. 30*.

Lead, including part of Silver. Illustrations. Svo. 30s:

Silver aud Gold. Parti. Illustrations. Svo. SOf.

J'ERRY (Sev. Canon). Life of St. Hugh of Avalon, Bishop of
Lincoln. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

History of the English Church. See Students’ Manuals.

PHILLIPS (Samuil). Literary Essays from “ The Timea." With
Portrait 8 Vols. Fesp.Svo. 7f.

POLLOCK (C. E.). a book of Family Prayers. Selected from
the Liturgy o' the Church of England. 16mo. 8f. 6d.

POPE’S (Alexander) Works. With Inrroductioos and Not^s,
by Rkv. Whitwfi.l Elwiv, and W. J. Coubthopr. Vols I,, II., III.,

IV., VI.. VII., Vlll. With PortraiU. 8vo. lOf. 6d. each.

PORTER (Rev. J. L.). Damascus, Palmyra, aod Lebanon. With
Travels among the Giant Cities of Baehan and the Uauran. Map and
Woodouto. Post Svo. 7f. Qd.

PRAYER-BOOK (Illustrated), with Borders, Initials, Yig<
nettes, dee. Edited, with Notes, by Eiv. Tbos. James. Medium
Bvo. 18i. cloth.

PRINCESS CHARLOTTE OF WALES. A Brief Memoir.
With Seleetlong from her Correspondence and other nnpublished

Papers. By Ladt Rose Weioall. With Portrait. Svo. 8f. fid.

PRIVY COUNCIL JUDGMENTS in Ecclesiastical Cases re-

lating to Doctrine and Discipline. With Hlitorical Introduction,

by G. C. Bbouuce and W. H. Frimantls. Svo. lOf. tkL
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FSALHS OF DAVID. With Kotat Ezplaiuitoiy and Giitieal hj
Desa Johnson,Canon Elliott, and Gtnon Cook. RodinmSro. 10o.6«L

PUSS IN BOOTS. With 12 mutnttloika. By Ono SraoiffB.
tenio. U.6J. Oreolonind.ai.UL

QOARTBBLT BBVD&W (Thi0. Sto. 8«.

BAE (EnwAin). Coantiy of the Koora. A Journey from Tripoli

to the H0I7 Citf of Keinren. Map aad.£tobingB. Crown 8?o. 12«.
ni»__ a i T j.-

the Kola Peninsula. With Map Mid lUostratlons. Crown 8to. 10s.

BAMBLES in the Syrian Deaerta. Poat 8to. lOe. 6d.

EASSAM (Hoaxuzi)). Britiah Kiaaion to Abyaainia. lUnstra-
tiona. 9 Toll. 8ro. 98s.

BAWLINSON’S (Oamok) Herodotna. A New Engliab Version.
Edited with Notea and Esaays. Mapsand Woodenta. dVola. 8ro. 48s.

Five Great Monarehiea of Cbaldna, Aaayria, Media,
Babylonia, and Persia. With JMsps and Illnatrations. 8 Vole. 8va. 49f.

: (SiK Hbbbt) M^d Rnaaia in the East ; a
Series of Papers on the Polidcal and Geographical Condition of Csntral
Asia. Map. 8vo. 12s.

BEED (Sir E. J.) Iron-Glad Shipa ; their QaaliUea, Ferfoimanoei.
and Cost. With Chapters on Turret Ships, Iron-Clad RamB,A6. With
Illustrations. 8ro. 12s.

Letters from Baasa in 1875. 8to. 5r.

Japan: Ita History, Traditiona, and Beligions. With
Msrratire of a Visit In 1879. llluairatlons. 8 Vuls. 8vo. 88s.

REJECTED ADDRESSES (Tni). ByJAMWiAiiD HoiaobSkitb.
Woodcuts. Post 8?o. 8s. 6d. ; or Jbpukar SUUkmt Feap. 8vo. 1a

REMBRANDT. See Middlitob.
REVISED VERSION OP N.T, [Seo Bbobbtt, Borgoh, Cook.]

REYNOLDS’ (Sir Joshua) Life and Times. By C. R. Lbblib,
RA. and Tom Tavlob. Portraits. SVols. 8to. 48s.

RICARDO’S (Dayid) PoliUoal Works. With a NoUee of his
Lifs and Writings. By J. R. M*Ci7lu>gh. 8vo. 18s.

KIPA (Fatbir). Thirteen Yeaia at the Court of Peking. Post
8vo. 8s.

ROBERTSON (Gabor). Hiatoxy of the Christian Church, from the
ApostoUe Ago til the Reformation, 1611. SVols. PostSvo. 6s. each.

ROBINSON (Rrt. Dr.). Biblical Reeearchea in Palestine and the
Adjacent Regions, 1888-^8. Maps. 8Vo1h. Bwo. 49s.

(Wn.) Alpine Flowers for English Gaidens. With
70 lllostratlonA Crown 8to, 7a 6d.—^ Sub-Tropical Garden. llloBtratioDS. Small|8vo. 5a.

—
^ Parks and Gardene of Paris, considered in Relation

t'l the Wants of oilier Cities and of Public and PriTate Gardens. With
850 lllnstratlons. 8vo. 18s.

Wild Garden; or, Our Groves and Gardens made
B autlful by the Natiirallastlon of Hardy Exotic Plants. With 90
lllusti'atiimA IOa Od.— Hardy Flowets. DeBcriptlone of upwards of 1800 of
the most Ornamental Bpeoies; with Directions for their Culture.
Post 8vo. 8s. 6d.

God’s Acre Made Beautiful ; or, the Cemeteries of the
Future With 8 lUustratfons. 8wo. 7s. 6d.

ROBSON (E, B.). School Arobxtboturh. Remarks on the
Planning, Designing, Building, and Fumieliing of School-honees.
IllustrationB. Modlum 8to. 18a

ROME (Bistort or). See GiBBOx—LiDDiLir-SHiTH

—

Studbkts*.
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ItOYAIi SOCIETY CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC PAPESS.
StoIi. 8ro. SO4. each. Balf morooM. S8<. wdL

BUXTOK (On>. F.). TrayelB inMezk^; with AdTentares amongWild
IMbes and Anlmalu ofth« PralriM and Rooky Mountain!. Poat 8vo. 8t.6d.

ST. HUGH OF AVALON, Bishop of Lincoln; his Life by 0. G.
Pkbrt, Canon of Linooln. Post ilyo. lOt. 6d.

ST. JOHN (Charles). Wild Sports and Natural History of the
Highland! of Scotland. Illustrated Edition. Crown 8to. 16«. Ch$ap
JUidM, PoBtSvo. 8!.6d.

(Baiie) Adventures in the Libyan Desert. Post 8to. 2d.

SALDANHA (Duke of). See Carkota.

SALE'S (Sir Bobbrt) Brigade In Affghanistan. With an Aeoountof
the Defenee ol Jellalabad. By Rnv. a. R. Clsio. Post 8vo. %§.

SCEPTICISM IN GEOLOGY; and the Beasona for It An
aflgpmblage of facts from Nature combining to refbte the theory of
“CansoH now in Action.** By Ybbivibr. Wbodouts. Crown Svo. 6f.

8CHLIBM.ANN (Db. Henrt). Troy and Its Bemains. A Narra-
tive of Refiearchfls and Discoveries made on the Site of Ilium, and In the
TiY'Jan Plain. With fiOJ llluhtratlons. Medium Sro. dks.— Ancieut Mycenn and Tiryns. With 600 IHua-
trs'ions. Medium Svo. 60f.

llios; the City and Country of tie Trojans,
including sll Recent DiscoTeries and Researches made on the Site

of Troy and the Troad. With an Autobiography. With SOCO Illas-

tratious. Imjierial Svo. 50i.

Lattst Excivatioos at Troy (Hisparlik). With
a Recent Journey (hrough tlie Troad. Illustrations Medium Svo.

SCHOMbEliG (Gekehal). The Odyssey of Homer, rendered
into English verso. 2 vols. 8vo. 24t.

SCOTT (Sir Gilbert). Lectures on the Bise and Development
of Medlssval Arcbitentiire. Delivered at the Royal AcHdemy. With
400 llluctratioDB. 2 Vuls. Medium 8vu. 42f.

SCBITTTON (THos..EnwARD). Literary and Artistic Property in
England. The Principles which should Regu’ata the I.awb of.Copy-
riglit, Ac., and their applicAtion to this and oih^r Countrie". 8vo.

SEEBOHM iHekrt). Siberia in Europe ; a Naturalist’s Visit to
the Valley of the Petchora In N.E. Russia. With notioes of Birds and
their migrations. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 14«.— Siberia in Asia. A visit to the Valley of the Yenessy
in Esstem Siberia. With Descriptiims of the Natural Hist )ry, Mlgrar
tions of Birds, Ac. Illustrations. Crown Svo. 14f.

BELBOBN E (Loan). Notes on some Passages in the Liturgical
History of the Reformed English Church. 8vo. 6i,

SHADOWS OF A SICE BOOM. Prefisce by Canon Lmnov.
16mo, S«. 6d.

SHAH OF PERSIA'S Diary during bis Tour through Europe in
1878. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 12«.

SHAW (T. B.). Manual of English Uteratnre. Post Svo. 7d. Stf.

Specimens of English Literature. Selected from the
Chief Writers. Post 8ve. 7s. 6d.

(Bobrrt). Visit to High Tartary, Yarkand, and Kashgar
(formerly Chtneee Tsrtary), and Return Journey over the Karakorum
Pass. With Map and lUastrations. Svo. 16*.

SIBBBA LEONE ; Described in Letters to Friends at Home. By
ALaot. Poat Svo. Si.M.

SIMMONS (Capt.), Constitution and Practice of Courta-Mar-
tial. Svo. 16i.
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SHILES* (fiUinJB^ LL.1).) WOBKS
BumiH JSvaiHiiBfl ;

from the Sarlieot Period to the death of

the 8tepb«nMoiiii. llliutmtlont. 5 Voln. Crown 8vo. 7«. 6(Z. eaeb.

Gsoaox Stipbeitbov. Poi»t 8ro. S«. 6d.

Jaxbb li^ASXTTH. Portrait aod IlliiBt<ationB. Cr. 8vo. 169.

SooTOH Naturalist (Tbo8.Ki>wabi>). Illuftratioiia Post 8vo. 69.

SoozoB Geologist abd Botabibt. (Ko^sbt Dick). llIustrAtioiiB.

Crown 8¥0. 12«.

HuouEiroTS nr Ebolabd avu Ireland. Crown 8vo. 78. 6d,

Silt-Help. With lllostrations of Conduct and Perseyer-
MBoe. PoiitSvo. Sii.

Chaeagtib. a Book of Noble CbarAct eristics. Post 8yo. 6«.

Tbbitt. a Book ef Domestic Counsel. Post Svo. 6s;

Duty. With Illustrations ofCourage, Pat ience, and Endurance.
Post Svo. 6i.

Industrial Biogbapbt; or, Iron Workers and Tool Makers.
Post fivo. 8i,

Boy’s Votagi Round the World. Illustrations. Post Svo. 69.

SMITH (Dr. George) student’s Manual of the Geography of British

India. PhysloAl and Political. With Maps. PostBvo. 74. 6d.

Life of John Wilson, D.D. (Bombay), Missionary and
Philanthropist. Portrail Post Svo. 9a.

— (Pbilip). History of the Ancient World, from the Creation
to the Fsll of the Roman Empire. A d. 47d. S VoIk. Svo. 81a. 6d.

SMITH’S (Dr. Wm.) DICTIONARIES:—
Dictionary or thi Bibln; its Antiquities, Biography,

Geography, and Katnral History. Illustrations. 8 Vola. Svo. 105a.

C0NOI8I Bible Diottonary. Illustrations. 8vn. 2 1 9.

Smaller Bible Diotionabt. lllusi rations. Pont 8yo. 79. 6r/.

Cbrxstian .Antiquities. Comprising the History, Insti-

tniiuits, and Antiquities of the Christian Church, illustrations. 2 Vols.
Medium Svo. 81. 18a. fid.

Christian Biography, Litebatubr, Sects, and Doctrines
;

fWim the Times of the AprstlsH to the Age of Cluirlrmai'iie. Medium bvo.
Vols. 1. 11. A Ilf. 81a 6<Z. esoh. (Tu bn o«unp]c'i*il In 4 Vols.)

Greek and Roman Antiquities, lllusiratious. Medium
Svo. 28i.

Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology. Illustrations.

8 Vols. Medium Svo. 4(. 4a.

Grbbk and Roman Gbograpbt. 2 Vols. Illustrations.
Medium Svo. 66a.

Atlas op Anoinnt Geography—Biblical and Classical.
Folio. 61.6a.

Classioal DicnoNARY OP Mythology, Biography, and
Oeoorapnt. 1 Vol. with 760 Woodcuts. Svo. ISa.

Smaller Classical Dictionary. Woodcuts. Crown 8yo.
7s. Si.

Smaller Greek and Roman Antiquities. Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. 7t.6d.

Complete Latin-English Dictionary. With Tables of the
Roman Calendar, Measums, Weights, and Money. Svo. 81a.

Smaller Latin-English Dictionary. 12mo. 7a dtf.

Copiouei AND Critical Enqlibh-Latin Dictionary. Syo. 219.

Smaller English-Latin Dictionary. 12mo. 7«. 6cC.
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SMITH'S (De. Wm.) ENGLISH COURSE:—
SoBooL Manual or Enoush Gkaxiiak, with Copious Exbboisis.
• Post bvo. tsd.

Pexhabt English Grammar. l’6mo. Is.

Manual of English Composition. With Copious Hlnsira-
tloos and Pnctloal EzerelHes. l^n. 8m. 6d,

Primabt Histoet of Britain. 12mo. 2s. 6(i

School Manual or Molnen Gzographt, Phtsioal and
Political. PoHt 8to. 5m.

A Smaller Manual or Modern Gboorapbt. 16mo. 2s. 6(2.

SMITH’S (Dr. Wm.) FRENCH COURSE:—
French pRiNaPiA. Part I. A First Course, containiiig a
Grammar, DalreruM, ExerctNeti, and Vocahiilarien. l‘imo. 8$. 6d.

Appendix to French Prinoipia. Part I. Containing ad-
ditional ExercisoH, with Examination Papers. 12mo. 2m. 6il.

French Prinoipia. Part li. A R^ing Book, eontdning
Fable-1

, Stories, and Anecdotes, Natural Hlbtory, and Beenes from the
Hlatory of France. With Grammatical Questions, Notes and copious
Etynioloicieal Dictionary. 12mo. 4m. 6d.

French Pkingipia. Part III. Prose Composition, containing
a 8) steroatic Goui>e of Exercises on the Syntax, with the Prineipal
Kules of Syntax. 12mo. [Tii (As J¥eu.

Student’s French Grammar. By C. Heron-Wall. With
Introduction by M. Littre. Post Rvo. 7m. M.

Smaller Grammar op the French Language. Abridged
fVom the above. l2mo. ds. 8d.

SMITH'S (Dr. Wm.) GERMAN COURSE :—
German Prinoipia. Part I. A First German Course, contain-
ing a Grammar, Delectus, Exercise Book, and Vocabularies. ITmo. Sm.M.

German Prinoipia. Part 11. A Reading Book
;
containing

Fables, Sb-ries, and Aroedotea, Natural Iliitoiy, and Beenes from the
liistury of Germany. With Grammatical Quesiions, Notes, and Dic-
tionary. 12mo. Ss. Hci.

Practical German Grammar. Post 8vo. 3a. 6dL

SMITH’S (Dr. Wm.) ITALIAN COURSE:—
Italian Prinoipia. Part I. An Itslian Course, containing a
Grammar, Delecrus, Exercise Book, with VocalinUrleS, and Materials

for Italian ConverHatinn. By SIO^oa hicci, Piofessor ot Italian at

the dry of London College. 12roo. 8«. Gd.

Italian Prinoipia. Part II. A First Italian Reading Book,
containing Fables, Anecdotes, Historr, and PsHsages fr>ra tbe best
Italian Authors, with Grammatical Q'lestions, Notes, end a Copious
Etymological Dictionary. By Sigmoh Kicci. Ikmo. 8m. 6d.

SMITH’S (Dr. Wm.) LATIN COURSE;—
The Young Beginner’s First Latin Book ; Containing the

Kndiments of Grammar, Easv Grammatical Quesiions and EzsnlsPH,
with Vocabularies. Being a Stepping stone to Principia Latina, Part 1.

for Young Childieu. 12mo. 2s.

The Young Beginner’s Second Latin Book: Containing an
easy Latin Resdlug Book, with an AnalyHls of the Sentences, Notes,

and a Dictionary, ^ing a Stepping-stone to Principia Latina, Part IJ

.

ftr Yonng ChUdren. 12mo. 2a.

Prinoipia Latina. Part 1. First Iditin Conrse, containing a
Grammar, Deleetns,and Exercise Book, with Voeabulariss. l2kiio. 8».Sd,

%• In tliia Edition the Cases of tbe Nouns, Adjeetivss, and Pronouns
are arranged both as in the obdinart Qbammars and as in the Pubuo
School Fbimbb. together with the correspt'ndiag Exsreiaea.
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SMITH'S (Ds. Wm.) LiTnr Covbsc—continued,

AFPnsii TO FBnroim LiTXvi^ Part L ; being Additional
Exereisea with Examination Papera. 12]no. 9«.M •

PuHCxm Latima. Part IL A Beading-book of Mythology,
Geography^ Roman Antlquitlaa, and Hiatory. With Notea and Dic-
tionary. Umo. 8e.6d. «

Pnnroipu Latxma. Part ill. A Poetry Book. Hexametera
and Pantaniotont ; Eelog. Ovfdlanm; Latin Freaody. ISmo. 8*,6d.

PbxvoifU Latxva. iWtlT. Prose Comp<^tion. Buies of
Syntax with Examplea, Explanationa of Bynonyma, and Ezendaea
on the Byntax. ISmo. 8«. 6d.

PnnioxFXA Latxha. Part T. Short Tales and Anecdotes for

Translation into Latin. ISmo. 8a.

Latxx-Exolibh Yooabulaet Avn Fxbbt Latix-Eholx8R
Diotioxabv fob pHJBDBUa, CoBXBLiUB Nkpok, amuCxcbab. 13mo. 8a. 6d.

STunurr's Latxh Gbaxxar. For the Higher Forms. Post
8ro. 6a.

SxAXiLXR Latxh Gbamxab. For the Middle and Lower Forms.
ISmo. 8a. 6d.

Taoxtos, Germania, Agricola^ ho. With English Notes.
12mo. 8a. 6d.

SMITH'S (Da. Wm.) GBBEK COURSE
IhitxaGbmca. Parti. A lurstGreekCourBe^oontainiDgaGram-

rour, Deiactua. and Exorciae-book. IVirh Vocabularlea. ISmo. 8a. 6d.

Apfbhoix to Initia Gbjioa. Part I. Cuntainiug additional
EzerciMea. With Exainiii'ttlun FaiiO'S. Poat Svo. 2s. M.

Ihitia Gbjeoa. Part 11. A Beading Book. Containing
Bhurt Talea, AneodottM, Fablea, Mythulttgy, and Grecian Uiatory
ISmo. 8a. Bd.

Ihitta Grjboa. Partin. Prose Composition. Containing the
KiUea of Byntax, with eoploiia Examplea and Exerolaea. ISino. 3a. 6d

Sxudsht’s Grxkk Grammar. For the Higher Forms. By
CuBTiiia. PoatHvo. 6a.

SmaliiBR Grbek Grammar. For the Middle and Lower Forma.
13mo. 8a. 6d.

Grixk Aocidehor. 12mo. 2«. 6d.

Plato, Apology of Socrates, &o. With Notes. 12mo. Sr. 6d
SMITH'S (Or.Wm.) smaller HISTORIES:—

SoBiFTORR History. Woodcuts. 16mo. Sr. 6d,

Ahoieht History. Woodcuta. 16mo. Sr. 6d.

Ahoibht Groobapht. Woodcuts. 16mo. Sr. 6(Z.

Modbrh Oroqrapby. ISino. 2r. 6d
Qrbbob. Maps and Woodcuts. 16mo. Sr. 6d,

Bomb. Maps and Woodcuts. 16mo. Sr. 6d,

Olasbioal Mytholocy. Woodcuts. 16mo. Sr. 6d
Eholahd. Maps and Woodcuts. 16mo. Sr. 6d,

Ehqlish Literaturi. 16mo. Sr. 6d,

Sfboxmehb or Eholibh Lxtxraturb. ISmo. Sr. 6d
SOMEBYILLE (Mart). Personal Beeoliections from Early Life

to Old Ag^ Portrait. Grown 8to. 18a.

Phyaical Geography. Portrait. PoBt 8vo. 9r.

Connexion of the Physical Scieneea. PostSro. 9r.

Moleonlar A Mioroscopio Soienoe. IliustrationB.
8 Vola. PoatBvo. 91a.
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SOUTH (John F.). *Housebold Surgery
;

or, Hinte for Xaergen-
eies. With Woodeute. Fcap. S^o. Sa. 6d,

SOUTHEY (Bobt.). Lives of Bunyaik and Cromwell Post Svo. 2«.

STANHOPE’S (Earl) WORKS
Histobt or ERaLAKD FROX jHB RuGx or QuiBii Anri so
THB PkAOB OF VSRBAILLKS, 1701^. 9 TOIb. PoBt 8fO. Sf. MCb.

Lin or WxLUAx Pitt. Poriridta. 3 Yola. 8to. 86r.

Misokllakies. 2 Yols. Post 8vo. ISa

British India, FROM ITS Origin TO 1788. Post 8vo. 8s* 6(2.

History or “ Portt-Fiyi.*' Post 8vo. 8s.

Historical and Critical Essays* Post 8yo. 8s. 6(2.

Thb Retreat frox Moscow, and other Bssaya Post 8vo. 7s. 6(2.

Life of Belisarioa Post 8yo. 10s. 6(2.

Life of Conde. Post 8yo. 8s. 6(2.

Story of Joan of Arc. Fcap. 8vo. Is.

Addresses on Various Occasions. 16mo. Is.

STANLEY’S (Dean) WORKS
Sinai and Palestine. Maps. 8vo. 14.?.

Bible in the Holy Land
;
Extracted from the aboYe Work.

WaodeutB. FflAp. 8vo. 8«. 6d.

Eastern Church. CroNn 8vo. 6a

Jewish Church. From the Earliest Times to the Christian

Kra. SYoIm. 8vo. 3S«.

Church of Scotland. 8yo. 7s. 6(2.

Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians, 8yo. 18s.

Life of Dr. Arnold. Portrait. 2 Vols. Cr 8yo. 12a

Canterbury Cathedral. Illustrations. Post 8fo,

Westxinstsr Abbey. Illustrationa 8vo. 15s.

Sermons during a Tour in the East. 8yo. 9s.

— ON Special Occasions, Preached in Westminster

Abbey. 8vo. 12*.

Memoir or Edward, Catherine,and Mart Stanley. Cr. 8yo„ 9s.

Christian Institutions. Essays on Ecclesiastical Subjects.

8ro. 13ji.

[See also Bradley.]

STEPHENS (Key. W. R. W.). Life and Times of St John
Chrysostom. A Sketch of the Church and the Empire in the Fourth

Century. Portrait 8ro. ISs.

STRATFORD de REDCLIFFB (Lord). The Eastern Question.

Being a Selection from bis Writings during the last Five Years of his'

Life. With a Preface by Dean Stanley. With Map. 8vo. 9t.

STREET (O. E.). Gothic Architecture in Spain. Illustrations.

inBrickwdMarbl^Vith
Notes on North of Italy. Ilhistratlons. Boyal 8vo. Sda

STUART (ViiLiEBfl). Nile Gleanings: The Ethnology, History,

and Art of Ancient Egypt, as Revealed by Paintings tud Bas-

Relleft. With Desoiiptlons of Nnbia and its Great R(M Temples,

69 Colonred Illustrations, ^ Medium 8vo. 8U. M,

The Funeral Tent of an Egyptian Queen, discoYcred at

Thebes. Printed In eolonrs from the author’s original drawings. With

Translations uid Explanations of the bleroglyphim, dm. Boy. 8vo. 18s.
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STUDENTS* MANUALS
Ou> Tmtaiceht Hxbtobt ; from the CrMtUon to the Betoia of

the J«wM from Gaptlrtty. Woodeiitn. Pont 6ro. 7«. 6d.

Nbw TEflTiVXHT fliBTOfiT. With M Introduotioxi eonneetilkg
thoHUtoryofthaOld •ndNmTMteiDMitn. WAodentii. PofitSTO. 7#.M.

Etidbhobb of CflusTiAFxA. By H. Waob, D.D. Post Syo.
[In ihe prui.

EooIiBSIAstioal History. By Philip Smith, B.A.
Part I.—Ftrat Tap CcntarieH. From tho Foundation of the Chiistiaii

Church to the full eatabliehment of the Holy Roman Empire and the
Papal Power, A.D. 80—>003, Woodcule. PoetSTO. 7«. 6d.

Part 11.— The Middle Agea and the Reformation, 1003 - 1698.
Woodcuta. Poat8vfl. 7f. 6d. [Jntlii Preu.

Eholibh Ohubor History. By Canon Pbbry. 2 Vols. Post
8to. 7a. 6(f . each.

Pint Peritid^ from the planting of the Church in Britain to the Aeeea-
glon of Henry VI II. A. D. 696—15ud.
/Second Pei'u^, from the aeoeaaion of Henry VIII. to the silencing of>

ConToeatinn in the ISth Century, 1509—1717.

AlVOIEni History of tbs Kast; Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia^
Media, Persia, Asia Minor, and Pbcenlcia. Woodcuts. PostSro. 7a. 6(t»

Anoikht Groorapuy. By Canon Bsvan. Woodcuts. Post
8vo. 7a. ML,

History of Grreob
;
frou the Earliest Times to ihe Roman

ConqueHt By Wm. SiiiTn, P.C.L. Woodoiits. Grown Svo. 7a. 6d.
*„* Queatlnns on the above Work, 13mo. Sa.

History of Home ; from the Earliest Times to the Establish-
nieiit of the Empire. By Draw Liourlu Woodonta. Crown Sro. 7a, 6d.

UiBUoit's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Woodcuts.
Post 8vo. 7a. 6d.

Hallam'b Hisift)RY OF EuBOPB during the Middle Ages.
Post 8ve. 7a. 6il.

History of Modkiin Europe, from the end of the Middle
Ages to the Treaty «f Berlin, 1878. P«)Bt Svo. [In the Pn$».

Hallam's History of Enqlanp; from the Accession of
Henry VII. to the Death of Geoige 11. Poet Svo. 7a, fid,

Hume's History of Evoland firom the Inyasien of Julius
Gaeear to the Uevolntim in 1688. Revised, end eontlnned to the
Treaty of Berlin, 1878. By J. B. Bbbwbb, M.A. Coloured Maps and
WoodontB. Poat 8to. 7a. 68.

Queations on the above Work, 12mo. 2a.

History of France ; from the Earliest Times to the Estab-
llehment of the Second Empire 1852. By II. W. Jbbvib. WoodontB.
Post Svo. 7a. M.

Seolibh Lakouaob. By Gko. P. Marsh. Post 8yo. 78. 6d.

Eeolisk Literature. By T. B. Shaw, M.A. Post 8yo. 78.6tf.

SpeoimbeS ofEnglish Literature. By T.B.SHAW.Po8t 8ro. Ts.dtZ.

Modern Geoorapht
;
Mathematical, Physical and Descriptive.

By Canon BbvAW. WoodcutM. Post Svo. 7a. 6d.

Gbooripbt of Bbitish India. Poliiical and Physical. By
Geoboe BuiTBfLL.D. Maps. Poet8vo. 7t,9d,

Moral Philosophy. By Wm. Fleming. Post Svo. Ts. 6d,

BziAOK8Tonb*8 CoNMNNTARiss. By Maloolm Knrb. Post 8ve.
Ta.6d.

SUMNER’S (Bxsrop) Life and Episcopate during 40 Tears. By
Rev. G. H. Bmmi. Fortndt Svo. 14a.

SWAINSON ^anon). Nloenc and AposUea* Oroeds; Their
Literary History ; together with aome AooooEt of "The Creed of St.

AUiBnasins.” Svo. 16a.
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SWIFT (Jonathan). [See C&Aix, Fobsteb.]

S'OEL (Yon) Hiatoiy of Europe during the French BcTolution,
^ 1789-1796. 4Vo»b. 8to. 4e«.-

STMONDS’ (Rfiv. W.) Records of the Rooks; or Notes on the
Geology of Wale^ Devoo, and ComwalL Crown 8vo. 19«.

TALMUD. See Babolat ; Diuifbn.

TEMPLE (Sib RichABo). India in 1880. With Maps. 8to. 18s.

Men and Events of My Time in India. 8vo. 16s.

THIBAUT’S (Antoine) Purity in Musical Art. With Prefatory
Memoir 1^ W. H. GladHtone, M.P. Post 8ro. 7s. 6d,

THIELMANN (Babon). Journey through the Caneasus to

Tabrees, Kurdistan, down the Tigris ami Eupbratea to NlneTsh and
Palmyra, lllnatrations. 8 Vols. Poet8vo. 18«.

THOMSON (ABOHBisHep). Lincoln’s Inn Sermons. 8to. 10s. 6d.

Life in the Light of God’s Word, Post 8vo. 5s.

Word, Work, & Will : Collected Essays. Grown 8vo.9s.

TITIAN’S LIFE AND TIMES. With some account of his

Family, from unpublished Beeords. By CaowB and CavAUUBBLLi.
Illustrations. 8 Vols. 8to. 21«.

TOCQUE VILLE’S State of Society in France before the Revolution,

1789, and on the Causes which led to that Event. 8vo» 14i.

TOMLINSON (Ohas.); The Sonnet; Its Origin, Structure,and Place
in Poetry. PustSvo. ttt.

TOZER (Rev. H. F.) Highlands of Turkey, with Visits to Monnts
Ida, Athos, Olympus, and Pelion. 8 Vols. Crown 8vo. .84#.

Lectures on the Geography of Greece. Post 8vo. 9s.

TRISTRAM (Canon). Great Sahara. IlluBtrations. Crown Svo. 15s.

Land of Moab ; Travels and Discoveries on the East
Side of the Dead Sea and the Jordan. lllustrationB. Crown 8to. t5s.

TWENTY YEARS’ RESIDENCE among the Greeks, Albanians,

Tark>«, Armenians, and Bulgarians. By an Enqlibh Ladt. 8 Vols.

Crown 8to. 81«.

TWINING (Kev. Tnos.). 'Recreations and Studies of a Country
Clergyman of tlio Last Century. Crown Svo. 9s.

TWISS’ (Hobaos) Life of Lord Eldon. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 21s.

TYLOR (E. B.) Researches into the Early History of Mankind,
and Development of Civilization. 8rd Edition. 8vo. 18#.—— Primitive Coltnre ; the Development of Mythology,
Philosophy, Religion, Art, and Custom. 2 Vols. Svo. 84s.

VATICAN COUNCIL. See Leto.

VIRCHOW (Pbofessob). The Freedom of Science in the

Modem state. Fcap. S^o. 2«.

WAGE (Rev. Hsnet), D.D. The Principal Facts in the Life of

our Lord, and the Authority of the Eyangelioal Narrmtivea Post Svo. 6#.

WELLINGTON’S Despatches during his Campaigns in India,

Dramark, Portugal, Spidn, the Low Countries, and Franet. 8 Vols.

Svo, £88«.

Supplementary Despatches, relating to India,

Ireland, Denmark, Spanish America, Spain, Portugal, France, Con-

gress of Vienna, Waterloo and Paris. With Index. 16 Yols. Svo.

Ion, each.—__ Qiyii aad Political Correspondence. Vols. I. to

VIII. 8vo. 80i. each.

Speeches in Parliament 2 Vols. 8vo. 42s.
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^ liiiifip'ChArli.' 9««. ISt. ^
imXBIiBB<a). 7i.6(L

irHJTS(W.H.).
And TAditaBML llhuitni*

WHTIfPEE (ii^irAip). Asoeiit of tbo Maitorhom. With
too XHoAmioDi^ 6v<k. tOi. M.

WitBBSFOBOWB <BiiBOP} life of William WUbeiforce. Portrait
Ofovnefo. 6t.

(fiiiiina,Lli.I).), Lord Blahop of Oxford and
WtaflkiMttr: Ui lifli. By Cvem Atxwwi^ D.D., ud B. 0. Wilbbb-
joaoa* Win PoctrUM tad Woodeotf. 8 Volf. Bro. 18i. eAqh*

WEiXli^ir <Bti L O.). Hanneri and Caatoma of the Ancient
B«r8tiiaa,tliilrPdi«teUflkLfvi,Arti.Religloii,d«. Anfvedltloo.
BdItM fqrBunjlL Bxioh, Lt.D. lUnitnitioiii. 8 Vols. 8to. 84«.

’

' Popular Aoooimt of the Andent Bgyptiana. Widi
fldOWafdOBli. IVoli. PortSvo. 18*.

WiltimSOK (Evqb). Snanp Landa and Seaa: A Orniao
Bomid tho World lo the 8.8. ^^Oeylon." Being Note* mede In e PlTe
ICoathe' Tour In Indif| th« Stmitii Settlement, Menila, Ohina, Japan,
the Sandirkh lelanda, aad California. With illustrations. Crown
«TO. m

WILLIAMS (Moxixa). Beliglona Life and Thought in Ind^a. An
Aeeonnt ofthe Kellglone of the Indian People. Baied on a LUe’e Study
of thatr Literature end on pereooai inTestlgacions in their own eoantrr.

8to. [In iht pnu,

WILSON (JoHX, D.D.). See SxifH (Gso.).

WOOD'S (Caftaw) Sooroe of the Oxua. With the Geography
of the Valley of the Oxue. ByCokYuLi. Map. Sro. 18s.

WOBDS OF HOMAN WISDOM. Collected and Arranged by
B. 8, With a PrefiMa by Ganoii Liddow

^

Foap. 8to. 8*. Cd.

WOBDSWOETH'S (Bubop) Greece ; Pictoriali DeaeTipUye, and
Hiitorieal. With an Introduction on the CharaoteriHtios ot Greek A it,

^ 010, SoBAB*. Mow Bditton rerlaed by the Ker. H. F. Tozbb, M.A.
With 400 iUnstratlons. Boyel 8fo. 81s. 6d.

TOBK tAjK»W8HOP orb Collected Baiayi. Contents.<»Bynoptie
Geepels. Death of Ghrlat Ood Bziete. Worth of Ltih. Design In

,
Meture, Sports and Paettmes. Emorioni In Preaching. Defeets in
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